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Relative clauses in Má́ıh ı̀k̀ı

Lev Michael

August 10, 2012

1 Introduction

Má́ıhı̀k̀ı relative clause constructions consist of a nominal head followed by a nominalized clause
that modifies the head. The nominalized clause consists of a verb that bears one of six nominalizing
suffixes, as well as any non-relativized NPs and adverbial elements. Relativized arguments generally
leave a gap in the position of the relative clause from which it was relativized, with the exception
of arguments relativized from postpositional phrases and possessive phrases. In the former case, a
resumptive pronoun obligatorily fills the original position of relativized argument, while in the latter
case a resumptive pronoun is permitted, but is not obligatorily.

The nominalizing suffixes carry tense information about relative the clause and agree in animacy
with the relativized NP; these suffixes are followed by classifiers that agree with the nominal head,
and by plural number agreement, when appropriate. If the head of the relative clause is the animate
object of the main clause, both the head and the nominalized verb typically bear accusative marking.
We now consider these issues in greater detail.

2 Relative clauses and constituent order

Má́ıhı̀k̀ı relative clauses are postnominal, as evident in (1) and (2), but not necessarily immediately
post nominal, as evident in (1a). In elicitation, consultants indicate that in some cases, it is permissi-
ble or even preferable for another nominal element to intervene between the head and the modifying
nominalized clause, while in others, it is not. At this point the generalizations regarding the relative
placement of nominalized clauses to the heads they modify are unclear, and they likely depend in
part on informational structural factors that would benefit from the study of texts. However, there
is one generalization which appears to hold: if it is grammatical for the nominalized clause to be
separated from its head, it is also grammatical for the nominalized clause to immediately follow the
head; the converse does not hold.

(1) a. ỳı [ákı̀rè]HEAD ñ́ıàjàch̀ı [t̀ıñàdá́ıch̀ık̀1rè]RELCL.

ỳı
1.sg

ak+
mestizo

-re
-acc

ñia
see

-ja
-go.ser

-chi
-1.fut

t̀ıñà
arrive

-dá́ı
-come

-chi
-atelic.nomz.past

-k1
-cl:masc

-re
-acc

‘Yo voy a visitar a este mestizo que ha llegado (hace uno o dos d́ıas).’
(E.AMM.LDM.12jun2012)

b. ỳı [ák ı̀rè]HEAD [t̀ıñàdá́ıch̀ıkı̀rè]RELCL ñ́ıàjàch̀ı.

c. ỳı ñ́ıàjàch̀ı [ákı̀rè]HEAD [t̀ıñàdá́ıch̀ıkı̀rè]RELCL.

(2) a. [yá́ıjòỳı]HEAD [júńıjóch̀ık ı̀rè]RELCL táàỳı.
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yá́ıjoyi
dog

júńıjó
die

-chi
-atelic.nomz.past

-k1
-cl:masc

-re
-acc

táà
fall

-yi.
-1.fut

‘Voy a enterrar el perro que ha muerto.’ (E.AMM.LDM.12jun2012)

b. *[yá́ıjòỳı]HEAD táàỳı [júńıjóch̀ıklIrè]RELCL.

3 Relative clause suffixes

The verbs of relative clauses bear between one and four suffixes that oI their presence to the fact
that the verb in questions forms part of a relative clause, in the order given in (3). The leftmost
of these suffixes, the nominalizer, occurs in all cases, while the latter three appear under specific
circumstances described below.

(3) verb stem -nominalizer -classifier -pl -acc

3.1 Nominalizers

Verbs in Má́ıh ı̀k̀ı relative clauses obligatorily bear one of six tensed nominalizers (two of which are
null). These include three tensed animate nominalizers and three tensed inanimate nominalizers.
We first examine the tense contrasts among the animate nominalizers and then turn to the tense
contrast among the inanimate nominalizers. We then discuss the distribution of the animate and
inanimate nominalizers. Finally, I justify treating this set of suffixes as nominalizers.

3.1.1 Tense distinctions among relative clause nominalizers

Má́ıhı̀k̀ı tensed nominalizers make verbs capable of modifying the associated nominal head of the
relative clause and indicate the tense of the relative clause, as indicated in Table 1, below. The
sentences in (4)-(6) exemplify the three animate nominalizers, and in particular, the temporal in-
terpretation of the relative clause associated with each of the nominalizers. Note that (6) and (7)
are ambiguous, as these sentences can be interpreted either as a relative clause construction with a
null present animate nominalizer, or as a temporal overlap clause-linking construction. A range of
interpretations is provided for (7).

Table 1: Má́ıh ı̀k̀ı Relative Clause Nominalizers

animate inanimate

past -chi -se
present -∅ -∅
future -ja -jai

(4) ı́mı̀ ñámı̀nà t̀ıñàdá́ıch̀ıkı̀ máká sáàch̀ı

1m1
man

ñamina
yesterday

t̀ıñà
arrive

-dá́ı
-come

-chi
-nomz.anim.past

-k1
-cl:masc

máká
forest

sáà
go.fut

-chi
-3masc.fut

‘Él hombre que llegó ayer va a ir al monte.’ (E.AMM.LDM.15jun2012)

(5) ı́mı̀ dá́ıjàgı̀ máká sáàch̀ı.
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1m1
man

dá́ı
come

-ja
-nomz.anim.fut

-g1
-cl:masc

máká
forest

sáà
go

-chi
-3masc.fut

‘Él hombre que va a venir va ir al monte.’ (E.AMM.LDM.15jun2012)

(6) ı́mı̀ dá́ıkı̀ máká sáàch̀ı.

1m1
man

dá́ı
come

-∅
-nomz.anim.pres

-k1
-cl:masc

máká
forest

sáà
go

-chi
-3masc.fut

‘Él hombre que está llegando va ir al monte.’ (E.AMM.LDM.15jun2012)

(7) ỳı ákı̀rè ñ́ıàb ı̀ t̀ıñàdákı̀rè.

ỳı
1.sg

ak1
mestizo

-re
-acc

ñia
see

-b1
-1.past

t̀ıñà
arrive

-dá
-come

-∅
–nomz.anim.pres

-k1
-cl:masc

-rè
-acc

‘He visto el mestizo que está llegando.’ (E.AMM.LDM.13jun2012)
‘He visto el mestizo cuando está llegando.’ (E.AMM.LDM.13jun2012)
‘Yo he visto que el mestizo ha llegado.’ (E.LTN.LDM.18jun2012)
‘Yo he visto el mestizo que ha llegado.’ (E.LTN.LDM.18jun2012)

The tense distinctions among the inanimate nominalizers is illustrated in (8) - (9).

(8) balde bátásèbı̀ ókó méáj́ı

balde
bucket

bátá
crack

-se
-result.nomz.past

-b1
-cl:container

oko
water

méá
leak

-j1
-TAM

‘El balde roto está goteando agua.’ (E.AMM.LDM.16jun2012)

(9) balde bátájà́ıb ı̀ ókó méáj́ı

balde
bucket

bátá
crack

-jai
-result.nomz.fut

-b1
-cl:container

oko
water

méá
leak

-j1
-TAM

‘El balde que va a romperse está goteando agua.’ (E.AMM.LDM.16jun2012)

3.1.2 Distribution of animate and non-animate nominalizers

We now describe the distribution of animate and non-animate nominalizers. Briefly, animate nom-
inalizers are restricted to clauses in which the argument that has been relativized is animate (gen-
erally, a human or animal). The verb may either be transitive or intransitive in nature, and the
relativized argument may be either a subject or object.1 Inanimate nominalizers appear in clauses
in which an inanimate argument has been relativized; the verb may be transitive or intransitive in
nature, and the relativized argument may be either a subject, object, or oblique.

The alternation between the animate and inanimate nominalizers is evident in (10) and (11). In
the former sentence, the relativized argument – a subject – is the animate NP ñ́ıàb ı̀ ‘child’, and I
see that the verb of the relative clause bears the animate nominalizer -chi. The latter sentence is
essentially identical, except that the relativized argument is now an inanimate NP, tótòdèò ‘plate’,
and the verb of the relative clause now bears the inanimate nominalizer -se.

(10) Yı̀ ñ́ıàb ı̀ ñ́ıtù tóméch̀ıkı̀rè.

1For present purposes I am employing the terms ‘subject’ and ‘object’ rather naively. Whether inanimates can
actually be subjects in Má́ıj̀ık̀ı is a topic of ongoing research by Stephanie Farmer.
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ỳı
1sg.pro

ñia
see

-b1
-1sg.past

ñitu
child

tómé
fall

-chi
-nomz.anim.past

-k ı̀
-cl:masc

-re
-acc

‘He visto el niño que ha cáıdo.’ (E.LMM.LDM.08aug2012)

(11) Yı̀ ñ́ıàb ı̀ tótòdèò tómésèdèò.

ỳı
1sg.pro

ñia
see

-b1
-1sg.past

totodeo
plate

tómé
fall

-se
-nomz.inan.past

-deo
-cl:plate

‘He visto el plato que ha cáıdo.’ (E.LMM.LDM.08aug2012)

Note that the choice of nominalizer does not appear to depend on the agentiveness of the rela-
tivized argument, but on its animacy proper, as evident in (22) and (13), in which the relativized
arguments are very far from agentive.

(12) nómı̀ò ỳı ñ́ıàjà̀ıch̀ıkò jù̀ıkò

nomio
woman

yi
1.sg

ñia
see

-jai
go.ser

-chi
-nomz.anim.past

-ko
-fem

jui
be.sick

-ko
-3sg.fem.pres

‘La mujer que visité está enfermo.’ (E.AMM.LDM.16jun2012)

(13) ı́mı̀ ỳırè bà̀ıch́ık ı̀ hùǹıhógı́.

1m1
man

ỳı
1.sg.pro

-re
-acc

bà̀ı
hit

-chi
-nomz.anim.past

-k1
-cl:masc

hùǹı
die.ni.form

-hó
-2.state

-g1
-3.sg.masc.past

‘El hombre que me pegó se ha muerto.’ (E.LMM.08aug2012)

In (14), (15), and (16) I show that the animacy-dependent alternation between the two types of
nominalizers holds for relativized objects as well.

(14) ñ́ıtù ỳı j́ıńıtóch̀ık ı̀ húńıhógı́.

ñ́ıtù
child

ỳı
1.sg.pro

j́ıńı
let.go

-tó
-drop

-chi
-nomz.anim.past

-k ı̀
-cl:past

huni
die.ni.form

-ho
-2.state

-g ı̀
-3sg.mascpast

‘El niño que dejé caer se ha muerto. E.LMM.LDM.08aug2012

(15) tótòdèò ỳı j́ıńıdı́ósèdèò núńıhógı́.

totodeo
plate

ỳı
1sg.pro

j́ıńı
let.go

-d ı́ó
-sink

-se
-nomz.inan.past

-deo
-cl: plate

núńı
sink

-hó
-2.state

-g1
-3sg.masc.past

‘El plato que he dejado caer se ha hundido.’ E.LMM.LDM.08aug2012

(16) mámàsò jàsò á́ıkó má́ıbàrò kwàkòsè.

má-
red-

maso
green.acouchy

jàsò
yuca

ai
eat

-ko
-3f.pres

má́ıbàrò
sloth

kwàkò
cook

-se
-telic.nomz.past

Mamaso está comiendo yuca que ha cocinado Maibaro. (E.AMM.LDM12jun2012)
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We now examine a context in which the inanimate nominalizer, -se, surfaces that superficially
appears to contradict the preceding generalization that restricts it to clauses in which an inanimate
argument is relativized: namely, when it appears with intransitive verbs in which the sole core
argument is an animate one, as in (17) (cf. (18)).

(17) Yı̀ ñ́ıàb ı̀ ı́mı̀ sá́ısè.

ỳı
1sg.pro

ñia
see

-b1
-1sg.past

1m1
man

sá́ı
go

-se
-nomz.inan.past

‘He visto que el hombre se ha ido (p.ej. sus huellas, un palo cortado, etc.).’
(E.LMM.LDM.08aug2012)

(18) Yı̀ ñ́ıàb ı̀ ı́mı̀ sá́ıch̀ık ı̀rè.

ỳı
1sg.pro

ñia
see

-b1
-1sg.past

1m1
man

sá́ı
go

-chi
-nomz.anim.past

-k1
-cl:masc

-re
-acc

‘He visto el hombre que se ha ido.’ (E.LMM.LDM.08aug2012)

As is evident in comparing (17) with (18), however, the verb that bears the inanimate nominal-
ization does not appear in a clause in which the animate subject of the verb has been relativized.
Rather the sentence in question indicates that the subject of the main clause has seen traces of
the man’s going, suggesting that if anything has been relativized in this clause, it is some oblique
argument (which is not overtly expressed in any case). Whether or not sentences like those in
(17) are relativizations proper, it is clear that the referent of verb nominalized with the inanimate
nominalizer is not animate.

3.1.3 -chi and -se as nominalizers

We now examine the question of why I consider what I have here designated ‘tensed nominalizers’ to
in fact be nominalizers. The reasons I can adduce are morphological in nature: stems derived with
tensed nominalized can bear: 1) classifiers, which appear on nominal elements; 2) nominal plural
marking; and 3) accusative case marking, which likewise appears on nominal elements.2 These
morphological properties suggest that the stems derived with the ‘tensed nominalizers’ are nominal
in nature.

3.2 Classifier and number agreement

The nominal stems formed by deriving the verbal stem with the tensed nominalizers typically bear
classifiers which agree with classifier class of the nominal head of the relative clause. Numerous
examples of classifier agreement with animate heads can be found above, e.g. (4)-(6). Note that for
the future animate nominalizer, the masculine and feminine animate classifiers take the forms -g1
and -go, respectively, rather than their typical forms -k 1 and -ko, as evident in (5). An example of
classifier agreement involving an inanimate head is given in (19). Also see Neely (2012) for numerous
examples of agreement with animate and inanimate heads in relative clause constructions.

(19) m ı́́ıt̀ıkà ch̀ımàtá̀ıjà̀ıt̀ıkà táǹıt́ıyóýı áóá́ıdèò

2Ongoing work suggests that at least classifiers and accusative marking participate in agreement relationships
between nominal heads and their dependents. The precise word class of all elements capable of bearing nominal
morphology is thus not entirely clear, although it is likely that all these elements are at likely constituents of the NP
(or DP).
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m ı́́ı
climb

-t1ka
-cl:stick

chima
slip

-tai
-fall.ser

-jai
-result.nom.fut

-t1ka
-cl:stick

tani
fall

-t́ıyó
-break

-yi
-3.neut.fut

áó
food

-á́ı
-eat

-deo
-cl:basin

‘La escalera que va a resbalar cayendo va a romper el plato.’ (E.AMM.LDM.15jun2012)

If the head of the relative clause is plural, the nominalized verb optionally takes nominal plural
marking, in the form of the plural marking appropriate for the classifier that the nominalized verb
bears, as evident in (20).

(20) ỳı ńıàb ı̀ m ı́́ıt̀ıkàmà t́ıýıjà̀ıt̀ıkàmà.

ỳı
1sg

nia
see

-b1
-1sg.past

m ı́it̀ıka
escalera

-ma
-pl

t́ıýı
break

-jai
-nomz.inan.fut

-t1ka
-cl:stick

-ma
-pl

‘He visto varias escaleras que quieren romperse.’ (E.LTN.LDM.18jun2012)

3.3 Accusative marking

The nominalized verb verb in a relative clause may also exhibit accusative marking, which, when
it appears, follows the classifier. Nominalized verbs of this sort bear accusative marking when the
head of the relative clause bears accusative marking,3 that is, when the head is an animate object of
the matrix verb, as in (21). When the head of the relative clause is a subject of the matrix clause,
the nominalized verb of the relative clause does not bear accusative marking, even if the relativized
head is the object of the matrix clause, as in (22).4

(21) ñ́ıàjàj̀ı nómı̀òrè jù̀ıkórè

ñia
see

-ja
-go.ser

-j1
-1sg.past

nomio
woman

-re
-acc

jù̀ı
be.sick

-∅
-nomz.anim.pres

-ko
-cl:fem

-re
-acc

‘Visité la mujer que está enfermo.’ (E.AMM.LDM.16jun2012)

(22) nómı̀ò ỳı ñ́ıàjà̀ıch̀ıkò jù̀ıkò

nomio
woman

ỳı
1sg.pro

ñia
see

-jai
-go.ser

-chi
-nomz.anim.past

-ko
-fem

jù̀ı
be.sick

-ko
-3sg.fem.pres

‘La mujer que visité está enfermo.’ (E.AMM.LDM.16jun2012)

4 NP accessibility hierarchy

Languages differ in which grammatical relations are relativizable, following the NP accessibility hier-
archy, given in (23). In Má́ıhı̀k̀ı, NPs at any point in the implicational hierarchy can be relativized.

(23) S > O > IO > oblique > possessor

Examples of subject and object relativization have been given above. Examples of indirect object,
oblique, and possessor relativization are given in (24), (25), and (26), respectively.

(24) ı́mı̀ ḱıùr̀ı ı́ch́ıch̀ık ı̀ dákı̀

3It may be more accurate to state the generalization as follows: ‘Nominalized verbs of this sort bear accusative
marking when the head of the relative clause is capable, optionally, of bearing accusative marking’.

4Inanimate objects generally do not bear accusative marking.
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1m1
hombre

kiur1
machete

ı́ch́ı
give

-chi
-nomz.anim.past

-k1
-cl:masc

dá
come

-k1
-3masc.pres

‘El hombre le que he dado machete ha venido.’ (E.LMM.LDM.18jun2012)

(25) ı́mı̀ káı̀ jànù dá́ıch̀ık ı̀ jù̀ıj̀ı.

1m1
man

ka1
that.masc

jànù
com/inst

dá́ı
come

-chi
-nomz.anim.past

-k1
-cl:masc

jù̀ı
be.sick

-j1.
-3masc.past

‘El hombre con quien he venido está enfermo.’ (E.LMM.LDM.18jun2012)

(26) nómı̀ò (káò) wè újóch̀ıkò dákò.

nomio
woman

(kao)
that.fem

wè
house

újó
burn

-chi
-nomz.anim.past

-ko
cl:fem

dá
come

-ko.
-3.fem.past

‘La mujer que le quemó su casa ha vuelto.’ (E.LMM.LDM.18jun2012)

Note, incidentally, that that the head in (25) must be coreferential with a deictic element in the
head position of the postpositional phrase, making this the sole context discovered thus far in which
the gap strategy found in other contexts is obligatorily replaced by a resumptive pronoun strategy.
In (26), either the gap strategy or the resumptive pronoun strategy is permitted.

5 References
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Conditional Constructions in Má́ıh1ki

Lev Michael

August 10, 2012

1 Introduction

In this module I describe conditional and counterfactual conditional constructions in Má́ıh1ki. This
module is a follow-up to Finley (2010), the first work to discuss Má́ıh1ki conditional constructions.
The current module largely confirms the results of that earlier work.

By the term conditional construction I mean to indicate constructions of the form If Ivan comes,
we will dance, where some contingent state of affairs will be realized if the specified condition is real-
ized (these constructions are sometimes called ‘possible conditional constructions’, e.g. Aikhenvald
and Dixon (2009)), while by the term counterfactual conditional construction I mean to indicate
constructions of the form Had Ivan come, we would have danced, where some contingent state of
affairs failed to be realized by virtue of the fact that the specified condition failed to be realized. I
employ the term protasis to refer to the clause that specifies the condition that must be satisfied
in order to realize the contingent state of affairs (i.e. If Ivan comes, in the above example), and
apodosis to refer to the clause that indicates the latter contingent state of affairs (i.e. we will dance,
in the above example).

In Má́ıh1ki, the conditional and counterfactual conditional constructions are closely related, over-
lapping in the form of their protasis clauses. I begin with a description of conditional constructions,
which exhibit greater constructional complexity, and then turn to a discussion of counterfactual
conditional constructions.

2 Conditional constructions

Má́ıh1ki exhibits three distinct conditional constructions that distinguish, along one parameter of
contrast, the probability with which the speaker deems the protasis likely to be realized, and along
a second parameter of contrast, whether the subject of the protasis and the apodosis clauses are
coreferential or not. These parameters combine to yield: 1) a different-subject high-probability
conditional construction; 2) a different-subject uncertain probability conditional construction; and
3) a same-subject conditional construction. Note that the same-subject conditional construction does
not distinguish degree of probability of realization of the state of affairs denoted by the apodosis.

2.1 Different-subject conditional constructions

2.1.1 High probability conditional construction

The high probability different-subject conditional construction consists of: 1) a protasis clause in
which the verb bears the suffix -tu, but no inflectional morphology; and 2) an apodosis clause in
which the verb bears future tense inflection, as in (1) and (3). Note that speakers sometimes translate
these sentences of this type as ‘Cuando ...’ rather than ‘Si ...’, as indicated in (1), reflecting the
degree of certainty they attribute to the realization of the state of affairs denoted by the protasis.
They do, nevertheless, distinguish the degree of certainty in such constructions from simultaneous

1



temporal clause linking constructions, in which no uncertainty regarding the realization of either
event is presupposed.

(1) Ivan dá́ıtù, ótéyò.

Ivan
personal.name

dá́ı
come

-tu
-ds.hprob.cond

óté
dance

-yo
-1pl.fut

‘Cuando viene Ivan, vamos a bailar.’ Also: ‘Cuando viene Ivan, vamos a bailar.’
(E.AMM.LDM.20jun2012), (E.LTN.LDM.02jul2012)

(2) Ivan dá́ımátù, ótémáyò.

Ivan
Ivan

dá́ı
come

-má
-neg

-tu
-cond

óté
dance

-má
-neg

-yo
-1pl.fut

‘Si Ivan no viene, no vamos a bailar.’ E.LMM.LDM.09aug2012

(3) Gasolina sáóhótù, t̀ıñàmáyò.

gasolina
gasolina

sáó
run.out

-hó
-2.state

-tu
-ds.hprob.cond

t̀ıñà
arrive

-má
-neg

-yo
-1pl.fut

‘Si se acaba la gasolina, no vamos a llegar.’ (E.LTN.LDM.02jul2012)

Note that the suffix -tu does not receive spreading high tone from adjacent morphemes (e.g.
bábátù ‘if (it) floats’).

2.1.2 Uncertain conditional construction

The uncertain different-subject conditional construction consists of: 1) a protasis clause in which the
verb bears subordinating morphology, and is followed by the free element bètù; and 2) an apodosis
clause in which the verb bears future tense inflection, as in (4) and (6).

The subordinating morphology can be of two types: 1) morphology that agrees in gender and/or
number with the subject of the subordinate clause, as in Table 1, and exemplified in (4) and (6); or
2) the nominalizer -se, as in (8). With respect to the former paradigm, it is worth noting that these
morphemes constitute wholly, or in part, the subordinating morphology in a number of subordinate
clause constructions, as in the case of several temporal clause-linking constructions, relative clause
constructions, and complement clause constructions. With respect to the latter construction, it is
interesting to note that the -se nominalization here resembles the event nominalizations involving
-se commented upon in Neely (2012). In both cases, however, it appears that this subordinating
morphology is probably cogently treated as nominalizing morphology, and that bètù is either a verb,
or grammaticalized from one.

The grammatical difference between the two kinds of nominalizing morphology may be temporal
in nature. One consultant, LMM, indicates that protases in which the verb bears -se nominalization
exhibit a past tense interpretation, while those that bear agreeing nominalization do not, as suggested
by the glosses in (8) and (7). suggesting that such constructions are best understood as epistemic
conditionals. This is a topic that requires further investigation.

(4) Ivan dá́ıkı̀ bètù, ótéyó.

Ivan
personal.name

dá́ı
come

-k1
-masc.sg.subord

bètù
ds.uncert.cond

óté
dance

-yo
-1pl.fut

‘En caso que viene Ivan, vamos a bailar.’ (E.LTN.LDM.02jul2012), (E.AMM.LDM.03jul2012)
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(5) Ivan dá́ımákı̀ bètù, ótémáyó.

Ivan
personal.name

dá́ı
come

-má
-neg

-k1
-masc.sg.subord

bètù
ds.uncert.cond

óté
dance

-má
-neg

-yo
-1pl.fut

‘En caso que viene Ivan, vamos a bailar.’ (E.LTN.LDM.02jul2012), (E.AMM.LDM.03jul2012)

(6) nómı̀òjùnà kwàkòj̀ı bètù, áó áàyò

nómio
woman

-juna
-pl

kwako
cook

-j1
-pl.subord

bètù
ds.uncert.cond

áó
food

áò
eat.fut

-yo
-1pl.fut

‘Si las mujeres cocinan, vamos a comer.’(E.AMM.LDM.03jul2012)

(7) Má́ıbàrò kwàkòkò bètù, ỳı áó áàch̀ı

Má́ıbàrò
personal.name

kwàkò
cook

-ko
-fem.nomz

bètù,
ds.uncert.cond

ỳı
1sg.pro

áó
food

áà
eat.fut

-chi
-1pl.fut

‘Si Má́ıbaro cocina, vamos a comer.’ (E.LMM.LDM.09aug2012)

(8) Má́ıbàrò kwàkòsè bètù, ỳı áó áàch̀ı

Má́ıbàrò
personal.name

kwàkò
cook

-se
-nomz.inan

bètù,
ds.uncert.cond

yi
1sg.pro

áó
food

áà
eat.fut

-chi
-1pl.fut

‘Si Má́ıbaro ha cocinado, vamos a comer.’ (E.LMM.LDM.09aug2012)

(9) Má́ıbàrò kwàkòmásè bètù, ỳı áó áàmày‘i.

Má́ıbàrò
personal.name

kwàkò
cook

-má
-neg

-sè
-nomz.inan

bètù,
ds.uncert.cond

ỳı
1sg.pro

áó
food

áà
eat.fut

-mà
-neg

-y‘i
-1pl.fut

‘Si Má́ıbaro no ha cocinado, no vamos a comer.’ (E.LMM.LDM.09aug2012)

Table 1: Subordinate verb marking in protasis clauses

singular plural
masculine/inanimate -k1 -j1
feminine -ko -j1

2.2 Same-subject conditional constructions

There is a single same-subject conditional construction, and speakers’ metalinguistic observations
indicate that this is an ‘uncertain probability’ construction, making it semantically parallel to the
uncertain conditional constructions described in the previous section. The same-subject conditional
construction is also structurally similar to that construction in that the main verb bears subordi-
nating morphology drawn from the same paradigm given in Table 1, followed by the free element
máńı.1 This construction is illustrated in (10) and (11).

1Note that the element máńı is identical to the ni-form of the existential verb bà̀ı.
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(10) Yi dò̀ık ı̀ ikito sá́ık ı̀ máńı, món ı́máỳı.

yi
1sg.pro

dò̀ık1
brother

ikito
Iquitos

sá́ı
go

-k1
masc.sg.subord

máńı
ss.cond

món ı́
return

-má
-neg

-yi
-1sg.fut

‘Si mi hermano va a Iquitos, no va a volver.’ (E.LTN.LDM.02jul2012)

(11) ı́t̀ıjùnà ách́ıràkà úkúhı̀máńı, ótéyò.

itijuna
1pl.pro

ách́ıraka
aguardiente

úkú
drink

-h1
-pl.subord

máńı
ss.cond

óté
dance

-yo
-1pl.fut

‘Si toman aguardiente, van a bailar.’ (E.LTN.LDM.02jul2012)

3 Counterfactual conditional constructions

The counterfactual conditional construction exhibits different-subject and same-subject subtypes,
in which the protasis is identical to the protasis of each of the counterpart uncertain conditional
constructions discussed above. The counterfactual construction construction is distinguished from
the corresponding possible conditional construction by the apodosis clause, whose verb bears the
frustrative of intent -da and past tense inflection.

The different-subject counterfactual construction is illustrated in (12), and its same-subject coun-
terpart in (13). Note that (14) demonstrates the possibility of replacing the subordinating morphol-
ogy with the nominalizer -se, as in the case of the possible conditional constructions discussed above.
In the case of the counterfactual, it also appears possible for the nominalizer -chi to surface in pro-
tasis clauses, as in (15). Note, however, that we do not find classifier agreement on the nominalized
verb, which we expect from the use of this nominalizer in relative clause constructions (see Michael
(2012)). This probably indicates that this is an event nominalization (see discussion in Neely (2012)
of instances of an otherwise unexpected lack of agreement in putative relative clause constructions
for what is likely the same event nominalization construction). Note also that the -se nominalizer
is not acceptable in this context.

(12) Yóù núǹıhókı̀ bètù sá́ımáràb ı̀.

you
canoa

nuni
hundirse

-hó
-2.state

-k1
-masc.sg.subord

bètù
ds.uncert.cond

sá́ı
-neg

-má
-frust.intent

-ra
-1pl.past

-b1

‘Si la canoa hubiera sumido, no hubiéramos ido.’ (E.AMM.LDM.03jul2012)

(13) Yı̀ ách́ıràkà úkúkı̀ máńı, ótédàb ı̀.

ỳı
1sg.pro

ách́ıraka
aguardiente

úkú
drink

-k1
-masc.sg.subord

máńı
ss.cond

óté
dance

-da
-frus.intent

-b1
-1sg.past

‘Si hubiera tomado aguardiente, hubiera bailado.’ (E.LTN.LDM.02jul2012)

(14) Ivan bájùnà ách́ıràkà dásè bètù, ótédàb ı̀.
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Ivan
person.name

bá
have

-juna
-pl

ách́ıraka
aguardiente

dá
bring

-se
-nomz.inan

bètù
ds.uncert.cond

óté
-frust.intent

-da
-1sg.past

-b1

‘Si la gente de Ivan hubieran traido aguardiente, hubieramos bailado.’
(E.LTN.LDM.02jul2012)

(15) Já ı́r̀ı yétéhóch̀ık ı̀ bètù, ká̀ımáràbı̀.

já ı́r1
hammock

yété
tear

-hó
-2.state

-chi
-nomz.anim

-k1
-masc

bètù
ds.uncert.cond

kai
sleep

-má
-neg

-ra
-frust.intent

-b1.
-1pl.past

‘Si la hamaca hubiera roto, no hubieramos dormido.’ (E.AMM.LDM.03jul2012)
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Reason Constructions in Má́ıh ı̀k̀ı

Lev Michael

August 9, 2012

1 Introduction

This module discusses reason constructions in Má́ıh ı̀k̀ı. Sylak (2011) was the first to discuss reason
constructions in any detail in the language, and this module is intended to clarify certain aspects
of the description in that work, drawing on improved understandings of how inflection and nomi-
nalization function in the language.1 I will show that Má́ıhı̀k̀ı exhibits almost no dedicated reason
constructions, but that instead, cause-effect relationship readings arise pragmatically from construc-
tions that otherwise serve to express temporal clause-linking and purposive meanings.

Má́ıhı̀k̀ı employs six distinct construction types to convey cause-effect meanings, where these
construction types differ in terms of the tense of the reason clause and whether the subject of the
matrix clause is the same as or different from that of the reason clause. All constructions functioning
as reason constructions consist of a finite clause2 that bears tense inflection, and indicates the
outcome stemming from the state of affairs indicated by the reason clause, and a reason clause in
which the verb bears subordinating morphology.

As already indicated, most reason constructions are in fact formally identical to temporal clause-
linking constructions, and whether a temporal relationship reading or a causal relationship reading
obtains for a given sentence depends on pragmatics. As might be expected, certain sentences can
be ambiguous in terms the two kinds of readings. This issue is discussed below.

2 Different subject reason constructions

Past tense different-subject reason relations are expressed using a subordinate clause marked with
the suffixes drawn from the paradigm in Table ??. Note that this is the sole paradigm that appears
to be wholly dedicated to reason constructions, and which does not also serve to indicate other kinds
of clause-linking relationships.3

(1) Yi jana sá́ımáýı já́ıjuna bairo yi doik1 dáimág1re.

yi
1sg.pro

jana
now

sá́ı
go

-má
-neg

-yi
-1sg.pres

já́ı
big

-juna
-pl

bai
exist

-ro
-hab.loc.nomz

yi
1sg.pro

doi
sibling

1The results obtained in this module are broadly compatible with those of Sylak(2011). As discussed in §??, some
of the paradigms presented in the latter work reflect heterogeneous combinations of different constructions that are
employed to express reason relationships. One important difference between that earlier work and the present one
concerns the suffix -b1, which the earlier work indicates appears in a number of reason constructions. I did not encounter
this morpheme in the work for this module, despite working with a superset of consultants who contributed to the
earlier work, and consultants in fact indicated that sentences bearing the putative morpheme were ungrammatical.

2For present purposes we treat future tense and interrogative inflections of all tenses as finite inflections, although
there are reasons for considering them – historically, at least – to be nominalizations (Michael 2012b).

3On the other hand, it would not be entirely surprising to learn that this paradigm does serve to express some
as-yet-undiscovered clause-linking relationship. It should be noted, in this regard, that this paradigm does resemble
the nominalization paradigm for future tense relative clauses (Michael 2012a).
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-k1
-masc

dai
come

-ma
-neg

-g1re
-ds.sg.masc.past.reas

‘No me voy ahora a Iquitos porque mi hermano no ha venido.’
(E.NMM&JMM.LDM.07jul2012)

(2) Yi doik1 dáimáhı́ yi k ı́ámágore.

yi
1sg.pro

doi
sibling

-k1
-masc

dai
come

-má
-neg

-h1
-3masc.pres

yi
1sg.pro

k ı́á
invite

-má
-neg

-gore
-ds.sg.fem.past.reas

‘Mi hermano no viene porque no le invitado (female speaker).’ (E.JMM.LDM.07jul2012)

Table 1: Subordinate verb marking in different-subject past tense reason clauses

singular plural
masculine/inanimate -g1re -j1re
feminine -gore -j1re

Present tense different subject reason relations are expressed with morphology on verb of the
subordinate clause drawn from the paradigm in Table ??. Note that this paradigm is identical
to that found in the subordinate clause of different subject simultaneous temporal clause-linking
constructions (Michael 2011).

(3) Yi jana sá́ımáýı já́ıjuna bairo yi doik1 dáimák1re.

yi
1sg.pro

jana
now

sá́ı
go

-má
-neg

-yi
-1sg.pres

já́ı
big

-juna
-pl

bai
exist

-ro
-hab.loc.nomz

yi
1sg.pro

doi
sibling

-k1
-masc

dai
come

-ma
-neg

-k1re
-ds.sg.masc.pres.reas

‘No me voy ahora a Iquitos porque mi hermano no viene.’ (E.NMM&JMM.LDM.07jul2012)

Table 2: Subordinate verb marking in different-subject present tense reason clauses

singular plural
masculine/inanimate -k1re -j1re
feminine -kore -j1re

Affirmative future tense reason relations are expressed with a construction in which the verb of
the reason clause is marked with the suffix -jaye. Note that the marking is identical for all persons
and numbers, as evident in Table ??. Note also that this is the same morpheme that is used in
different subject affirmative purposive constructions (Michael 2010).An example of this construction
is given in (??).

(4) Yi áó kwakoko yi doik1 dáijaye.
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Table 3: Subordinate verb marking in affirmative different-subject future tense reason clauses

singular plural
masculine/inanimate -jaye -jaye
feminine -jaye -jaye

yi
1sg.pro

áó
food

kwako
-3sg.fempres

-ko
1sg.pro

yi
sibling

doi
-masc

-k1
come

dai
-ds.fut.reas

-jaye

‘Estoy cocinando porque mi hermano va a venir.’

Given that affirmative future reason constructions employ the affirmative purposive construction,
it is unsurprising that negative future reason sense are conveyed via a construction in which the
subordinate verb bears a negative purposive suffix, drawn from the paradigm in Table ??. An
example of this construction is given (??).

(5) máká sá́ımáỳı yai á́ıkarak1

máká
forest

sá́ı
go

-má
-neg

-yi
-1sg.fut

yai
jaguar

á́ı
eat

-karak1
-neg.purp.masc

‘No voy al monte porque siento que me va comer el tigre.’ (E.LMM.LDM.15jun2012)

Table 4: Subordinate verb marking in negative different-subject future tense reason clauses

singular plural
masculine/inanimate karak1 karaj1
feminine karako karaj1

3 Same-subject reason constructions

We now turn to same-subject reason constructions – that is constructions in which the subject of
the main clause and the subordinate reason clause are co-referential.

Past tense same-subject reason clauses are uniformly marked with the suffix -re, regardless of the
person, gender, or number of the subject, as indicated in Table ??. An example of this construction
is given in (??). Note that this construction is formally identical to the same subject sequential
temporal clause-linking construction (Michael 2011)

(6) Áó kwàkòmárè, dá̀ımágó.

áó
food

kwako
cook

-má
-neg

-re
-ss.past.reas

dai
come

-má
-neg

-go
-3sg.fempast

‘Porque no ha cocinado, no ha venido.’ (E.NMM.LDM.09jul2012)
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Table 5: Subordinate verb marking in same-subject past tense reason clauses

singular plural
masculine/inanimate -re -re
feminine -re -re

Present tense same-subject reason clauses are formed with verbs bearing the suffixes drawn
from the paradigm in Table ??. An example of this construction is given in (??). Note that this
paradigm is identical to the paradigm of subordinate clause markers in same subject simultaneous
clause-linking constructions (Michael 2011).

(7) juiko sá́ıýı.

jui
be.sick

-ko
-ss.fem.pres.reas

sá́ı
go

-yi.
-1sg.pres

‘Estoy enfermo, por eso estoy yendo.’ (E.NMM.09jul2012)

Table 6: Subordinate verb marking in same-subject present tense reason clauses

singular plural
masculine/inanimate -k1 -h1
feminine -ko -h1

Future tense same-subject reason constructions are formed with subordinate verbs bearing suf-
fixed draen the paradigm given in Table ??; and example of this construction is given in (??).
Note that this paradigm is identical to the that of the subordinate clause markers in same-subject
affirmative purposive constructions (Michael 2010).

(8) dáimákó jéte kwakoýıko

dai
come

-má
-neg

-ko
-3fem.pres

jete
later

kwako
cook

-yiko
-fem.sg.fut.nomz

‘No viene porque luego va a cocinar.’ (E.JMM.LDM.09jul2012)

Table 7: Subordinate verb marking in same-subject future tense reason clauses

singular plural
masculine/inanimate -yik1 -yoj1
feminine -yiko -yoj1
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4 Cause-effect and temporal relationship interpretation of
subordinated clauses

There is considerable overlap between the constructions used to convey reason relationships and and
a number of other clause-linking construction types. The so-called present tense reason constructions
– both same-subject and different-subject – are formally identical to the corresponding same-subject
and different-subject simultaneous temporal clause-linking constructions. Likewise, the so-called
future reason constructions – once again, both same-subject and different-subject – are formally
identical to the corresponding affirmative purposive constructions.

The question of whether a given instance of one of the preceding constructions yields a reason or
non-reason (i.e. temporal overlap or purposive) reading seems to be entirely a question of pragmatics,
i.e. whether the two states affairs denoted by the two clauses can be readily construed as cause-
effect relationship, in which case a reason reading obtains, or not, in which case a non-reason reading
obtains.

As might be expected, some sentences readily yield both reason and non-reason readings, as in
(??).

(9) Súḱıñi ókók1re, tá́ıhı́.

tsúḱı
tree

-ñi
-cl:trunk

ókó
rain

-k1re
-ds.masc.pres.reas/-ds.masc.simul

tá́ı
fall

-h1
-3sg.mascpast

‘El palo se ha cáıdo porque llov́ıa’ or ‘El palo se ha cáıdo cuando llov́ıa’
(E.NMM.LDM.09jul2012) (E.LMM.09aug2012)

Only the different-subject past tense reason construction is not formally identical to any other
known clause-linking construction, although the subordinating morphology that the verb of the
reason clause bears resembles the morphology borne the verb in a future tense relative clause, with
the difference that the subordinate verb in the reason construction does not bear the nominalizer
-ja.

In closing, it should be noted that it is possible – likely, even – that construction types other
than those enumerated in this report, may be employed in discourse to convey reason meanings. For
example, although this did not transpire frequently in elicitation contexts, it appears that relative
clause constructions proper may be used to convey reason meanings, as in (??).

(10) ỳı b1eg1i asayi ỳı n ı́jònà góòhàgònàrè.

ỳı
1sg.pro

b1eg ı́i
tristeza

asa
feel

-yi
-1.sgpres

ỳı
1sg.pro

n ı́jò
woman

-nà
-pl

góò
be.angry

-hàgò
-fut.fem.nomz

-nà
-pl

-rè
-acc

‘Estoy triste porque mis mujeres me van a rabiar.’ (lit. ‘Estoy triste sobre mis mujeres, los
cuales van a rabiar.’)(E.LMM.LDM.15jun2012)

In fact, several of the reason suffix paradigms in Sylak (2011) appear to be a mixture of temporal
clause-linking subordinating suffixes and relative clause suffixes, which accounts for the structural
heterogeneity of those paradigms.
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Má́ıj̀ık̀ı finite verbal inflectional paradigms

Lev Michael

August 10, 2012

1 Introduction

This module presents the inflectional paradigms for finite verbs in Má́ıj̀ık̀ı. The elicitation and
analysis for this module was conducted in collaboration with Stephanie Farmer; to the degree that
this module has any merits, they should be credited to her. All errors and deficiencies are the
responsibility of the author.

The Má́ıj̀ık̀ı verbal inflectional system distinguishes past, present, and future tense, and within
each tense, declarative and interrogative mood. This yields a total of six tense-mood inflectional
categories. Each tense-mood category is associated with a paradigm that exhibits person, number,
and gender agreement with the subject of the verb, which may or may not be overtly expressed
in any given utterance. Each tense-mood category, other than the present declarative and present
interrogative paradigms, is in fact associated with two distinct agreement paradigms, one for each
of the two major Má́ıj̀ık̀ı verb classes: the regular class, and the ni -class, where the latter class
takes its name for the distinct form these verbs exhibit in certain serial verb constructions (among
other constructions). The Má́ıj̀ık̀ı verbal paradigms exhibit extensive syncretism, as is discussed
with respect to each of the tables given below.

There is evidence of non-trivial dialectal and even intra-dialectal variation in the verbal in-
flectional paradigms. In §§2 - 8 I present the inflectional paradigms used most frequently in the
communities of Nueva Vida and Puerto Huamán. How closely these paradigms resemble those used
in the Sucusari dialect is a question for further research. In §xxx I present a variant of the regular
present interrogative paradigm found among some speakers in Nueva Vida and Puerto Huamán.
Finally, in §xxx I present the paradigms for the Totoya dialect, which appear to diverge significantly
from those used in the communities of Nueva Vida and Puerto Huamán.

2 Regular declarative paradigms

Table 1 presents the present, past, and future tense declarative paradigms for the regular verb áb ı́
‘bathe’. Note that the non-future verbs make only three agreement distinctions: local singular and
plural for all persons, third person singular masculine, and third person singular feminine. Future
verbs make only two agreement distinctions: local singular and third person singular masculine
versus third person singular feminine and plural for all persons.

3 Regular interrogative paradigms

Table 2 presents the present, past, and future tense declarative paradigms for the regular verb áb ı́
‘bathe’. Note that the non-future verbs make only three agreement distinctions: local singular and
plural for all persons, second and third person singular masculine, and second and third person
singular feminine. Future verbs make only two agreement distinctions: first person and second and
third person masculine versus plural for all persons and second and third person feminine singular.
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Table 1: Regular declarative verb paradigms for áb ı́ ‘bathe’

present past future
local sg. ábı́ýı ábı́bı́ ábı́ỳı
3rd masc. sg. ábı́hı́ ábı́gı́ ábı́ỳı
3rd fem. sg. ábı́kó ábı́gó ábı́yò
pl. ábı́ýı ábı́bı́ ábı́yò

Table 2: Regular interrogative verb paradigms for áb ı́ ‘bathe’

present past future
1st sg. ábı́ỳı ábı́rè ábı́ỳı
2nd & 3rd masc. sg. ábı́kı̀ ábı́gı̀ ábı́ỳı
2nd & 3rd fem. sg. ábı́kò ábı́gò ábı́yò
pl. ábı́ỳı ábı́rè ábı́yò

4 Ni -class declarative paradigms

Ni -class verbs exhibit distinct paradigms from their regular verb counterparts for all tense-mood
categories except the present declarative and interrogative paradigms, which are identical to the
corresponding regular verb paradigms. We illustrate the ni -class verb declarative paradigms in
Table 3 with the verb s á́ı ‘go’. Note that ni -verbs exhibits different root allomorphs in the different
tenses. If the ni -verb exhibits a CVi allomorph in the present tense paradigm, it exhibits a CV
allomorph in the past tense paradigm, and a CVV allomorph in the future tense paradigm.

The declarative ni -class paradigms make the same person, gender, and number distinctions in
the present and past declarative paradigms as do the regular present and past declarative paradigms
(note that the present ni -class and regular paradigms are actually formally identical): local singular
and plural for all persons, third person singular masculine, and third person singular feminine. The
form of the suffixes used to express these agreement distinctions in past declarative paradigm are
distinct in the ni -class paradigm, however: local singular and plural for all persons employs the
suffix -h1 instead of -b1, third person masculine singular employs -k1 instead of -g1, and third person
singular feminine suffix employs -ko instead of -go.

The differences between the ni -class and regular declarative paradigms are more marked in
the future paradigms, as the two sets of paradigms both make different distinctions and employ
different morphemes to do so. Whereas the regular paradigm makes a two-way distinction between
local singular and third person masculine singular versus third person feminine singular and plural
for all persons, the ni -class paradigm splits apart third person feminine singular from plural for all
persons. Likewise, where the regular paradigm exhibits the same marking, -yi, for local singular
and plural agreement, the ni -class paradigm uses the morpheme -chi for local singular marking, and
exhibits distinct marking, -yo, for plural agreement for all persons.
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Table 3: Ni -class declarative verb paradigms for sá́ı ‘go’

present past future

1st sg. sá́ıýı sáh̀1 sáàch̀ı

2nd & 3rd masc. sg. sá́ıhı́ sák̀1 sáàch̀ı
2nd & 3rd fem. sg. sá́ıkó sákò sáàchò

pl. sá́ıýı sáh̀1 sáàyò

5 Ni -class interrogative paradigms

Ni -class verbs exhibit the same root allomorphy in the interrogative paradigms as they do in the
corresponding declarative paradigms. The present tense interrogative paradigm for ni -class verbs is
the same as corresponding regular paradigm. In the past tense, the ni -class interrogative paradigm
differs from the regular interrogative paradigm in the morphemes employed, but makes same paradig-
matic distinctions (i.e. exhibits the same syncretism) as in the regular paradigm. Instead of -re for
first person singular and plural agreement for all persons, ni -class verbs bear the agreement suf-
fix -te; instead of the morphemes -g1 and -go for second and third person masculine and feminine
singular agreement, respectively, the ni -class verb employs the suffixes -k1 and -ko.

Both the regular and ni -class future interrogative paradigms exhibit syncretism between the first
person singular, second person singular masculine, and third person singular masculine cells, where
the former exhibits the agreement marker -yi and the latter, -chi. Likewise, they exhibit between
the same syncretism between the second and third person singular feminine cells, where the regular
paradigm uses the suffix -yo to mark agreement, and the ni -class paradigm uses the suffix -cho. The
greatest difference in paradigmatic structure between the two paradigms is found in the plural, since
in the regular paradigm, the plural for all persons is syncretic with the second and third person
feminine singular (i.e. bears -yo), while in the ni -class paradigm this syncretism does not obtain.
Interestingly, this paradigmatic symmetry is broken by the use of -yo for plural agreement in the ni -
class paradigm, so that it breaks the syncretism with with the feminine singular cells in the ni -class
paradigm by using the same morpheme used for plurals of all persons in the regular paradigm.

Table 4: Ni -class interrogative verb paradigms for sá́ı ‘go’

present past future
1st sg. sá́ıyè sátè sáàch̀ı

2nd & 3rd masc. sg. sá́ıkı̀ sák̀1 sáàch̀ı
2nd & 3rd fem. sg. sá́ıkò sákò sáàchò
pl. sá́ıyè sátè sáàyò

6 Observations on phonological relationships between regu-
lar and ni -class paradigms

A number of interesting phonological relationships obtain between the regular and ni -class paradigms
that I comment upon here – excepting the present tense paradigms, which are identical for regular
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and ni -class paradigms. In order to facilitate comparison between the various agreement paradigms,
the agreement suffixes are presented in Table 5, where corresponding suffixes are placed in the
same row. Note, however, that the suffixes in a given row may not entirely overlap in terms of
the cells within the paradigms that they are associated with, although there is significant overlap.
The following abbreviations are employed in the table: rpd, recent past declarative; npd, ni -class
past declarative; rpi, recent past interrogative; npi, ni -class past interrogative; rfd, recent future
declarative; nfd, ni -class future declarative; rfi, recent future interrogative; nfi, ni -class future
interrogative.

Turning first to the -g1 and -go suffixes in the regular past declarative and interrogative paradigms,
we find that their counterparts in the ni -class paradigms are -k1 and -ko, respectively. In other words,
the ni -class suffixes in question can be ‘derived’ from their regular counterparts by devoicing the ini-
tial consonant. Likewise, we find the the morphemes -yi and -yo in the regular future paradigms have
as their ni -class counterparts the morphemes -chi and -cho, which can likewise be ‘derived’ from the
regular forms by devoicing the initial consonant. Note, however that in the relevant ni -class future
plural forms, the correspondence is not the ‘expected -yo:-cho correspondence but rather -yo:-yo,
breaking the perfect symmetry. Another wholly consistent voicing symmetry obtains between the
regular and ni -class past interrogative agreement markers where the regular suffix -re corresponds
the ni -class -te.

The final correspondence we consider concerns the past declarative suffixes, where the regular
class -b1 corresponds to the ni -class -j1. Although at first glance this pair seems to fail to conforms
to the voicing relation we have found between regular and ni -class agreement suffixes, there is an
explanation that preserves the relationship historically. Briefly, given the regular agreement suffix -
b1, we would expect the corresponding ni -class suffix to be the synchronically unattested -p1. Chacon
(2012:17) observes a regular correspondence, however, between Proto-Tukanoan *p and Má́ıj̀ık̀ı h,
which would yield the attested -h1 (i.e. -j1 in standard orthography).

Table 5: Correspondences between verbal agreement suffixes

rpd npd rpi npi rfd nfd rfi nfi
marker 1 -b1 -j1 -re -te
marker 2 -g1 -k1 -g1 -k1 -yi -chi -yi -chi
marker 3 -go -ko -go -ko -yo -cho/-yo -yo -cho/-yo

7 Paradigm-shifting suffixes

For purposes of understanding the paradigmatic properties of Má́ıj1ki verbs, it is useful to distinguish
two classes of verbal suffixes: 1) inflectional suffixes sensu strictu, consisting solely of the agreement
suffixes involved in the agreement paradigms discussed; and 2) derivational suffixes, consisting of
all other verbal morphology. Crucially, all derivational suffixes have a significant effect on the
inflectional behavior of stems with ni -class roots: they inflect with regular paradigms rather than
ni -class paradigms. That is, derivational suffixes have the effect of converting ni -class roots into
regular stems (Farmer p.c., Skilton 2012).

This behavior is illustrated with the negative suffix -má, as in (1a), where the stem bears the
regular first person past suffix -b1 rather instead of the (ungrammatical) ni -class first person past
suffix -h1, as in (1b).

(1) a. á́ımábı́
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á́ı
eat

-má
-neg

-b1
-1sg.past

‘No he comido.’ (E.AMM.AHS.25jul2012)

a. *á́ımáhı̀

á́ı
eat

-má
-neg

-h ı̀
-1sg.past

‘No he comido.’ (E.AMM.AHS.25jul2012)

8 Tonal behavior of inflected roots

In this section I discuss the tonal behavior of verb roots that bear only inflectional morphology. The
tonal behavior of such verbs is predictable in terms of the tonal analysis developed by Stephanie
Farmer, and summarized in Michael (2012), providing that the tonal class of the inflectional mor-
phemes is properly taken into account. In particular, using the terminology in the cited work, the
regular verb inflections for the present and past declarative paradigms are all class II morphemes, i.e.
they are ∅-tone and accept spreading H, while all other regular class inflections, i.e. all interrogative
and all future inflections, are class III, i.e. they are ∅-tone and do not accept spreading H. Ni -class
inflections are all Class III, with the exception of the present declarative and interrogative inflectional
suffixes, which are identical to regular present inflections. These generalizations are summarized in
Table 6.

Table 6: Tonal classes of verbal inflectional suffixes

pres decl past decl fut decl pres interr past interr fut interr
regular Class II Class II Class III Class III Class III Class III
ni-class Class II Class III Class III Class III Class III Class III

The behavior of tone for each of these inflectional suffix types is illustrated for each of the three
root shapes for each of the two verb classes in Table 7, below.

Table 7: Tone patterns for inflected verb

Class II Class III
HH HH-H HH-L
HL HL-L HL-L
LL LL-L LL-L

9 Paradigmatic variation in the Western dialect

A small number of speakers of the Western dialect employ a different form for the plural for all
persons and the first person singular in the regular present interrogative paradigm, -ye, instead of
-yi. The regular present interrogative paradigm for these speakers is given in Table 8.

We have thus far identified two speakers in Nueva Vida (Luciano Tavares Navarro and Neida
Mosoline Mogica) and one speaker in Puerto Huamán (Grapulio Tamayo Mera) who employ this
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Table 8: Regular interrogative verb paradigms for áb ı́ ‘bathe’

present
1st sg. ábı́yè
2nd & 3rd masc. sg. ábı́kı̀
2nd & 3rd fem. sg. ábı́kò
pl. ábı́yè

paradigm, and there are presumably more. Curiously, none of the speakers are related to each other
or live with each other, and one of the speakers, Neida Mosoline Mogica, is the only one of her
family to employ this variant inflection. Significantly, Velie[1975](2008: 26) exhibits precisely this
variant in a work based on the Sucusari dialect. In contrast with the paradigm we have found for the
speakers mentioned above, however, the Velie paradigm exhibits the -ye form for the plural cells of
the paradigm only, and not for the first person. The Velies’ linguistic work is significantly influenced
by the Sucusari dialect, raising the possibility that this variant is in some significant way associated
with that dialect.

It is worth noting that the present interrogative paradigm exhibiting the exhibiting the -ye suffix
exhibits greater formal parallelism with the regular and ni -class past interrogative paradigms than
that with the -yi suffix. This greater parallelism obtains from the fact that the agreement suffix for
plural of all persons and for first person in these other paradigms is -re for the regular paradigm,
and -te for the ni -class paradigm, such that the corresponding suffixes for all these paradigms has
the form -Ce.

10 Inflectional paradigms of the Northern dialect

In this section I present the verbal inflectional paradigms of the Northern dialect, spoken in the
community of Tótoya and the nearby municipality of Estrecho. I then comment on the ways in
which the paradigms of this dialect diverge from those of the Western dialect, discussed above. It
is important to present one caveat before continuing however: the information presented in this
section represents work with only a single speaker of the Northern dialect, Ṕıŕı (Lizardo Gonzalez
Flores). In addition to the issues raised by work with a single consultant, it appeared evident in
working with Ṕıŕı that Totoya itself may be quite dialectally diverse, possibly due to speakers of
the Western dialect having resettled there. This led to Ṕıŕı often producing two or sometimes even
three alternatives for a given cell of the paradigm. I chose to resolve this ambiguity by asking Ṕıŕı to
inform me of what his father, an elderly speaker of the Northern dialect, would say. The paradigms
that resulted from this procedure were internally consistent, and furthermore were consistent the
written texts that Ṕıŕı produced in collaboration with his father, suggesting that this procedure
produced non-spurious results. Further direct work with additional speakers of the Northern dialect
is clearly called for, however.

According to the consultant, there is no difference in the declarative and interrogative paradigms
for ni -class verbs in the Northern dialect. Another striking feature of the Northern dialect in
comparison to Western dialect the is the tonal behavior of the inflectional suffixes: all inflectional
suffixes of the Northern dialect behave like Class III suffixes, even those that are Class II suffixes in
the other dialects.
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10.1 Regular declarative

The regular declarative paradigms for the verb áb ı́ ‘bathe’ for the three tenses are presented in Table
9.

Table 9: Regular declarative verb paradigms in the Northern dialect for áb ı́ ‘bathe’

present past future
1st sg. ábı́ỳı ábı́ ábı́ỳı
2nd & 3rd masc. sg. ábı́j̀ı ábı́ ábı́
2nd & 3rd fem. sg. ábı́kò ábı́ ábı́
pl. ábı́j̀ı ábı́ ábı́

10.2 Regular interrogative

The regular interrogative paradigms for the verb áb ı́ ‘bathe’ for the three tenses are presented in
Table 10.

Table 10: Regular interrogative verb paradigms in the Northern dialect for áb ı́ ‘bathe’

present past future
1st sg. ábı́ỳı ábı́ ábı́ỳı
2nd & 3rd masc. sg. ábı́kı̀ ábı́ ábı́
2nd & 3rd fem. sg. ábı́kò ábı́ ábı́
pl. ábı́j̀ı ábı́ ábı́yò

10.3 Ni -class declarative paradigms

The ni -class declarative paradigms for the verb sá́ı ‘go’ for the three tenses are presented in Table
11.

Table 11: Ni-class declarative verb paradigms in the Northern dialect for sá́ı ‘go’

present past future
1st sg. sá́ıỳı sá́ıbı̀ sáàch̀ı
2nd & 3rd masc. sg. sá́ıkı̀ sákı̀ sá́ı
2nd & 3rd fem. sg. sá́ıkò sákò sá́ı
pl. sá́ıj̀ı sáj̀ı sáàyò

10.4 Ni -class interrogative paradigms

The ni -class interrogative paradigms for the verb sá́ı ‘go’ for the three tenses are presented in Table
12.
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Table 12: Ni -class interrogative verb paradigms in the Northern dialect for sá́ı ‘go’

present past future
1st sg. sá́ıỳı sá́ıbı̀ sáàch̀ı
2nd & 3rd masc. sg. sá́ıkı̀ sákı̀ sá́ı
2nd & 3rd fem. sg. sá́ıkò sákò sá́ı
pl. sá́ıj̀ı sáj̀ı sáàyò
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Tone in Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı

Lev Michael

August 10, 2012

1 Introduction

This module describes tone in Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı . The analysis presented here was mainly developed by
Stephanie Farmer in a number of works, particularly Farmer (2011a) and Farmer (2011b). The
analysis presented here differs at a number of points from those in these earlier works, representing
refinements by Farmer, and in a number of minor cases, refinements developed in collaboration
between Farmer and the author.

Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı distinguishes two surface tones, H and L, which can be appreciated by contrasting the
monosyllabic forms in (??) and the disyllabic forms in (??).

(1) a. m á ‘macaw’

b. m à ‘path’

(2) a. násó ‘Woolly Monkey, sci name’

b. nàsò ‘tree sp.’

This description and analysis of the Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı tone system distinguishes two major subsystems,
one consisting of tone assignment to a certain subset of finite verbs, and a second system consisting
of tone assignment to words of all other classes, and in particular, nouns. As will become apparent,
a significant fraction of finite verbs exhibit nominal tone behavior, a fact probably attributable to
the fact that several finite verbal inflections were historically nominalizations (and in fact retain
their nominalizing function in other contexts).

We first discuss the behavior of tone in finite verbs. As indicated above, verbs in fact exhibit
two kinds of tonal behavior, one which is found only in verbs belonging to certain finite inflectional
classes, which I will refer to as verbal tone, narrowly construed, and another kind of tonal behavior,
which is found for verbs belonging to other inflectional classes and nouns, which I refer to as nominal
tone.

1.1 Tone in verbs

The surface tonal pattern of morphologically complex Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı verbs is predictable wholly on the basis
of knowledge of the tonal pattern of the root of the word and the class membership of the morphemes
to its right. Typically the latter morphemes are suffixes, but in the case of serial verbs, may include
verb roots as well. For purposes of tone assignment, we distinguish three classes of suffixes: Class
I suffixes, which always exhibit a surface high tone in present and past tense regular declarative
paradigms; Class II suffixes, which when immediately following a root or a Class I suffix, always
exhibit the same tone as the final tone of the preceding morpheme; Class III suffixes, which may
surface with either an H or L tone, according to generalizations we outline below; and the causative,
which exhibits idiosyncratic tonal behavior. As we shall see, there is also one morphological context
in which Class I suffixes behave like Class III suffixes: interrogative mood paradigms of all tenses,
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and future tense paradigms (i.e. both declarative and interrogative). As will become clear, this
particular behavior is most parsimoniously explained in terms of verbs of these paradigms behaving
tonally like nouns, a fact we attribute to the historical origin of the relevant inflectional suffixes as
nominalizers.

Roots can exhibit one of three surface tonal patterns: HH, HL, and LL; LH roots are not attested
in the language. In (??) we illustrate these three patterns with a Class II suffix, the first person
present tense suffix -yi.1 Note that the Class II suffix always bears the same tone as the root
syllable immediately to its left. Class II suffixes are restricted to the inflectional verbal suffixes of
the declarative past and present tense paradigms.

(3) a. béóýı

béó
sleep.with.child

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘I am sleeping with a child.’

b. béòỳı

beo
lie.in.hammock

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘I am lying in a hammock.’

c. bèòỳı

bèò
give.name

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘I am giving a name.’

The tonal pattern of the leftmost morpheme in a word is never affected by the tonal properties
of morphemes to its right, and this generalization holds in particular for verb roots. Moreover, the
tonal pattern of HH and LL roots is invariable, even when they participate as non-initial verbs in
serial verb constructions (if they are verbal roots). We examine the behavior of HL roots in greater
detail below.

After HH and LL roots, the next most tonally invariable set of morphemes are the Class I
suffixes, which uniformly surface with a high tone in regular declarative present and past verb forms
(we discuss their behavior in other verbal forms further below). There are two Class I suffixes,
the verb suffixes -h´̃o ‘2.state’ and -má ‘neg’. The invariant behavior of these Class I suffixes is
illustrated in (??), where they appear following roots of each tonal type, and are followed by a Class
II (inflectional) suffix. Note that the following Class II suffixes bear high tones in all cases, since the
negative -má, which immediately precedes them, is high tone.

(4) a. gárámáýı

gárá
roll.about.on.ground

-má
-neg

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘I am not rolling about on the ground.’

b. gáràmáýı

gara
be.exhausted

-má
-neg

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘I am not exhausted.’

1The first line of each example provides a surface tonal representation for the word or words, while the morpho-
logically segmented line provides the underlying tones according to the analysis we develop below.
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c. gàràmáýı

gàrà
huddle

-má
-neg

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘I am not huddling (e.g. because of the cold).’

As indicated above, the Class II suffixes in the language consist of the finite inflections in the
regular past and present declarative paradigms (see Michael (2012) for further information about
these suffixes).

We now consider the behavior of the Class III suffixes. When Class III suffixes immediately
follow a LL root, and are also not word-final , the first syllable of the suffix (or only syllable, in the
case of -da, the frustrative of intent) surfaces as high. This behavior is illustrated in (??), where the
prioritive -suba appears with roots of all three tone shapes.

(5) a. bótásùbàỳı

bótá
remove

-suba
-prior

yi
1sg.pres

‘I am removing (e.g. leaves) first.’

b. bótàsùbàỳı

bota
split.off

-suba
-prior

yi
1sg.pres

‘I am splitting off (e.g. a branch) first.’

c. bòtàsúbàỳı

bòtà
wipe.off

-suba
-prior

yi
1sg.pres

‘I am wiping off first.’

In all other positions, Class III suffixes surface as low. We illustrate this with all three root
shapes, where in (??) the class III suffix appears following another Class III suffix, and in (??),
where the Class III suffix -ko, the regular present third person feminine interrogative inflection,
appears immediately following the root, but in word-final position.

(6) a. bótásàòsùbàgò

bótá
remove

-sao
-univ.quant

-suba
-prior

-go
-3sg.fem.past

‘she finished removing first (e.g. leaves)’

b. bótàsàòsùbàgò

bota
split.off

-sao
-univ.quant

-suba
-prior

-go
-3sg.fem.past

‘she finished splitting off first (e.g a branch).’

c. bòtàsáòsùbàgò

bòtà
wipe.off

-sao
-univ.quant

-suba
-prior

-go
-3sg.fem.past

‘she finished wiping off first (e.g a branch).’

(7) a. bótákò
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bótá
remove

-ko
-3fem.pres.interr

‘Is she removing (e.g. leaves)?’

b. bótàkò

bota
split.off

-ko
-3fem.pres.interr

‘Is she splitting off (e.g. a branch)?’

c. bòtàkò

bòtà
wipe.off

-ko
-3fem.pres.interr

‘Is she wiping off?’

The inventory of Class III suffixes includes suffixes that are intrinsically members of this tonal
class as well as derived members of this class which result from tonal erasure processes in the nominal
tonal system (see discussion below). Intrinsically Class III suffixes include all verbal suffixes other
than the Class I inflectional suffixes and the causative. The status of nominal suffixes in this respect
is less clear, since the only way to distinguish intrinsic Class III morphemes from derived members
of this class is to find a form in which the morpheme in question appears in leftmost position, and
this is not possible for certain morphemes, such as the plural -huna. For purposes of analytical
convenience, we treat morphemes with the latter distribution as Class III. Nevertheless, it is clear
that many morphemes – especially classifiers – that normally appear as Class III suffixes surface as
HH or LL when they appear in leftmost position in the nominal form.

Finally we consider the causative, which forms a singleton class in terms of its tonal behavior.
When the causative follows an HH root is surfaces as LL, as in (??a); when it follows an HL root
it surfaces as HH, as in (??b); and when it follows an LL root, it surfaces as HL, as in (??c). Note
that the H tone in the HH form of the causative in (??b) spreads to the Class II inflectional suffix.

(8) a. dóágòñòỳı

dóá
wash

-goño
-caus

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘I am making (someone) wash.’

b. t́ıàgóñóýı

t1a
sharpen

-góñó
-caus

-ýı
-1sg.pres

‘I am making (someone) sharpen (e.g. a machete).’

c. dòàgóñòỳı

dòà
paddle

-góñò
-caus

-ỳı
-1sg.pres

‘I am making (someone) paddle.’

We now discuss an issue deferred from above, namely the fact that Class I suffixes behave
differently when verbs inflection other than the regular past or present declarative inflection.2 Note
that these are precisely the contexts in which inflection behave like Class III rather than Class II

2Note that the ni-class present declarative inflection is identical to the regular present declarative inflection, and
has the same tonal properties.
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suffixes.3,4 In such instances, the erstwhile Class I suffixes behave like Class III suffixes, i.e. they
surface as L, as in (refex:clicliiilow) and (??a), unless they directly follow a LL root, in which case
they surface as H, as in (??b). In both (??) and (??), the erstwhile Class I suffix in question in
the negation suffix -ma; in (??) and (??a) it surfaces as L, as we would expect of a Class III suffix
that does not immediately follow an LL root, while in (??b) it surfaces as H, likewise the expected
behavior of a Class III suffix.

(9) kwàkòsúbàmàỳı.

kwàkò
cook

-suba
-prior

-ma
-neg

-yi.
-1sg.fut

‘I will not be the first to cook.’

(10) a. áb ı́màỳı.

áb ı́
bathe

-ma
-neg

-yi
-1sg.fut

‘I will not bathe.’

b. kwàkòmáỳı.

kwàkò
cool

-ma
-neg

-yi
-1sg.fut

‘I will not cook.’

Given the above generalizations, one might wonder if it is the presence of Class III inflectional
morphology per se, rather than merely a following Class III suffix, that induces the Class I → Class
III conversion just discussed. We can distinguish between these two analyses by considering a word
with the morphological structure root-class I-class III-class II, as in (??). In this case, we have
the class I suffix -ma neg followed by the Class III suffix frus.intent, which is in turn followed by
the Class II inflectional suffix -b1 1sg.past. Were any following Class III suffix sufficient to condition
the Class I → Class III conversion, we would expect the frustrative to convert the Class I negation
suffix to Class III. Were this the case, however, the negation suffix would surface with low tone,
since Class III suffixes following HH roots surface as L. As we see, the negation suffix surfaces as H,
indicating that it is not Class III, but rather, Class I. We conclude, then, that it is the presence of
Class III inflectional morphology per se that converts Class I suffixes to Class III suffixes.5

(11) áb ı́mádàbı̀

áb ı́
bathe

-má
-neg

-da
-frus.intent

-b1
-1sg.past

‘I was not going to bathe (but did so).’

3The distinct tonal behavior of these inflectional suffixes presumably reflects their origin as nominalizers (they are
in fact homophonous with a subset of synchronic nominalizers)

4Note that ni-verb past tense declarative inflectional suffixes are also Class III, and for this reason, we may expect
the same class-switching behavior for Class I suffixes. It is not possible, however, to ascertain whether this is the case
in the paradigm in question, because the suffixation of Class I suffixes converts ni-class roots into regular stems, and
the regular past tense declarative suffixes are Class II, and not Class III.

5As will become evident below, a somewhat more satisfying analysis is available once we consider the tonal behavior
of nouns. Verbs bearing Class III inflectional suffixes in fact behave tonally like nouns, a fact attributable to the fact
that these suffixes were historically nominalizers (and are homophonous with a subset of synchronically attested
nominalizers).
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One final descriptive issue remains before we develop our analysis: the tonal behavior of serial
verbs. Thus far we have only considered verbs consisting of a single root with one or more suffixes.
Serial verbs, in contrast, consist of two or more verb roots that appear immediately adjacent to
one another. For purposes of tonal assignment to suffixes following the two roots, tonal assignment
attends only to the tonal pattern of the rightmost of the two roots. If the rightmost root is HH, for
example, the suffixes on the verb behave in the same way as those following a single HH root in a
non-serial verb. The crucial issue thus becomes how the tonal pattern of the two roots affect each
other.

If we analyze the tonal behavior of roots in terms of their tonal patterns when they appear in
non-serial verbs, we find that the following generalizations obtain: 1) HH and LL roots remain HH
or LL in serial verbs, whether the roots in question are the first or second serialized verb; and 2) HL
roots remain HL if they are the first serialized verb, but surface either as: a) LL, when following and
HH or HL root; or b) HL, if following an LL root. These generalizations are summarized in Table
??.

Table 1: Surface tones of serialized verb roots

HH HL LL
HH HH-HH HH-LL HH-LL
HL HL-HH HL-LL HL-LL
LL LL-HH LL-HL LL-LL

2 Nominal tone

As indicated about, we use the term nominal tone to refer to tonal behavior characteristic of nouns
and a subset of verbal inflectional paradigms – in particular, all but the regular present and past
declarative paradigms – who likely owe their tonal behavior to their origin as nominalizations.

The nominal tonal system is in many respects similar to the verbal tonal system. Disyllabic roots
exhibit three possible surface tonal patterns, HH, HL, and LL, as evident in (??), and as with the
case of verbal roots, the tone of these roots is unaffected by suffixes that appear to their right.

(12) a. bát́ı ‘shadow, spirit’

b. ı́nè ‘pijuayo’

c. hàsò ’manioc’

There is a significant difference between the nominal and verbal tone systems however: in the
nominal tone system, all morphemes other than the leftmost morpheme behave like Class III suffixes.
This single difference has three significant ramifications for how nominal tone differs from verbal
tone.

First, the tone of nominal roots is affected by whether they are preceded by another morpheme;
when preceded by another morpheme, nominal roots behave like Class III suffixes in all cases. The
reader will recall that verbal roots appear with the same surface tone regardless of whether they are
preceded by another morpheme (with the exception, discussed above, of HL roots). Nominal roots,
in contrast, lose their inherent tone, as evident in (??), where we find that roots of the three tone
shapes given in (??) all surface as LL when preceded by the HH adjectival prefix há́ı- ‘large’, but as
HL when preceded by the LL adjectival prefix yàr̀ı- ‘small’, as in (??).

(13) a. há́ıbàt̀ı
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já́ı-
large-

bát́ı
spirit

‘large spirit’

b. há́ı̀ınè

há́ı-
large-

1ne
pijuayo

‘large pijuayo’

c. há́ıhàsò

já́ı-
large-

hàsò
manioc

‘large manioc’

(14) a. yàr̀ıbát̀ı

yàr̀ı-
small-

bát́ı
shadow

‘small shadow’

b. yàr̀ı́ınè

yàr̀ı-
small-

1ne
hole

‘small hole’

c. yàr̀ıhásò

yàr̀ı-
small-

hàsò
manioc

‘small manioc’

Second, all nominal suffixes surface are Class III suffixes, meaning that they surface as LL (or
L, if monosyllabic), except when immediately following an LL morpheme in leftmost position in the
word, in which case they surface as HL (or L, if monosyllabic and in word-final position). This
behavior is evident in the behavior of the plank classifier, exemplified in (??), below.

Third, not only are all nominal suffixes Class III suffixes, we find that erstwhile Class I verbal
suffixes are converted to Class III suffixes when a morphologically complex verbal stem containing
a Class I suffix undergoes nominalization. This process is exemplified in (??), in which the verbal
stem néñá-má ‘hang-neg’ appears in (??a) with a Class II verbal inflectional suffix, and as expected,
the negation suffix -má surfaces with its inherent H tone, as we would expect of a Class I suffix
on a verb. Compare now with (??b), where the same stem has undergone nominalization with the
nominalizer -ko, and the negation suffix -má now surfaces with low tone. This behavior suggests that
the negation suffix is behaving as Class III suffix in this nominalized verb, a conclusion confirmed
by the behavior of the negation suffix in nominalized verbs when immediately following an LL root,
as in (??b). In this form, the negation suffix surfaces with H, thereby exhibiting – when compared
with (??b)– the post-LL root conditioning of H typical of Class III morphemes.

(15) a. néñámáýı

néñá
hang

-má
-neg

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘I am not hanging (something)’
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b. néñámàkò

néñá
hang

-má
-neg

-ko
-3sg.fem.nomz

‘not hanging (3sg feminine agreement)’

(16) a. kwàkòmáýı

kwàkò
cook

-má
-neg

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘I am not cooking’

b. kwàkòmákò

kwàkò
cook

-má
-neg

-kò
-3sg.fem.nomz

‘not cooking (3sg feminine agreement)’

The effect of nominalization of verbal stems on Class I verbal suffixes forming part of those
stems suggests that nouns effectively convert all morphemes to the right of the leftmost morpheme
into Class III suffixes.6 There is further evidence in favor of this conclusion in the tonal behavior
of classifiers. Classifiers typically appear following nominal roots and as such, behave like Class
III suffixes, as in evident in (??), where the plank classifier in (??c) exhibits the characteristic HL
pattern following an LL root.

(17) a. másópèrè

másó
ojé

-péré
-cl:plank

‘plank of ojè wood’

b. hóràpèrè

hórà
añuje.rumo

-péré
-cl:plank

‘plank of añuje rumo wood’

c. b̀ıtòpérè

b̀ıtò
leche.caspi

-péré
-cl:plank

‘plank of leche caspi wood’

Classifiers can, however, appear as the leftmost element in certain constructions, including the
‘singulative’ construction in (??).7

(18) péréb ı̀

péré
cl:flat.slender

-b1
-sing

‘capillejo, type of basket’

6Note, however, that HH-HH root sequences in serial verb constructions retain that tone pattern under nominal-
ization (Stephanie Farmer, p.c.).

7The singulative construction consists of a classifier bearing the singulative suffix -b1, and is typically indicates
a single entity that falls into the category delimited by the classifier. In some cases the singulative form of a suffix
has a conventionalized and somewhat unpredictable meaning, although such conventionalized meanings are typically
consistent with the sense of the classifier.
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Crucially, note that in the singulative construction in (??), classifier péré, which surfaces as a
Class III suffix when it is not the leftmost morpheme, surfaces as an HH morpheme when it appears
leftmost. This behavior suggests that its Class III behavior when non-leftmost is a result of Class I
→ Class III conversion, as we saw with the negation suffix -ma in cases of deverbal nominalization,
and that classifiers in general are not intrinsically Class III suffixes.

We conclude our discussion of nominal tone by observing that the tonal behavior of verbs bearing
Class III inflectional suffixes, discussed above. As noted there, all suffixes to the right of the root
in such verbs behave like Class III suffixes. Given our observations about nominal tone, and in
particular, the tonal behavior of deverbal nominals, it is clear that that these finite verbs simply
behave tonally like deverbal nominals. Given that most Class III verbal inflectional suffixes are
homophonous with nominalizers, the most obvious explanation for this homophony and the tonal
behavior of the verbs in question is that the relevant verbal inflectional suffixes grammaticalized
from the homophonous nominalizers – presumably via insubordination – and that the resulting
finite verbal forms retained the tonal behavior of the original nominalized forms.

3 An analysis of the Má́ıh ı̀k̀ı tonal system

Having provided a surface description of verbal and nominal tone in the language, we now develop
a tonal analysis that accounts for the inventory of attested root and affix tonal patterns and for the
tonal interaction between the various root and affix types. We begin by focusing on the analysis of
verbal tone, and then turn to the analysis of nominal tone.

The starting point for our analysis is observing that surface tones in verbs differ in terms of how
they co-occur with tones on adjacent morphemes; we find differences in co-occurrence behaviors of
this type for both surface H and L tones. Beginning with surface H tones, we find that H associated
with HH roots or Class I suffixes uniformly co-occur with H on an immediately following Class II
suffix, as in (??a) and (??b), respectively, but that H associated with a class III suffix does not
co-occur with an H tone on an immediately Class II suffix, as evident in (??). We refer to the first
kind of H as a ‘spreading H’ and the second, a ‘non-spreading’ H.

(19) a. áb ı́ýı

áb ı́
bathe

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘I am bathing’

b. kwàkòmáýı

kwàkò
cook

-má
-neg

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘I am not cooking’

(20) kwàkòdáb ı̀

kwàkò
cook

-dá
-frus.intent

-b ı̀
-1sg.past

‘I was going to cook (but did not).’

As articulated, the proposed distinction between spreading and non-spreading H presupposes
that the H spreads from the HH root or Class I morpheme to the Class II morpheme. This is no
accident: there is good reason to think that HH roots and Class I morphemes bear H intrinsically,
and that Class II morphemes do not. In the first place, HH roots and Class I morphemes always bear
H (when they appear in words whose tone is assigned by the verbal tone subsystem, to which we
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are currently restricting our attention), whereas Class II morphemes only bear H when immediately
preceded by and HH root or a class II morpheme. For these reasons it cogent to treat HH roots and
Class I morphemes as conditioning H on Class II morphemes, but not the other way around. One
way this basic insight can be implemented is to treat HH roots and Class I morphemes as being
lexically specified for H, and that this tone spreads to Class II morphemes when Class II morphemes
immediately follow them.

We now turn to the surface L, which can likewise be divided into two types on the basis of the
behavior they exhibit with respect to how they co-occur with H tones on adjacent morphemes. The
first kind of surface L, found exclusively in LL roots, conditions an H tone on the first syllable of an
immediately following Class III suffix, as exemplified in (??a). The second kind of low tone does not
condition a high tone on adjacent Class III suffixes, and is found at the right edge of HL roots, as
well as on class III suffixes themselves. An HL root, y úà ‘sweep’, is given in (??b), and we see that
it fails to condition a surface H on the first syllable of the following Class III suffix, the prioritive
-suba. We see in (??c) that the surface L at the end of the prioritive likewise fails to condition a
surface H on another following Class III suffix, in this case the frustrative of intent -da.

We provisionally refer to the first type of L as an ’active’ L, since it conditions a surface H on
Class III suffixes and the second type of L and ’inactive’ L, since it does not do so.

(21) a. b ı̀bı̀súbàbı̀

b ı̀b ı̀
run

-suba
-prior

-b1
-1sg.past

‘I ran first’

b. yúàsùbàbı̀

yua
sweep

-suba
-prior

-b1
-1sg.past

‘I swept first’

c. yúàsùbàdàbı̀

yua
sweep

-suba
-prior

-da
-frus.intent

-b1
-1sg.past

‘I was going to sweep first (but did not)’

Since spreading H and active L affect the surface tone of adjacent morphemes, we assume them
to be lexically-specified tones, while the non-spreading H and inactive L we assume to be assigned
by default principles of tone assignment which guarantee that all syllables surface with either a H
or L value, but are assigned in such a way that these surface tones do not affect the surface tones of
other morphemes. Syllables that bear either of the latter tone types we assume to be underlyingly
unspecified for tone. This entails that the Maih1ki tone inventory is H, L, and ∅.

Note, incidentally, that although we talk of ‘spreading’ and ‘non-spreading’ H and ‘active’ and
‘inactive’ L, we do not mean to indicate that there are in fact two different kinds of H or L tones.
The names for these tones serve as shorthand descriptions of their behavior, and our analysis will
ultimately resort only to H and L tones, with their behavioral differences stemming from different
ways in which these tones are assigned to words by the tonal system.

With the distinction between lexically-specified H and L and their non-lexically specified surface
counterparts in hand, we are now in a position to explain the surface inventory of root patterns. Let
us first consider the two root patterns that contain a surface H: HH and HL. Since the final H in
the HH root is a spreading H, it is plausible that this second H in fact spread from the position of
the first H in the HH root. On this analysis, it is only necessary to specify tone on the first syllable
of the root, such that a surface HH root results from an underlying H∅ root.
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If the preceding analysis is correct, we can characterize the the HL root as exhibiting an initial
non-spreading H, since H does not spread to the second syllable of the root, and moreover, does not
condition an H on an adjacent Class II suffix. Note also that the final L of the HL root is an inactive
L, since it fails to condition an H on the first syllable of a following Class III suffix. If we adopt
the notion, suggested above, that non-spreading H and inactive L result from default principles of
tone assignment to tonally unspecified syllables, it follows that surface HL roots in fact result from
underlying ∅∅ roots. The important question of how such roots surface with an HL tone pattern
remains to be answered of course, and we will turn to this shortly.

The final attested surface root tonal pattern is LL. Since roots of this type condition a surface
H on following Class III roots, the final L on such roots is ‘active’, leading us to treat such roots as
involving a lexically specified L. If we assume that LL roots result in the same way from lexically
specified L as HH roots do from lexically specified H, this leads us to conclude that surface LL
roots result from underlying L∅ roots, where the initial L spreads to the right edge of the morpheme
boundary.

The relationship between surface and underlying root tonal pattern just proposed is summarized
in (??).

(22) a. H∅ → HH

b. ∅∅ → HL

c. L∅ → LL

The analysis of root tonal patterns just presented contains an implicit explanation for a number of
facts related to Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı verb roots, including the attested root tonal pattern inventory (HH, HL, and
LL), and the absence of LH roots; the fact that the surface H and L of HL roots are non-spreading
and inactive, respectively; and the fact there are no surface HH or LL roots where the rightmost
tone is non-spreading or inactive, respectively. To render the preceding analysis more explicit, we
assume that only the leftmost syllable of a disyllabic root can bear a lexically-specified tone, and
that the tone of that syllable may either be H, L, or ∅, where the latter null tone corresponds to the
lack of assignment of lexical H or L. We also assume that these underlying H and L tones spread
to the right edge of the root, resulting in HH and LL roots where the rightmost tone is, crucially, a
spreading H or active L, respectively.

We now need to return to an issue we deferred above: accounting for how ∅∅ roots surface as HL.
To this end, it is helpful to consider the more general question of how non-spreading H is distributed:
it occurs only in HL roots, as in (??a), or in Class III suffixes immediately following an LL root, as
in (??b). In the latter case Class III suffixes surface as HL when disyllabic, suggesting that Class III
suffixes exhibit the same underlying tonal specification as ∅∅ roots. Supposing that this is correct
we obtain the provisional generalization the distribution of non-spreading H: it is assigned to the
first null-toned syllable of the word, as in (??a&c) provided that this syllable is not preceded by an
underlying H, as in (??c). Note that make a minor modification to this provisional generalization
below.

(23) a. ∅∅-∅∅-∅ → Hnon−spreadL-LL-L

b. LL-∅∅-∅ → LL-Hnon−spreadL-L

c. HH-∅∅ -∅ → HH-LL-L

Having discussed lexical tone spreading and the assignment of non-spreading H, we finally turn
to the assignment of inactive L. We have thus far seen inactive L surface in HL roots and in Class
III suffixes, and these are in fact the only environments in which inactive L appears in verbs. This
suggests inactive L is assigned to any syllables which are have been left tonally unspecified by the
processes of tone spreading and non-spreading H assignment. In other words, inactive L is the
default tone in Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı .
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Note that if we treat inactive L as the default tone assigned to tonally unspecified syllables, and
that if we further assume that surface HH and LL roots are underlyingly specified as H∅ and L∅,
we are led to conclude that lexical tone spreading occurs prior to assignment of non-spreading H
or inactive L, since otherwise either: 1) unattested LH roots would result (where the second H is
an inactive H); or 2) HH or LL roots would result in which the second tone is non-spreading H or
inactive L, respectively.

The analysis just developed is exemplified for ∅∅, L∅, and H∅ roots in Table ??, where purposes
of expositional convenience, each root is followed by a disyllabic Class III suffix, which is in turn
followed by a monosyllabic Class II suffix. As indicated above, we assume that spreading of lexical
(i.e. active) L within the root and spreading lexical H within the root and to Class II suffixes
transpires first, followed by the assignment of non-spreading H, which is finally followed by the
assignment of surface (i.e. inactive) L to all syllables which still lack tone.

Beginning with the case of ∅∅ roots, no H or L spreading occurs, since there are no morphemes
in the given word with lexical H or L. A non-spreading H is then assigned to the leftmost ∅ syllable,
which in this case is the first syllable in the word. L is then assigned to the remaining ∅ syllables,
resulting in the attested HL-LL-L shape. In the case of L∅ roots, L first spreads to the right edge of
the root, resulting in an LL root, and then H is assigned to the leftmost ∅ syllable. In this case, this is
the syllable immediately to the left of the LL root. Finally, L is assigned to the remaining ∅ syllables,
resulting in the attested LL-HL-L shape. Finally, in the case of H∅ roots, H first spreads to the right
edge of the root, resulting in an HH root. Unlike the previous cases, however, no (non-spreading) H
is assigned, in accord with the generalization above, that non-spreading H is not assigned following
a surface HH root. We return shortly to the analytical awkwardness of this stipulation. In any case,
L is assigned to the ∅ syllables, resulting in the attested HH-LL-L shape.

Note, incidentally, that the current analysis has essentially disposed of the distinction between
‘spreading’ and ‘non-spreading’ H, on the one hand, and ‘active’ and ‘inactive’ L, on the other. In
the derivational terms of the preceding analysis, the differences between these tones stems from the
point in the tone assignment process the tone is assigned to a syllable, and consequently, whether
the tone can thereby affect the later assignment of tones.

Table 2: Tonal derivations

Underlying Form → Tone spreading → Non-spreading H → Default L
∅∅ROOT -∅∅ClIII -∅ClII ∅∅-∅∅-∅ H∅-∅∅-∅ HL-LL-L
L∅ROOT -∅∅ClIII -∅ClII LL-∅∅-∅ LL-H∅-∅ LL-HL-L
H∅ROOT -∅∅ClIII -∅CII HH-∅∅-∅ HH-∅∅ -∅ HH-LL-L

We now return to the analytical issue of the awkwardness of the statement regarding the as-
signment of non-spreading H, mentioned above. Before we tackle this issue directly, however, we
introduce an important exception to the provisional generalization, as stated, regarding the distri-
bution of non-spreading H, which renders the generalization as stated even less analytically elegant.
As the generalization is stated, we would predict that the leftmost ∅ syllable in a word would receive
non-spreading H, regardless of its position in the word. This turns out not to be the case, however:
non-spreading H never appears in word-final position, as exemplified in (??).

(24) a. b ı̀bı̀kı̀

b ı̀b ı̀
run

-k1
-1sg.past.interrog

‘Did you run?’

b. *bı̀bı̀kı́
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Avoiding the assignment of word-final non-spreading H thus appears to require an additional
stipulation on the assignment of non-spreading H, such that the generalization regarding the distri-
bution of this tone is subject to two relatively arbitrary stipulations: 1) that it never occurs following
an HH root; and 2) that it cannot appear in word-final position.

It is possible to develop a more elegant generalization if we note that: 1) in all instances of
assignment of non-spreading H, what results is an HL sequence (i.e. via the formation of an HL
root, or in the assignment of a H to the first syllable of a Class III suffix following an LL root);
and 2) in the cases where a spreading H fails to be assigned, the assignment of the spreading H
would either: i) fail to create an HL sequence, as in the unattested case of word-final spreading H
assignment; or ii), be entirely redundant for purposes of creating an HL sequence, as in the case of
a verb beginning with an HH root.

These facts suggest that non-spreading H assignment results from a requirement that Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı
verbs exhibit an HL contour aligned as closely as possible with the left edge of the word. It follows
that non-spreading H would not be assigned word-finally, since this would never result in and HL
contour, and it also follows that non-spreading H would never be assigned to a word with an HH
root, since the assignment of inactive L would suffice to create an HL contour, without the need to
assign non-spreading H.

The fact that we analyze non-spreading H assignment as motivated to achieve a target tone shape,
and that this assignment fails to occur when the target shape can be achieved without recourse to
non-spreading H assignment or when it is not achievable suggests that an Optimality Theoretic
account is called for.

In (??) we list the constraints required to account for the proper distribution of non-spreading H.
The unviolated Syllable-to-Tone assures that all syllables surface with tone, while the ranking
Dep-IO(H)>>Dep-IO(L) makes L the default tone assigned to satisfy Syllable-to-Tone. Fi-
nally, the ranking Align(L, HL, PrWd)>>Dep-IO(H) drives the assignment of (non-spreading)
H in order to achieve an HL contour as close to the left edge of the word as possible. Note that
Syllable-to-Tone and Align(L, HL, PrWd) needn’t be ranked with respect to one another,
although the former is never violated, while the latter is. Nevertheless, it is never the case that the
violation of one constraint serves to satisfy the other. The complete ranking for these constraints is
given in (??).

(25) Syllable-to-Tone: Assign one * for each syllable present in the output without an H
or L tone.

Align(L, HL, PrWd): Align an HL tone sequence to the left edge of the prosodic
word; assign one * for each syllable between the left edge of the word and the H of the
HL contour, and assign a number of stars equal to the number of syllables in the word if
there is no HL contour in the word.

Dep-IO(H): Assign one * for each H present in the output that is not present in the
input.

Dep-IO(L): Assign one * for each L present in the output that is not present in the
input.

(26) Syll-to-Tone, Align(L, HL, PrWd) >> Dep-IO(H) >> Dep-IO(L)

We now demonstrate that the constraints in (??) and their ranking given in (??) produce the HL
distribution described above.8 For expositional purposes, we consider tone assignment for words with

8For the purposes of the discussion that follows immediately we will assume that roots are either HH, LL, or ∅∅
and that the non-spreading H and inactive L assigned as a result of the constraints given in (??) cannot be assigned
to syllables with underlying H or L or syllables to which H has spread. In a complete Optimality theoretic analysis,
HH and LL roots would presumably emerge from the effects of morpheme-internal Correspondence constraints and
the maintenance of underlying tones and ones emerging from spreading from these tones in favor of non-spreading H
and inactive L would emerge from the effects of Max-IO constraints.
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roots of each of the three tone shapes followed by a disyllabic Class III suffix and a (monosyllabic)
Class II suffix.

When the input is a word of the specified morphological structure with a ∅∅ root, the constraint
ranking in (??) – together with the assumptions in fn. 7 – yields HL-LL-L as the optimal candidate,
i.e. form d. in Table ??. The assignment of H to the leftmost underlying ∅ syllable yields an HL
contour entirely aligned with the left edge of the word, perfectly satisfying Align(L, HL, PrWd),
incurring only a single violation of Dep-IO(H), and four violations of Dep-IO(L). Assignment of
more than a single H to the word incurs gratuitous violations of Dep-IO(H), as in form c., and
assignment of a single H any further to the right incurs gratuitous violations of Align(L, HL,
PrWd), as in form b. Failure to assign tone to the syllables of the word incur critical violations of
Syll-to-Tone and failure to assign any H to the word likewise incurs critical violations of Align(L,
HL, PrWd).

Table 3: HL contour in ∅∅Root-∅∅Cl.III -∅Cl.II words

∅∅Root-∅∅Cl.III -∅Cl.II Syll-to-Tone Align(L, HL, PrWd) Dep-IO(H) Dep-IO(L)
a. ∅∅-∅∅-∅ *****! *****!
b. LL-HL-L **! * ****
c. HL-LL-H **! ***

+ d. HL-LL-L * ****
e. LL-LL-L *****! *****

Turning now to words of the same morphological structure and an LL root, we find the optimal
form to be LL-HL-L, as in form e. of Table ??. This form incurs a single violation of Dep-IO(H),
as does the optimal form for the corresponding ∅∅ root word, but in contrast incurs two violations
of Align(L, HL, PrWd). This is due to the fact that root tones must, ex hypothesi, surface and
cannot be supplanted by tones absent in the input, as discussed in fn. 7. This fact means that the
location of the HL contour in form e. is the leftmost possible in the word. If the contour occurs any
further to the right, as in form c., this incurs a fatal violation of Align(L, HL, PrWd), as does
position of the single H of a word at the right edge of the word, as in form d. Gratuitous assignment
beyond that necessary for the creation of a single HL contour incurs a fatal violation of Dep-IO(H),
as in form f., and the failure to assign any H incurs a fatal violation of Align(L, HL, PrWd), as
in form b. The failure to assign surface tones to syllables that are ∅ in the input of course incurs
fatal violations of Syll-to-Tone, as in the maximally problematic case of form a.

Table 4: HL contour in LLRoot-∅∅Cl.III -∅Cl.II words

LLRoot-∅∅Cl.III -∅Cl.II Syll-to-Tone Align(L, HL, PrWd) Dep-IO(H) Dep-IO(L)
a. LL-∅∅-∅ ***! *****!
b. LL-LL-L *****! ***
c. LL-LH-L ***! * **
d. LL-LL-H *****! * **

+ e. LL-HL-L ** * **
f. LL-HL-H ** **! *

We finally consider the case of words of the specified morphological form with HH roots. Words
of this type are interesting because the root displays an H tone at the right edge of the root, making
it possible for the word to display an HL contour without having to incur a Dep-IO(H) violation,
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as in form b. What we find instead is that the HL contour can be obtained by simply assigning
an L tone to the ∅ syllable following the root. Note that this form incurs a single violation of
Align(L, HL, PrWd), since the immutability of the root tones means that an L tone cannot be
assigned to the second syllable of the root, which is what would be required to obtain an HL contour
perfectly aligned with the left edge of the word. Any assignment of H to the word incurs gratuitous
violations of Dep-IO(H), as in forms c., d. and e.; the latter two further incur additional violations
of Align(L, HL, PrWd).

Note that it is precisely words of this type that favor an Optimality theoretic analysis of HL
contour distributions, since these are cases in which typical assignment of (non-spreading) H to the
leftmost ∅ syllable of a word fails to obtain precisely because it is unnecessary to produce an HL
contour – under the assumption, at least, of default L assignment to ∅ syllables. A derivational
version of this account requires less parsimonious mechanisms such as if-then statement or a rule
that assigns non-spreading H to either underlying H or ∅ syllables.

Table 5: HL contour in HHRoot-∅∅Cl.III -∅Cl.II words

HHRoot-∅∅Cl.III -∅Cl.II Syll-to-Tone Align(L, HL, PrWd) Dep-IO(H) Dep-IO(L)
a. HH-∅∅-∅ ***! *****!

+ b. HH-LL-L * ***
c. HH-LL-H * **! **
d. HH-HL-L **! * **
e. HH-LH-L ***! * **

We now present an analysis of the nominal tone system, which applies to nouns and to verbs
inflected with suffixes that were likely originally nominalizers (i.e. the Class III inflectional suffixes).
The description given above indicates that the nominal tone system is essentially identical to the
verbal one, with the crucial exception that only the leftmost morpheme retains its underlying tonal
specification. All morphemes to the right of the leftmost morpheme behave like Class III suffixes,
which we have analyzed above as having no underlying tonal specification (i.e. ∅ tonal specification).
As discussed above, there is good reason to believe that some of the morphemes that behave as if
they were underlyingly ∅-toned have in fact undergone tonal ‘erasure’, since when they are not the
non-leftmost element of either nouns (deverbal or otherwise) or verbs inflected with Class III suffixes,
they in behave as if they bear underlying H or L tone.

The principal analytical issue is thus how to handle tonal erasure in the nominal tone system.
Significantly, the tonal erasure process does not appear to be motivated by a tonal shape target.
Given that the tonal shapes that can surface in the nominal system are fairly restricted, as in (??),
one might suppose that a tonal target does indeed play a role. For example, all three possible shapes
in (??) involve one and only one HL sequence, rendering this target a plausible one, especially since
this target does play a role in H assignment. However, this tonal target explanation would predict
the unattested form in (??).

(27) a. HH-LL. . .

b. HL-LL. . .

c. LL-HL. . .

(28) *HH-HH-L. . .

Another possibility might be words participating in the nominal tonal system are subject to a
form of OCP that erases underlying non-∅ tones on morphemes to the right of the leftmost morpheme
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whenever the leftmost morpheme bears an underlying non-∅ tone (i.e. underlying H or L). However,
this would predict that tonal erasure would not occur in cases where the leftmost morpheme is ∅(∅).
This is not the case, however: tonal erasure occurs in nouns regardless of the tonal pattern of the
leftmost morpheme.

We are left, then, with the account of tonal erasure we began with: underlying H or L tones
are simply erased on all morphemes but the leftmost morpheme in words participating in nominal
tonal system. Note that this erasure must occur in such a way as to guarantee that H is assigned
to the morpheme immediately to the right of any LL morphemes in leftmost position (i.e. that H is
assigned immediately after LL). In terms of the derivational analysis we advance above, this would
mean that tonal erasure must take prior to the assignment of H.

Other than this one stipulation, however, nominal tone functions identically to verbal tone.

4 Summary

Let us now summarize our analysis. Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı exhibits three underlying tones: H, L, and ∅. Only
the first syllable of any given morpheme is specified for tone, yielding the following underlying tonal
inventory for disyllabic morphemes: H∅, ∅∅, and L∅; the underlying tonal inventory for monosyllabic
morphemes is H and ∅ – there are no monosyllabic underlyingly L morphemes.9 Non-root morphemes
are of four kinds in terms of their underlying tone and tonal behavior: 1) H morphemes (Class I
morphemes, in the description above); regular ∅ or ∅∅ morphemes (Class III); 3) ∅ morphemes
which behave like they form a single morpheme with their leftwards neighbor (Class II); and 4) the
causative suffix, which exhibits idiosyncratic tonal behavior, as described above.

Underlying tones spread from the left edge of the morpheme in which they appear to the right
edge, but do not spread any further. The significant exception to this generalization are Class II
suffixes (a limited set of verbal inflectional suffixes), which behave tonally as if they form a single
morpheme with their neighbors to their left, and therefore receive tone spreading from an underlying
H or L morpheme immediately to their left.

Most non-root morphemes (and some root morphemes) in Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı are not underlyingly specified
for tone, but all syllables bear a surface tone. These surface tones are assigned in accord with two
competing principles: 1) a (violable) requirement that Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı verbs exhibit an HL tonal sequence
aligned as close as possible to the left edge of the word; and 2) a default process of tone assignment
that assigns a surface L tone to any syllable unspecified for tone. The first requirement drives the
assignment of surface H to underlying ∅ syllables, in conjunction with the default principle of L
assignment, in order to create HL sequences. Note that the requirement that verbs exhibit an left-
aligned HL sequence is not so strong that underlying H or L tones, or surface H or L tones that are
a consequence of spreading from underlying H or L tones, are deleted in order to yield either an HL
sequence or a completely left-aligned HL sequence. It is also the case that surface H is not assigned
in cases in which it would fail to yield a surface HL sequence, such as L∅-∅ → *LL-H, which instead
surfaces as LL-L.

Tone assignment can thus be described in quasi-derivational terms as follows. First, any under-
lying H or L tones spread from the right edge of the morpheme to the left edge of the morpheme and
stops spreading there, unless a Class II morpheme appears immediately to the right of the morpheme
in question, in which case the tone spreads to the right edge of the Class II morpheme. Next, H is
assigned to the leftmost ∅ syllable if doing so is necessary to subsequently permit the word to meet
the left-aligned HL target shape discussed above. Finally, L is assigned to any remaining ∅ syllables
.

9This is presumably an accidental fact that stems to the fact that Má́ıh`̃ık̀ı underlying L is due to the loss of /P/ in
intervocalic position (Farmer 2012), making it less likely that any synchronically monosyllabic morphemes exhibited
a glottal stop, since they would historically have had to have been disyllabic in order to exhibit an intervocalic /P/.
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Although nominal tone patterns arise from the same principles as those that account for verbal
tone, nouns differ from verbs in two significant ways: first there are no Class II nominal suffixes (i.e.
suffixes that can accept a spreading H); and second, there exists a small set nominal prefixes, while
there are no clear cases of verbal prefixes.
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Quantification in Maij+ki

Stephanie Farmer

19 June 2012

1 Introduction

This module will explore the various ways in which quantities are expressed in Máíjɨki. There are two 
main sections: one which deals with universal quantification (quantification over all members of a set) 
and one which deals with existential quantification (quantification over a portion of a set). There are 
three types of quantifiers in Máíjɨki: the verbal suffix -sao, the nominal suffix -dea, and a set of 
adverbial quantifiers haye, beobese, and ɨa. 

2 Universal Quantification

2.1 béóbese

The adverb1 béóbese2 means 'every, all' This word may appear before or after the noun over which it 
quantifies, as shown in (1) and (2), or it can appear when no noun is present, as in (3).

(1) béóbese ánumi sɨ+sɨ+-sao-jéá-gɨ+
all papaya go.rotten-UNIV.QUANT-PERF.PL-3.PL.PAST

'Todas las papayas se han podrido.' (E.AMM.SJF.14Jun2012)

(2) ánumi béóbese sɨ+sɨ+-sao-jéá-gɨ+
go.rotten-UNIV.QUANT-PERF.PL-3.PL.PAST

'Todas las papyas se han podrido.' (E.AMM.SJF.14Jun2012)

(3) béóbese bɨbɨ-yi
all run-3.PL

'Todos están corriendo.' (E.AMM.SJF.14Jun2012)

2.2 -sao

The second way to express universal quantification in Máíjɨki is with the verbal suffix -sao, which 
exhaustively identifies either the subject or the object of the verb. When a verb is intransitive and has a 
plural subject, -sao may exhaustively identify the subject of that verb, as is shown in (4) below:

1 I am calling this word an adverb because it can take neither nominal nor verbal inflectional morphology, because its 
position in the sentence is variable, and because it cannot appear when an inflected verb is not present.

2 This word seems to be related to the prefix beo-, which indicates that something is empty (e.g. beowe 'empty house' and 
beodadi 'empty place', as well as to the verb beoh#, 'be absent'.



(4) béóbese  ákwé-sao-bɨ ánu-bɨ
all  eat.fruit-1.PL.PAST papaya-SING

'Todos han comido la papya.' (E.LTM.SJF.18Jun2012)

-sao may quantify over a singular subject as well. This yields the interpretation that the whole subject 
(rather than a part of the subject) is affected, as in (5):

(5) we ú-sao-jó-gɨ
house burn-UNIV.QUANT-PERF-3.SG.PAST.NEUT

'Toda la casa se ha quemado.' (E.AMM.SJF.16Jun2012)

When a sentence has a transitive verb, -sao may exhaustively identify either the subject of that verb, 
the object of that verb, or both the subject and the object of that verb. An example of such a case and its 
three interpretations is shown in (6) below:

(6) yíkɨ+-huna ókó béóbese jáñu-sao-bɨ 
we-PL water all pour-UNIV.QUANT-1.PL.PAST

'Hemos botado todo el agua'/'Todos hemos botado el agua'/'Todos hemos botado todo el agua'
(E.LTM.SJF.18Jun2012)

These types of distinctions are exceedingly difficult to tease apart in elicitation sessions. The 'default' 
interpretation (i.e., the one that the consultant provided first when presented with the sentence in  
Máíjɨki) for sentences of this type seemed to be the interpretation with the exhaustively identified 
subject.

-sao may cooccur with béóbese, but it seems that either -sao or béóbese is optional in a given 
sentence for the purpose of expressing universal quantification. Examples are shown below in (7) and 
(8).

(7) yi  we béóbese yúa-sao-bɨ
I house all sweep-UNIV.QUANT-1.SG.PAST

'He barrido la casa entera.' (E.LTM.SJF.18Jun2012)

(8) yi  we yúa-sao-bɨ
I  house sweep-UNIV.QUANT-1.SG.PAST

'He barrido la casa entera/'He terminado de barrer la casa.' (E.LTM.SJF.18Jun2012)

2.3 -má-sao

When the negative suffix directly precedes -sao, it yields the interpretation that none of the members of 
a set has a given property, as is shown in (9):

(9) yía-ma hóí-má-sao-gɨ



egg-PL break-NEG-UNIV.QUANT-3.SG.NEUT

'Ninguno de los huevos se ha roto.' (Todos los huevos no se han roto.) (E.AMM.SJF.16Jun2012)

Note that in this case, 'all' (-sao) has scope over 'not' (-má). Note also that the singular suffix -gɨ is used 
despite the plural marker on the noun 'egg.'

The verb béó- may also be used to indicate that all members of a given set are not present or are 
nonexistent, as is shown in (10) below.

(10) mɨ+té béó-hɨ+
mosquito be.absent-3.SG.PRES.MASC

'There are no mosquitoes.' (E.LTM.SJF.18Jun2012)

Again, note that the verb is marked with the 3rd person singular suffix.

2.4 -dea

The suffix -dea, which appears exclusively on nouns, seems to be a distributive suffix. It means 
something like 'each' and obligatorily follows the plural suffix. Some examples are shown in (11) and 
(12) below.

(11) yíkɨ+ nómíhuna-dea ha
we women-UNIV.QUANT COP

'Cada uno de nosotras es mujer.' (E.LTM.SJF.18Jun2012)

(12) ítíhuna we-má-dea bá-sao-yi
they house-PL-DISTR have-UNIV.QUANT-1.PL.PRES

'Cada uno tiene su propia casa.' (E.AMM.SJF.19Jun2012)

Note that in (12) the person marking on the verb is plural.

3  Existential Quantification

Existential quantifiers quantify over at least one member of a given set. Examples in English include 
'some', 'not all', 'many', 'few', 'two', etc. In Máíjɨki, existential quantification may be expressed with 
-sao plus the negative suffix -má (in this order) or with an adverbial quantifier.

3.1 -sao-má

To express the idea about some but not all of a set, the univeral quantifier -sao may be followed by the 
negative marker -má, as in (13) and (14) below:

(13) yía-ma béóbese hóní-sao-má-gɨ+
egg-PL all break-UNIV.QUANT-NEG-3.PL.PAST (E.AMM.SJF.17Jun2012)



'No todos de los huevos se han roto' (i.e., algunos no están rotos)

(14) sání-sao-má-bɨ+
go-UNIV.QUANT-NEG-1.PL.PAST (E.AMM.SJF.17Jun2012)

'No todos se han ido' (i.e., algunos se han quedado) 

In these cases, 'not' (-má) has scope over 'all' (-sao). Note that in examples (13) the verb takes the 
singular past tense suffix, while in example (14) the verb takes the plural past tense suffix. According to 
AMM, both suffixes are possible in this construction.

3.2 Adverbs

The adverb jáyé ~ jáí means 'many' and typically occurs before the verb. 

(15) mɨ+té jáyé huhe-hɨ+
mosquito many bite-3SG.MASC

'Hartos zancudos me están picando.'

(16) ókó jáyé báí-hɨ+
water much exist-3SG.NEUT

'Hay harto agua' (E.LMM.SJF.13Jun2012)

(17) dɨrɨ-ná-dea  jáyé mání-héá-bɨ+
fly-PL-DISTR many kill-PERF-1SG.PAST

'He muerto a varias manta blanca' (E.AMM.SJF.19Jun2012)

The adverb núí 'to a great extent' may also be placed before the verb báí- to indicate a large quantity, as 
in (18):

(18) mɨ+té núí báí-hɨ+

'Hay hartos zancudos'

ɨa ~ ɨahaye is an adverbial quantifier meaning 'few' and has the same syntactic behavior as haye. 

(19) mɨ+té ɨ+a báí-hɨ+
mosquito few exist-3.SG.MASC

'Pocos zancudos hay' (E.LTM.SJF.18Jun2012)

(20) mɨ+té ɨ+ahaye báí-hɨ+
mosquito few exist-3.SG.MASC



'Pocos zancudos hay' (E.LTM.SJF.18Jun2012)

Another way to express that few (not many) things exist is to negate the existential verb and use the 
adverb núí, as is shown in (21) below:

(21) mɨ+té núí báí-má-hɨ+
mosquito very be-NEG

'No hay hartos zancudos.' (E.LMM.SJF.13Jun2012)

(22) mɨ+té dei béó-hɨ+
mosquito ? not.exist-3SG.MASC

'Casi no hay zancudos.' (E.LMM.SJF.13Jun2012)

The noun ɨaso, 'a small quantity' can be used with other verbs to indicate a small number of subjects or 
objects, as in (23) and (24) below:

(23) ɨ+a-so dɨrɨ-na  mání-héá-bɨ+
small-quantity fly-PL kill-PERF-1SG.PAST

'He muerto a pocos mosquitos.' (E.AMM.SJF.19Jun2012)

(24) ɨ+a-so dɨrɨ-na húhé-yí
small-quantity fly-PL bite.PL-3.PL.PRES

'Pocos mosquitos me están picando.' (E.AMM.SJF.19Jun2012)



Argument Sharing in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı Serial Verb Constructions

Stephanie Farmer

July 6, 2012

1 Introduction

Serial verb constructions are constructions that, in spite of consisting of at least two verb roots, are

inflected as a single verb and are conceived of as a single event. As described in Farmer 2011, serial

verb constructions (henceforth SVCs) in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı may be divided into at least three semantically

defined categories. The first category is the ‘cause and effect’ construction, in which a verb root

describes the direct and immediate consequence of the verb root that precedes it. The second is the

‘learn to’ SVC, in which the first verb is the learned action and the second is the verb yétéýı ‘learn’.
The third (and least productive) type of SVC involves a posture verb plus the verb yábéýı ‘rest’.

This module will explore the argument structure of SVCs in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı, and will focus on ‘cause

and effect’ SVCs, whose components may be most easily ‘stacked’ (i.e., it is possible to get three or

more consecutive verb roots). We will see that the component verbs of SVCs must share a subject,

must share an object when an object is present, and may not mix subjects and objects (i.e., the

subject of one component verb may not be the object of the other). We will see that the component

verbs of SVCs need not match in transitivity.

2 Intransitive SVCs

SVCs in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı must share a subject. When all component verbs of a SVC are intransitive, the

resulting construction is intransitive and the subject is shared by the component verbs. The final

verb root in the construction is inflected for person, number, and tense. Note that because SVCs

express a single coherent action, the component verbs are necessarily marked for the same tense.

Note also that this is different from simultaneous actions, which are separate events that occur at

the same time and which require clause-linking subordinating morphology. In example (1), we see

a SVC whose components share the argument ỳı, ‘I’.

(1) ỳı ch̀ımàtáńıjób́1.

ỳı
I

táńı
fall.down

-chima
-slip

-jó
-perf

-b́1.
-1.sing.past

‘Yo me resbalé y me cáı.’ (E.LTM.SJF.2jul2012)

In (2), we see another example of two intransitive verb roots (‘be deep’ and ‘be sick’) in an

intransitive SVC.

(2) m1́tè ḱıórò nùǹıjúńıjóǵ1.

m1́tè
zancudo

ḱıò
metal

-rò
-cl:pot

nùǹı
-be.deep

-júńı
-be.sick

-jó
-perf

-ǵ1.
-3.masc.past

‘El zancudo se ha ahogado en la olla.’ (E.LTM.SJF.2jul2012)
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3 Intransitive-Transitive SVCs

The component verbs of SVCs may differ in transitivity as long as there is only one object and the

subject is shared by all component verbs. In example (3), the first verb, ‘fall,’ is intransitive while

the second verb, ‘hurt,’ is transitive.

(3) ỳırè káb̀1 tóméyétójóǵ1.

ỳı
I

-rè
acc

ká
branch

-b̀1
-cl:?

tómé
fall

-yétó
-injure.tr

-jó
-perf

-ǵ1.
-3.masc.past

‘The branch fell and hurt me.’ (E.LTM.SJF.2jul2012)

In (4), we see another example of an intransitive verb followed by a transitive verb.

(4) wè bá́ıch̀ıkò tómókò j́1ij́1re tóméméáb́1

wè
casa

bá́ı
estar

-chi
-rel.past

-ko
-nom.fem

tómé
caer

-ko
simul.fem

j́1ij́1
-araña

-rè
-acc

tómé
caer

-méá
-matar

-b́1.
-1sg.past.

‘Cayendo de la casa, le he aplastado a la araña.’

Note that in this case the verb tome- is repeated. First, it is used in a simultaneous clause-linking

construction to ‘set the scene’ (‘when I fell from the house...’). Later it is repeated in the SVC (’I

fell and smashed the spider’).

Example (5) shows another example of an intransitive verb followed by a transitive verb.

(5) tóá ỳırè t́1t́1úóǵ1

tóá
candela

ỳı
yo

-rè
-acc

t́1t́1
arder

-úó
-quemar

-ǵ1.
-3.sg.past

‘Cuando estaba ardiendo la candela, me quemó’

Note that the subjects of these verbs must be shared. When I tried to elicit intransitive-transitive

SVCs with different subjects (e.g., ‘I fell and the stick stabbed me’), they were produced with a single

subject and a voice alternation in one of the verbs (‘I fell on the stick and got stabbed’). See example

(6). If separate subjects are expressed, a simultaneous clause-linking construction must be used.

(6) ỳı t́1káb̀1 tóméjúńıjób́1

ỳı
yo

t́1ká
palo

-b̀1
-cl

tómé
caer

-júńı
-sartar

-jó
-perf

-b́1.
-1.sg.past

‘Yo me cáı y me he sartado en el palo.’

4 Transitive-Intransitive SVCs

It is also possible for the first verb in a SVC to be transitive while the second is intransitive. Examples

are shown in (7) and (8):

(7) ỳı gono úkúbébéýı.
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ỳı
yo

gono
masato

úkú
tomar

-bébé
-estar.borracho

-ýı.
-1.sg.pres

‘Estoy borracho de tomar masato.’ (E.LMM.SJF.6jul2012)

(8) ỳı j́1ij́1re nágùch̀ımàjób́1.

ỳı
yo

j́1ij́1
araña

-re
-acc

nágù
pisar

-ch̀ımà
-resbalar

-jó
-perf

-b́1.
-1.sg.past

‘Yo he pisado una araña y me resbalé.’ (E.LMM.SJF.6jul2012)

5 Transitive-Transitive SVCs

Two or more transitive verb roots may form a SVC as long as they share a subject and an object.

Some examples of this construction are shown in (9) and (10) below.

(9) ỳı Arvinrè ná́1táòjób́1.

ỳı
yo

Arvin
Arvin

-rè
-acc

ná́1
jalar

-táò
-hacer.caer

-jó
-perf

-b́1.
-1.sg.past

‘Yo le he hice caer a Arvin jalandole.’ (E.LTM.SJF.2jul2012)

(10) ỳı t́1káb̀1 dérót́ıyób́1.

ỳı
yo

t́1ká
palo

-b̀1
-cl

déró
torcer

-t́ıyó
-quebrar

-b́1.
-1.sg.past

‘He quebrado el palito por torcerlo.’ (E.LTM.SJF2jul2012)

It is possible to stack more than two transitive verb roots as long as they share a subject and

object, as in (11) below:

(11) ỳı yá́ıjòỳırè t́1tòtáòjób́1.

ỳı
yo

yá́ıjòỳı
perro

-rè
-acc

t́1tò
golpear

-táò
-hacer.caer

-jó
-perf

-b́1.
-1.sg.past

‘Yo he golpeado al perro, le hice caer, y le he lastimado.’ (E.LMM.SJF.6jul2012)

6 Discussion

The component verbs of SVCs in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı may be either transitive or intransitive. The component

verbs must always share a subject. There may only be one object present (i.e., if all roots in the

SVC are transitive, they must share a single object). Component verbs of SVCs needn’t share

an object only in the sense that one of the component verbs may be intransitive while others are

transitive. Because of the restrictions on subject and object sharing, sentences of the type ‘I hit him

and he fell’ (in which there are two subjects); ‘I pushed the pot and [in doing so I] knocked over the

book’ (in which there are two objects); and ‘She kicked the dog and it bit the child’ (in which there

are two subjects and two objects) are not expressed with SVCs. These are expressed instead with

simultaneous or sequential clause-linking constructions. In some cases, a voice alternation in one of

the verb roots is enough to remedy a subject mismatch.

I have encountered no examples of SVCs of ‘alternating transitivity’ (e.g. transitive, intransitive,

transitive). Verbs of the same transitivity seem to cluster together, so that ‘I slipped and fell and
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spilled the pot’ is likelier than ‘I slipped and spilled the pot and fell’. Perhaps there is something

about alternations in transitivity that cause these types of sequences to be conceived of as separate

events.

I have not been able to elicit ditransitive verbs as part of SVCs, probably because the limited

number of ditransitive verbs that we have encountered do not fit neatly into the ‘cause and effect’

paradigm. Causative constructions with goño are possible but rare, and seem only to occur when

the causee is animate. An example of such a construction is shown in (12) below:

(12) ỳı ı́rè nágùch̀ımàgóñòb̀1.

ỳı
yo

ı́
él

-rè
-acc

nágù
pisar

-ch̀ımà
-resbalar

-góñò
-caus

-b̀1.
-1.sg.past

‘Yo le he hecho resbalar .’ (E.AMM.SJF.jul2011)

Note that the causative suffix is rare in these constructions due to the high frequency of verb

roots with voice alternations that participate in this type of SVC.
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-jo

Stephanie Farmer

July 12, 2012

1 Introduction

The suffix -jo in Maijɨki has two idiolectal variants -jɨ (NMM, JMM) and -ju (HM) and one allomorph 
-jea that surfaces when a plural subject is present. This module will explore the semantics of this suffix, 
and  '-jo' will be used throughout refer to any of its variants.  I will propose that -jo suffixes to verbs 
with 1-state lexical contents to create verbs with 2-state lexical contents, and that the various possible 
relationships between the Time of Utterance and the Situation Time of the Source State of a verb 
suffixed with -jo provide information about whether the target state has been reached.

2 Framework

Although I will argue in this module that -jo is not strictly speaking an aspect marker in Maijɨki, it will 
be useful to describe its semantic properties in terms of Wolfgang Klein's framework of tense and 
aspect as outlined in his Time and Language (1994). Important terms from this framework are defined 
in below.

2.1 Terminology

• Lexical Content (LC): the situation or events of the clause without temporal 
information. 

• Topic Time (TT): “the time for which, on some occasion, an assertion is made” (81). TT 
is represented with brackets in Klein's (and my) diagrams.

• Situation Time (TSit): the time for which the situation described by the lexical content 
holds

• Time of Utterance (TU): the time at which the utterance is uttered

According to Klein, aspect situates TT with respect to TSit, whereas tense situates TT with respect to 
TU. We shall see that in the case of -jo (and possibly all other finite verbs in the language), TT and TSit 
are indistinguishable, and that -jo can thus not properly be called an aspect marker. Rather, it changes 
the lexical content of a verb to include two states.

2.2 0-, 1- and 2-state verbs

Klein distinguishes between three types of verb in his framework of aspect. The first is the 0-state verb, 
for which it is not possible to get an aspectual reading (e.g. 'was' in 'The pen was red'). The second is 
the 1-state verb, which, in contrast to the 0-state verb, has a pre- and post-time; that is, times before and 
after the TSit of the verb. An example would be 'Steve ran.' One can imagine, for instance, a topic time 
in the post-time of the running event ('Steve had/has/will have run') or in the pre-time of the running 
event ('Steve was/is/will be going to run'). The third type of verb is the 2-state verb, which has a source 
state and a target state. Each of these states has an associated TSit, which are called the SS-TSit and the 
TS-TSit. Klein provides as an example the 2-state verb 'leave' (in the sense of 'exit'). The lexical 



content [he leave the room] is diagrammed below in (1). Note that the first state (in which he is in the 
room) is represented with dashes, while the second state (in which he is out of the room) is represented 
with pluses.

(1) [he leave the room]

in room      out of room
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
{ SS-TSit                       }{ TS-TSit                }

   ← SS-TSit pre-time|                   |SS-TSit post-time → 
← TS-TSit pre-time     |       | TS-TSit post-time →   

In example (2), the lexical content of [the house burn down] is diagrammed.

(2) [the house burn down]

                not burned down burned down
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
{ SS-TSit                       }{ TS-TSit                }

   ← SS-TSit pre-time|                   |SS-TSit post-time → 
← TS-TSit pre-time     |       | TS-TSit post-time →   

In English, tense and aspect may be expressed for these lexical contents with the addition of a TT and a 
TU. In English 2-state verbs, the aspect of the verb is determined via the linking of the SS-TSit with a 
topic time. The position of the TT with respect to the TU will determine the tense.

3 The Function of -jo

In Maijk+ki, when -jo is suffixed to a 1-state verb, the lexical content of that verb changes to have two 
states. The difference that -jo makes is similar to the difference between the 1-state version of the verb 
'burn' and the 2-state 'burn down' in English. Some examples of verbs with and without -jo are shown 
(3):

(3) a. we ú-gɨE
house burn.INTR-3.SG.PAST

'La casa quem'o [un pedazo]'
'The house burned [some]'

b. we ú-jó-gɨE
house burn-INTR-2.STATE-3.SG.PAST

'Se quemó la casa [ya no hay]'
'The house burned down'



I propose that the distinction between these is a distinction in the number of states contained the verb's 
lexical content. This distinction is diagrammed below in (4).

(4)

a. LC: [we ú-]

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
{ TSit         }

b. LC: [we ú-jó]

- - - - - - - - - - - - + + + + + + + +
{ SS-TSit   }{ TS-TSit    }

Evidence for this interpretation of the function of -jo comes from the effect that the suffix has on non-
telic verbs, or verbs that do not prototypically have an associated resultant state. -jo is most often 
suffixed to 1-state 'verbs of depletion'; that is, verbs like 'burn' and 'melt' which are not telic in the sense 
that they do not have a natural endpoint (a house can burn and then keep burning) but that must, by the 
laws of the universe, not be able to continue indefinitely because they are progressing toward some 
other state. When -jo is suffixed to other activity verbs, such as 'run' or 'swim', which normally do not 
suggest progression toward another state, it forces the interpretation that another state has been or will 
be reached as a result of the action. An example of this is in (5) below:

(5) yi bɨbɨ-jó-bɨE
I run-2.state-1.SG.PAST
'I ran away [never to return]'

In (5), the verb 'run' becomes similar to the English 2-state verb 'leave' in example (1); that is, there is a 
SS-TSit in which I am wherever I started and a TS-TSit in which I am where I ended up. Note that the 
'never to return' interpretation is probably an implicature; with verbs for which alternating between 
states is less pragmatically unusual (e.g. 'open' and 'close'), the sense of 'forever' is lost. This suggests 
that the second state (TS-TSit) is not coextensive with the post-time of SS-TSit, although for many 
verbs (e.g. ú-jo 'burn down'), it is likely to endure forever in the post-time.

The example in (6) shows the contrast between the 1-state verb bi- 'rise [in water level]' and its 
2-state counterpart míní-jo- 'fill up'. Note that according to LTM, bi- may be used for either a water 
vessel such as a cup or pot or for a river, but míní-jo- may only be used for a vessel. Presumably this 
restriction against using a 2-state verb for bodies of water comes from the fact that there is no natural 
endpoint to the rising of a river; there's no point at which the river is 'full' in the sense that a vessel may 
be full.1 

(6)

a. yía-ya bi-gɨ
river-CL:river llenar-3.SG.PAST

1 LTM mentioned, however, that it might be possible to use mini-jo- for rivers when you've been waiting for a river to rise 
enough for you to be able to go on a trip. 



'La quebrada ha crecido.'

b. 'yía-ya bi-gɨ'

TU
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
{ TSit         }

c. né-ogu míní-jó-gɨE
thing-CL:container llenar-2.STATE-3.SG.PAST

'El vaso se ha llenado'

d. 'né-ogu míní-jó-gɨE'

TU
- - - - - - - - - - - - + + + + + + + +
{     SS-TSit       }{ TS-TSit    }

4 Aspect and -jo

In English, the aspect of a 2-state verb may be determined by the position of the TT with respect to the 
SS-TSit. For instance, if the TT (represented with brackets) is entirely after the SS-TSit, the aspect will 
be perfect, as is shown in (7) below:

(7) 'The house will have burned down'

TU
- - - - - - - - - - - - + + [+ + + ]+ + +
{ SS-TSit   }{ TS-TSit      }

In Maij+ki, by contrast, there appears to be no way to divorce the TT of a finite verb from the TSit of 
that verb. In the case of 1-state verbs, this means that the verb may have a variety of aspectual readings, 
as is shown in (8) below:

(8) bɨbɨ-bɨ
'corrí' / 'he corrido' / 'estaba corriendo'

In these cases, tense is simply placed relative to the TSit. If the sentence is uttered in the pre-time of the 
verb, the verb will be inflected with the future tense. If the sentence is uttered during the TSit of the 
verb, the verb will be inflected with the present tense. If the sentence is uttered during the post-time of 
the verb, the verb will be inflected for the past tense. 

In the case of 2-state verbs, the SS-TSit is relevant for tense marking and for determining 
whether the second state has been entered. If the TU is before SS-TSit, the verb will be marked for 
future tense, and the interpretation is that neither state has yet been reached (but both will be reached). 



An example is shown in (9) below:

(9)
a. áni-míní-jo-yi

eat-fill-2.state-1.SG.FUT

'Voy a comer hasta llenarme'

b. TU

- - - - - - - - + + + + + + + 
{SS-TSit   }{TS-TSit     }

If the TU is during the SS-TSit, the verb will be marked for future tense, and the interpretation is that 
the action of the SS is current and the TS-TSit will eventually be reached. An example is shown in (10) 
below:

(10)

a. áni-míní-jó-yí
eat-fill-2.state-1.SG.FUT

'Estoy comiendo para llenarme'

b.   TU

- - - - - - - - + + + + + + + 
{SS-TSit   }{TS-TSit     }

Note that in example (10), the implication is that you are almost full. An equivalent sentence in English 
might be 'I'm filling up with food,' which in theory could be uttered at any point during the process of 
'eating to fullness,' but will most likely be uttered when the fullness is in sight. 

 If the TU is after the SS-TSit (that is, either during the TS-TSit or in its post-time), the verb will 
be marked with past tense and the interpretation will be that the TS has been reached. An example of 
this is shown in (11) below:

(11)
a. áni-míní-jó-bɨE

eat-fill-2.state-1SG.PAST

'He comido hasta llenarme'

b.   TU or TU

- - - - - - - - + + + + + + + 
{SS-TSit   }{TS-TSit     }



Note that in this example, TU may occur at any point during the post-time of SS-TSit. It does not 
matter whether it occurs during or after the TS-TSit. 

As was mentioned above in section 2, tense is defined by Klein as the linking up of a TT with a 
TU. The problem with this definition in the case of Maij+ki is that TT seems to be indistinguishable 
from TSit. In this sense, the tense of the verb is determined via the relationship between TU and SS-
TSit. 



Time in Máíjɨki

Stephanie Farmer

19 July 2012

1 Introduction

This module will discuss the expression of time in Máíjɨki. It will claim that tense (i.e., the linking up 
of topic times (TTs) and times of utterance (TUs) is the principle method of expressing temporal 
relations, and that aspect (i.e., the linking up of topic times (TTs) and situation times (TSits) is, insofar 
as Klein describes it, not marked in the language. The module will also explore the various ways in 
which Máíjɨki expresses temporal relations that are commonly expressed in other languages with aspect 
marking. 

This module will posit that aspect compares two points in time that are not the TU and makes a 
claim about how one of these times (Klein's TT) is situated with respect to the other (Klein's TSit). In 
languages such as English, a second non-TU time may be referenced within a single clause, yielding an 
aspectual interpretation. In Máíjɨki, a second non-TU time cannot be added to a single clause. Rather, a 
single Máíjɨki clause is a comparison of two times: the time for which the event described by the verb 
holds, and the time at which the clause is uttered. This means that Máíjɨki only has tense clause-
internally, but can express relationships between multiple non-TU times in multi-clausal constructions.  
Máíjɨki, I will claim, also makes use of what I call 'possible situation times' in order to situate the TSit 
of a verb within a single clause.

2 Tense in Máíjɨki

In Máíjɨki, tense is expressed on every finite verb with a tense-marking suffix1. Time is divided into 
three categories: past (prior to TU), present (concurrent with or slightly after TU) and future (after TU). 
Note that, as shown below, these verbs may have various aspectual interpretations. Below in (1) is the 
verb abɨ- 'bathe' inflected for each tense with possible aspectual interpretations.

(1)
a. yi ábɨ5-bɨ

I bathe-1SG.PAST

'I ran', 'I was running'

b. yi ábɨ5-yi
I bathe-1SG.PRES

'I am running', 'I'm going to run'

c. yi ábɨ5-yi
I bathe-1SG.FUT

1 The verbal tense-marking paradigm is outlined in Lev's module 4.
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'I will run', 'I will be running'

Because no Topic Time (TT) is marked in (1), diagrams for these sentences might look as follows in 
(2).

(2)

a. yi ábɨ5-bɨ5

TU
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
{ TSit         }

b. yi ábɨ5-yi

TU
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
{ TSit         }

c. yi ábɨ5-yi

TU
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
{ TSit         }

A potential problem with these diagrams is that they make inferences about the duration of the TSit—
information that is not encoded in the tense suffixes. It is possible, for instance, that in (2a) the TSit 
continued past the TU. LTM gave several possible interpretations for the following sentence in (3):

(3) yía-ya bi-kɨ?
river-CL:river rise-3SG.PAST

'The river rose [and stopped/and is now falling]' / 'The river rose [and is still rising]'

'The river rose' does not exclude the possibility that it will continue to rise, nor that it has stopped 
rising. These types of distinctions are precisely what languages like English use aspectual marking for. 
The next section will deal with how Máíjɨki differentiates these senses.

3 Relating non-TU times

In English, aspect is marked by the linking of a TT and a TSit, as is shown in example of perfect aspect 
in (4):
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(4) 'I had run'

TU
- - - - - -  [   ] 
{  TSit  }

In (4) there is a single finite verb and a single event: the running. But English has a mechanism for 
introducing a second non-TU time into the clause for comparison with the TSit. It is this time that 
serves as a topic: it's the time about which some claim is being made. The claim, in this case, is that 
running occurred prior to that point in time. The sentence is in some sense about that point in time, 
rather than about running. That point in time is the topic. In Máíjɨki, a second non-TU time cannot be 
referenced in a single clause to serve as the topic. For these types of comparisons, clause-combining 
strategies and comparisons of TSits with possible TSits are used.

3.1 Relating TSits and Possible TSits

The words 'already,' 'yet,' 'still,' 'now,' and 'later' in English provide more precise information about 
when a situation occurs. The words doe, chia, chiata, hana and hete in Máíjɨki perform more or less the 
same function. But what is the nature of this 'more precise information'? In other words, what is the 
difference between 'I have eaten' and 'I have already eaten' in English, and between yi sáíyí and yi doe 
sáíyí in Máíjɨki? I propose that time adverbials like 'already,' 'still,' 'not yet,' 'now,' and 'later' relate 
TSits to possible or expected TSits (PTSits). In the case of 'I have eaten', the assertion is that as of right 
now (TT), eating has taken place. 'I have already eaten' asserts that the eating has taken place prior to 
the TT (right now) as opposed to at some other time (e.g., during or after the TT). A diagrammed 
example of this distinction in English is shown in (5) below. '~~~' indicates an expected (irrealis) 
situation time.

(X)
a. 'I have eaten'

TU
- - - - - - - - - [      ]
{   TSit        }

b. 'I have already eaten'

TU in contrast to                TU    
- - - - - - - - - [      ]  [~~~]~~~~~~~
{   TSit        }  {         PTSit    }

In Máíjɨki, there are various adverbial elements that perform the function of relating an actual TSit to a 
possible TSit. These elements serve a function similar to aspectual markers in that they situate a TSit 
with respect to some other time. 

3.1.1 Doe
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Doe indicates that the actual TSit is before an expected PTSit, as in (6) below:

(6) yi doe á-jɨ?
I already eat-1SG.PAST

'I [already] ate'

TU in contrast to TU
- - - - - - - - - ~~~~~~~~~~~
{   TSit        } {   PTSit         }

Note that the English translation 'already' is not quite correct, or at least not always correct. It seems 
that in English, 'already' indicates that a TSit occurred prior to when it was expected to occur, while in 
Máíjɨki the sense of 'expectation' is less strong. Rather, it seems that in Máíjɨki, the relationship 
between the actual TSit and the TU is in contrastive focus with another possible relationship (that of the 
PTSit and the TU).

Note also that this construction seems to be used to imply strongly that the situation time was 
over prior to the TU (in which sense it is a mechanism by which Máíjɨki expresses something similar to 
perfect aspect), but that this implicature can be canceled. Just as in English it is possible to say 'I 
already ate, but I'm still going to eat more,' it is possible in Máíjɨki to say sentences like (7) below:

(7) yikɨ? doe tóyá-kɨ?a-huna bá-hɨ? hana tea chia kɨ5a-yi
we already write-say-PL be-3PL.PAST now also still say-1PL.PRES

'We used to be teachers, and we still are'

In these cases, the adverb chia 'still' must be used to indicate that the real TSit is different from 
the expected PTSit (implied by doe in the first sentence).

It is infelicitous to use doe with time adverbials that specify past tense, such as ñamina 
'yesterday.' My best guess as to why this is the case is that these adverbs supply redundant information 
about the temporal opposition that is being focused. In English 'Yesterday I already ate' is similarly 
infelicitous, possibly because it means something like 'Yesterday I ate and it wasn't in the future'.

3.1.2 Jete

Jete, 'later,' emphasizes that the real TSit is after a PTSit. 

(8) jete sá-chi
later go-1SG.FUT

'I'm going later'

TU as opposed to       TU
      - - - - - - -   ~~~~~~~
     {TSit       } {PTSit   }
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Note that when some other TSit has been established, perhaps in a previous sentence or clause, hete can 
be used to indicate that a TSit occurred at some point after the previously established TSit. 

(9) ábɨ5-re jete  biya-bɨ?
bathe-SEQ later swim-1SG.PAST

'Después de bañar he nadado'

TU
- - - - - - - + + + + +
{TSit1   }{TSit2    }

In this sense, hete is not linked in any way to TU in the way that time adverbials like ñamina and 
ñatase are. It can appear in any place relative to TU and it only indicates the relationship between non-
TU times (TSits and  PTSits or TSits and established TSits). 

3.1.3 Jana

Hana, 'today,' 'now' is used in Máíjɨki to emphasize that the real TSit is in opposition to an earlier and a 
later PTSit. An example of this is shown in (10) below.

(10) jana yi tóyá-yí
now I write

'I'm writing now' / 'I'm going to write now'

  TU as opposed to TU and TU
- - - - - ~~~~~ ~~~~~
{TSit  } {PTSit} {PTSit}

It is possible to emphasize which of the two PTSits jana is in opposition to by combining it with either 
doe or jete. Jana jete means 'and now...' (i.e., in opposition to some previous time) whereas jana doe 
means 'right now' (as opposed to later).

3.1.4 Chia

Chia, 'yet,' always appears with a negated verb. It indicates that the situation of the verb has not 
occurred, contrary to some expectation that it should already have occurred. In this case, the negated 
verb has an irrealis TSit (a PTSit) and there is a strong implication that the actual TSit of the verb will 
take place after the TU. An example is shown below in (11).

(11) chia abɨ5-má-bɨ5
yet bathe-NEG-1SG.PAST

'Todavía no he bañado'
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TU and TU
~~~~~       - - - - - -
{PTSit}       {TSit    }

3.1.5 Chiata

Chiata, 'still,' is used with non-negated verbs to indicate that the TSit of the verb continues past its 
previously expected endpoint. 

(12) yi chiata ábɨ5-yí
I still bathe-1SG.PRES

'Todavía estoy bañado'

      TU and not   TU
_ _ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~~
{TSit       } {TSit    }

Note that LTM says it that chiata cannot be used with a verb in the past tense. This is presumably 
because a separate topic time in the past would have to be established in order for the comparison to be 
made between that time and the time of bathing. Máíjɨki lacks a mechanism for this within a single 
clause, but it is possible in English, as is shown in (13) below:

(13) 'I was still bathing'

TU and not TU
 _ _ _ [_ _] _ _ ~~~~~~~[    ]
{TSit               } {PTSit    }

3.1.5 Jwe

Doe, jete, jana, chia and chiata are used to relate actual TSits to PTSits. So far, we have only seen 
sequential relations between TSits and PTSits. It is also possible in Máíjɨki to express that a situation 
and a possible situation are simultaneous. Jwe expresses the sense that something might be the case; 
that the situation and the negated situation are both possibilities at a given time, but that there is 
insufficient information to determine which is the actual situation. Another way of saying this is that 
jwe is used when a situation's TSit and a possible situation's TSit overlap. Note that this adverb (as far 
as I have found) is only used in questions and with complements of the verb gwasayi 'think.' This is 
presumably because there is a prohibition on asserting something and its opposite simultaneously. An 
example of jwe is shown in (14) below.

(14) í jwe ábɨ5-gɨ??
he maybe bathe-3SG.PAST.Q
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'No sé si el ha bañado'

TU
- - - - - - - - or

~~~~~~~~ TU

When the present tense is used with jwe there is a habitual reading, as is shown in (15) below:

(15) ío jwe kwakoko?
She maybe cook

'Cocina ella?' (not 'Está cocinando ella?')

- - - - - - - -

~~~~~~~~

4 Summary

Aspect, as Klein describes it, is a relationship between a TT and a TSit. In Máíjɨki a TT cannot be 
established within a single clause, and therefore we can say that Máíjɨki lacks aspect in the Kleinian 
sense. Máíjɨki does, however, have ways of linking TSits with other non-TU times. One of these 
strategies is linking the TSits of verbs inter-clausally. Another strategy is to link the TSit of a verb to 
PTSits. A more thorough investigation of 'inter-clausal aspect' as well as lexical aspect is needed.
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Affix Ordering in Má́ıj1ki Verbs

Stephanie Farmer

August 2, 2012

1 Introduction

This module will discuss the order of verbal affixes in Má́ıj1ki. I will argue that suffixes
that appear closest to the Má́ıj1ki verb have variable order determined by their semantic
scope, and that affixes farthest from the verb root have a fixed order. The affixes whose
relative order I have investigated are -ma ‘negative’; -suba ∼ -s1ba ‘anterior participant’;
-t́ıi ∼ t́ıni ∼ t́ıti ∼ t1 ‘terminative’; -sao ‘universal quantification’; -ñia ‘frustrative of goal’;
-goño ‘causative’; -jo ‘second state’; -kai ∼ -kani ∼ kati ∼ ka ‘benefactive’; -da ‘frustrative
of intent’; -baima ∼ -bai ‘prohibitive’; -ma ‘imperative’; and a class of mutually exclusive
inflectional tense-marking suffixes. In dealing with the way in which a language orders its
affixes, the questions of ‘possible’ versus ‘prefered’ orders and ‘possible’ versus ‘processible’
orders often arise. I will note here that speakers of Má́ıj1ki prefer not to stack affixes if they
can avoid it, and that analytic constructions are often preferred in cases where an alternative
would require more than one or two verbal suffixes. This dispreference for suffixation may
be due to the fact that many Má́ıj1ki suffixes retain a high degree of lexical content.

2 ‘Content’ Suffixes

A large class of verbal suffixes in Má́ıj1ki do not have a fixed slot in an affix ordering template,
but have variable order that is determined by semantic scope. These suffixes have in common
that they appear, relative to the fixed-order affixes that will be discussed below in section
4, closer to the verb root; that they appear in many cases to be recently grammaticalized
verb roots; that they are likelier to be disyllabic; that they are likelier to have inherent tone;
and that they have, relative to fixed-order affixes, more ‘adverbial’ meanings (i.e., meanings
that modify the internal event structure of the verb). To distinguish these suffixes from
suffixes with fixed order, I will call them ‘content’ suffixes because they retain a high degree
of lexical content. The suffixes that fall into this class are discussed individually in detail
below.
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2.1 -suba ∼ -s1ba

The suffix -suba ∼ -s1ba ∼-sua indicates that the subect of the verb was the first to do the
action described by the verb. It has no inherent tone. Some examples of this suffix are
shown below.

(1) ỳı b ı̀bı̀súbabı̀.

ỳı
I

b ı̀b ı̀
run

-súba
-ant.par

-b ı̀.
-1.sing.past

‘Yo corŕı primero.’ (E.LTN.SJF.29jul2012)

(2) ỳı kwakosúbayi.

ỳı
I

kwako
kwako

-súba
-ant.par

-yi.
-1.sing.fut

‘Voy a cocinar primero.’ (E.LTN.SJF.29jul2012)

One speaker, RTT, allowed suba to be inflected as a finite verb in the construction shown
below.

(3) ỳı b ı̀bı̀re súbab ı̀.

ỳı
I

b ı̀b ı̀
run

-re
-seq

súba
be.first

-b ı̀.
-1.sing.past

‘He terminado de correr primero.’

Because the example in (3) involves a sequential construction, my guess is that the
sentence in question means something like ‘I came in first’ or, more literally ‘I ran
and I was first.’ I have not confirmed this with RTT. This sentence was produced
when the consulant was asked to translate its gloss from the Spanish gloss provided
above. Other consultants have rejected this construction.

For at least one consultant (LTN), -suba seems to force the interpretation that the
verb has an endpoint; that is, in order for an act to be done first, it must be
completed first. This has consequences for the semantic co-occurrence restrictions
discussed below.

2.2 -ñia

The suffix -ñia is a frustrative suffix that indicates, as described in Skilton (2012),
‘that the action of the verb did not lead to the speaker’s expected result.’ It was
often translated by AMM and LMM as meaning ‘en vano.’ This suffix has no
inherent tone. It is possible that -ñia has been grammaticalized from the verb ‘see’,
ñ́ıa-. Evidence for this grammaticalization trajectory is the common serial verb
construction verb X + ñ́ıa-, which means ’do X and see what happens’ or ’try to do
X.’ Furthermore, ñia- may appear in subordinate constructions as a verb meaning
‘hacer en vano.’ Some examples of all three of these constructions are shown below.
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(4) ỳı kwàkòñ́ıàb ı̀.

ỳı
I

kwàkò
cook

-ñ́ıà
-frus.goal

-b ı̀.
-1.sing.past

‘Yo he cocinado en vano [e.g. nadie ha venido para comer]’ or ‘Yo he cocinado
pero no he terminado’ (E.AMM.SJF.1aug2012)

(5) ỳı ñ́ıàk ı̀ kwàkòbı̀.

ỳı
I

ñ́ıà
cook

-kò
do.in.vain

kwàkò
-1.sing.fem.sim

-b ı̀.
cook -1.sing.past

‘He cocinado en vano.’ (E.AMM.SJF.1aug2012)

(6) ỳı áǹıñ̀ıàb ı̀.

ỳı
I

á
eat

-ǹı
do.in.vain

-ñ̀ıà
-1.sing.fem.sim

-b ı̀.
cook -1.sing.past

‘He cocinado en vano.’ (E.AMM.SJF.1aug2012)

2.3 -goño

The morphological causative, -goño, adjusts the valency of the verb root by adding a
causee. This suffix has idiosyncratic tonal behavior (described in Michael(2012)),
and in some cases has inherent (spreading) high tone. This suffix cannot appear in
subordinate constructions as a root. An example of -goño is shown in (7) below.

(7) ỳı Békóre yúagóñóýı.

ỳı
I

Békó
Kelsey

-re
-acc

yúa
-caus

-góñó
-1.sing.pres

-ýı.

‘Yo estoy haciendole barrer a Kelsey.’ (E.LTN.SJF.29Jul2012)

2.4 -t1i ∼ -t1ni ∼ -t1ti ∼ -t1

The terminative suffix -t́ıı indicates that the subject has stopped doing the action of
the verb and does not plan to continue. This suffix has all of the allomorphs of a
-ni-class verb and triggers the -ni-class verb past and future tense inflectional
paradigm when no other suffix intervenes. Tonally, -t́ıı behaves as if it were part of a
serial verb construction. It has inherent high tone that it retains when suffixed to a
verb root of any tone shape. The tone of -t́ı when it directly bears past- or
future-tense inflectional morphology is HL, as is the case with all other -ni-class
verbs. Whether the suffix surfaces as HL in this position depends on the tonal shape
of the preceding elements (i.e., whether there is already a HL contour in the word).

This suffix seems to have grammaticalized from the -ni-class verb t́ ı́ıýı, which LTN
translates as ‘arrancar’ and AMM translates as ‘despegar.’ AMM says that t́ ı́ıýı
specifically means ‘to break off from a group.’ He provided the example in (8) below.
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(8) b ı̀bı̀ko t́ ı́ıko.

b ı̀b ı̀
correr

-ko
-ss.sim.fem

t́ ı́ı
despegar

-ko.
-3.sing.fem.pres

‘Ella se quita de lo que estamos corriendo.’ (E.AMM.SJF.1aug2012)

As a suffix, -t́ ı́ı behaves as in (9).

(9) ỳı b ı̀bı̀t́ıhı̀.

ỳı
I

b ı̀b ı̀
run

-t́ı
term

-h ı̀.
-1.sing.past.ni.class

‘He terminado de correr; no voy a correr más.’ (E.AMM.SJF.31jul2012)

2.5 -sao

The suffix -sao exhaustively identifies each member of the set of subjects or objects.
It may also indicate that an action has been finished. sao may also be a verb root
meaning ‘to exhaust.’ For a more detailed description of the semantics of this suffix,
see Farmer (2012).

(10) ỳı kwakosúbayi.

ỳı
I

kwako
kwako

-súba
-ant.par

-yi.
-1.sing.fut

‘Voy a cocinar primero.’ (E.LTN.SJF.2jul2012)

2.6 -kai ∼ -kani ∼ kati ∼ ka

-kai, the benefactive suffix, adds an argument (the beneficiary) to the verb. It is
most often translated as ’to help do X.’ This suffix also behaves like a -ni-class verb
in that it has all -ni-class allomorphs and triggers the past tense inflectional
paradigm of -ni-class verbs. -kai has the tonal behavior of -goño, the only other
suffix that adds an argument to the verb. After a HH verb root, -kani surfaces as
LL; after a HL verb root, it surfaces as HH; after a LL verb root, it surfaces as HL.
-kai cannot appear as a root.

(11) ỳı Má́ıbàròrè kwàkòká̀ıýı.

ỳı
I

Má́ıbàrò
Christine

-rè
cook

kwàkò
-ben

-ká̀ı
-1.sing.pres

-ýı

‘Le estoy ayudando a Cristina a cocinar.’ (E.NMM.SJF.24jul2012)

2.7 -ma

The negative suffix -ma indicates that the event described by the verb did not occur.
-ma surfaces with high tone when a non-ni-class verb is inflected for declarative
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mood and present or past tense, and when a -ni-class verb is inflected for declarative
mood and present tense.

2.8 -jo∼-jea

-jo indicates that a verb has a second state. The semantics of this suffix are
discussed in Farmer (2012). -jo does not appear by itself as a verb root. Its tonal
behavior is identical to that of -ma as described above.

3 Scope Effects

The content suffixes described above do not have a fixed order in the Má́ıj1ki affix
template, but instead seem to be able to appear in any order relative to one another
as long as the resulting construction is semantically felicitous. Getting at the subtle
distinction between impossible and unlikely situations is a difficult elicitation task;
for this reason, ‘grammaticality’ judgments of various affix orderings varied from
consultant to consultant. What I present below is a summary of 1) orders judged by
all consultants as felicitous; 2) orders judged by some consultants as felicitous and by
others as infelicitous; and 3) orders judged by no consultants as felicitous. The table
below shows all possible pairings of the eight content affixes described above, the
anticipated meaning of the combination, whether consultants accepted the pairing as
felicitous, and what the consultants described as the meaning of the pairing.

Pairing Meaning Notes
-sao-jo Upon finishing action, second

state was reached.
All consultants (LTN, RTT,
NMM, AMM) accept this or-
der.

-jo-sao All subjects reached second
state of verb (e.g. ‘All the
houses burned’)

Always entails multiple sub-
jects or objects; does not mean
‘state two was finished being
reached.’

-sao-ma Subject did not finish action or
not all subjects/objects partic-
ipated

All consultants accept this or-
dering

-ma-sao All subjects did not do the ac-
tion or all objects were unaf-
fected (i.e., none)

All consultants accept this or-
dering

-sao-goño Made all causees do something
(LTN) or made causee finish
doing something

Consultants accept this but
prefer analytic causative
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-goño-sao All subjects made the causee
do something (LTN)

AMM rejects this, but for a
sentence with a singular sub-
ject. This construction appar-
ently cannot mean ‘finish mak-
ing someone do something’

-sao-suba Finished first All accept this ordering
-suba-sao Everyone did something first

(NMM)
Most reject this pairing; LTN
says it can’t be used to mean
‘finished being the first to do
X’

-sao-t1i Stopped finishing(?) No one accepts this.
-t1ni-sao Everyone stopped doing X and

intends not to do X anymore
Only LTN accepts this; others
reject the ‘finished stopping’
sense

-sao-kai Helped finish Everyone accepts this
-kani-sao Everyone helped/subject fin-

ished helping
AMM rejects ‘finished helping’
sense

-sao-ñia Finished doing something, but
to no avail

With some verbs, the frustra-
tive has a conventionalized in-
terpretation that is incompat-
ible with -sao. An example is
ani-ñia-, which means ‘to eat
and not finish.’

-ñia-sao Everyone did something in
vain

Speakers do not like the in-
terpretation ‘I finished doing
something in vain.’ If this
sequence is interpreted as a
SVC, it can mean that every-
one tried something, or that
someone tried everything.

-ñia-jo The action of the verb was in-
complete or in vain, and that
action reached a second state.

This is rejected by all speakers.

-jo-ñia The action of the verb reached
a second state, but it was un-
expected or in vain.

Perhaps this would be felici-
tous with the right verb and
situation, but speakers were
unwilling to accept it.

-ñia-ma Did not do something in
vain/Do something without
getting an unexpected result

Speakers only accept the SVC
that means ‘didn’t try’

-ma-ñia Did not do something, and the
not doing was in vain or pro-
duced an unexpected result

Speakers uniformly reject this
combination.
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-ñia-goño Ordered someone to do some-
thing that has an unexpected
result

Speakers reject this combina-
tion.

-goño-ñia Ordered in vain All accept this interpretation
-ñia-suba First to do something in vain Everyone accepts this
-suba-ñia Firstness is in vain No one likes this.
-ñia-t1 Stopped doing something in

vain
No one accepts this.

-t1ni-ñia Stopped doing something, and
the stopping was in vain.

No one accepts this

-ñia-kai Helped do something, and that
something was in vain

AMM accepts this, for in-
stance, when someone helps
someone else prepare a meal
for guests, but the guests never
show up.

-kani-ñia Helped do something, and the
helping was in vain

All consultants accept this.
AMM insists that the meaning
is the same as in the reverse
order.

-jo-ma Second state of verb was not
reached

Can imply that first state was
reached but not the second,
or that the action of the verb
never took place. All accept
this combination.

-ma-jo Action of verb doesn’t occur,
but reaches second state(?)

No one accepts this.

-jo-goño Cause to reach second state No one accepts this, perhaps
because of the high occurrence
of stem alternations with verbs
that take -jo.

-goño-jo The causing of an action en-
tered a second state

No one accepts this.

-jo-suba X was the first to reach state
two

All consultants repeat this
combination, think about it,
and say that it sounds fine, but
that it is better without -jo.
This could be because -suba al-
ready forces the verb to be in-
terpreted as telic, so -jo is re-
dundant.

-suba-jo The act of doing something
first reached a second state

No on accepts this.
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-jo-t1 Stopped doing a two-state
verb

No one accepts this; perhaps
there is incompatibility be-
cause it implies stopping be-
fore an endpoint is reached.

-t1ni-jo Enter a second state as the re-
sult of stopping doing some-
thing

AMM accepts this as meaning
‘stop and not continue.’

-jo-ka Help do a two-state verb AMM accepts this
-kani-jo Enter a second state as a result

of helping
No one accepts this

-ma-goño Order someone not to do
something

This is an impermissible or-
der; an analytic construction is
used for the sense ‘prohibit’

-goño-ma Not order someone to do some-
thing

Everyone accepts this; it im-
plies that you didn’t order and
that the causee did not do the
action

-ma-suba Be the first not to do some-
thing

Everyone rejects this.

-suba-ma Not to do something first Everyone accepts this; it im-
plies that you did the action,
but that you were not the first
to do it.

-ma-t1 Stop not doing something No one accepts this.
-t1i-ma Not stop doing something No one accepts this. I’m not

sure what the nature of the in-
felicity is.

-ma-ka Help someone not do some-
thing

No one accepts this.

-kai-ma Not help someone do some-
thing

Everyone accepts this.

-goño-suba Subject was the first to order All consultants accept this or-
der, but have trouble distin-
guishing it from the other pos-
sible order semantically.

-suba-goño Subject ordered causee to do
something first

All consultants accept this or-
der.

-goño-t1 Stopped ordering No one likes this order.
-t1ni-goño Order someone to stop doing

something
All consultants are reluctant
to accept this; AMM accepts
it as meaning this, but says it’s
‘weird.’

-goño-ka Helped someone make some-
one do something

No one accepts this. Per-
haps there are too many argu-
ments?
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-kani-goño Made someone help someone
do something

No one accepts this. Per-
haps there are too many argu-
ments?

-suba-t1 Stop being the first to do
something

No one accepts this.

-t1ni-suba The first to stop doing some-
thing

AMM accepts this.

-suba-ka helped someone be the first to
do something

AMM and LTN accept this
and distinguish between it and
the other order; NMM and
RTT accept both orders but
do not distinguish between
them.

-kani-suba was the first to help someone
do something

AMM and LTN accept this
and distinguish between it and
the other order; NMM and
RTT accept both orders but
do not distinguish between
them.

Note that combinations of more than two affixes are possible, but that I did not test
every possibility with every consultant. Verbs with more than two suffixes become
difficult for consultants to parse and are much likelier to have a semantic
co-occurrence restriction.

4 Fixed-order Suffixes

Fixed-order affixes in Má́ıj1ki are affixes that are not subject to scope effects. These
suffixes include the frustrative of intent -da, the prohibitive -baima, the imperative
-ma and all of the inflectional tense-/person-marking suffixes. These suffixes must
occur after any content suffixes. -da occurs in the slot immediately preceding the
inflectional morphology, which is obligatory for interrogative and declarative
sentential moods. -baima and -ma always occur word-finally when they appear.

4.1 Co-occurrence Restrictions on Fixed-order Suffixes

-ma and -baima cannot appear with person-marking morphology. They are also
prohibited from co-occurring with the negative -ma and the frustrative of intent ñia,
as is the frustrative of intent, -da. -da, -ma and -baima cannot co-occur.
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5 Summary

The Má́ıj1ki verb has four affixal regions. The first is for the verb root (or roots, in a
SVC); the second is for what I have called ‘content suffixes,’ whose order is
determined by scope; the third is for the fixed-order suffix -da, which indicates
prospective aspect or irrealis mood; and the fourth is for markers of person, tense
and sentential mood (the prohibitive and imperative suffixes and the inflectional
paradigm). Further investigation of the affix ordering template and scope effects
should involve looking at natural occurrences of three or more ‘content’ suffixes.
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Cognates to Má́ıh́ık̀ı -ni verbs

Amalia Skilton

June 21, 2012

1 Introduction

Má́ıhı́k̀ı has a number of verb roots which vary between an ‘i-form’ (C)(V)i-, a ‘ni-form’ (C)Vni-,
and a ‘short form’ (C)V-. Preliminary investigation suggests that synchronically in Má́ıhı́k̀ı , mostly
monomorphemic verbs with citation-form roots of the form (C)Vi- participate in this allomorphy.1

Some verb roots which do not have the shape (C)Vi- also display the alternation, but these may be (or
diachronically have been) multimorphemic forms arising from compounds or serial verb constructions
with a (C)Vi- verb as the final member of the construction.2. As there is no ready phonological
explanation for the allomorphy in either the multimorphemic verbs or the (C)Vi- verbs, I consider
these roots to form a conjugation class (“the -ni class” or “Class ii”).

Comparative data indicates that other Western Tukanoan languages - and perhaps also Kubeo - have
identical or very similar behavior in a class of verbs cognate with the Má́ıh́ık̀ı ni- class. However,
there is no such evidence for a comparable alternation in Eastern Tukanoan. This raises a number
of questions about when and how the ni- class arose and what changes or expansions it has since
undergone. I discuss these issues in more detail below.

2 The ni- class

Má́ıhı́k̀ı has at least the following 33 -ni class verbs. This list includes all of the verbs listed with -ni
allomorphs in the dictionary and all of the verbs with -ni allomorphs which i found in elicitation. The
list excludes a large number of compound verbs with noncompositional meanings (such as góásádáiyi
‘recuperar’ (more lit., pensar y venir) which have -ni allomorphs because the second element of the
compound is a ni- class verb.

Citation form Gloss -ni allomorph Source
á́ıýı comer áni Michael et al. (2011): 4
bá́ıs̀ıýı ser dulce bá́ıśıńı E.LMM.AHS.15jun2012
bá́ıýı golpear, pegar, matar máni Michael et al. (2011): 8
béýı echarse en hamaca méni Michael et al. (2011): 12
baiyi estar mani E.AMM.AHS.14jun2012
biyi llenarse mı́ni Michael et al. (2011): 14
chiyi ponerse gorro chini E.LMM.AHS.16jun2012
dáiyi venir náńı Michael et al. (2011): 18
duiyi sumirse núni Michael et al. (2011): 20
gú́ıýı cavar tierra, cavar canoa gúni Michael et al. (2011): 27

1Exceptions include jú́ıýı ‘pucunear’ and dó́ıýı ‘arrimar.’ E.LMM.AHS.16jun2012.
2This holds for most but not all verbs which have the alternation but do not conform to the (C)(V)i- template.

For example, kùáýı ‘marcar’ has the allomorph kúáńı- (Michael et al. 2011: 41)
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gẃıýı recoger gúni Michael et al. (2011): 28
ı́ýı recibir, recoger ı́ni Michael et al. (2011): 29
jú́ıýı pitar con silbato jú́ıńı E.AMM.AHS.13jun2012
júajá́ıýı encontrar júaná́ıńı E.AMM.AHS.14jun2012
juiyi estar enfermo júni Michael et al. (2011): 37
juiyi soltar juini E.AMM.AHS.13jun2012
káiyi dormir káni Michael et al. (2011): 38
kuiyi morder una vez kúni Michael et al. (2011): 41
kuáýı marcar kuáni Michael et al. (2011): 41
kwá́ıýı cargar sobre el hombro, hombrear kwáni Michael et al. (2011): 42
kwéýı cortar un palo con el fin de tumbarlo kwéni Michael et al. (2011): 42
mı̀́ıýı subir mı̀ni E.AMM.AHS.14jun2012
móǹıduiyi voltearse, tener (un nombre) mónı̀núńı Michael et al. (2011): 47
ǹıóýı prender fuego ǹıńı Michael et al. (2011): 50
óiýı amar, querer, gustar óni Michael et al. (2011): 52
śıiyi estar pegado, estar en el cielo s̀ıni Michael et al. (2011): 56
sá́ıýı irse, ir sáni Michael et al. (2011): 55
t̀ı́ıýı quedarse un rato t̀ıni Michael et al. (2011): 58
t̀ıyi quitar t̀ıńı E.AMM.AHS.14jun2012
tú́ıýı seguir túni Michael et al. (2011): 61
tá́ıýı caerse, estar rebalsado táni Michael et al. (2011): 57
ú́ıy’i echarse úńı Michael et al. (2011): 63
yiyi cantar (gallo) ñ́ıni Michael et al. (2011): 66

Diachronically, eight of these 33 verbs belong to pairs or triplets of verbs which reflect an earlier
(probably Proto-Tukanoan) morphological system in which increased valency was marked by vowel
mutation. For example, ú́ıy’ i ‘echarse’ is in a pair with úáýı ‘poner OBJ echado.’

3 Koreguaje and Siona cognates

13 of the 33 Má́ıhı́k̀ı -ni class verbs have a definite cognate in Koreguaje which also alternates
between a simple root and a root in -ni. All but one of these verbs also has a definite cognate in
Siona. Although there is no evidence for root allomorphy with -ni in Siona, eight of the 12 Siona
cognates have a nasal root. The following table shows the cognate set.

Koreguaje Kor gloss Má́ıhı́k̀ı Mai gloss Siona Sio gloss
uhim1 yacer, estar acostado ú́ıýı estar echado uiji estar acostado

m1im1 subir m1́ýı subir m1iji subir
kueem1 tumbar palo kw´eýı cortar un palo kueji tumbar (palo)
kuaim1 cargar en el hombro kwá́ı)yi cargar kuaji cargar
kaim1 dormir k´aiyi dormir kaiji dormir
juPim1 enfermar juiyi enfermar juPiji enfermar
aimu comer á́ıyi comer aiji comer
kuPim1 morder, cortar con tijeras kuiyi morder kuiji morder
vaim1 pegar, golpear bá́ıyi matar, pelear, golpear NC NA
raim1 venir dáiyi venir rioji venir
ruPim1 sumirse, ahogarse duiyi sumirse ruPiji sumergirse
oim1 llorar, estar triste ó́ıýı llorar, querer oiji llorar
saim1 ir sá́ıýı ir saiji ir
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4 Eastern Tukanoan equivalents

The presence of good cognates for the Má́ıhı́k̀ı -ni verbs in Western Tukanoan languages raises
the question of whether the -ni class is a Western Tukanoan innovation, or could be reconstructed
back to Proto-Tukanoan. To answer this question, I used the Spanish finder listss in 6 bilingual
dictionaries/wordlists of “Eastern Tukanoan” languages to locate semantic equivalents of the 13
roots discussed above.

The results of this search are summarized in the following table. I consulted Maxwell, Salser and
Salser (1999) for Kubeo; Alemán, López and Miller (2000) for Desano; Barasana Literacy Committee
et al. (2009) for Barasana and Eduria, West and Welch (2004) for Tukano, Waltz (2007) for Kotiria
(also called Wanano), and Metzger (2000) for Carapana.

Due to the lack of information about tone in the majority of these sources, tone is not marked below.
All forms cited are roots (not citation forms). Morpheme-level nasality is indicated with ∼.

Gloss Koreguaje Má́ıhı́k̀ı Siona Kubeo Desano Barasana Tukano Kotiria Karapana
cargar kuai kwa(i) kua kañ ∼koa gaja ∼mia dure p1sa
comer ai ai ai añ ba baa baPa ch1 1uga
dormir kai kai kai kañ ∼kadi ∼kadi ∼kadi ∼kadi ∼kadi
enfermarse juPi jui juPi yai dorek1 ND ∼weri ND ND
ir sai sai sai n1ñ wa waa waPa waha ata
llorar oi oi oi oy ore oti ND tii oti
morder kuPi kui kui kuñ ∼kudi ∼kudi ND bahka baka
golpear vai bai gui boa paa haa ND ∼kja pa
subir VI m1i m1 m1i m1ñ ∼m1ri ∼b1ja ∼maja ∼m1han ∼wam1
sumirse ruPi dui ruPi muiñ ND ruu ND ∼mion ∼ñua
cortar.palo kuee kwe kue koe tabe ∼kea ND ∼kjan yiseta
venir rai dai rio day ari wadi aPti ta ata
yacer uhi ui ui jua ND ∼kaji ∼kaji ∼koa yosa

This data suggests that the -ni class formed no earlier than Proto-Western Tukanoan. Only four
verbs have any significant evidence for a proto-form with final -Ccori:

1. DORMIR: All of the languages referenced have a form which is almost certainly cognate with
Má́ıh́ık̀ı kaiyi. This root was clearly *∼kadi or *kani in Proto-Tukanoan.

2. MORDER: Desano and Barasana have ∼kudi, which follows established correspondences with
the WT forms on the left. However, I have no data available for this verb in Tukano, and the
Kotiria and Karapana forms seem unrelated. It is reasonable, but not necessarily correct, to
give the proto-form of this item as *∼kudi or *kuni.

3. LLORAR: The Barasana and Karapana items, together with the Western Tukanoan data,
sugest that the proto-form might have been *oti. However, there is no evidence that any
segment of this item was nasal at any stage of any of the languages concerned.

4. VENIR: The Eastern Tukanoan forms shown could reasonably reflect a proto-form *ati or *adi,
but there is no apparent relationship between this form and the form with -ni alternations in
WT. The WT items instead suggest PWT *rai.

I tentatively conclude that systematic root allomorphy with -ni does not exist synchronically in ET
and did not exist in Proto-Tukanoan. On this view, the -ni class is a WT innovation.
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5 The case of Kubeo

As the table above shows, Kubeo has forms with root-final palatal nasals for seven of the 13 forms
shared by Koreguaje and Má́ıhı́k̀ı . Additionally, the majority (nine of 13) of the Kubeo items are
clearly cognate with the semantically equivalent forms in WT. This presents us with three possible
accounts for the origin of the -ni forms in Koreguaje and Má́ıhı́k̀ı , and the cognate nasalized or
nasal-final forms in Siona and Kubeo. These are:

1. The -ni forms existed in Proto-Tukanoan. They were lost in Eastern Tukanoan, but retained
in WT and Kubeo. This account is consistent with classification of Kubeo as either a WT
language or as neither WT nor ET. It offers no explanation for the loss of the -ni class in ET.

2. The -ni forms were innovated at some point after Proto-Eastern Tukanoan split from Proto-
Tukanoan. They developed in a proto-language (which could be called Late Proto-Tukanoan
or Proto-Western Tukanoan, depending on the classification of Kubeo) which gave rise to all
of {Koreguaje, Má́ıhı́k̀ı , Siona, Kubeo}. This account is again consistent with classification of
Kubeo as either a WT language or as neither WT nor ET. Unlike the story discussed above,
it does offer an explanation for the absence of -ni forms in ET.

3. The -ni forms were innovated in Proto-Western Tukanoan. They either spread to (Proto-)
Kubeo due to language contact, or were inherited into Kubeo. The choice between these
alternatives depends on how one is inclined to classify Kubeo.
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Má́ıh̀1k̀ı lexical and morphological causatives

Amalia Skilton

July 2, 2012

1 Introduction

Má́ıh̀1k̀ı has at least 42 verbs which once participated in a system of voice and/or valency alternations
marked by vowel mutation. Synchronically, these verbs form 18 pairs and two triplets, each consisting
of one lower-valency verb and one or more higher-valency verbs.

In general, the higher-valency verb in each pair can be described as a causative form of the lower-
valency verb. However, many verbs involved in the vowel mutation have undergone considerable
semantic and syntactic change since the vowel mutation ceased to be productive. These changes
have created significant differences in argument structure between some higher-valency verbs and
the morphological causative forms of their lower-valency counterparts. In this report, I (a) discuss
the differences between “frozen” (lexical) causatives and causatives with -goño, and (b) enumerate
the citation forms and argument structures of all roots which show traces of the vowel mutation.

2 Generalizations

2.1 Argument structure of morphological causatives

Affixation of -goño to the verb root adds exactly one argument, a causee, to the argument structure
of the verb. There is no evidence so far that -goño can add more than one argument to the verb,
add arguments other than causee, or license arguments that are not possible arguments of the root.
That is, -goño is a true causative (not an applicative) and does not change the internal argument
structure of the root.

The following examples illustrate that:

(1) -goño does not license beneficiary or dative arguments.

a. Yı̀ b́1ŕ1re jásób1
Yı̀
1sg

b́1ŕ1
white-collared.peccary

-re
-acc

jásó
shoot

-b1
-1sg.pst

I shot the white-collared peccary.

b. Yı̀ b́1ŕ1re jásógoñob1 T1́t́1re
Yı̀
1sg

b́1ŕ1
white-collared.peccary

-re
-acc

jásó
shoot

-goño
-caus

-b1
-1sg.pst

T1́t́1
personal.name

-re
-acc

a. I made Grace shoot the white-collared peccary.

b. *I shot the white-collared peccary for Grace. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)
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(2) -goño does not license arguments which are not possible arguments of the root.

a. Yı̀ kwénéyi

Yı̀
1sg

kwéné
dry

-yi
-1sg.pres

I’m drying myself.

b. *To kwénéj1
To
Clothing

kwéné
dry

-j1
-3sg.pres

*The clothing is drying.

c. *Yı̀ tó kwénégoñoyi

*Yı̀
1sg

tó
clothing

kwéné
dry

-goño
-caus

-yi
-1sg.pres

*I’m making my clothing dry. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

2.2 Argument structures of frozen causatives

Frozen causatives, unlike causatives with -goño, sometimes ake arguments which are not possible
arguments of the corresponding lower-valency verb. For example, kwénáyi takes -anim arguments,
while kwénéyi and kwénégonoyi take only +anim arguments. Compare the following with (2):

(3) Yı̀ toka kwénáyi

Yı̀
1sg

tó
clothes

-kà
-CL:fiber?

kwéná
dry

-yi
-1sg.pres

I’m drying the towel. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

Similarly, étóyi takes -anim objects, while étáyi and étágoñoyi take only +anim arguments.

(4) a. Yı̀ étáyi

Yı̀
1sg

étá
go.out

-yi
-1sg.pres

I’m leaving.

b. *Yı̀ tób̀1 étágoñoyi

*Yı̀
1sg

tób̀1
shirt

étá
go.out

-goño
-caus

-yi
-1sg.pres

*I’m taking the shirt away.

c. Yı̀ tób̀1 étóyi

Yı̀
1sg

tób̀1
shirt

etó
remove

-yi
-1sg.pres

I’m taking the shirt away. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

Similar differences between morphological and frozen causatives exist for nine pairs and triplets
of verbs: {dá̀ıyi, dáóyi, dáyi}, {étáyi, étóyi}, {gárayi, gároyi}, {gwénèyi, gwénàyi}, {kwénéyi,
kwénáyi}, {m1́́ıyi, m1́àyi}, {sá́ıyi, sáóyi, sáyi}, {s̀1̀ıyi, ś1óyi}, {t́1táyi, t́1tóyi, and {ú́ıyi, úáyi}.
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There is no evidence for other syntactic differences between frozen and morphological causatives.
I suspect that, for at least some verb pairs, the morphological causative can be reflexive and the
frozen causative cannot. However, I have not been able to obtain consistent data on reflexives for
any verb pair.

2.3 Historical relevance

Wheeler’s (1987: 144-146) grammar of Siona lists 31 sets of verbs (26 pairs and five triplets) which
show traces of the vowel mutation.1 17 of the Siona sets correspond to pairs of Má́ıh̀1ki verbs which
also contrast, or might recently have contrasted, for valency and thematic vowel. Additionally,
one pair of Siona verbs, which form a minimal phonological and syntactic pair but are not listed
in Wheeler’s discussion of the vowel mutation, corresponds to a pair of Má́ıh̀1ki verbs which were
clearly involved in the vowel mutation. Including this pair, there are a total of 36 items (in 17 sets)
which have at least two reflexes displaying the vowel mutation in each of Siona and Má́ıh1ki.

Another nine of the Siona pairs listed in Wheeler (1987) have a Má́ıh̀1k̀ı cognate for only one item
of the pair, and the final three pairs do not have any Má́ıh̀1k̀ı cognate. Similarly, two sets of Má́ıh̀1k̀ı
verbs which show the mutation have only one good cognate in Siona, and two more sets have no
Siona cognates. The tables in §3 below summarize the correspondences.

It is notable that eight of the 42 Má́ıh̀1k̀ı verbs involved in the vowel mutation are i-verbs (“Class
II verbs”). All of these display the canonical CVi- shape of a Class II verb in the citation form.
Additionally, all eight Class II roots have cognates of the form CVi- in Siona.

3 Siona cognates

3.1 Siona sets with two or more Má́ıh̀1k̀ı cognates

Sio verb Sio gloss Mai cognate Mai gloss

sai- go sai- (Class II) go
sa- take sa- take
sao- send sao- send, finish
rai- come dai- (Class II) come
ra- bring da- bring
rao- send, make bring dao- walk
m1i- raise oneself m1i- (Class II) ascend
m1a- raise X m1a- make X ascend
m1o- make X raise none n/a
tui- be above X tui- (Class II) be/sit above X
t1o- place on X t1o- place on X
tua- place oneself on X none n/a
s1Pi- be stuck to X s1i- be stuck to X
s1Pa- stick oneself to X none n/a
s1o- stick X to Y s1o- stick X to Y
ai- eat ai- (Class II) eat
ao- feed ao- feed

1I use the term “set” rather than “root” because each item is a verb root synchronically in Siona.
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kai- sleep kai- (Class II) sleep
kao- make sleep kao- make sleep
tai- fall tai- (Class II) fall
taa- make fall, plant tate- plant
gaje- descend gaje- descend
gacho- lower X gaso- make descend
yePye- learn yete- learn
yePyo- teach yeto- teach
uku- drink uku- drink
ukua- give drink uka- give drink
kuePe- dry oneself kwene- dry oneself
kuePa- dry X kwena- dry X
boe- be capsized mon1- turn, return
boa- capsize X mona- capsize X
ui- lie down ui- (Class II) lie down
ua- put X to bed ua- lay X down
n1ka- stand up n1ka- be standing
n1ko- make stand n1ko- make stand
eta- go out eta- go out
eto- make X go out eto- remove
s1ta- awaken t1ta- awaken
s1to- wake X up t1to- wake X up

3.2 Siona sets with exactly one Má́ıh̀1k̀ı cognate

Sio verb Sio gloss Mai cognate Mai gloss

acha- hear asa- perceive
acho- make hear none n/a
re- be hanging de- be hanging
rea- hang from X none n/a
reo- hang X none n/a
toi- fall from above tome- fall from above
toa- make fall none n/a

ź1i- ignite none n/a

ź1o- set fire to X s1o- set fire to X
k1k1- be afraid k1k1- be afraid
k1ko- frighten none n/a
jePe- cross to other side je- cross
jea- take tó other side none n/a
sese- get cold s1s1- feel cold
sesa- make cold none n/a
zePe- support oneself none n/a
zea- grab nea- grab
cha- jump sa- jump
chua- make X jump none n/a
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3.3 Siona sets without definite Má́ıh̀1k̀ı cognates

Sio set Sio gloss

ju1i-, ju1a-, ju1o- lift oneself, lift X, make X lift
r1i-, r1a- be on all fours, put X on all fours
goPi- return
goPya- return (item)
toPi- fall
toa- make fall
juePe-, juePo- have a name, carry X on the back
ñ1ka-, ñ1ko- meet, make meet
yaya-, yayo- turn off, turn X off
ira-, iro- grow, cultivate

3.4 Má́ıh̀1k̀ı sets with one or fewer Siona cognates

Mai verb Mai gloss Sio verb Sio gloss

gane- make X spin gaPne-, gano- wrap X
gani- spin none n/a
goasa- think none n/a
goase- order goase- order
gara- roll none n/a
garo- make X roll none n/a
gwena- dent none n/a
gwene- get dented none n/a

4 Appendix: All Má́ıh̀1k̀ı verb pairs and triplets, as of July
2, 2012

In the table below, S represents the only argument of a single-argument verb. I do not claim that
all of the arguments listed as S below are syntactically subjects.

Lower-valency verb Arguments Higher-valency verb Arguments Notes

á́ıyi “eat” A+anim,
P±anim

áóyi “feed” A+anim,
Beneficiary+anim,
Theme±anim

See (5)

dá̀ıyi “come” S+anim dáyi “bring” S+anim, P±anim See (6)
dá̀ıyi dáóyi “walk” S+anim
étáyi “go out” S+anim étóyi “remove” A+anim, P±anim See (4)
gájèyi “descend” S±anim gásòyi “lower” S+anim, P±anim
gáǹıyi “move in circle,
wrap”

A±anim gànèyi “move in circle,
wrap”

A±anim, P±anim

gáráyi “roll, spin” S+anim, gáróyi “roll, spin” A±anim, P±anim
góásáyi “think” S+anim gòáséyi “order” A+anim, P+anim
gwénèyi “get dented” S−anim gwénàyi “dent” A+anim, P−anim
ká́ıyi “sleep” S+anim káòyi “make sleep” A+anim, P+anim See (7)
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kwénéyi “dry” S+anim kwénáyi “dry” A±anim, P±anim See (2), (3)

m1́́ıyi “get into” A+anim,
P−anim

m1́àyi “put into” A+anim, P±anim See (8)

móń1yi “return” S+anim mònàyi “capsize X” A+anim, P−anim
ń1káyi “be standing” S±anim ń1kóyi “make stand” A+anim, P±anim
sá́ıyi “go” S+anim sáyi “take” A+anim, P±anim See (9)
sá́ıyi sáóyi “send” A+anim, P±anim See (9)

s̀1̀ıyi “be stuck” A±anim,
P±anim

ś1òyi “stick X (to a tree)” A+anim, P−anim See (10)

tá́ıyi “fall” S+anim tátèyi “plant” A+anim, P−anim
t́1táyi “awaken” S+anim t́1tòyi “wake up” A±anim, P+anim
tú́ıyi “sit above” A±anim t́1òyi “place above” A±anim, P±anim
ú́ıyi “lie down” S+anim úáyi “lay down” A+anim, P±anim See (11)
úkúyi “drink” A+anim,

P−anim

úkáyi “give drink” A+anim,
Beneficiary+anim,
Theme−anim

yétéyi “learn” S+anim yétóyi “teach” A+anim, P+anim

(5) a. áńıgoñoyi has both the meaning “make eat” and the noncompositional meaning “feed.”

Áńıgoñoyi

áńı
eat

-goño
-caus

-yi
-1sg.pres

a. I’m making (someone) eat.

b. I’m feeding (someone). (E.R.AHS.2012jun26)

b. áóyi is not a dedicated sociative, despite its similarity to the sociative ká`oyi. Compare
the following tó (7):

Yı̀ ñ́ıtùre áóyi

Yı̀
1sg

ñ́ıtù
boy

-re
-acc

áó
feed

-yi
-1sg.pres

a. I’m feeding the boy (and I’m not eating).

b. I’m feeding the boy (and I’m eating too). (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

(6) a. dá̀ıyi takes only animate arguments.

*Tútù dág1
Tútù
wind

dá
come

-g1
-3sg.n.past

*The wind came. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

b. dayi can take both inanimate and animate patients.

Yı̀ dò̀ıḱ1re dáb1
Yı̀
1sg

dò̀ıḱ1
Br

-re
-acc

dá
bring

-b1
-1sg.pst

I brought my brother. (E.LMM.AHS.2012jun29)

Yı̀ yóù dáb1
Yı̀
1sg

yóù
canoe

dá
bring

-b1
-1sg.pst
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I brought my canoe. (E.LMM.AHS.2012jun29)

(7) a. káòyi is a dedicated sociative meaning “make X sleep by sleeping at his/her side.”

Yı̀ 1́re káòyi

Yı̀
1sg

1́
3sg

-re
-acc

káò
make.sleep

-yi
-1sg.pres

a. I’m making him sleep (and I’m asleep).

b. *I’m making him sleep (and I’m awake). (E.AMM.AHS.2012jun27)

b. káńıgoñoyi is questionably grammatical. Robertina and LTN reject it, AMM and LMM
accept (with a limited range of readings).

Yı̀ 1́re káńıgoñoyi

Yı̀
1sg

1́
3sg

-re
-acc

káńı
sleep

-goño
-caus

-yi
-1sg.pres

I’m making him sleep (i.e. by ordering him to sleep, but I’m awake). (E.AMM.AHS.2012jun27)

(8) m1́́ıyi and its morphological causative take only animate arguments, but the patient of m1́àyi
can be inanimate.

a. *Yı̀ bà̀ı yóù m1́ńıgoñoyi

*Yı̀
1sg

bà̀ı
meat

yóù
canoe

m1́́ı
get.in

-goño
-caus

-yi
-1sg.pres

*I’m placing the meat in my canoe. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

b. Yı̀ bà̀ı yóù m1́àyi

Yı̀
1sg

bà̀ı
meat

yóù
canoe

m1́à
put.in

-yi
-1sg.pres

I’m placing the meat in my canoe. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

(9) sá́ıyi and its morphological causative have a single animate argument, but sáyi and sáóyi
can take inanimate patients.

a. *Yı̀ yóù sáńıgoñoyi

Yı̀
1sg

yóù
canoe

sáńı
go

-goño
-caus

-yi
-1sg.pres

*I’m making the canoe go (i.e. by rowing).

b. Yı̀i yóù sáb1
Yı̀
1sg

yóù
canoe

sá
take

-b1
-1sg.pst

I took my canoe. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

c. Yı̀ tóyásejao sáóyi

Yı̀
1sg

tóyá
write

-se
-result.nmlzr.pst

-jao
-CL:leaf?

sao
send

-yi
-1sg.pres

I’m sending the letter. (E.LMM.AHS.2012jun29)

(10) s̀1̀ıyi is an intransitive verb with a single obligatory argument (which may be animate or
inanimate). ś1òyi is transitive, with an animate agent.

a. Bàỳıd̀ı s̀1̀ıj1
Bàỳıd̀ı
copal.sp

ś1̀ı
stick

-j1
-3sg.n.pres
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The copal is sticking (to a tree).

b. T1́t́1 súḱıñ̀ı s̀1̀ıko

T1́t́1
personal.name

súḱıñ̀ı
tree

s̀1̀ı
stick

-ko
-3sg.f.pres

Grace is sticking to the tree.

c. Bàỳıdi ś1òyi

Báýıd́ı
copal

ś1ò
stick

-yi
-1sg.pres

I’m sticking the copal (to a tree). (E.LMM.AHS.2012jun29)

(11) ú́ıyi “lie down” takes a single animate argument. úáyi “lay down” has an animate agent and
an animate or inanimate patient.

a. *Tób̀1 úńıgoñoyi

*Tó
shirt

-b̀1
-CL?

úńı
lie.down

-goño
-caus

-yi
-1sg.pres

*I’m laying the shirt down.

b. Tób̀1 úáyi

Tó
shirt

-b̀1
-CL?

úá
lay.down

-yi
-1sg.pres

I’m laying the shirt down.

c. Ñı́tùre úáyi

Ñı́tù
child

-re
-acc

úá
lay.down

-yi
-1sg.pres

I’m putting the child to bed. (E.R.AHS.2012jun30)
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Má́ıj̀1k̀ı morphological frustratives

Amalia Skilton

July 10, 2012

1 Introduction

Má́ıj̀1k̀ı has two productive verbal frustrative affixes: -da (glossed here as frust.a) and -nia
(frust.b). -da is a frustrative of intention: it indicates that the subject wanted or expected to
do the action of the verb, but never began it. The semantics of -nia, the frustrative of result, are
more complex. In general, -nia indicates that the action of the verb did not lead to the speaker’s
expected result. Marking of a finite verb with -nia is therefore among the most frequent strategies
for forming adversative/concessive constructions in the language.

On the other hand, some Má́ıj̀1k̀ı verbs with -nia have several possible readings beyond the adver-
sative/concessive and frustrative of result uses. This raises questions about the role of pragmatics
in disambiguating -nia frustratives in discourse. Is the reading of a particular frustrative verb de-
termined only by context and the pragmatic expectations of the speaker and/or addressee? Or does
the addressee select one of a semantically circumscribed range of readings available to the verb?

In response to these questions, this report describes aspects of the morphology, syntax, and semantics
of both frustrative affixes. We see that while the -nia frustrative has a wide semantic range – much
wider than that of -da – possible readings of verbs marked with -nia can nevertheless be sorted into a
finite number of semantic classes. Investigation of the -nia frustrative also adds to our understanding
of other aspects of Má́ıj̀1k̀ı morphosyntax, including clause-linking constructions, affix ordering, and
verb serialization.

2 The -da frustrative construction

2.1 Semantics

-da is available to all personal, non-stative verbs. If the subject could perform the action of the
verb intentionally, then the -da frustrative has the reading “(Subject) considered Xing but didn’t.”
Table 1 gives an example of the -da frustrative of a verb from each non-stative Aktionsart class.

Table 1: Uses of -da (E.LTM.AHS.2012jul10)
Aktionsart class Example

Activity Yı̀ b̀1b̀1dàb̀1 “I wanted to run, but didn’t”

Accomplishment Yı̀ wè nédáb̀1 “I thought about building a house, but didn’t”

Achievement Yı̀ jásódáb̀1 “I thought about shooting, but didn’t”

Semelfactive Yı̀ gádáb̀1 “I wanted to laugh, but didn’t”
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If the action of the verb is prototypically unintentional, then the -da frustrative means “(Subject)
unexpectedly failed to X,” as in (1).

(1) Yı̀ tá́ıdáb̀1

Yı̀
1sg

tá́ı
fall

-dá
-frust.a

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

I almost fell, but I didn’t fall (Caśı cáı pero no he cáıdo). (E.LTM.AHS.2012jul10)

2.2 Morphology

When -da appears on an i-verb and is the first suffix to the right of the verb root, the shape of the
verb root varies between (C)Vi- and (C)Vti-.

(2) a. Yı̀ sá́ıdágó já́ıjùnà bà̀ırò

Yı̀
1sg

sá́ı
go

-dá
-frust.a

-gó
-3g.f.pst

já́ı
big

-jùnà
-pl

bà̀ı
be

-rò
-hab.loc.nmlzr

I wanted to go to Iquitos (but I didn’t). (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul09)

b. Yı̀ sát́ıdágó já́ıjùnà bà̀ırò

Yı̀
1sg

sát́ı-
go

dá
-frust.a

-gó
-3g.f.pst

já́ı
big

-jùnà
-pl

bà̀ı
be

-rò
-hab.loc.nmlzr

I wanted to go to Iquitos (but I didn’t). (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul09)

The i-verb root appears in the (C)Vti- form only in this construction. The contrast in (3) indicates
that the allomorphy occurs in the verb root and not in the suffix.

(3) a. Yı̀ kúńısúbádáb́1
Yı̀
1sg

kúńı
bite

-súbá
-prior.action

-dá
-frust.a

-b́1
-1sg.pst

I wanted to bite first (but I didn’t). (E.LTM.AHS.2012jul10)

b. *Yı̀ kúńısúbát́ıdáb́1
*Yı̀
1sg

kúńı
bite

-súbá
-prior.action

-t́ıdá
-frust.a

-b́1
-1sg.pst

-da cannot occur with the perfective -jó.1

3 The -nia frustrative construction

3.1 Semantics

The -nia frustrative can be used productively with four basic readings, discussed in §3.1.1-3.1.4. It
has a limited range of use with stative verbs (3.1.5, 3.1.6) and impersonal verbs referring to weather
events (3.1.7).

1We previously believed that -da also could not co-occur with the negative -má. This was falsified by text data
from LGF.
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3.1.1 Core reading

The core reading of a verb X affixed with -nia is “complete action X, but not achieve (speaker’s)
expected result.” As Table 2 indicates, speakers accepted readings on this model for almost all verbs
with personal subjects.

Table 2: “Unexpected result” readings of -nia

Verb Reading Accepted by
bathe I bathed a lot (but didn’t get clean) LMM, RTT
bite my dog bit him but didn’t injure him AMM, JMM, LTN, RTT
cut.tree I cut down the tree but it was rotten inside AMM, LMM, LTN
drink I drank, but didn’t get drunk LMM, RTT
fall I fell, but didn’t injure myself AMM, LMM, LTN, RTT
get I got the papaya but didn’t eat it AMM, LMM
get.plant I got plants, but they weren’t good (no vale) LTN
greet I greeted him, but he didn’t accept my hand LMM
hear I heard, but didn’t understand AMM, LMM, RTT
hear I heard, but forgot AMM, LMM, RTT
hit I hit him but I didn’t kill him AMM, LMM, RTT
invite I invited them, but they didn’t come AMM
lie I lied to him, but he didn’t believe me LMM
love I loved X unrequitedly LMM, RTT
see I saw X, but didn’t recognize him/her LMM
shoot I shot him, but didn’t kill him (I only injured him) LTN
shoot I shot him, but didn’t kill him (I missed) LTN
speak I spoke to him, but he didn’t listen AMM, LMM
think I thought about something, but didn’t achieve it AMM
vomit I vomited but still had nausea LTN
walk I walked (in the woods) but didn’t kill an animal LMM, RTT

We see from the examples in Table 2 that the “unexpected result” reading is available for essentially
any non-stative verb, regardless of transitivity and aspectual properties. One might expect this
reading not to be available for factitive verbs such as melt, but (4) suggests that even factitive verbs
can have the “unexpected result” reading (at least in an adversative construction).

(4) Yı̀ ókóràkà kwàkòńıáb́1 àchúmáj́1

Yı̀
1sg

ókó
water

-ràkà
-CL:liquid

kwàkò
cook

-ńıá
-1sg.pst

-b́1
be.hot

àchú
-neg

-má
-3sg.n.pst

-j́1

I boiled the water, but it didn’t get hot. (E.LMM.AHS.2012jul07)

Use in adversative/concessive2 clauses Speakers almost always employ the frustrative to trans-
late Spanish adversative and concessive constructions. The frustrative appears on the verb which
refers to the unsuccessful action, which tends to appear first in the utterance, as in (5) and (6).

2I have not yet been able to determine whether there is a morphologically marked distinction between adversative
and concessive constructions in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı.
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(5) Sèmèrè jásóńıáb́1 dámáb́1 ı́dàr̀ı

Sèmè
lowland.paca

-rè
-obj

jásó
shoot

-ńıá
-frust.b

-b́1
-1sg.pst

dá
bring

-má
-neg

-b́1
-1sg.pst

ı́dàr̀ı
here

T: Although I killed a lowland paca, I couldn’t bring it with me.
E: I killed the lowland paca and didn’t bring it here. (E.LMM.AHS.2012jul07)

(6) B1̀b̀1ńıáb̀1 yàb̀1máb́1

B1̀b̀1
run

-ńıá
-frust.b

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

yàb̀1
be.tired

-má
-neg

-b́1
-1sg.pst

T: I ran, but didn’t get tired.
E: I ran, but I’m not tired. (E.LMM.AHS.2012jul07)

The adversative/concessive use of the frustrative is a subset of the more general “do X without
expected result” reading. The unexpected result of the frustrative verb may be benefactive, as in
(6) and (7); malefactive, as in (5); or neutral, as in (8).

(7) Wè táńıńıáǵ1 táńıyétómáǵ1

Wè
house

táńı
fall

-ńıá
-frust.b

-ǵ1
-3sg.n.pst

táńı
fall

-yétó
-injure

-má
-neg

-ǵ1
-3sg.n.pst

The house fell down, but no one was injured. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul10)

(8) Ñı̀àkò ókó ḱ1ŕ1kwénéńıáb́1 tókà ókó bámáǵ1

Ñı̀à
wet

-kò
-CL:fem

ókó
water

ḱ1ŕ1kwéné
dry.oneself

-ńıá
-frust.b

-b́1
-1sg.pst

tókà
towel

ókó
water

bá
have

-má
-neg

-ǵ1
-3sg.pst

Although I was wet and dried myself, the towel was still dry. (E.LMM.AHS.2012jul07)

3.1.2 “Tried and failed” reading

Besides the core reading, a verb X with -nia can also have the reading “tried to do X, but didn’t
complete the action.” This reading leaves open the question of intentionality. That is, it is possible
either that the subject decided not to complete the action of the verb with -nia, or that the subject
was unable or incompetent to complete the action. The following table lists some possible “tried
and failed” readings of frustratives.

Verb Reading Accepted by
breathe I tried to breathe, but I couldn’t AMM
build a house I started building a house, but didn’t finish LMM, RTT
cry I was sad, but couldn’t cry (at all) LTN, RTT
cut.tree I cut the tree but didn’t fell it AMM, LMM, LTN
do I tried to do X and failed LTN
follow I followed him but didn’t arrive at the destination AMM, LMM
go I tried to go, but didn’t arrive at the destination AMM, LMM
gut.fish I tried to gut the fish, but failed RTT
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lift I tried to lift the tree, but failed AMM
run I tried to run, but I couldn’t (start) AMM, JMM, RTT
run I ran, but didn’t finish the race AMM, JMM, LMM,

RTT
see I tried to look, but couldn’t see clearly LMM
sleep I tried to sleep, but couldn’t RTT
sweep I swept part of the house, but there’s still more to sweep HMR
vomit I tried to vomit, but couldn’t RTT
wash I tried to wash, but I couldn’t AMM

As the verb roots shown above indicate, this reading is available regardless of the transitivity and
telicity of the verb root. Interestingly, I have no examples of a middle verb root with the “tried and
failed” reading. This could be due either to the absence of a productive middle voice formative in
Má́ıj̀1k̀ı, or to a ban on “tried and failed” readings of verbs where the subject does not intend the
action of the verb.

3.1.3 “Do to exhaustion” reading

The -nia frustrative of an atelic verb X is often glossed in Spanish as “He Xdo demasiado” or “Estoy
cansado de X.” This indicates that the subject has performed the action of the verb until exhausted
or no longer capable of continuing. The following table offers examples of both of these closely
related readings.

Verb Reading Accepted by
cry I cried a lot (until I couldn’t any more) AMM, JMM, NMM
cut.path I cut the path (in the forest), but there’s still more to cut HMR, JMM
drink I drank but couldn’t/didn’t want to finish all of the drink JMM, LMM, LTN, RTT
eat I ate but couldn’t/didn’t want to finish all of the food AMM, JMM, LMM,

LTN, RTT
eat.fruit I ate fruit but couldn’t/didn’t want to finish all of the fruit LTN
get firewood I got firewood, but there’s still more to get JMM
get.plant I got plants, but there’s still more to get LTN
gut.fish I gutted a lot of fish, but there’s still more to gut JMM, AMM, NMM
harvest I harvested (the plant), but there’s still more to harvest LTN
run I finished running (now I can’t run any more) AMM, NMM
sit I was sitting down for too long (now I can’t sit any more) JMM, NMM
swim I swam a lot (until I couldn’t any more) AMM, JMM
swim I swam a lot (but I still have to swim more) JMM
vomit I vomited a lot (and can’t vomit any more) JMM, AMM, LTN
walk I finished walking (now I can’t walk any more) AMM, JMM

Speakers volunteered this reading only for atelic verbs, primarily activity verbs (+dynamic, +du-
rative). Even when a root is typically punctual (as with vomit), the “do to exhaustion” reading of
-nia tends to force a durative reading of the frustrative verb.
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3.1.4 “Do minimally” reading

Some telic verbs with -nia can or must have the reading “(subject) did X to the minimum possible
extent.” This usage indicates that the subject completed the action of the verb, but has yet to finish
other actions which normally accompany the verb. The following table provides all examples from
my data of verbs with this reading of -nia. As it shows, this usage is by far the least frequently
attested reading of the frustrative.

Verb Reading Accepted by
build a house I’ve built the house (but no one lives there) LTN
gut.fish I gutted all of the fish (but I haven’t cooked them) AMM, LTN
make.stand I made the shungo stand (but there’s no house around it) LTN
sweep house I swept the entire house AMM, JMM
wash shirt I washed my shirt (but I haven’t put it out to dry) LTN

Unlike the terminative -sáó, the “do minimally” use of -nia specifies that the action of the verb is
complete, but other actions associated with it are not. It is questionable whether the “do minimally”
reading of -nia is also separate from the “unexpected result” reading of this affix.

3.1.5 Frustrative of bà̀ıỳı “exist”

The -nia frustrative of bà̀ıỳı “exist” has the idiosyncratic reading “live in (a location) and leave,”
as (9) illustrates.

(9) Yı̀ màǹıǹıàb̀1 Nuevo Progreso.

Yı̀
1sg

màǹı
exist

-ǹıà
-frust.b

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

Nuevo
place.name

Progreso
place.name

I used to live in Nuevo Progreso (but not any more). (E.RTT.AHS.2012jun26, E.LMM.AHS.2012jun26)

This reading is not fully grammaticalized, as it coexists with other uses of màǹıǹıàb̀1. For example,
(10) indicates that the frustrative of bà̀ıỳı can still be used in an adversative/concessive construction.

(10) Ch́ıbàkò màǹıǹıàb̀1 ỳı yá́ıjòỳı júńıjóǵ1ré ó́ıyı

Ch́ıbà
be.happy

-kò
-CL:fem

màǹı
be

-ǹıà
-frust.b

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

ỳı
1sg

yá́ıjòỳı
dog

júńı
be.sick

-jó
-pfv

-ǵ1
-CL:m

-ré
cry

ó́ı
-obj

-yı
-1sg.pres

I was happy, but my dog died and now I’m sad. (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul10, E.LTM.AHS.2012jul10)

3.1.6 Frustratives of stative verbs

In Má́ıj̀1k̀ı, many of the items which express personal physical or psychological states are stative
verbs. Two strategies are used to form the frustratives of these verbs.

The frustrative of a personal stative verb is usually formed by a periphrastic construction with the
verb root and the frustrative of bà̀ıỳı, as in (10). Although speakers accept personal statives affixed
with -nia, as in (11), the periphrastic construction is much more frequent in my data.
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(11) Yı̀ góóńıáb́1 jànà ı́t̀ıjùnà ỳırè j̀1kàj̀1 ch́ıbàgóñòỳı

Yı̀
1sg

góó
be.angry

-ńıá
-frust.b

-b́1
-1sg.pst

jànà
now

ı́t̀ı
3

-jùnà
-pl

ỳı
1sg

-rè
-obj

j̀1kà
speak

-j̀1
-3sg.n.pres

ch́ıbà
be.happy

-góñò
-caus

-ỳı
-3pl.pres

I was angry, but now they’ve made me be calm. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul10)

The frustrative of an impersonal stative verb is formed regularly, as in (12).

(12) a. Áó g̀1àǹıàj̀1
Áó
food

g̀1à
desid

-ǹıà
-frust.b

-j̀1
-3sg.n.pres

I’m hungry (but I can’t eat). (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul07)

b. B1́ó g̀1àǹıàg̀1, jànà b́1ó g̀1àmáj́1
B1́ó
sleep

g̀1à
desid

-ǹıà
-frust.b

-g̀1,
-3sg.n.pst

jànà
now

b́1ó
sleep

g̀1à
desid

-má
-neg

-j́1
-3sg.n.pres

I wanted to sleep (and didn’t); now, I’m not sleepy. (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul09)

Speakers do not give consistent glosses for the frustratives of other stative verbs, and I suspect that
in discourse these occur mostly (if not exclusively) in adversative/concessive constructions.

3.1.7 Frustratives of weather verbs

Má́ıj̀1k̀ı has a number of impersonal verbs which refer to weather events. All of the verbs shown in
the following table can appear with the -nia frustrative in an adversative/concessive construction
such as (13). Elsewhere, the frustrative forms of weather verbs indicate that the weather event took
place in an incomplete or unexpected way, as in (14).

(13) Dòè 1́ś1ńıáǵ1 jànà ókój̀1

Dòè
before

1́ś1
be.sunny

-ńıá
-frust.b

-ǵ1
-3sg.n.pst

jànà
now

ókó
rain

-j̀1
-3sg.n.pres

A moment ago it was sunny, but now it’s raining. (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul09)

(14) Ókó tóméńıáǵ1

Ókó
rain

tómé
fall

-ńıá
-frust.b

-ǵ1
-3sg.n.pst

It’s rained a little (but it’s about to rain more). (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul09)

3.2 Morphology

The -nia affix cannot occur in serial verb constructions or with the negative. Unlike -da, however,
-nia can co-occur with -jó.
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3.2.1 Serialization

A verb with -nia cannot form part of a serial verb construction. For example, Yı̀ táńıńıáb́1 (fall-
frust.b-1sg.pst) typically means “I fell but didn’t injure myself.” (15) shows that when the root tá́ı
“fall” participates in a serial verb construction, it cannot be marked with the frustrative to convey
this meaning. Instead, a second verb must express the unexpected result.

(15) Yı̀ ch́ımátá́ıj́1 ỳı yémáb́1

Yı̀
1sg

ch́ımá
slip

-tá́ı
-fall

-j́1
-1sg.pst

ỳı
1sg

yé
be.injured

-má
-neg

-b́1
-1sg.pst

I slipped and fell, but didn’t injure myself. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul10)

3.2.2 Cooccurrence restrictions

Unlike the other frustrative, -nia may cooccur with -jó and the negative -má. The scope of -jó
appears to depend on its position relative to -nia, as the contrast in (16) indicates.

(16) a. Yı̀ wè néjóńıáb́1
Yı̀
1sg

wè
house

né
build

-jó
-pfv

-ńıá
-frust.b

-b́1
-1sg.pst

I’ve built the (entire) house, but no one lives there. (E.LTM.2012jul10)

b. Yı̀ kwàkòǹıàjób́1
Yı̀
1sg

kwàkò
cook

-ǹıà
-frust.b

-jó
-pfv

-b́1
-1sg.pst

I cooked, but didn’t finish (there’s still food left over). (E.LTM.AHS.2012jul10)

The limited data available on interaction between -jó and -nia suggests that when the perfective
precedes the frustrative, it indicates that the action of the verb was completed but the normal
result did not obtain. In turn, the frustrative followed by the perfective means that the subject has
abandoned the action of the verb before completion. Under this analysis, the ordering -jó-nia- forces
the “unexpected result” or “do minimally” readings of the frustrative, while -nia-jó- allows only the
“tried and failed” or “do to exhaustion” readings of -nia. However, speaker judgments of the forms
in (16) were not stable, and further work on the semantics of -jó is necessary to clarify this issue.
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Morphological causatives

Amalia Skilton

July 17, 2012

1 Introduction

Má́ıj̀1k̀ı has a single productive morphological causative affix, -goño. This affix is suffixed to the
verb root1 and derives a new verb stem of higher valency. Although Má́ıj̀1k̀ı also has a number of
analytic causative constructions, derivation with -goño is the language’s only productive strategy
for morphologically adjusting the voice or valency of the verb.

This entails that facts about the morphological causative will be important to our analysis of many
other points of verbal morphology and syntax. In this module, I therefore explore the morphosyntax
and semantics of -goño, elaborating on Michael (2010). I do not discuss the unusual tone behavior
of the affix, which is described in Farmer (2010).

2 Argument structure

2.1 Generalizations

Derivation with -goño adds exactly one argument to the verb. This argument is always a causer.
We see from (1) that -goño does not license additional beneficiary arguments not permitted by
the argument structure of the verb root. That is, the affix is a causative, not an applicative or
benefactive.

(1) a. Yı̀ b́1ŕ1re jásógoñob1 T1́t́1re
Yı̀
1sg

b́1ŕ1
white-collared.peccary

-re
-acc

jásó
shoot

-goño
-caus

-b1
-1sg.pst

T1́t́1
personal.name

-re
-acc

a. Yo he hecho a T1́t́1 balear la huangana. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

b. *He baleado la huangana para T1́t́1. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

Causative derivation does not alter the internal argument structure of the verb root. Data such as
that in (2) indicates that if a verb root has an animacy restriction on the subject or agent, it derives
a causative with the same restriction on the causee. The same applies to restrictions on the animacy
of the patient. This behavior distinguishes causatives with -goño from transitive verbs which began
life as causatives formed by vowel mutation.

(2) a. Yı̀ kwénéyi

1In the case of -ni class verbs, -goño appears on the -ni allomorph of the root.
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Yı̀
1sg

kwéné
dry

-yi
-1sg.pres

I’m drying myself.

b. *To kwénéj1
To
Clothing

kwéné
dry

-j1
-3sg.pres

*The clothing is drying.

c. *Yı̀ tó kwénégoñoyi

*Yı̀
1sg

tó
clothing

kwéné
dry

-goño
-caus

-yi
-1sg.pres

*I’m making my clothing dry. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

Verbs of any lexical aspect class can form causatives with -goño. The only restriction on derivation
with this affix is that -goño cannot apply to impersonal stative verbs such as ǵ1àj̀1 or on impersonal
verbs referring to weather events. (3) shows that this restriction does not apply to personal statives
such as ch́ıbàỳı “be happy.”

(3) Yı̀ ó́ıkòrè Grace ch́ıbàgóñògò

Yı̀
1sg

ó́ı
cry

-kò
-CL:fem

-rè
-obj

Grace
personal.name

ch́ıbà
be.happy

-góñò
-caus

-gò
-3sg.f.pst

Yo estaba llorando, y Grace me ha hecho contentarme. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul11)

We conclude that -goño is a true morphological causative. It adds a causer argument to the verb
– increasing its valency by one – but does not license other additions or changes to the argument
structure of the verb root. This behavior distinguishes -goño from voice- and valency-increasing
strategies employed in other Tukanoan languages and in Amazonia more generally.

2.2 Intransitive verbs

When -goño appears on a root which has only one argument, it derives a transitive verb. This
operation adds a causer to the argument structure of the verb and demotes the original single
argument to causee. The verb agrees in person and number with the causer, and the causee (if
animate) is optionally marked with -re, as in (4). This suggests that the causer is the agent, and
the causee the patient, in the causative clause. The preferred word order is Causer - Causee - Verb.

(4) Yı̀ Estefanyre b̀1b̀1góñòỳı

Yı̀
1sg

Estefany
personal.name

-re
-obj

b̀1b̀1
run

-góñò
-caus

-ỳı
-1sg.pres

Yo le estoy haciendo a Estefany correr. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul03)

As we have discussed at other times, Má́ıj̀1k̀ı has a number of intransitive verbs with middle se-
mantics. Many but not all of the middle verbs are related, by an unproductive vowel mutation, to
transitive verbs with causative semantics (for example, m1́́ıýı “rise” corresponds to m1́áýı “raise”).
This does not prevent the middle verbs from forming morphological causatives with -goño. Rather,
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the -goño causatives and the vowel-mutation causatives coexist. (5) indicates that the lower-valency
verb in a vowel mutation pair can form a morphological causative; (d) shows that the same is true
for the higher-valency verb.

(5) Yı̀ T1́t́1ré yóù m1́ńıgóñóỳı

Yı̀
1sg

T1́t́1
personal.name

-ré
-obj

yóù
canoe

m1́ńı
rise

-góñó
-caus

-ỳı
-1sg.pres

Estoy haciendo a Grace subir a mi canoa. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jun29)

2.3 Transitive verbs

When -goño appears on a transitive root, it derives a trivalent verb. The arguments of the derived
verb are causer, causee (corresponding to the agent of the underived verb), and patient. In the
causative clause, the verb agrees in person and number with the causer, and the patient is obligatorily
marked with -re if animate. The causee is optionally marked with -re if animate. (6) shows both
possibilities for object marking on the causee. (6) also illustrates the most frequent word order in
clauses of this type, which is Causer - Causee - Patient - Verb. (7) shows that Causer - Patient -
Causee - Verb word order is also acceptable.

(6) Yı̀ Estefany(re) b́1ŕ1rè jásógóñòb̀1

Yı̀
1sg

Estefany
personal.name

-re
-obj

b́1ŕ1
white-lipped.peccary

-rè
-obj

jásó
shoot

-góñò
-caus

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

Yı̀
1sg

Estefany
personal.name

b́1ŕ1
white-lipped.peccary

-rè
-obj

jásó
shoot

-góñò
-caus

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

Yo le [he] hecho balear a Estefany a la huangana. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul03)

(7) Yı̀ wè ı́ré négóñób́1

Yı̀
1sg

wè
house

ı́
3sg.m

-ré
-obj

né
build

-góñó
-caus

-b́1
-1sg.pst

Yo le he hecho constrúır la casa. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul05)

2.4 The verb ı́ch́ıýı “give”

In Má́ıj̀1k̀ı, it is unclear whether beneficiaries are distinct from patients in the argument structure of
prototypically ditransitive verbs such as ı́ch́ıỳı “give, sell,” úkáýı “serve drink,” and áóýı “feed.” The
speakers consulted were evenly divided about whether any of these items can take the causative affix.
One only rejected sentences such as (8); two only accepted them; and two rejected and accepted the
same sentence on different occasions.

(8) Yı̀ Má́ıbàròrè Mámàsòrè jàsò ı́ch́ıgóñób́1

Yı̀
1sg

Má́ıbàrò
personal.name

-rè
-obj

Mámàsò
personal.name

-rè
-obj

jàsò
manioc

ı́ch́ı
give

-góñó
-caus

-b́1
-1sg.pst

a. Yo he dicho a Maibaro para que le diera la yuca a Mamaso.
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b. Yo he dicho a Mamaso para que le diera la yuca a Maibaro. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul11)

For speakers who allow derivation of a causative of ı́ch́ıýı, the derived verb has four arguments:
causer, causee (corresponding to the agent of the original verb), theme, and beneficiary. The causee,
theme, and beneficiary can all be marked with -re if animate, but we do not have sufficient data to
determine whether the marking is obligatory.

Even speakers who accept causative forms of ı́ch́ıýı reject causatives formed from a derived verb
with the benefactive ká́ı-. This restriction could arise either from the semantics of the benefactive
or from a more general constraint against 4-valent verbs.

2.5 Omission of arguments

Most arguments can be omitted from a causative clause. Positive data indicates that:

1. For an originally intransitive causative verb, the causee can be omitted if the causer is overt.

2. For an originally transitive causative verb, the causer can be omitted if the causee is overt. In
this case, the patient may be either omitted (-Cr+Ce-P) or overt (-Cr +Ce +P).

3. For an originally transitive causative verb, the patient can be omitted if the causee is overt.
As above, the causer may be either omitted (-Cr+Ce-P) or overt (+Cr -Ce -P).

Sentences with causer and patient omitted, but causee overt, appear relatively often in our data.
(9) is an example of this type.

(9) Mámàsòrè jásógóñób́1

Mámàsò
personal.name

-rè
-obj

jásó
shoot

-góñó
-caus

-b́1
-1sg.pst

Yo le he hecho a Mamaso balear (algo). (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul05)

We limit our comments to positive data because speakers have do not have consistent grammaticality
judgments on this issue. On the one hand, we have no attested examples of omission of an intransitive
causer or a transitive causee. On the other, speakers sometimes accepted sentences which omitted
these arguments. It is likely that the syntax governing omission of arguments from causative (and
other) clauses crucially involves aspects of information structure which we do not yet understand.

2.6 Causative with other voice- and valency-adjusting operations

Reflexive and reciprocal. Causatives with -goño cannot express reflexive or reciprocal action
by either the causer or the causee. (10) indicates that the causer and causee of a morphological
causative cannot be coreferential, while (11) shows that the causee and patient cannot be corefer-
ential. Reciprocal analogues to the sentences in (10) and (11) were also rejected as ungrammatical.

(10) Yı̀ ch́ısógóñób́1

Yı̀
1sg

ch́ısó
vomit

-góñó
-caus

-b́1
-1sg.pst

a. *Yo me he hecho vomitar.

b. Yo le hecho vomitar (a él). (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul05, E.AMM.AHS.2012jul07)
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(11) Yı̀ ı́ré jásógóñób́1

Yı̀
1sg

ı́
3sg.m

-ré
-obj

jásó
shoot

-góñó
-caus

-b́1
-1sg.pst

a. *Yo le he hecho balearse.

b. Yo le he hecho balear (a t́ı/él/ellos). (E.LTN.2012jul05)

-k1, -ko construction. In a non-causative clause, the animate subject of a verb can be marked
with the classifiers -k1 or -ko. This construction can indicate that the subject performed the action
of the verb alone; that the subject was the only member of a group to perform the action; or that the
subject performed the action of the verb reflexively. (12) demonstrates that -k1, -ko marking cannot
appear on the causee of a morphological causative. This suggests that the -k1, -ko construction is
limited to grammatical subjects (which supports the existence of subjects as a category in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı).

(12) a. Yı̀kò b̀1b̀1b̀1
Yı̀
1sg

-kò
-CL:fem

b̀1b̀1
run

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

Yo he corrido solita.

b. *Í ỳıkòrè b̀1b̀1gòñòg̀1
*Í
3sg

ỳı
1sg

-kò
-CL:fem

-rè
-obj

b̀1b̀1
run

-gòñò
-caus

-g̀1
-3sg.m.pst

*Él me ha hecho correr solita. (E.AMM.AHS.2012jul07)

Multiple causation. (13) shows that it is not possible to stack multiple copies of the causative
affix in order to express that the causer sets in motion a chain of caused events.

(13) *Yı̀ Mámàsòrè Má́ıbàròrè kwàkògòñògòñòỳı

*Yı̀
1sg

Mámàsò
personal.name

-rè
-obj

Má́ıbàrò
personal.name

-rè
-obj

kwàkò
cook

-gòñò
-caus

-gòñò
-caus

-ỳı
-1sg.pres

*Yo le mando a Mamaso que haga a Cristina cocinar. (E.HMR.AHS.2012jul04)

We conclude that the morphological causative is not compatible with any other voice- or valency-
adjusting operation, even when – as in (10) and (11) – the other change in valency is not morpho-
logically marked on any element. Analytic causatives therefore take the place of -goño causatives
when reflexive, reciprocal, or multiple causation must be expressed.

3 Causative with other affixes

3.1 Negation

-goño can be followed by the clausal negator -má. Speakers are unanimous that má can negate
either the entire clause or the action of the causee (equivalent to the subordinate clause in an
analytic causative). (14) provides an example of each possible reading.

(14) Yı̀ Mámàsòrè b̀1b̀1gòñòmáb́1
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Yı̀
1sg

Mámàsò
personal.name

-rè
-obj

b̀1b̀1
run

-gòñò
-caus

-má
-neg

-b́1
-1sg.pst

a. Yo no he hecho correr a Mamaso (pero está corriendo).

b. Yo no he hecho correr a Mamaso (y por eso no está corriendo).

c. Yo le proh́ıbo correr a Mamaso.; Yo no dejo correr a Mamaso. (E.HMR.AHS.2012jul05,
E.JMM.AHS.2012jul06, E.AMM.AHS.2012jul07)

The negative form of the causative also forms the negative abilitive construction. In this impersonal
construction, the verb root appears with the causative and negative affixes and is marked for present
tense and 3sg masculine/inanimate subject.2 The verb is preceded by the logical subject, which is
always animate and is marked with -re. A second nominal argument can also appear, typically
between the logical subject and the verb. This argument may be animate or inanimate, and if
animate is marked with -re. (15) provides an example with two nominal arguments.

(15) Yı̀re m1̀rè ñ́ıàgóñòmáj̀1

Yı̀
1sg

-re
-obj

m1̀
2sg

-rè
-obj

ñ́ıà
see

-góñò
-caus

-má
-neg

-j̀1
-3sg.n.pres

No puedo mirarte. (E.HMR.AHS.2012jul04, E.LTN.AHS.2012jul05)

Only a first or second person pronoun can be the obligatory argument (logical subject) of a negative
abilitive construction. However, the optional argument (logical object) may be any semantically
acceptable NP or pronoun. (16) illustrates this restriction.

(16) Sèmèrè ỳırè ñ́ıàgóñòmáj́1

Sèmè
lowland.paca

-rè
-obj

ỳı
1sg

-rè
-obj

ñ́ıà
see

-góñò
-caus

-má
-neg

-j́1
-3sg.n.pres

a. *El majás no puede verme.

b. No puedo ver el majás. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul05)

3.2 The 2-state suffix -jó ∼ jéá

The causative affix cannot co-occur with the verbal affix -jó. (17) shows that even if a verb appears
frequently with -jó at its default valency, it cannot bear -jó when causative. Since causation is
inherently a 1-state event, this is consistent with Stephanie Farmer’s analysis of -jó as deriving a
2-state verb from a 1-state root.

(17) a. Yı̀ ch̀ımàtàǹıjúb̀1
Yı̀
1sg

ch̀ımà
slip

-tàǹı
-fall

-jú
-2-state

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

Yo he resbalado y caid́o. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul14)

b. *Yı̀ dò̀ıḱ1ré ch̀ımàtàǹıgòñòjób́13

2The negative abilitive is the only impersonal construction allowed with the causative. Compare the discussion of
impersonal statives in §5).

3The ungrammaticality of this example is due to the cooccurrence of j-ó and -goño, not to the occurrence of -goño
on a serial verb. See (18).
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*Yı̀
1sg

dò̀ı
sibling

-ḱ1
-CL:masc

-ré
-obj

ch̀ımà
slip

-tàǹı
-fall

-gòñò
-caus

-jó
-2-state

-b́1
-1sg.pst

*Yo le hice a mi hermano resbalar y caer. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul14)

4 Causative in common verbal constructions

Serial verb constructions. In a serial verb construction, the causative appears after the last verb
root and before the TAM marking. The examples in (18) and (19) indicate that the causative has
scope over both elements of the serial verb.

(18) Yı̀ úkábébègóñòb̀1 ýı dò̀ıḱ1ré

Yı̀
1sg

úká
drink

-bébè
-be.drunk

-góñò
-caus

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

ýı
1sg

dò̀ı
sibling

-ḱ1
-CL:masc

-ré
-obj

Yo he hecho a mi hermano emborracharse. (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul12, E.LTN.AHS.2012jul14)

(19) Yı̀ dò̀ıḱ1ré jàrùyáb̀1gòñòb̀1

Yı̀
1sg

dò̀ı
sibling

-ḱ1
-CL:masc

-ré
-obj

jàrù
sit

-yáb̀1
-rest

-gòñò
-caus

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

Yo le hice a mi hermano sentar y descansar. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul14)

Sequential constructions. The causative may appear on any verb, finite or nonfinite, in a sequen-
tial construction. Comparing (20) and (21) with (19), we see an important difference between serial
and sequential verbal constructions. In (19), -goño has scope over both elements of the serial verb.
The translations of (20) and (21), on the other hand, indicate that in a sequential construction -goño
only has scope over the root on which it occurs. This indicates that -goño has word-level scope, and
further supports that a serial verb constitutes a single morphological word.

(20) Yı̀ dò̀ıḱ1ré dáré b̀1b̀1gòñòmáb́1

Yı̀
1sg

dò̀ı
sibling

-ḱ1
-CL:masc

-ré
-obj

dá
bring

-ré
-seq

b̀1b̀1
run

-gòñò
-caus

-má
-neg

-b́1
-1sg.pst

He tráıdo a mi hermano, pero no le hice correr. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul14)

(21) Yı̀ dò̀ıḱ1ré dáògóñòrè jètè b̀1b̀1gòñòb̀1

Yı̀
1sg

dò̀ı
sibling

-ḱ1
-CL:masc

-ré
-obj

dáò
walk

-góñò
-caus

-rè
-seq

jètè
later

b̀1b̀1
run

-gòñò
-caus

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

Yo le hice a mi hermano caminar y después correr. (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul12)

Nominalization. We have no evidence for restrictions on nominalization of causative verbs. (22)
shows that when a causative is nominalized to form a relative clause, it may bear either -chi or -se.4

Additionally, any argument of the causative may be extracted to stand as the head of the relative
clause. (22) provides an example of extraction of each of the three possible arguments of a causative.

4We have no data on co-occurrence of the causative affix and future nominalizers, but there is no morphosyntactic
reason that -goño could not co-occur with a future nominalizer.
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(22) a. Causer extracted
Yı̀ ñ́ıàb̀1 ák̀1 Mámàsòrè b̀1b̀1gòñòk̀1rè

Yı̀
1sg

ñ́ıà
see

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

ák̀1
mestizo

Mámàsò
personal.name

-rè
-obj

b̀1b̀1
run

-gòñò
-caus

-k̀1
-CL:masc

-rè
-obj

Yo he visto al mestizo que ha hecho a Mamaso correr. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul05)

b. Causee extracted
Yı̀ ñ́ıàb̀1 ák̀1rè ótégóñókó

Yı̀
1sg

ñ́ıà
see

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

ák̀1
mestizo

-rè
-obj

óté
dance

-góñó
-caus

-kó
-CL:fem

Yo he visto al mestizo que yo he hecho bailar. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul05)

c. Patient extracted, nominalized with -se
Yı̀ ñ́ıàb̀1 ỳı dò̀ıḱ1ré jàsò ỳı gòásékó kwàkògòñòsè

Yı̀
1sg

ñ́ıà
see

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

ỳı
1sg

dò̀ı
sibling

-ḱ1
-CL:masc

-ré
-obj

jàsò
manioc

ỳı
1sg

gòásé
order

-kó
-CL:fem

kwàkò
cook

-gòñò
-caus

-sè
-past.nmlzr

Yo he visto la yuca que yo le he mandado cocinar a mi hermano. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul14)

d. Patient extracted, nominalized with -chi
Yı̀ ñ́ıàb̀1 yóù ỳı yókó ỳı dò̀ıḱ1ré d́1ógóñóch́ıb́15

Yı̀
1sg

ñ́ıà
see

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

yóù
canoe

ỳı
1sg

yó
do

-kó
-CL:fem

ỳı
1sg

dò̀ı
sibling

-ḱ1
-CL:masc

-ré
-obj

d́1ó
make.sink

-góñó
-caus

-ch́ı
-past.nmlzr

-b́1
-CL:?

Yo he visto la canoa que yo le hice sumir mi hermano. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul14)

From this evidence, we conclude that derived causative verbs have the same behavior as monomor-
phemic verb roots in sequential verbal constructions and relative clauses. We also see, from the
behavior of -goño in sequential verbal constructions and serial verb constructions, that the affix has
word-level – not root or phrase-level – scope.

5 Semantics

5.1 Intentionality

Intentionality does not play an important role in the semantics of the Má́ıj̀1k̀ı causative. The causer
and causee of a given causative verb may intend to perform the action of the verb, or they may
perform it accidentally or unconsciously. For example, speakers indicate that the sentence in (23)
can have either an intentional interpretation, as in (a), or an unintentional interpretation, as in (b).

(23) Yı̀ 1́oré tò yèrègòñòyi

Yı̀
1sg

1́o
3sg.f

-ré
-obj

tò
clothing

yèrè
tear

-gòñò
-caus

-yi
-1sg

5The root of this form is d́1ó- “make sink,” which is related by a vowel mutation to dù̀ı- “sink.” This illustrates
our statement in § that either verb in a vowel-mutation pair can form a morphological causative.
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Yo le estoy haciendo romper la ropa. (E.HMR.AHS.2012jul04, E.JMM.AHS.2012jul06)

a. Causer and causee action intentional. I dislike my neighbor so much that I pay
another person to tear up her clothes while they are drying on the line.

b. Causer and causee action unintentional. I see that it is about to rain and tell my
friend to take down her clothes. She does this too quickly and tears some of the clothes.

Because of the unimportance of intentionality to the causative, inanimate causers are acceptable to
most speakers of Má́ıj̀1k̀ı.6 In (24), b́ıà “aj́ı” appears to be the grammatical subject of the causative:
it precedes the causee argument (ỳırè), and the verb is marked for a 3sg masculine/inanimate subject.

(24) Bı́à ỳırè ch́ısógóñój́1

B́ıà
aj́ı

ỳı
1sg

-rè
-obj

ch́ısó
vomit

-góñó
-caus

-j́1
-3sg.n.pres

Aj́ı me está haciendo vomitar. (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul09)

5.2 Volitionality

(25) Ít̀ıjùnà ỳırè ótégóñóýı

Ít̀ı
3

-jùnà
-pl

ỳı
1sg

-rè
-obj

óté
dance

-góñó
-caus

-ýı
-3pl.pres

Me están haciendo bailar. (E.HMR.AHS.2012jul04

Some degree of causee volition is necessary for the causative to be semantically appropriate. Speakers
generally indicate that for (25), at least these three readings are possible:

1. Coercive. I don’t like to dance, but on Fiestas Patrias, someone physically drags me to the
dance floor, where I have to dance.

2. Expected Result. I am working when people come to my house playing instruments and
singing. Naturally, the music makes me dance.

3. Facilitative. A group of people bring a generator and gasoline to my community and organize
a party. I go to the party and dance.

Although all three of these readings are available, speakers indicate that the expected result and
facilitative readings are the most apt, and some categorically reject the coercive reading. Addition-
ally, speakers are often reluctant to translate morphological causatives with Spanish glosses such as
hacer que and mandar. They preferred to give -goño causatives an explicitly facilitative translation,
as in (26).

(26) Yı̀ ı́ré jásógóñób́1

Yı̀
1sg

ı́
3sg

-ré
shoot

jásó
-caus

-góñó
-1sg.pst

-b́1

Yo le he dado cartuchos para balear. (E.HMR.AHS.2012jul05)

This suggests that the core meaning of the Má́ıj̀1k̀ı causative is ±intentional, +volitional for both
causer and causee.

6One of our consultants, LTN, categorically rejected inanimate causers.
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5.3 Effort and directness

The morphological causative requires that the causer exert at least some effort in order to achieve
the action of the verb. It is not possible to use a causative when someone has caused an event
through inaction. This restriction prohibits morphological (and perhaps also analytic) causatives
from expressing meanings such as I made the fruit rot (by leaving it out) and I made the baby cry
(by not feeding him).

On the other hand, there is no restriction on directness of causation for the morphological causative.
That is, the causative is appropriate even if the causer is not present for or immediately involved
in the causee’s action. Speakers were unanimous that a causative sentence such as (27) can express
either indirect causation, as in interpretation (a), or direct causation, as in (b).

(27) Yı̀ gágóñóýı

Yı̀
1sg

gá
laugh

-góñó
-caus

-ýı
-1sg.pres

Yo les estoy haciendo réır. (E.LMM.AHS.2012jul07)

a. Indirect causation. While I am in Iquitos, I send a book of jokes to my friends in
Nueva Vida. They read the book and laugh.

b. Direct causation. I make a face or tell a joke to the people next to me, making them
laugh immediately.
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Reflexive and reciprocal constructions

Amalia Skilton

July 24, 2012

1 Introduction

Many theories of syntax rely crucially on evidence about reflexive pronouns, adducing restrictions
on reflexives in patient and/or complement roles to support generalizations about the syntactic
importance of C-command. Reflexive constructions in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı present an interesting test case for
such theories. The language has no dedicated morphological markers for reflexive or reciprocal
semantics. Instead, Má́ıj̀1k̀ı employs a variety of polysemous constructions – mostly within the NP
– to convey reflexive and reciprocal meanings.

This module therefore explores productive reflexive and reciprocal strategies in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı. We begin
our discussion of reflexives in §2.2, where we describe morphological marking of reflexive on the
subject of a transitive clause, and the function of the “reflexive” markers when they appear in an
intransitive clause. We then consider the use of adverbs (§2.4) and semantically light object NPs
(§2.5) to express reflexivity. The report concludes in §3 with a discussion of reciprocal constructions.

2 Reflexive strategies

2.1 Generalizations

Two related factors conspire to render overt reflexive marking generally unnecessary in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı.
One is that the language has a large number of intransitive verbs with middle (reflexive or passive)
semantics, such as yètèỳı “injure oneself,” t́1ýıýı “cut oneself,” and úýı “burn (up), burn oneself.”
When lexically possible, speakers almost always employ one of these dedicated middle verbs to
express reflexive action, reducing the number of reflexive clauses with transitive verbs. Even when a
transitive verb does appear with reflexive semantics, there is often no overt marker of reflexivity, for
Má́ıj̀1k̀ı allows relatively free omission of patients. As such, patientless sentences such as Yı̀ jásób́1 “I
shot” can be interpreted as having either a reflexive patient (“I shot myself”) or an underspecified
non-reflexive patient (“I shot something”).

Because of these two facts, overt reflexive marking tends to appear only when (a) the action cannot
be expressed by a middle verb and (b) the reflexive meaning cannot be recovered from context.
The set of predicates for which both (a) and (b) can hold is essentially the set of verbs which are
prototypically transitive, with an animate agent and patient. We focus on reflexive and reciprocal
constructions with verbs of this type for the remainder of the report.
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Table 1: Reflexive markers

Person Element
Local masc. -k1
Local fem. -ko

3sg fem. 1́ḱ1

3sg masc. 1́kó

Plural 1́j́1

2.2 Reflexive marking on the agent NP

The agent of a transitive clause can be marked with an element from the paradigm in Table 1 to
indicate reflexivity of the action.

The elements which appear with first- and second-person singular agents are affixes to the personal
pronoun, and agree with it in gender. For third-person singular agents and plural agents of any
person, the reflexive marker is an independent phonological word which immediately follows the
last word in the agent NP and agrees with it in number and gender. The reflexive markers do not
vary with the tense of the clause, and there is no evidence for any restriction on their availability in
subordinate clauses.

The third-person and plural markers in Table 1 are transparently grammaticalized from a verb 1́ýı.
Together with the gender agreement in the first and second person singular markers, this strongly
suggests that the synchronic reflexive markers grammaticalized from a same-subject simultaneous
construction with 1́ýı. It is unclear whether 1́ỳı is or diachronically was distinct from ı́ỳı “say” (which
synchronically has both referential and grammatical functions).

2.2.1 Word order in reflexive clauses

When reflexivity is marked with one of the elements in Table 1, the strongly preferred word order is
(Agent) - Reflexive - Verb. If the agent is third person singular, then it can be omitted, yielding a
clause consisting only of the reflexive marker and the verb, as in (1). This is the only construction
in which a reflexive marker can appear without immediately following an overt agent NP.

(1) (Nı́ò) 1́kò bá́ıkó

Nı́ò
3sg.f.pro

1́kò
3sg.f.refl

bá́ı
hit

-kó
-3sg.f.pres

1́kò
3sg.f.refl

bá́ı
hit

-kó
-3sg.f.pres

Ella misma está golpeando a su cuerpo. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul21)

First- and second-person pronouns with the reflexive affixes can appear before or after the verb.
On the other hand, when the reflexive element is a free word, it can appear postverbally only if
it immediately follows the subject NP. (2) illustrates some possible and impossible word orders in
reflexive clauses.

(2) a. Yı̀kò bá́ıýı
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b. Bá́ıýı ỳıkò

c. M1̀k̀1 bá́ıýı

d. Bá́ıýı m1̀k̀1 (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul23)

e. Bá́ıkó ńıò 1́kó

f. Nı́ò 1́kó bá́ıkó

g. *Nı́ò bá́ıkó 1́kò

h. 1́kó bá́ıkó ńıò (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul24)

2.3 Reflexive marking on intransitive subjects

The markers in Table 1 are not exclusively reflexive in function. When they appear in an intransitive
clause, or in a transitive clause with an overt non-reflexive patient, they yield the reading that the
subject performed the action of the verb alone. (3) and (4) exemplify the most frequent uses of
these markers in intransitive and transitive clauses. (5) shows that the “reflexive” markers can also
appear in a non-reflexive transitive clause.

(3) Yı̀kò b̀ıyàb̀1

Yı̀
1sg.pro

-kò
-1sg.fem.refl

b̀ıyà
swim

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

Solita he nadado. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul19)

(4) Káḱ1 1́ḱ1 jásóǵ1

Káḱ1
3sg.m.pro

1́ḱ1
3sg.m.refl

jásó
shoot

-ǵ1
-3sg.m.pst

El hombre ha baleado sólo.1 (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul21)

(5) Yá́ıjòỳı 1́ḱ1 kúńıméájúǵ1 kúch̀ırè

Yá́ıjòỳı
male.dog

1́ḱ1
3sg.m.refl

kúńı
bite

-méá
-kill

-jú
-2.state

-ǵ1
-3sg.m.pst

kúch̀ı
pig

-rè
-obj

El perro solito ha mordido al chancho y le ha muerto al chancho. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul21)

The reflexive markers can appear on an inanimate subject (perhaps better termed an inanimate
experiencer) if the verb is middle. This tends to yield the reading, as in (6), that the action of the
verb occurred without the intervention of an agent. On the other hand, we did not obtain this type
of reading for (7).

(6) Wè 1́ḱ1 újúǵ1

Wè
house

1́ḱ1
3sg.m.refl

ú
be.burning

-jú
-2-state

-ǵ1
-3sg.m.pst

La casa se quema solita (nadie le ha prendido fuego). (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul21)

(7) Yı̀ ýıò 1́ḱ1 újúǵ1

1This is the standard reflexive construction in local Spanish, which does not usually use se to indicate reflexive
action. We probed all back-translations with reflexive sólo to verify that the elicited sentence was reflexive.
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Yı̀
1sg.pro

ýıò
garden

1́ḱ1
3sg.m.refl

ú
be.burning

-jú
-2-state

-ǵ1
-3sg.m.pst

Mi chacra está quemando (solito). (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul21)

(8) suggests that with at least some intransitive predicates, the reflexive markers can also indicate
reflexive causation.

(8) Yı̀kò ch́ısóýı

Yı̀
1sg.pro

-kò
-1sg.f.refl

ch́ısó
vomit

-ýı
-1sg.pres

T: Yo me estoy haciendo vomitar.
E: Yo sóla estoy vomitando. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul21)

2.3.1 Reflexive marking with -re

An NP with an overt reflexive element generally cannot be marked with -re. The exception is that
-re may appear on an animate NP which is the single argument of a middle verb, as in (9). It is
unclear whether this single argument is syntactically a subject.

(9) 1́kóré ḱıúr̀1 t́1tóyétéjógó

1́kó
3sg.f.refl

-ré
metal

ḱıú
-CL:manufactured.object

-r̀1
cut.oneself.

t́1tó
-injure.oneself

-yété
-2.state

-jó
-3sg.f.pst

-gó

Ella se ha cortado con machete. (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul24)

2.3.2 Reflexive marking on objects

(10) shows that even when a reflexive affix has the “(argument) alone” reading, it cannot appear on
the patient.

(10) a. *Yı̀ báj̀1 m1̀k̀1(rè)

*Yı̀
1sg.pro

bá
hit

-j̀1
-1sg.pst

m1̀
2sg.pro

-k̀1
-2sg.m.refl

-(rè)
-obj

*Yo estoy pegando sólo a t́ı. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul23)

b. *Yı̀ báj̀1 ỳı dò̀ıḱ1 1́ḱ1(ré)

Yı̀
1sg.pro

bá
hit

-j̀1
-1sg.pst

ỳı
1sg.pro

dò̀ı
sibling

-ḱ1
-CL:masc

1́ḱ1
3sg.m.refl

-(ré)
-obj

*Yo estoy pegando sólo a mi hermano. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul23)

Despite this restriction, reflexive elements can appear inside of a relative clause modifying the
patient. (11) illustrates this construction for a third-person argument; it is also possible with a first-
or second-person pronoun as head of the relative clause.
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(11) Yı̀ ñ́ıàb̀1 nómı̀ò 1́kó jásójóch́ıkòrè

Yı̀
1sg.pro

ñ́ıà
see

-b̀1
-1sg.pst

nómı̀ò
woman

1́kó
3sg.f.refl

jásó
shoot

-jó
-pst.nmlzr

-ch́ı
-CL:fem

-kò
-obj

-rè

Yo he visto a la mujer que ha baleado sólo. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul19)

2.3.3 Reflexive items in other syntactic roles

A reflexive element cannot appear as the complement of a noun. Instead, a bare pronoun occurs, as
in (12).

(12) Ñı́ò tóyájáò útàsèjàò ỳırè ı́ch̀ıgò

Ñı́ò
3sg.f.pro

tóyá
write

-jáò
-CL:leaf

útà
remove

-sè
-pst.nmlzr

-jàò
-CL:leaf

ỳı
1sg.pro

-r‘e
-obj

ı́ch̀ı
give

-gò
-3sg.f.pst

Su foto de ella me ha dado a mı́. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul18)

Speakers indicate that a sentence of this form can have all of the following three readings:

a. She gave me a picture of her (she is in the picture).

b. She gave me her picture (a picture that belongs to her).

c. Shei gave me a picture of herj (a picture of another person).

Reflexive elements also cannot appear in possessor NPs. Similarly, if the agent and beneficiary of
an action are coreferential, then a bare pronoun – not an NP with a reflexive element – appears in
the beneficiary role. (13) illustrates this.

(13) Yı̀ m1̀ áó kwàkòmágó, ỳı áòrè kwàkòb̀1

Yı̀
1sg.pro

m1̀
2sg.pro

áó
cook

kwàkò
-neg

-má
-3sg.f.pst

-gó,
1sg.pro

ỳı
food

áò
-obj

-rè
cook

kwàkò
-1sg.pst

-b̀1

Yo no he cocinado la comida para ti, yo he cocinado para mi mi comida. (E.NMM.AHS.2012jul24)

2.4 Reflexive use of té̀ı “alone”

The adverb té̀ı “alone” (feminine téó̀ı) can also indicate that a clause is reflexive, as in (14).

(14) Yı̀ ñ́ıàgò jànà ı́ té̀ı jásóḱ1rè

Yı̀
1sg.pro

ñ́ıà
see

-gò
-1sg.fem.pst

jànà
now

ı́
3sg.m.pro

té̀ı
alone

jásó
shoot

-ḱ1
-CL:masc

-rè
-obj

Yo he visto que él ha baleado sólo. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul21)
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2.5 Body parts as patients

If a reflexive action is performed on some body part, the body part usually becomes the grammatical
patient of the clause, as in 15, and appears postverbally. (16) indicates that this construction is
also available with verbs of perception. When no individual body part can be identified as the
object of the action, often gá “body” appears as the patient of the clause, as in (17). Both of these
constructions can occur with reflexive marking on the agent, but neither is available for consistently
intransitive verbs.

(15) Yı̀ t́1ýıjúb́1 j́1t̀ıpèrè

Yı̀
1sg.pro

t́1ýı
cut.oneself

-jú
-2.state

-b́1
-1sg.pst

j́1t̀ıpèrè
arm

Yo me he cortado mi brazo. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul18)

(16) Yı̀kò ásáb́1 ỳı yòb̀1

Yı̀
1sg.pro

-kò
-1sg.f.refl

ásá
hear

-b́1
-1sg.pst

ỳı
1sg.pro

yòb̀1
mouth

Yo mismo he escuchado mi voz. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul18)

(17) Yı̀ gá ỳıèỳı

Yı̀
1sg.pro

gá
body

ỳıè
smell

-ỳı
-1sg.pres

Estoy oliendo yo mismo mi cuerpo. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul18)

3 Reciprocal strategies

3.1 Reciprocal use of téàjùnà

The plural nominal téàjùnà appears after a plural subject (or in place of an established subject)
to indicate that a clause is reciprocal. The meaning of the root téà is unclear. The root is usually
glossed as “también,” but the plural form can have either this reading or a reciprocal reading. (18)
illustrates both possibilities.

(18) Yı́ḱ1jùnà téàjùnà jásóýı

Yı́ḱ1jùnà
1pl.pro

téà
also

-jùnà
-pl

jásó
shoot

-ýı
-1pl.pres

a. Nosotros iguales estamos baleando.

b. Nosotros entre nosotros estamos baleando. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul21)

The particle déà often cooccurrs with téàjùnà, as in (19). déà is a quantificational adverb most
often glossed as “puros.” It specifies that all and only the referents of the NP performed the action
of the verb. (20) provides an example of déà in a non-reciprocal clause.

(19) Yá́ıjòjà téàjùnà déà kúkúb́1
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Yá́ıjò
dog

-jà
-pl

téà
also

-jùnà
-pl

déà
only

kúkú
bite.pluractional

-b́1
-3pl.pst

Los perros entre ellos han mordido. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul19)

(20) Ít̀ıjùnà déà máká sáj̀1

Ít̀ıjùnà
3pl.pro

déà
only

máká
forest

sá
go

-j̀1
-3pl.pst

Sólo ellos no más se han ido al monte. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul19)

For at least some speakers, the plural reflexive marker 1́j́1 can also mark a clause as reciprocal. (21)
illustrates this use of the reflexive marker.

(21) Ít̀ıjùnà 1́j́1 ch́ıbàỳı

Ít̀ıjùnà
3pl.pro

1́j́1
pl.refl

ch́ıbà
kiss

-ỳı
-3pl.pres

Entre ellos se besa. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul19)

There are no distinct reciprocal forms for other syntactic roles, such as beneficiary or possessor.
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Analytic causatives

Amalia Skilton

August 7, 2012

1 Introduction

Má́ıj̀ık̀ı has two productive means for expressing causation. One is a morphological causative with
the verbal affix -goño, and the other is the use of analytic causative constructions. As we have
mentioned elsewhere, speakers often employ analytic causative constructions even when there exists
an equivalent, grammatical morphological causative. This entails that a full description of causative
constructions in the language must include analytic causatives, as well as causatives with -goño and
lexical causatives marked by a vowel mutation.

In this report, we therefore discuss aspects of analytic causative constructions in Má́ıj̀ık̀ı. We begin
by describing the formation of the matrix clause of an analytic causative when the matrix clause
verb is finite (2.1), and when it is not (2.2). We then consider the use of quoted speech (3) and
prospective complement clauses (4) in the subordinate clause of analytic causative constructions.
From the grammar of these clauses, we learn that despite the frequency of analytic causatives in
Má́ıj̀ık̀ı, the language has no dedicated analytic causative construction.

2 Matrix clause

2.1 Finite matrix clauses

In most cases, the verb in the matrix clause of an analytic causative construction is a form of
góáséýı “order.” This verb also often co-occurs with morphological causatives, most often in a
simultaneous clause-linking construction. (1) illustrates the use of góáséýı in the matrix clause of
an analytic causative (a), and in a subordinate clause with a morphological causative (b). Other
verbs of speech, such as j̀ıkàỳı “say,” can also participate in both of these constructions.

(1) a. Yı̀ dò̀ıkórè góáséýı ỳı náñà t́ıtèàgò.

Yı̀
1sg.pro

dò̀ıkó
sister

-rè
-obj

góásé
order

-ýı
-1sg.pres.dcl

ỳı
1sg.pro

náñà
hair

t́ıtè-
cut.hair

àgò
comp.fem

Yo le mando a mi hermana que peluquee mi pelo. (E.AMM.AHS.2012aug03)

b. Yı̀ jàsò útárè t́ıtérè ỳı dò̀ık ı́rè góásékò kwàkògòñòb ı̀.
Yı̀
1sg

jàsò
manioc

útá
pull.up

-rè
-seq

t́ıté
cut.up

-rè
-seq

ỳı
1sg

dò̀ıkı́
brother

-rè
-obj

góásé
order

-kò
-CL:f

kwàkò
cook

-gòñò
-caus

-bı̀
-1sg.pst.dcl
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Yo saqué yuca y le he arrancado, y luego le hice cocinar mi hermano. (E.LTN.AHS.2012jul14)

Verbs and verb phrases which do not refer to speech acts can also appear in the matrix clause of an
analytic causative. For example, kúchk̀ı ı́ch̀ıỳı “pay” can introduce a prospective complement clause,
as in (2). Speaker also often employ purposive constructions with -yik ı̀/-yiko to express causation
by means other than speech.

(2) Yı̀ kúchk̀ı ı́ch̀ıb ı̀ ỳı wè néàg ı̀ ı́kò.

Yı̀
1sg

kúchk̀ı
money

ı́ch̀ı
give

-bı̀
-1sg.pst.dcl

ỳı
1sg

wè
house

né
build

-àgı̀
-comp.m

ı́kò
comp.f

Yo al hombre he pagado dinero para que construya mi casa. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul30)

2.2 Nominalized matrix clauses

Analytic causatives may appear in relative clauses and other nominalized constructions. In this case,
both the matrix verb and the verb referring to the caused action are nominalized. (3) - (6) illustrate
some possible structures of a nominalized analytic causative in a relative clause. In (3) the causer
extracted from the analytic causative construction to stand as the head of the relative clause. The
causee is the head in (4) and (5), while in (6), the patient is extracted.

(3) Yı̀ ñ́ıàb ı̀ ı́m ı̀rè ỳı wè góásék ı̀ négóñòch̀ık ı̀rè.

Yı̀
1sg

ñ́ıà
see

-bı̀
-1sg.pst.dcl

ı́mı̀
man

-rè
-obj

ỳı
1sg

wè
house

góásé
order

-kı̀
-CL:m

né
build

-góñò
-caus

-ch̀ı
-pst.nmlzr

-kı̀
-CL:m

-rè
-obj

Yo he visto al hombre que ha mandado constrúır mi casa.

(4) Yı̀ ñ́ıàb ı̀ nómı̀òrè ỳı góáséch̀ıkò ótékòrè.

Yı̀
1sg

ñ́ıà
see

-bı̀
-1sg.pst.dcl

nómı̀ò
woman

-rè
-obj

ỳı
1sg

góásé
order

-ch̀ı
-pst.nmlzr

-kò
-CL:f

óté
dance

-kò
-CL:f

-rè
-obj

Yo he visto a la mujer que le mandé bailar.

(5) Yı̀ ñ́ıàb ı̀ nómı̀òrè ỳı góáséch̀ıkò ótégóñòkòrè.

Yı̀
1sg

ñ́ıà
see

-bı̀
-1sg.pst.dcl

nómı̀ò
woman

-rè
-obj

ỳı
1sg

góásé
order

-ch̀ı
-pst.nmlzr

-kò
-CL:f

óté
dance

-góñò
-caus

-kò
-obj

-rè

Yo he visto a la mujer que le mandé, que está mandando bailar (a otros).

(6) Yı̀ ñ́ıàb ı̀ kúch̀ırè ỳı gòásékòrè ỳı dò̀ık ı́ jásóch̀ıkòrè.

Yı̀
1sg

ñ́ıà
see

-bı̀
-1sg.pst.dcl

kúch̀ı
pig

-rè
-obj

ỳı
1sg

gòásé
order

-kò
-CL:f

-rè
-obj

ỳı
1sg

dò̀ıkı́
brother

jásó
shoot

-ch̀ı
-pst.nmlzr

-kò
-CL:f

-rè
-obj

Yo he visto al chancho que ha baleado mi hermano, lo que le mandé a matar. (E.AMM.AHS.2012aug03)

Attempts to elicit causatives with underspecified causees (analogous to “I had the pig shot”) also
produced a construction with a nominalized verb of causation. In sentences such as (7), the verb of
causation appears in a different-subject simultaneous clause, the main clause has no overt subject,
and the main clause verb is marked for plural number.
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(7) Yı̀ góásékòrè ỳı ýıò tétób ı́.

Yı̀
1sg

góásé
order

-kòrè
-diff.subj.seq

ỳı
1sg

ýıò
clear.garden

tétó
-3sg.pst.dcl

-bı́

Yo le hice rozar la chacra. (No se sabe quien ha rozado.) (E.AMM.AHS.2012aug03, E.LTN.AHS.2012aug06)

This construction could be calqued from the Spanish impersonal construction “OBJ han Ydo”
(Finley 2010). If not, it represents evidence in favor of our tentative claim that indefinite and/or
underspecified subjects are grammatically marked as plural in Má́ıj̀ık̀ı.

3 Subordinate clauses with reported speech

When a speech verb appears in the matrix clause, a subordinate clause with reported speech often
follows. The reported speech always contains an imperative (which may be negative or positive)
and may also contain other constituents, as in (8a,b). The reported speech is usually followed by
a form of the verb ı́ỳı, which acts as a complementizer and may appear either in an inflected or a
nominalized form in the reported speech construction. (8b), where ı́ỳı does not appear, suggests
that the presence of ı́ỳı may signal indirect speech.

(8) a. Yı̀ dò̀ık ı́rè góáséýı kúch̀ırè jásóbà̀ımà ı́ỳı.

Yı̀
1sg

dò̀ıkı́
brother

-rè
-obj

góásé
order

-ýı
-1sg.pres.dcl

kúch̀ı
pig

-rè
-obj

jásó
shoot

-bà̀ımà
-neg.imp

ı́ỳı
comp

Yo le digo a mi hermano que no le mate al chancho. (E.AMM.AHS.2012aug03)

b. Yı̀ j̀ıkàb ı̀ ỳı dò̀ık ı́rè kúch̀ı bá́ıbá̀ımà.

Yı̀
1sg

j̀ıkà
say

-bı̀
-1sg.pst.dcl

ỳı
1sg

dò̀ıkı́
brother

-rè
-obj

kúch̀ı
pig

bá́ı
kill

-bá̀ımà
-neg.imp

Yo he dicho a mi hermano que no le mate al chancho. (E.LTN.AHS.2012aug06)

The morphological causative with -goño cannot appear on a derived causative or benefactive verb.
The reported speech construction is therefore the favored strategy for expressing multiple causation,
as in (9), and causation of benefactive events.

(9) Yı̀ j̀ıkàỳı Mámàsòrè Cristinarè kwàkògòñòmà ı́ỳı.

Yı̀
1sg

j̀ıkà
speak

-ỳı
-1sg.pres.dcl

Mámàsò
personal.name

-rè
-obj

Cristina
personal.name

-rè
-obj

kwàkò
cook

-gòñò
-caus

-mà
-imp

ı́ỳı
comp

Yo le digo a la Estefany mande a la Cristina cocinar. (E.AMM.AHS.2012aug03)

4 Subordinate clauses with prospective complements

4.1 Prospective complements with ag1/o

If the causee of an analytic causative construction is singular, then the subordinate clause may be a
prospective complement clause (Michael 2010). The prospective complement clause follows the verb
of the matrix clause, typically has the order (S)OV, and ends with a complementizing suffix (-ago
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or ag1) which agrees with the subject of the subordinate clause in grammatical gender. The tense of
the matrix verb does not affect the form of the subordinate clause. Additionally, we have found no
grammatical differences between prospective complements with analytic causatives and those with
other complement-taking verbs (such as ó́ıýı “want”).

(10) a. Yı̀ góáséýı kúchk̀ı ı́ch̀ıàg ı̀.
Yı̀
1sg

góásé
order

-ýı
-1sg.pres.dcl

kúchk̀ı
money

ı́ch̀ı
give

-àgı̀
-comp.m

Yo le mando a mi hermano que me de la plata. (E.LTN.AHS.2012aug06)

b. Yı̀ ñámı̀nà ỳı dò̀ık ı́rè góáséb ı́ ýıò tétóág ı̀.
Yı̀
1sg

ñámı̀nà
yesterday

ỳı
1sg

dò̀ıkı́
brother

-rè
-obj

góásé
order

-bı́
-1sg.pst.dcl

ýıò
garden

tétó
clear.garden

-ágı̀
-comp.m

Yo a él he mandado rozar mi chacra a mi hermano. (E.AMM.AHS.2012aug07)

4.2 Prospective complements with ı́ỳı

The -ag1/o complementizers are not available when the subject of the subordinate clause is plural.
Instead, the subordinate verb is marked with the imperative -ma, and the complementizer is ı́ỳı or
ı́k ı̀/o. This construction is indistinguishable from the reported speech constructions discussed in
§3. We see in (11), however, that ó́ıýı “want” can also take a complement clause of identical form
when the subject of the complement clause is plural. This suggests that ı́ỳı and ı́k ı̀/o synchronically
belong to the same paradigm as the ag1/o complementizers.

(11) a. Yı̀ dò̀ık ı́nàrè góáséýı ýı ýıò tétómá ı́ỳı.

Yı̀
1sg

dò̀ıkı́
brother

-nà
-pl

-rè
-obj

góásé
order

-ýı
-1sg.pres.dcl

ýı
1sg

ýıò
garden

tétó
clear.garden

-má
-imp

ı́ỳı
comp

Yo le mando a mis hermanos que rozen mi chacra. (E.AMM.AHS.2012aug07)

b. Yı̀ ó́ıýı ýı dò̀ık ı́nà ýı ýıò tétómá ı́ỳı.

Yı̀
1sg

ó́ı
want

-ýı
-1sg.pres.dcl

ỳı
1sg

dò̀ıkı́
brother

-nà
-pl

ýı
1sg

ýıò
garden

tétó
clear.garden

-má
-imp

ı́ỳı
comp

Yo quiero que mis hermanos rozen mi chacra. (E.AMM.AHS.2012aug07)

Additionally, the ag1/o and ı́ỳı complementizers can co-occur, as in (12). (13) provides an example
of co-occurrence of these complementizers in a negated subordinate clause. The absence of -ma from
the subordinate verb in this example suggests that the ag1/o complementizers cannot co-occur with
the imperative -ma.

(12) Yı̀ mámákòrè góáséýı jàsò t́ıyéágò ı́kò.

Yı̀
1sg

mámákò
daughter

-rè
-obj

góásé
order

-ýı
-1sg.pres.dcl

jàsò
manioc

t́ıyé
cut

-ágò
-comp.f

ı́kò
comp.f

Yo le mando a mi hija que destronque palo de yuca. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul30, E.LTN.AHS.2012aug6)

(13) Jànà ỳı góáséýı ỳı mámák ı̀rè ýıàyà b̀ıyàbà̀ıàg ı̀ ı́kò.

Jànà
now

ỳı
1sg

góásé
order

-ýı
-1sg.pres.dcl

ỳı
1sg

mámákı̀
son

-rè
-obj

ýıàyà
river

b̀ıyà
swim

-bà̀ı
-neg.imp

-àgı̀
-comp.m

ı́kò
comp.f

Yo he dicho a mi hijo que no nade en el ŕıo. (E.JMM.AHS.2012jul30)

4
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1 Introduction

In Máíj�k̀ì, elements of the noun phrase (demonstratives, numerals, adjectives, and nominalized 

verbal modifiers) often agree with the classifier, number, and case of the noun.  Classifiers, 

bound morphemes that indicate the class to which a given noun belongs, must always be used to 

mark agreement on each of the elements composing the noun phrase.  In some cases, the 

classifier is an integral part of the noun, such as ñ�̀gò in y�́íñ�̀gò 'cotton' or ñàkà in tóyá-ñàkà 

'pencil' (lit. 'write'-'CLF:sharp.stick').  In other cases it may be covert, such as in yóù 'canoe', which 

has the classifier b�̀ as a marker of agreement on other NP elements.  Animate nouns such as 

humans and most animals take the classifiers -k�̀ and -kò, which indicate masculine and feminine 

gender respectively. A handful of other nouns used in a general sense, such as nè 'aguaje' (in 

general, not the tree, not the fruit, not any specific part or product of aguaje), or mass nouns, 

such as ókó 'water', do not have a classifier, but one can be employed to indicate a specific part, 

in the case of general nouns, or a certain quantity, in the case of mass nouns, if necessary. 

General nouns and mass nouns must bear a classifier in order to be inviduated and/or counted. 

Part terms are bound morphemes behaving much like classifiers (in fact, many bound part terms 

have both a literal part term sense and a more abstract classifier sense in which they may be 

employed).  Unbound part terms may appear independently, but in most cases, they can also be 

used as bound morphemes marking agreement (for more details on part terms, see Neely 2012 

module on classifiers versus part terms).  Many nouns, such as wè 'house', mà 'path', and yíò 

'chacra', may also be employed as repeater classifiers, that is, a copy of the noun in used in place 

of a bound-only classifier.  This module describes the agreement of classifiers, plural marking, 

and the accusative suffix -re on nominalized verbal modifiers, adjectives, numerals, and 

demonstratives.  Most of the module focuses on classifier agreement (sections 2-5) since this is 

the only agreement which is obligatory on all elements of the noun phrase in (almost) all 

contexts.  Section 6 discusses plural agreement, and section 7 takes a look at accusative marking 

with -re.  

Word order within the Máíj�k̀ì noun phrase is somewhat variable.  In a noun phrase with a 

demonstrative, noun, numeral, and nominalized verbal modifier (much like an adjective), the 

demonstrative must always come before the noun or any other elements.  Numerals and 

adjectives may appear either before or after the noun, but the preference appears to be for 

adjectives to follow the noun.  Nominalized verbal modifiers almost always occur right-most in 

the noun phrase, but there are some circumstances where the verb is permitted to precede the 



noun.  Alternations in word order appear to sometimes have effects on the interpretation of the 

noun phrase, especially when nominalized verbal modifiers appear non-finally.  Word order also 

appears to affect which element(s) bear(s) accusative marking.  Additionally, discourse-related 

factors appear to neutralize classifier agreement on demonstratives in some contexts.  

2 Classifier agreement on nominalized verbal modifiers

Most modifiers fulfilling an adjective-like role are nominalized verbs; however, there is also a 

limited set of prefixing, non-verbal adjectives discussed in section 3.  The preferred word order 

of nominalized verbal modifiers is generally following the noun, but it is also felicitous for them 

to appear before the noun.  In nearly every case, classifier agreement is obligatory on 

nominalized verbal modifiers, as discussed in section 2.1.  Inverting the order of the noun and 

the nominalized verb often results in no semantic difference, but some cases where there are 

slight variations in meaning are discussed in 2.2.  Finally, there appears to be evidence that 

certain nominalized verbs may lack classifier agreement, but this is only permitted under a 

limited set of circumstances and results in a semantic difference between the form with 

agreement and the form without, as discussed in 2.3.  

2.1 Typical classifier agreement on nominalized verbs

Nominalized verbs are the most common way that non-basic property concepts are expressed in 

Máíj�k̀ì.  This is probably best considered a relativization strategy.  Agreement is almost always 

marked using a classifier.  The examples in (1) demonstrate this with a variety of nouns and 

verbs1.

(1) a. yíá-yà s�́s�́-yà

river-CLF:river  be.cold-CLF:river

'río frío' (E.LMM.KCN.14jun2012)

b. s�́s�́kò-rè jájò-kò-rè

squirrel-ACC be.dry-CLF:FEM-ACC

'ardilla seca' (E.LMM.KCN.14jun2012)

c. méjá áchúì-sà�̀
sand be.hot-CLF:pile.of.grains

'arena caliente' (E.LMM.KCN.14jun2012)

In each of the above examples, there is some form of agreement between the noun and the 

nominalized verbal modifier.  In (1a) we see an example with a classifier that is obligatory on 

both the noun and the verb; in (1b) we see gender agreement with the feminine classifier-like 

morpheme -kò; and in (1c) we see classifier agreement on the verbal element, but the classifier is 

not required as a part of the noun.  Additionally, when a noun is being discussed in a general 

sense (as described in the introduction), it is possible for there to be no classifier agreement on 

the verbal element, as in (2).

1 All of the examples used in this module, unless otherwise stated, were elicited as complements of the phrase yì  

ñíàb�̀ “I saw. . .”.  



(2) nè kwàkò-sè

aguaje cook-NOMLZR

'aguaje cocinado' (E.LMM.KCN.14jun2012)

Notice that in (2), where there is no classifier marking agreement on the verb, an overt 

nominalizer must be used, whereas in (1) we saw three cases where the classifier alone appears 

to fulfill the function of nominalizing the verb.  We also see examples which employ both a 

nominalizer and a classifier, as in (3).

(3) néá-jàrà s�ś�-́jò-sè-jàrà

flower-CLF:flower rot-2.STATE-NOMLZR-CLF:flower

'flor podrida' (E.LMM.KCN.14jun2012)

In the above example, the classifier is actually a bound part term (these behave identically). 

Unbound part terms may also appear as repeater classifiers, as in (4).  There are also some 

phonologically short non-part term nouns, such as wè 'house', yíò 'chacra', mà 'path', and tóà 

'candela', which can also exhibit repeater classifier behavior.  

(4) náñà tíyó-sé-nàñà

hair cut-NOMLZR-CLF:hair

“el cabello cortado” (E.AMM.KCN.31jul2012)

When a free part term or other noun that makes use of a repeater classifier appears in a noun 

phrase with multiple elements, such as (#), it is often the case that no free form of the noun will 

even appear.  Even when an adverb is inserted into the noun phrase as in (##), a free form of the 

noun cannot be included.

(#) �-́ñàkwà kótó-sé-ñàkwà

DEM.PROX-CLF:eye swell-NOMLZR-CLF:eye

“este ojo hinchado”  (E.LMM.KCN.07aug2012)

(##) *�-́ñàkwà dòè ñákwà kótó-sé-ñàkwà

*DEM.PROX-CLF:eye already eye swell-NOMLZR-CLF:eye

(E.LMM.KCN.07aug2012)

It is also important to note that in some multi-morphemic words composed of more than one 

classifier, it may not always be the right-most morpheme that agrees, as seen in (5) with the 

multi-morphemic part term chób�̀ 'head'.

(5) chób� ̀ kwàkò-sè-chò

head cook-NOMLZR-CLF:round.thing

“la cabeza cocinada” (E.AMM.KCN.31jul2012)



2.2 Word order effects

Speakers tend to prefer for the noun to precede the nominalized verb, but this is not always the 

case.  When the order is inverted, there is generally no effect on the meaning of the noun phrase, 

as seen in (6).

(6) a) m�í́-jàò tómé-sé-jàò

irapay-PT:leaf fall-NOMLZR-CLF.leaf

“la hoja de irapay caída” (E.AMM.KCN.01aug2012)

b) tómé-sé-jàò m�í́-jàò 

fall-NOMLZR-CLF.leaf irapay-PT:leaf

“la hoja de irapay caída” (E.AMM.KCN.01aug2012)

However, with some combinations of nouns and verbs, this inversion is prohibited, as seen in (7).

(7) a. b�b́� ́ bìyà-kó-rè

dolphin swim-CLF:FEM-ACC

“bufeo que estaba nadando” (E.AMM.KCN.01aug2012)

b. *bìyà-kó-rè  b�b́� ́ (E.AMM.KCN.01aug2012)

In a handful of cases, the word order alternation makes a very slight distinction in the meaning of 

the noun phrases, as in (8).  In (8a) the consultant reported that the meat had been cooked before 

it was seen by the speaker (remember that all of these NPs were elicited as complements of the 

phrase “I saw. . .”); in (8b) the implication is that the meat was cooking when you saw it and 

was/is almost cooked, but not entirely.  The syntactic restrictions on and semantic effects of this 

word order alternation are not fully understood at this time.

(8) a. chób� ̀ kwàkò-sè-chò

head cook-NOMLZR-CLF:round.thing

“la cabeza cocinada (puede ser en el pasado)”

(E.AMM.KCN.31jul2012)

b. kwàkò-sè-chò chób� ̀

cook-NOMLZR-CLF:round.thing head

“la cabeza cocinada (mirando lo que estás diciendo)”

(E.AMM.KCN.31jul2012)

2.3 Semantic effects of lacking agreement

When a noun is not being used in the general sense, as in (2), there must be classifier agreement 

on a nominalized verbal modifier, as we have seen.  However, there are two exceptions to this 

rule.  The first is when the nominalized verb cannot host classifier agreement, as in (9).



(9) ñákwà májí-k�-̀rè

eye blink-3SG.MASC/INAN.PRES-ACC

“el ojo que estaba parpadeado” (E.AMM.KCN.01aug2012)

In the above example, it appears that the verb may actually be agreeing with the presumed 

possessor of the eye, as it is marked with  accusative -re, which generally only appears on 

animate nouns and modifiers of animate nouns.  So far, the only examples of this type have 

occurred with ñákwà. 

The second exception to the obligatory classifier agreement rule can be seen in  the contrast 

between the noun phrases in (10) below.  

(10) a. bàì-kánò kwàkò-sè-kánò

meat-CLF:piece cook-NOMLZR-CLF:piece

“la carne cocinada” (E.AMM.KCN.01aug2012)

b. bàì-kánò kwàkò-sè

meat-CLF:piece cook-NOMLZR

“la carne cocinada (hay parte cruda en el centro)” 

(E.AMM.KCN.01aug2012)

When speakers are asked to elaborate on the semantic difference between noun phrases like 

(10a) and (10b), they usually provide some kind of explanation relating to tense.  In one 

discussion (LTN.KCN.07aug2012), the speaker made it quite clear that noun phrases like (10a) 

mean that the speaker saw the noun (in this case a piece of meat) which has already undergone a 

process or other change (in this case cooking).  In noun phrases like (10b), it appears that the 

meaning is that the speaker saw the process (cooking) being enacted on the noun (meat).  

3 Prefixal modifiers

To express basic, core property-concepts such as good/bad, big/small, and white/black, nominal 

prefixes are affixed directly to the noun, as in (11).

(11) dèò-wé

good-house

'casa buena' (E.LTN.KCN.08aug2012)

It is also possible to place the prefix after the noun, but in this case it must have agreement, as in 

(12).

(12) �́-kò b�́b�́-rè jáí-kò-rè

this-CLF:FEM river.dolphin-ACC big-CLF:FEM-ACC

'este bufeo grande' (E.AMM.KCN.15jun2012)

If the noun is sufficiently phonologically short, it can be used as a repeater classifier as in (13).



(13) wè jáí-wè

house big-house

'casa grande' (E.AMM.KCN.15jun2012)

Furthermore, it is also possible to invert the order seen in (12) and put the adjective, with 

agreement, before the noun.  (14) shows all three possible word orders.

(14) a. ákwé-b�̀ jáí-b�̀
fruit-CLF:fruit big-CLF:fruit

'fruta grande'

b. jáí-ákwé-b�̀
big-fruit-CLF:fruit

'fruta grande'

c. jáí-b�̀ ákwé-b�̀
big-CLF:fruit fruit-CLF:fruit

'fruta grande' (E.LMM.KCN.15jun2012)

In most cases, there is no semantic difference among the various word orders shown in (14) 

above; however, in some cases, such as (15) and (16), there is a difference of degree.

(15) a. yàrì-kíò-rò

small-steel-CLF:pot

“olla pequeña (más chiquita)”

b. yárì-rò kíò-rò

small-CLF:pot steel-CLF:pot

“olla chica (mediano)”  (E.AMM.KCN.31jul2012)

(16) a. chób� ̀ jáí-chò

head big-CLF:round.thing

“cabeza grande” 

b. jáí-chò chób� ̀

big-CLF:round.thing head

“cabeza grande (pero más grande)” (E.AMM.KCN.31jul2012)

The asymmetry between which order in (15) and (16) indicates the greater degree of the prefixal 

property seems to indicate that these semantic differences are idiomatic and not related to the 

syntax of the NP.  

4 Classifier agreement on numerals

Numerals must always have classifier agreement.  The numeral generally precedes the noun, as 

the examples in (17) show.



(17) tèpè-kánò bàì-kánò kwàkò-sè-kánò-mà

two-CLF:piece meat-CLF.piece cook-NOMLZR-CLF:piece-PL

'dos pedazos de carne cocinado'  (E.AMM.KCN.20jun2012)

Plural agreement must be marked on at least one of the elements in the NP, but this varies quite a 

bit.  Plural agreement is discussed in detail in section 6.  

Non-numeral quantifiers (jáyé 'a lot' and �̀à 'a little') do not appear to show classifier agreement. 

However, classifier agreement does appear on the interrogative quantifier ('how much/many'), as 

in (18).  A possible response to the question in (18) is given in (19).  

(18) késò-nòà bàì-k�̀
how.many-CLF:pot.PL exist-3SG.MASC/INAN.PRES.INTERR

“Quántas (ollas) hay?”  (E.JMM.KCN.30jul2012) 

(19) tèpè-nòà báí-j�̀
two-CLF:POT.PL exist-3SG.MASC/INAN.PRES

“dos ollas”  (E.LMM.KCN.08aug2012)

5 Classifier agreement on demonstratives

Demonstratives are always the first element in the noun phrase, and they (almost) always require 

agreement with the classifier, as in (20).

(20) �́-b�̀ ákwè-b�̀ kwàkò-sè-b�̀
this-CLF:fruit fruit-CLF:fruit cook-NOMLZR-CLF:fruit

'esta fruta cocinada' (E.LMM.KCN.16jun2012)

In the case of animate nouns which do not have classifiers, we see the same pattern of agreement 

with -kò and -k�̀ for feminine and masculine, respectively, as in (21).

(21) �́-kò b�́b�́ déó-kò-rè

this-CLF:FEM river.dolphin good-CLF.FEM-ACC

'este bufeo bueno' (E.LMM.KCN.16jun2012)

In cases where a noun does not bear a classifier, and is used in a general sense, such as nè 

'aguaje', the demonstrative takes the suffix -gè, as in (22).

(22) �́-gè nè énò-sè

this-? aguaje ripe-NOMLZR

'este aguaje maduro' (E.LMM.KCN.16jun2012)

At this point, it is not entirely clear what function -gè serves.  It can also be used with nouns that 

have classifiers, but there is no obvious difference in the meaning between NPs with classifier 

agreement and NPs with -gè. (23) shows two such noun phrases.



(23) a. �-́ñàkà tóyá-ñàkà t�ýí-jò-sè

this-CLF:sharp.stick write-CLF:sharp.stick break-2STATE-NOMLZR

'esta lápiz chancada'

b. �-́gè tóyá-ñàkà t�ýí-jò-sè

this-? write-CLF:sharp.stick break-2STATE-NOMLZR

'esta lápiz chancada' (E.LMM.KCN.16jun2012)

The speaker consulted for the examples in (22) indicated that there is some kind of difference 

between the two, specifically that -gè is for objects which are in the hand of the speaker, and 

demonstratives with classifier agreement are used for objects which are not quite as close to the 

speaker.  Future work considering other demonstratives and looking at the use of -gè versus 

classifier agreement as it is employed in natural-speech texts will hopefully reveal a more 

sophisticated and satisfying answer to the question of what motivates each of the forms2.  

Classifier agreement can also be seen on the interrogative pronoun ígé, as in (24).

(24) ígé-rò kwàkò-yì?

what-CLF:pot cook-1SG.FUT.INTERR

“En qué olla voy a cocinar?”  (E.JMM.KCN.30jul2012)

6 Plural agreement

When a noun is plural, there must be at least one plural marker present on one of the elements of 

the noun phrase in order to indicate this.  There is a great deal of variation, even within the 

speech of one speaker, as to how many elements and which elements receive plural marking. 

However, when given the option between an NP lacking some of the plural morphemes and one 

which has a plural morpheme on each element, speakers choose the one with all elements 

marked with the plural as better sentences.  An example of an NP with plural morphemes on all 

of the possible elements is given in (25).

(25)  �-́nòà tèpè-nòà kíò-nòà néá-nòà

this-CLF:pot.PL two-CLF:pot.PL steel-CLF:pot.PL black-CLF:pot.PL

gwéné-héá-sé-nòà

dent-2.STATE-NOMLZR-CLF:pot.PL

“estas dos ollas negras tachos” (E.LMM.KCN.07aug2012)

In the above example, the classifier and the plural marking have phonologically merged into a 

single morpheme.  This is the only plural marking which is always obligatory on all elements of 

the noun phrase (excepting, of course, those special cases where demonstratives or nominalized 

verbs lack classifier agreement).  In other cases, where there is not a special plural classifier, 

plural marking is sometimes dropped on certain elements, as seen in (26), where the 

demonstrative lacks plural marking, and (27), where the noun lacks plural marking.  

2 My most recent work on this seems to indicate that the -ge forms may actually be interrogatives, but this is still 

quite unclear.  Other consultants have since rejected sentences similar to the one in (22b).



(26) �-́kò tèpè-ákò-nà b�b́�-́nà-rè néá-kò-nà 

DEM.PROX-CLF:FEM two-CLF:FEM-PL dolphin-PL-ACC black-CLF:FEM-PL

bíyá-chí-kò-nà-rè

swim-CLF:FEM-ACC

“estos dos bufeos negros que han nadado” (E.LMM.KCN.08aug2012)

(27)  �-́kò b�b́�́ tèpè-ákò-nà-rè

 DEM.PROX-CLF:FEM dolphin two-CLF:FEM-PL-ACC

“estos dos bufeos” (E.LMM.KCN.08aug2012)

For classifiers that have special plural forms, this form is generally a nasal variant of the non-

nasal singular classifier, as seen in (26) above and (28) below.  

(28) �-́n�à̀ kíù-n�à̀ jáí-n�à̀

DEM.PROX-CLF:machete.PL steel-CLF:machete.PL big-CLF:machete.PL

tíyí-jó-sé-n�à̀

break-2.STATE-NOMLZR-CLF:machete.PL

“estos machetes grandes chancados”  (E.AMM.KCN.01aug2012)

7 Accusative marking with -re

When the direct or indirect object of a verb is animate, at least one element of the noun phrase 

must generally be marked with the accusative suffix -re.  If the object is inanimate, it will never 

bear this suffix.  The example in (29) shows a noun phrase with -re marked on all elements.

(29) �-́kò-nà-rè tèpè-ákò-nà-rè nómíò-nà-rè dèò-kò-nà-rè

DEM.PROX-CLF:FEM-PL-ACC two-CLF:FEM-PL-ACC woman-PL-ACC good-CLF:FEM-PL.ACC

áb�-́chí-kò-nà-rè

bathe-NOMLZR-CLF:FEM-PL-ACC 

“estas dos mujeres bonitas que han bañado” (E.AMM.KCN.02aug2012)

However, -re is often omitted from many elements of the noun phrase, as seen in (30), repeated 

from (26) above.

(30) �-́kò tèpè-ákò-nà b�b́�-́nà-rè néá-kò-nà 

DEM.PROX-CLF:FEM two-CLF:FEM-PL dolphin-PL-ACC black-CLF:FEM-PL

bíyá-chí-kò-nà-rè

swim-CLF:FEM-ACC

“estos dos bufeos negros que han nadado” (E.LMM.KCN.08aug2012)

Speakers vary in terms of which elements of the noun phrase will bear -re and which will not. 

When there is only one element in the noun phrase, the noun, -re must be marked on it. 

Nominalized verbs (almost) always bear -re.  Adjectives and numerals often, but not always bear 

-re.  If they are the last elements in the noun phrase, they generally will be marked with it, as in 

(31) and (32).  When there are several other elements in the noun phrase, as in the examples 

below, the noun is less likely to be marked with -re.  



(31) nómíò tèpè-ákò-nà dèò-kò-nà-rè

woman two-clf:fem-pl good-clf:fem-pl-acc

“dos mujeres bonitas”  (E.LMM.KCN.08aug2012)

(32)  �-́kò b�b́�́ tèpè-ákò-nà-rè

 DEM.PROX-CLF:FEM dolphin two-CLF:FEM-PL-ACC

“estos dos bufeos” (E.LMM.KCN.08aug2012)

If any one element of a noun phrase does not bear -re it is most likely the demonstrative, as seen 

in several of the examples above (specifically, (30) and (32)).  Interestingly, demonstratives do 

not appear to be able to host accusative marking in the singular, as seen in (33) below.

(33) a) �-́kò b�b́�-́rè

 DEM.PROX-CLF:FEM dolphin-ACC

“este bufeo”  (E.AMM.KCN.04aug2012)

b) *�-́kò-rè b�b́�-́rè

 DEM.PROX-CLF:FEM-ACC dolphin-ACC

(E.AMM.KCN.04aug2012)

c) �-́kò-nà-re b�b́�-́nà-rè

DEM.PROX-CLF:FEM-PL-ACC dolphin-PL-ACC

“estos bufeos”  (E.AMM.KCN.04aug2012)

When the object is no longer living, -re is not marked, as in (34).  However, there are also some 

instances of living animate objects which, for reasons still not understood, do not have accusative 

marking, as shown in (35).

(34) �-́k�̀ b�ŕ�́ jáí-k�̀ júní-jó-chì-k�̀
DEM.PROX-CLF:MASC huangana big-CLF:MASC die-2.STATE-NOMLZR-CLF:MASC

“esta huangana grande muerta”  (E.AMM.KCN.01aug2012)

(35) nómíò tèpè-ákò-nà áb�-́chí-kò-nà

woman two-CLF:FEM-PL bathe-NOMLZR-CLF:FEM-PL

“dos mujeres bañadas”  (E.LMM.KCN.07aug2012)



Máíjɨ�kì Classifiers and Bound Part Terms in Comparison
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1 Introduction

Classifiers and bound part terms are both nominal-like elements which can combine with free 
elements (nouns or verbs) to generate new nouns.  However, several important distinctions can 
be made regarding both their semantics and their morpho-syntactic behavior.  While part terms 
behave identically to classifiers when used in word formation, “true” classifiers cannot appear 
independently of another free or bound element, while part terms may appear as free elements 
when used as nouns referring to parts (leaf, root, bark/skin) of another entity, but not when they 
are used as classifiers to form novel nouns.  In addition to the bound part terms which are the 
focus of this module, there are also free part terms which can be used independently of a 
possessor and which do not require agreement.  The semantics of part terms point to physical, 
real-word objects, while “true” classifiers often indicate the general shape or some other property 
of the noun (such as roundness, flatness, or whether it is used as a container).  The behavior of 
bound part terms suggests that they represent an intermediate stage along a grammaticalization 
cline from free noun to obligatorily bound classifier.  

2 Classifiers and part terms in word formation

When classifiers and part terms are used as bound elements to form new nouns, their behavior is 
identical.  Classifiers and part terms may both be suffixed to a free element to form a new noun, 
as shown in (1) and (2) below1.

(1) Word formation with a classifier
kúchìkìmɨ�ña
kúchìkì -mɨ�ña
money -CLF:small.round.PL

“coins”
(E.RTT.KCN.26jun2012)

(2) Word formation with a part term
a) ábítàjàò

ábítà -jàò
quinilla -PT:leaf
“quinilla leaf”
(E.AMM.KCN.23jun2012)

1 The abbreviation PT is used for bound part terms in their part term use.  The abbreviation CLF is used for both true 
classifiers and part terms behaving as classifiers.



b) tóyájàò
tóyá -jàò
write -CLF:leaf
“sheet of paper”
(E.AMM.KCN.23jun2012)

Notice in (2) that the example word in (a) employs the part term -jàò 'leaf' in the literal, part term 
sense; in (b) it is employed as a classifier characterizing the flat, thin shape of a sheet of paper, 
and not in its literal sense.

True classifiers can also be combined with other bound elements to form new nouns.  These 
elements can be other classifiers, as seen in (3), or other types of bound nominal-like elements, 
as in (4).

(3) a) tòbɨ�
tò -bɨ�
CLF:cloth -CLF:?
“shirt”

b) chóbɨ� tì
chó -bɨ�tì
CLF:round/loop -CLF:small.round
“(bottle) cap”

(4) yòbɨ�
yò -bɨ�
mouth -CLF:?
“mouth”

This behavior has not been observed for part terms, but it may be that future research will reveal 
that it does occur, just with less frequency for part terms than true classifiers.  Among classifiers, 
-bɨ� , a classifier that appears to be completely bleached of any semantic content, is is most 
common element in nouns with multiple bound elements.  The prevalence of this morpheme in 
noun formation warrants detailed further study, as it is still unclear how and when it may be 
employed in word formation and whether it does, in fact, have any semantic content still 
associated with it2.  

3 The syntactic behavior of classifiers and part terms

Beyond their use in the formation of nouns, there are other important morpho-syntactic 
similarities between classifiers and part terms.  When a noun including either is the subject of a 
verb, the verb will agree with the classifier, as in (5).  Note that example (5) shows agreement 
with a) a true classifier, b) a part term, and c) a part term used as a classifier.

2 Stephanie Farmer (personal communication, 2012) believes that the morpheme -bɨ�  may be a singulative marker, 
an interesting idea which should be researched further.



(5) a) . . . báìkánò kwàkòsèkánò.
báì -kánò kwàkò -sè -kánò
meat -CLF:piece cook -NOM.TEL -CLF:piece
“. . .  the cooked piece of meat.”
(E.AMM.KCN.13jun2012)

b) . . . ɨ#nɨ�gò yɨ# ìnɨ�gò déònɨ�gò.
ɨT -nɨ�gò yɨTì -nɨ�gò déò -nɨ�gò
DEM.PROX -CLF:cotton huimba -PT:cotton clean -CLF:cotton
“. . . this clean cotton.”
(E.LMM.KCN.16jun2012)

c) . . . tóyájàò ókó bàjàò.
tóyá -jàò ókó bà -jàò
write -CLF:leaf water have -CLF:leaf
“. . . wet sheet of paper.”
(E.AMM.KCN.03jul2012)

However, evidence from possessive constructions shows that part terms are less bound than 
classifiers.  Further evidence from relative clause constructions shows that part terms are 
nonetheless still more bound than free nouns.  

3.1 Classifiers and part terms used as classifiers

True classifiers and part terms behaving as classifiers behave identically with respect to the 
syntactic positions in which they may occur.  They cannot ever stand as independent nouns, and 
must always be suffixed to either a free verb, a free noun, or another bound nominal.  As such, 
they cannot be used in possessive constructions, as example (6) demonstrates.

(6) a) Ungrammatical possession with a true classifier
*yí yò jà
yí yò jà
1SG CLF:stick be
*“It's my stick.”
(E.AMM.KCN.02jul2012)

b) Ungrammatical possession with a part term classifier
*yí jàò jà
yí jàò  jà
1SG CLF:leaf be
*“It's my sheet (of paper).”
(E.AMM.KCN.02jul2012)

Note that in (6b), while the interpretation of “my sheet of paper” is completely unavailable, the 
sentence may be understood as meaning “It's my leaf.”  The behavior of part terms when they are 
used as actual part terms will be discussed further in the following section.  



3.2 Part terms used as nouns

Part terms appear to be less bound than classifiers, but more bound than free nouns.  
Consider the sentence given in (7) on the following page, where a part term is used in a basic 
possessive construction.
(7) yí jàò jà

yí jàò jà
1SG leaf be
“It's my leaf.”
(E.AMM.KCN.02jul2012)

This sentence allows for jàò, the part term for “leaf”, to be used in a possessive construction.  
The use of the same morpheme as a classifier for “flat, thin, leaf-like object” is unavailable, as 
we saw in example (6b) above.  The example in (7) appears to be unique among similar 
examples using different part terms, because the interpretation of possessing a part term which is 
not one's own part is available; that is to say, the interpretation “this is my leaf that I found in the 
forest” is available for this example, but generally is not for other part terms.  

Other part terms may appear in comparable possessive constructions, but when the part term is 
not a part typically found on humans (such as a tree trunk), this is semantically strange, and the 
animal or plant must be personified for the construction to make sense3.  However, possession 
using a pronoun instead of a species name can be accomplished, and the constructions appear, to 
the best of my knowledge, to be grammatical, as in (8).  This indicates that most part terms are 
inalienably possessed.

(8) yí ñì jà
yí ñì jà
1SG PT:tree.trunk be
“It's my trunk.” (Only if said by a tree)
(E.AMM.KCN.02jul2012)

Yet part terms are still not completely free morphemes, as evidenced by the fact that they cannot 
appear as the heads of relative clauses.  Example (9) gives a free noun (formed with a part term) 
used as the head of a relative clause.  Example (10) gives a corresponding ungrammatical 
example where the species name (the possessor in a sense) has been omitted, leaving only the 
part term.

(9) yí mɨ# ìrò méyí mɨ# ìjàò ókó bàjàò.
yí mɨTìrò méyí mɨTì -jàò ókó bà -jàò
1SG thatch weave irapay -PT:leaf water have -CLF:leaf 
“I'm weaving the irapay leaves that are wet.”
(E.AMM.KCN.03jul2012)

3 Attempts to elicit possessive constructions of the type “3SG's part term” generally led the consultant to ask “what 
kind of plant is it?” or to just simply use a plant name to fill in the missing information.  



(10) *yí mɨ# ìrò méyí jàò ókó bàjàò.
yí mɨTìrò méyí jàò ókó bà -jàò
1SG thatch weave PT:leaf water have -CLF:leaf 
*“I'm weaving the leaves that are wet.”
(E.AMM.KCN.03jul2012)

Even though there is some evidence that -jàò is possibly alienable from its possessor, we see in 
in (10), that even it cannot be used completely independently.  

3.3 Free part terms

In addition to bound part terms like the ones discussed above, there are also free part terms 
which can appear without an overt possessor and which do not require agreement on modifying 
elements such as relative clauses or demonstratives.  Generally, however, these part terms will 
appear with a possessor indicated, as in (11a), but it is also grammatical, if not completely 
semantically felicitous, for them to appear by themselves as in (11b).

(11) a) yì náñà jà.
yì nàñà jà
1SG hair be
“It's my hair.”

(E.LTN.KCN.05jul2012)

b) náñà jà.
nàñà jà
hair be
“It's hair.”
(E.LTN.KCN.05jul2012)

When constructions such as (11b)  were presented to speakers, they were able to accept and 
repeat them, but almost always asked who the possessor of the part was.  All speakers reported 
that it was semantically odd to lack this possessor in most cases.

Interestingly, free part terms can also trigger demonstrative agreement, as in (12), but this 
agreement appears to be optional or pragmatically determined.

(12)  ɨ�náñà yì náñà jà.
ɨ� -náñà yì náñà jà
DEM.PROX-hair 1SG hair be
“This (hair) is my hair.”
(E.LTN.KCN.05jul2012)

There are also constructions in Máíjɨ�kì where it appears that there is agreement between free part 
terms and nominalized verbal modifiers, as in (13).  However, this is optional and an agreement-
free construction is also permitted, as in (14).  There is good evidence from sentences like (15), 
where a free noun is repeated after the nominalized verb, that what appears to be agreement in 



sentences like (13) is actually an aposite noun phrase.

(13) yì ñíàbɨ�  máíbàrò náñà tɨ# tòsè náñà.
 yì ñíà-bɨ� máíbàrò náñà tɨTtò-sè náñà
1SG see-PST Máíbàrò hair cut.hair-NOM.TEL hair
“I saw Máíbàrò's cut hair (Máíbàrò's hair which was cut).”
(E.JMM.KCN.06jul2012)

(14) yì ñíàbɨ�  máíbàrò náñà tɨ# tòsè.
 yì ñíà-bɨ� máíbàrò náñà tɨTtò-sè 
1SG see-PST Máíbàrò hair cut.hair-NOM.PST

“I saw Máíbàrò's cut hair (Máíbàrò's hair which was cut).”
(E.JMM.KCN.06jul2012)

(15) yì ñíàbɨ� mɨ� yóù núníhɨ�chìbɨ� mɨ� yóù.
 yì ñíà-bɨ� mɨ� yóù núní -hɨ� -chì -bɨ� mɨ� yóù
1SG see-PST 2SG canoe sink -2STATE -NOM.PST -CLF.canoe2SG canoe
“I saw your sunken canoe.”
(E.JMM.KCN.06jul2012)

3.4 Repeater classifiers

Repeater classifiers are classifiers which are identical to the noun to which they correspond.  
There are currently three nouns known to also be used as their own repeater classifer: wè 
“house”, mà “trail, path”, and dòrù “basket”.  These often, but not always, show agreement on 
demonstratives, verbs, numerals, and the eight known prefixal adjectives.  Otherwise, they 
behave as free nouns and can be possessed by any semantically acceptable possessor and used as 
the heads of relative clauses.  

4 Grammaticalization from part term to classifier

The syntactic evidence we have seen shows that “true” classifiers are completely bound, part 
terms are equally bound when used in their more abstract, classifier sense, and part terms used in 
their literal sense are only bound in the sense that they generally need a valid possessor to 
accompany them.  The dual use of many bound part terms as classifiers  indicates that they have 
been grammaticalized to greater or lesser degrees.  Some part terms, such as ñì “(tree) trunk”, do 
not appear to have any classifier-like uses.  Others, such as -kà “web, net, fibery thing” appear to 
be mostly used as a classifier, and only literally in a few cases (such as tómàsòkà, “web of 
llanchama tree fibers”).  Most seem to fall somewhere in the middle, with a primary literal use 
and a handful of applications as classifiers (as is the case with -jàò “leaf”).  Free part terms and 
repeater classifiers may represent an even more premature stage of grammaticalization from free 
noun to classifier.



Possessive Strategies in Máíjɨ�kì
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1 Introduction

Possessive relationships in Máíjɨ�kì are expressed by juxtaposing the possessor and the possessee, in 
that order.  No special morphology is required.  There does not appear to be any distinction between 
different types of possession in the language, and all types of relationships make use of the same 
nominal and verbal strategies.

2 Basic possessive strategies

The basic strategy for expressing possession is of the form Possessor Possessee.  This is true for the 
structure of possessive relationships involving bound part terms (1a), free part terms(1b), inanimate 
objects(1c), animates (such as domesticated animals) (1d), affinal kin (1e) and consanguineal kin (1f).

(1) a) ábítàjàò
ábítà-jàò
quinilla-PT:leaf
“quinilla leaf”
(E.AMM.KCN.23jun2012)

b) yì nánà jà.
yì nànà jà
1SG hair be
“It's my hair.”
(E.LTN.KCN.05jul2012)

c) máí núíséù jà
máí núíséù jà
1PL chair be
“It's our chair.”
(E.LMM.KCN.07jul2012)

d) yì yáíjòyì
yì yáíjòyì
1SG dog
“(It's) my dog”
(E.LMM.KCN.07jul2012)

e) nómìò ɨ� jɨ�  ábɨ� jɨ� .
nómìò ɨEjɨE ábɨEjɨE
woman husband bathed
“The woman's husband is bathing.”



(E.JMM.KCN.09jul2012)

f) Mámàsò dòìkɨ�  àgɨ� .
Mámàsò dòìkɨE àgɨ�
Mámàsò brother be
“It's Mámàsò's brother.”
(E.LMM.KCN.07jul2012)

Possessive relationships of all the above types can also be expressed using the verb bá- 'to have', which 
is discussed in section 4.  To date, there is no evidence of possessive pronouns (e.g. “mine”, “yours”, 
“his/hers”) in the language – emphatic, constrastive or otherwise.  

3 Modification of elements in a possessive relationship

Both posessors and possessees can be modified by relative clauses and/or bear demonstrative 
determiners.  It is also possible to modify any (or every) element of a possessive relationship chain with 
more than two nouns (see section 3.3).  The only restrictions on the complexity of this modification 
appear to be due to the difficulty of constructing (or repeating) excessively long noun phrases.

3.1 Relativization

Either the possessor or possessee (or both) can be modified using a relative clause (a nominalized 
verb), as in (2).

(2) nómìò jùìkò ɨ� jɨ�  jùìkɨ�  ábɨ� jɨ� .
nómìò jùì -kò ɨEjɨE jùì -kɨ� ábɨE -jɨE
woman be.sick -FEM.PRES.NOMZ husband be.sick -MASC.PRES.NOMZ bathe -3SGM.PRES

“The sick woman's sick husband is bathing.”
(E.JMM.KCN.09jul2012)

Additionally, -re, which is most commonly used as an accusative marker, can optionally be applied to 
the relative clause modifying the possessor, as in (3).

(3)  ɨ�mɨ�  jùìkɨ� re nómìò jùìkò ábɨ�kó.
ɨEmɨE jùì -kɨ� -re nómìò jùì -kò ábɨE -kó
man be.sick -MASC.PRES.NOMZ -ACC? woman be.sick -FEM.PRES.NOMZ bathe -3SGF.PRES

“The sick man's sick wife is bathing.”
(E.JMM.KCN.09jul2012)

This is very interesting, as -re was previously thought to only be a marker of accusative case.  The 
possessee cannot take -re in intransitive sentences like the above, where it is the nominative subject.

Note that the relative clauses also agree in gender with the nouns they modify.  The main verb ábɨ� jɨ�  in 
example (2) agrees in person, number and gender with the possessee, “husband”, the head of the 
possessive noun phrase.  This is also the case when the possessee is an inanimate noun, as in (4).

(4) nómìò kíúrɨ�  tíyíjúgɨ� .
nómìò kíúrɨ� tíyí -jú -gɨE



woman machete break -2STATE -3SG.INAN.PST

“The woman's machete has broken.”
(E.NMM.KCN.09jul2012)

3.2 Demonstratives

Either or both the possessor and the possessee may bear a demonstrative determiner, as in (5), showing 
that there are no restrictions on the definiteness of participants in a possessive relationship.  

(5) yì ñíàbɨ�  kà ñítú tóyáñàkà ɨ�ñaka.
yì ñíà -bɨ� kà ñítú tóyá -ñàkà ɨE -ñaka
1SG see -PST DEM.DIST child write -CLF:sharp.stick DEM.PROX -CLF:sharp.stick
“I saw this pencil of that child.” 
(E.JMM.KCN.09jul2012)

Note that different deictics may be used for each of the nouns.  In the above example, the possessor is 
distal, while the possessee is proximal.  

3.3 Multiple possessors

When possessive relationships are nested within one another to form a chain, the same possessor-
possessee order is maintained, as in (6).

(6) Mámàsò dòìkó mámákò bɨ�ákɨ�  núíséù jà.
Mámàsò dòìkó mámákò bɨEákɨ� núíséù jà
Mámàsò sister daughter father chair be
“It's Mámàsò's sister's daughter's father's chair.”
(E.LMM.KCN.07jul2012)

These can also be modified, as in (7).  The only restrictions on the length or complexity of these 
constructions appear to be due to the difficulty of producing, processing, and remembering all the 
nested relationships.  

(7) nómìò áó kwàkòkò mámákɨ�  jùìkɨ�  tóyánàkà tíyíjɨ� .
nómìò áó kwàkò-kò mámákɨ� jùì -kɨ� 
woman food cook -FEM.PRES.NOMZ son be.sick -MASC.PRES.NOMZ

tóyáñàkà tíyí -jɨE
pencil break -3SG.INAN.PRES

“The pencil of the sick son of the woman who is cooking is broken.”
(E.NMM.KCN.09jul2012)

4 Verbs of possession

There only appears to be one verb of possession in Máíjɨ�kì, bá-.  It is possible to alternately express all 
of the possessive relationships given in example (1) in section 2 using this verb.  (8) gives a sampling 
of some of these.

(8) a) kàò nómìò dòìkórè bákó.



kàò nómìò dòìkó -rè bá -kó
DEM.DIST woman sister -ACC have -3SGF.PRES

“That woman has a sister.”

b) kàò nómìò yáíjòyìrè bákó.
kàò nómìò yáíjòyì -rè bá -kó
DEM.DIST woman dog -ACC have -3SGF.PRES

“That woman has a dog.”

c) kàò nómìò kíórò bákó.
kàò nómìò kíórò bá -kó
DEM.DIST woman pot have -3SGF.PRES

“That woman has a pot.”

d) kàò nómìò yáòìjà bákó.
kàò nómìò yáòìjà bá -kó
DEM.DIST woman land have -3SGF.PRES

“That woman has land.”
(E.LTN.KCN.10jul2012).

These verbal possessive constructions can also be relativized and nested in chains of multiple 
possessors, as in (9).

(9) yì dòìkó bákó ɨ�mɨ�re yáíjòyì bákɨ�re.
yì dòìkó bá -kó ɨEmɨE -re yáíjòyì bá -kɨ� -re
1SG sister have -3SGF.PRES friend -ACC dog have -MASC.PRES.NOMZ -ACC

“My sister has a friend who as a dog.”
(E.NMM.KCN.09jul2012)
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1 Introduction

This module discusses both the formation of polar questions and content questions in Máíjɨ�kì. 
The formation of polar interrogatives is considered first in section 2, followed by a discussion of 
the formation of content interrogatives in section 3.  Sections 4 and 5 present some data on cleft 
constructions and Wh-extraction, respectively.

2 Polar questions

Polar questions in Máíjɨ�kì are formed by using a distinct set of verbal tense/person-agreement 
suffixes (for a detailed discussion of the interrogative paradigm, see Michael 2012 module on the 
verbal paradigm).  Polar questions are not distinguished from declarative clauses by word order 
or intonation.  Examples of a positively and negatively framed polar question, with their 
declarative counterparts, are given in (1) and (2), respectively.

(1)  a) mɨ�  yíò sáíkɨ�?
mɨ� yíò sáí -kɨ�
2SG  chacra go -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER

“Estás yendo a tu chacra?”  (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

       b) mɨ�  yíò sáíkó.
mɨ� yíò sáí -kó
2SG chacra go -SG.FEM.PRES

“Estás yendo a tu chacra.” (E.NMM.KCN.24jul2012)

(2)  a) mɨ�  ótémágɨ�?
mɨ� óté -má -gɨ�
2SG dance -NEG -SG.MASC.PST.INTER

“Tu no has bailado?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

       b) mɨ�  ótémágó.
mɨ� óté -má -gó
2SG dance -NEG -SG.FEM.PST

3 Content questions

Most content question words (Wh-words) in Máíjɨ�kì begin with the sound /k/ (as in kímà 'how', 
kàrò 'where', kénò 'when', and késò, 'how much/many').  Question words targeting human nouns 



are formed with né, and question words targeting inanimate nouns are formed with ígé.  All 
content questions also use the interrogative verbal paradigm.  This section presents data on all 
content question words, including questions targeting nouns (section 3.1), questions targeting 
points in time and space (section 3.2), questions targeting quantity (section 3.3), and the various 
functions of the word kímà (section 3.4).    

3.1 Content questions targeting nouns

The formation of content questions targeting nouns (subjects, direct and indirect objects, 
instruments, comitatives, possessors, and adjuncts1) make use of the interrogative pronouns né 
(for human nouns) and ígé (for inanimate nouns).  Animals fall appear to fall in a category in-
between the two classes, and can sometimes be an appropriate response to questions formed with 
né, and other times are appropriate reponses to questions formed with ígé (see section 3.1.3).  
Depending on the grammatical relation of the noun in question, it may be necessary to employ a 
suffix indicating this relation  The same suffixes are used with both interrogative pronouns, but 
the relations indicated by these suffixes vary slightly depending on animacy.

3.1.1 né forms

Content questions formed with né, target animate nouns. Table 1 below gives a summary of the 
forms of the various interrogative pronouns formed with né and an appropriate suffix.  Note that 
all plurals are formed by suffixing -juna directly to né, before the addition of any other suffix.

Table 1: Interrogative pronouns formed with né

Singular (-Ø) Plural (-juna)
Subject (-bɨ) nébɨ� néjùnàbɨ�

Object (DO/IO) (-re) nérè néjùnàrè
Comitative (-janu) néjànù néjùnàjànù
Possessor (-Ø) né néjùnà

Nébɨ�  and its plural counterpart néjùnàbɨ�  are used to ask for the subjects of intransitive, transitive 
and ditransitive clauses, as in (3a).  Note that because the gender of the subject is unknown, the 
verbal inflection agrees with the plural.  The response to an interrogative will need to have 
proper agreement with the person, number, and gender of the subject, as in (3b).

(3)  a) nébɨ�  iquitos sáíyì?
né -bɨ� iquitos sáí -yì
who -SUBJ Iquitos go -PL.FUT.INTER

“Quién está yendo a Iquitos?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

1 It is currently not clear which types of adjuncts can be added to which verbs nor the circumstances under which 
they may be added.  This is fertile ground for future fieldwork and syntactic research.



       b) mámàsò jáíjùnà báírò sáíkó.
mámàsò jáíjùnà báírò sáí -kó
Mámàsò Iquitos go -SG.FEM.PRES

“Mámàsò está yendo a Iquitos.” (E.NMM.KCN.24jul2012)

Nérè and plural néjùnàrè are used to ask for the direct objects of transitive clauses, as in (4a) or 
the indirect objects (recipients) of ditransitive clauses, as in (5a).  Declarative counterparts are 
given for each of these in (4b) and (5b), respectively.  Questions asking for humans as the direct 
objects of ditransitive clauses were usually judged semantically strange and were often difficult 
for speakers to produce, but (6) gives an example of this with the verb íchíyí, which can be used 
to mean “to give X (a female) to Y (a male)”.

(4)  a) mɨ�  nérè àgàkɨ�?
mɨ� né -rè àgà -kɨ�
2SG who -OBJ call -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER

“A quién le estás llamando usted?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

       b) yì àgàyì  mámàsòrè.
yì àgà -yì  mámàsò -rè
1SG call -1SG.PRES Mámàsò -OBJ

“Estoy llamando a Mámàsò.” (E.NMM.KCN.24jul2012)

(5)  a) néré jàsò íchírè?
né -ré jàsò íchí -rè
who -OBJ yuca give -PL.PST.INTER

“A quién le han dado yuca?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

       b) ítíjùnà íchígú jàsò mámàsòrè.
ítí -jùnà íchí -gú jàsò mámàsò -rè
3.PROX -PL give -SG.PAST yuca Mámàsò -OBJ

“Ellos le han dado yuca a Mámàsò.” (E.NMM.KCN.24jul2012)

(6) nérè íchírè mámàsòrè?
né -rè  íchí -rè  mámàsò -rè
who -OBJ give -PL.PST.INTER Mámàsò -OBJ

“A quién le han entregado Mámàsò? (E.LTN.KCN.19jul2012)

Néjànù and plural néjùnàjànù are used to ask for comitative adjuncts (“with X” in English), as in 
(7a).  An appropriate response is given in (7b).

(7)  a) néjànù sáík� ɨ�  Tótóyà?
né -jànù sáí -k� ɨ� Tótóyà
who -COM go -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER Tótóyà
“Con quién estás yendo a Tótóyà?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

       b) sáíyí tótóyà mámàsòjànù. 



sáí -yí tótóyà mámàsò -jànù
go -1SG.PRES Tótóyà Mámàsò -COM

“Estoy yendo a Tótóyà con Mámàsò.” (E.NMM.KCN.24jul2012)

When né or néjùnà does not have a suffix, it can be used to ask for the possessor of a given noun 
(like the Wh-word “whose” in English), as in (8).

(8) né mámákɨ�  àgɨ�?
né mámákɨ� àgɨ�
whose son be.MASC

“De quién es este niño?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

The formation of copular questions asking for the identity of humans is somewhat different from 
the formation of questions asking for other human subjects.  There appear to be two primary 
ways of asking these types of questions, one with ɨFgí or ɨFgío, and another with kímà (see section 
3.4). The first of these strategies is given in (9) below.

(9) a)  ɨFgí àgɨ�  kàɨ�?
 ɨ[gí àgɨ� kàɨ�
who.MASC be.MASC DEM:DIST.MASC

“Quién es él?” (E.JMM.KCN.18jul2012)

       b) ɨFgíò àgò kàò?
 ɨ[gíò àgò kàò
who.FEM be.FEM DEM:DIST.FEM

“Quién es ella?” (E.JMM.KCN.18jul2012)

3.1.2 ígé forms

Question words formed with ígé target inanimate nouns.  These can be subjects, direct objects, 
instruments, or other adjuncts of intransitive, transitive or ditransitive verbs.  There are no known 
cases where inanimates can fulfill the roles of indirect object recipients of ditransitive verbs. 
Table 2 summarizes the combinations of ígé with the same suffixes given in Table 1.  Note that 
ígé has no plural form.  

Table 2: Interrogative pronouns formed with ígé

Subject/Instrument (-bɨ) ígébɨ�

Object (DO) (-re) ígérè
Object (DO) (-jano) ígéjànò
Subject (copula)/ Adjunct ígé

When asking for the inanimate subject of an intransitive or transitive clause (inanimate subjects 
of ditransitive clauses were not tested), the form ígébɨ�  is used, as in (10).



(10) ígébɨ�  gájérùrù bábákɨ�?
ígé -bɨ� gájérùrù bábá -kɨ�
what -SUBJ down.river float -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER

“Qué está flotando río abajo?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

Ígébɨ�  can also be used to ask for an instrument of an intransitive, transitive, or ditransitive clause, 
as in (11).  This use of ígébɨ�  is the only one that appears to have a plural counterpart, ígéma, 
shown in (12).

(11) ígébɨ�  jújékɨ�  sááchì?
ígé -bɨ� húhé -kɨ� sáá -chì
what -INSTR walk -NOMZ.MASC.SG go -SG.MASC.FUT.INTER

“En qué recitencia vas a caminar?” or “Con qué vas a caminar?” 
(E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

(12) ígémà jújékɨ�  sááchì?
ígé -mà húhé -kɨ� sáá -chì
what -PL.INSTR walk -NOMZ.MASC.SG go -SG.MASC.FUT.INTER

“En qué recitencias vas a caminar?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

Employing the suffix -jànò with ígé does not yield an interrogative pronoun targeting an 
instrument; instead, it appears to be targeting an object as in (13).

(13) ígéjànò tíyíkò?
ígé -jànò tíyí -kò
what -OBJ cut -SG.FEM.PRES.INTER

“Qué estás cortando?” (E.JMM.KCN.18jul2012)

While the form above was accepted as a way of asking for an object, the more common (and 
perhaps more natural) way to ask for an inanimate direct object of a transitive or ditransitive verb 
is to use the form ígérè, as in (14).

(14) ígérè íchírè mámàsòrè?
ígé -rè íchí -rè mámàsò -rè
what -OBJ give -PL.PST.INTER Mámàsò -OBJ

“Qué cosa(s) le han dado a Mámàsò?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

Ígé is also used in its bare form in two different contexts: as the subject of copular clauses, and as 
an adjunct (specifically an adjunct indicating a purpose).  Its use as the subject of a copular 
clause is shown below in (15).  

(15) ígé àyì?
ígé àyì
what be.INTER

“Qué es (esto)?”



More interesting is the use of bare ígé as a question word targeting an adjunct noun indicating a 
purpose.  Questions in Spanish using the question word “por qué” were sometimes translated in a 
manner similar to (16).  Note the back translation in the example below, which uses the phrase “a 
qué”.

(16) mɨ�  ígé sáíkɨ�  yíò?
mɨ� ígé sáí -kɨ� yíò
2SG what go -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER chacra
“A qué te vas a la chacra?” (E.LTN.KCN.16jul2012)

(16) is particularly interesting, as the verb sáí- is intransitive, and therefore expected to only have 
one argument, the subject (in this case mɨ�  'you').  The addition of a goal, in this case the location 
yíò 'chacra' is also expected, but the addition of a bare nominal adjunct indicating a purpose 
seems quite unusual.  As an appropriate response to the question in (16), the speaker offered the 
sentence in (17), which also has a bare nominal adjunct.

(17) áó sáíyí.
áó sáí -yí
food go -1SG.PRES

“Estoy yendo traer comida.” (E.LTN.KCN.16.jul2012)

3.1.3 Asking about animals

Speakers report that neither né nor ígé should be used to target animals.  When a speaker wishes 
to target a species of animal, the form ígó or ígónà is used, as in (18).

(18) ígónàbɨ�  jàsò áíyè?
Ígónà -bɨ� jàsò áí -yè
what.animal -SUBJ yuca eat -PL.PRES.INTER

“Qué animal es que come yuca?” (E.LTN.KCN.19jul2012)

3.2 Content questions targeting time or location

To ask when or where an event took place, one only needs to employ the question words kàrò 
(targeting a location) or kènò (targeting a temporal adverbial).

3.2.1 kàrò

The question word kàrò targets a location where the event in question took place.  Kàrò can be 
used to ask about the location where a person or other entity currently is located, as in (19).

(19) Tímí kàrò bàìkɨ�?
Tímí kàrò bàì -kɨ�
Tímí where be -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER

“Dónde está Tímí?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)



It can also be used to inquire about the location to which a person is going, or the location from 
which a person has returned, as in (20) and (21).  Note that in (21), the proper form for 'from 
where' ('de dónde') is kàrò ákɨ�  or kàrò ákò, depending on the gender of the subject. The form 
kàrò ák- can(not) be used in a declarative sentence, as seen in (22)

(20) Tímí kàrò sáíkɨ�?
Tímí kàrò sáí -kɨ�
Tímí where go -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER

“A dónde va Tímí?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

(21)  a)kàrò ákɨ�  dáìkɨ�?
kàrò ákɨ� dáì -kɨ�
where come -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER

“De dónde viene?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

       b) kàrò ákò dáìkò?
kàrò ákò dáì -kò
where LOC.FEMcome -SG.FEM.PRES.INTER

“De dónde estás viniendo?” (E.NMM.KCN.24jul2012)

(22) mámàsò yíò ákò dáìkò.
mámàsò yíò ákò dáì -kò
Mámàsò chacra LOC.FEM? come -SG.FEM.PRES

“De la chacra, Mámàsò viene.” (E.LTN.KCN.25jul2012)

Finally, it can be used to ask for the homeland of a person, as in (23).

(23) Mámàsò kàrò báíkò ágò?
Mámàsò kàrò báí -kò ágò
Mámàsò where be -NOMZ.FEM be.FEM

“De dónde es Mámàsò?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

3.2.2 kènò

The question word kènò targets a temporal adverbial indicating when the event in question took 
place, as in (24).

(24) kènò mónɨɨ� gò?
kènò mónɨ� -gò
when return -SG.FEM.PST.INTER

“Cuando ha regresado?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

3.3 Content questions targeting quantity

Késò can be used to ask for a quantity of either a count noun or a mass noun, as in (25) and (26) 



respectively.

(25) késò ì báíyì tóyáyètèwè?
késò nì báí -yì tóyá -yètè -wè
how.many children be -PL.PRES.INTER write -learn -house
“Quántos niños hay en la escuela?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

(26) késò gònò óíkɨ�?
késò gònò óí -kɨ�
how.much masato want -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER

“Quánto masato quieres?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

3.4 kímà

Kímà is a particularly interesting question word because it has many uses.  Its primary use 
appears to be to ask about “how” or “why” an event takes place and it calls for a clause 
providing a description of an event that causes another event, as in (27).

(27) kímà tíýíjɨ�gɨ�  mɨ�  dáòsèù?
kímà tíýí -jɨ� -gɨ� mɨ� dáòsèù
how break -2STATE -SG.INAN.PST.INTER 2SG motor
“Cómo se has quebrado su motor?” (E.JMM.KCN.18jul2012)

For the above sentence, the consultant also reported that “por qué” would be an adequate 
translation in place of “cómo”.  It is currently not clear if there are other strategies for forming 
content questions targeting other types of clauses.  

Kímà can also be used to ask “how” something is, or “how” an event took place.  The examples 
in (28) and (29) target a nominal modifier and an adverb, respectively.  

(28) kímà bàkɨ�  áó?
kímà bà -kɨ� áó
how be -SG.INAN.PRES.INTER food
“Cómo es la comida?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

(29) kímà dáìkò Graici?
Kímà dáì -kò Graici
how sing? -SG.FEM.PRES.INTER Grace
“Cómo canta Graici?”  (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

However, the sentences in (28) and (29) were somewhat difficult to elicit.  The sentences that 
were often provided were then back translated as “What did Grace sing?” or “What (type of) 
food is it?”  In general, more data needs to be collected on how to ask questions targeting the 
quality of a noun or the manner of a verb.

It can also be used in constructions asking “which” as in (30), which targets a single item out of a 



set, and (31), which targets multiple items out of a set.

(30) kímà bébɨ�  bíyákɨ�?
kímà bébɨ� bíyá -kɨ�
which ? swim -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER

“Cuál niño sabe nadar?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

(31) kímà báíjùnàbɨ�  bíyáyè?
kímà báíjùnàbɨ� bíyá -yè
which ? swim -PL.PRES.INTER

“Cuáles niños saben nadar?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

However, with inanimates it appears that the plural marker mà must be used when the question 
intends for the speaker to specify various items out of the set, as can be seen in the contrasting 
singular and plural versions of the question in (32).  Note that the form in (32a) uses the prefix 
ké- instead of kímà.  It is not currently clear why this is, but a kè- form can also be used in the 
plural, provided that the suffix -mà is present, as in (33).

(32) a) kétɨ�kàrè tóyátɨ�kà mɨ�  núì óíkɨ�?
ké -tɨ�kà -rè tóyá -tɨ�kà mɨ� núì óí -kɨ�
which -CLF:stick -OBJ write -CLF:stick 2SG INTENS want -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER

“Cuál lapicero más te gusta a usted?”  (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

       b) mɨ�  kímà mà tɨ�kàrè óíkɨ�?
mɨ� kímà -mà tɨ�kà -rè óí -kɨ�
2SG which -PL CLF:stick -OBJ want -SG.MASC.PRES.INTER

“Cuáles lapiceros son tus favoritos?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

(33) kéñàkàmà óíkò tóyáñàkà?
ké -ñàkà -mà óí -kò tóyá -ñàkà
which -CLF:sharp.stick-PL want -SG.FEM.PRES.INTER write -CLF:sharp.stick
“Cuál de ellos (lapiceros) te gusta?” (E.NMM.KCN.224jul2012)

Kímà finds one more use in interrogatives targeting the identity of a human noun, as in (34).

(34) a) kímà bèɨ�  ágɨ�?
kímà bèɨ� ágɨ�
how ?.MASC be.MASC

“Quién es él?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

       b) kímà bèò ágò?
kímà bèò ágò
how ?.FEM be.FEM

“Quién es ella?” (E.LTN.KCN.17jul2012)

The examples in (34) are a bit of a mystery, as it the words bèɨ�  and bèò are not identifiable nor 



understood by the author. 

4 Interrogative cleft constructions

It appears that interrogative cleft constructions do exist in Máíjɨ�kì; however, because these 
constructions are the result of information structure related choices on the part of the speaker, 
they are particularly difficult to elicit successfully.  Nevertheless, (35) offers a sentence that was 
produced by Stephanie Farmer, but which the consultant repeated and judged grammatical.  Note 
that the translation is plural, but the morphology is singular.

(35) nébɨ�rà máká sáíjàgɨ�  ágɨ�?
né -bɨ� -rà máká sáí -jà -gɨ� ágɨ�
who -SUBJ -FOC woods go -? -SG.MASC.PAST.NOMLZR be.MASC

“Quiénes están yendo al monte?” (E.NMM.KCN.24jul2012)

The consultant also offered the sentence in (36) and reported that it had the same meaning as 
(35), and the simple interrogative given in (37).

(36) nébɨ�rà máká sáíhàgɨ�nà?
né -bɨ� -rà máká sáí -hà -gɨ� -nà
who -SUBJ -FOC woods go -? -SG.MASC.PAST.NOMLZR -PL

“Quiénes están yendo al monte?” (E.NMM.KCN.24jul2012)

(37) nébɨ�  máká sáíyì?
né -bɨ� máká sáí -yì
who -SUBJ woods go -PL.PRES.INTERR

“Quiénes están yendo al monte?” (E.NMM.KCN.24jul2012).

Hopefully, future work using a text corpus of the language will reveal more details about both 
interrogative cleft constructions and clefts in the language more generally.

5 Wh-extraction

Wh-words (content question words) can be extracted from embedded clauses, but not from DP 
islands or adjunct islands2.  It is not possible to have more than one Wh-word in a single question 
(e.g., “Who ate what?” in English); instead, the question is broken into two separate questions, as 
in (38).

(38)  nébɨ� áíyì?  ígérè áíyì?
né -bɨ� áí -yì  ígé -rè áí -yì
Who -SUBJ eat -PL.PRES.INTER what -OBJ eat -PL.PRES.INTER

“Quién come? Qué cosa come?”  (E.LTN.KCN.25jul2012)

5.1 Extraction from embedded clauses

2 Subject islands (“That Mámaso eats yuca is obvious/good/normal.”) proved difficult to elicit in Máíjɨ�kì, as did 
sentences of the type “It's obvious/good/normal that Mámaso eats yuca.”  



All types of Wh-words discussed in section 3 can be extracted from a complement clause of 
verbs such as gùàsàyì ('think'), jɨ[kàyì ('tell/say'), and ñíàyì ('see').  The word order of these 
extractions is often quite flexible, but the Wh-word and the verb of the embedded clause usually 
appear between the subject (if overtly expressed) and verb of the matrix clause.  (39a) gives an 
example of a declarative sentence with a clausal complement, and (39b) gives a corresponding 
example of a question with Wh-extraction.  (39c) gives a polar question formed from (39a) for 
comparison. Note that in (39b), the embedded clause has interrogative inflection, and the matrix 
clause has declarative inflection.

(39) a) yì gùàsàyì mámàsò jàsò áíkò.
yì gùàsà -yì mámàsò jàsò áí -kò
1SG think -1SG.PRES Mámàsò yuca eat -SG.FEM.PRES.NOMLZR

“Pienso que Mámàsò está comiendo yuca.” (E.LTN.KCN.25jul2012)

b) nébɨ�  jàsò áíyì gùàsàkɨ�?
né -bɨ� jàsò áí -yì gùàsà -kɨ�
who -SUBJ yuca eat -PL.PRES.INTER think -SG.MASC.PRES

“Quién piensas que está comiendo yuca.”  (E.LTN.KCN.23jul2012)

c) mɨ�  gùàsàkɨ�  Mámàsò jàsò áíkò?
mɨ� gùàsà -kɨ� Mámàsò jàsò áí -kò
2SG think -SG.MASC.PRES Mámàsò yuca eat -SG.FEM.PRES.INTER

“Piensas tú que Mámàsò está comiendo yuca?

When the extracted element is not a Wh-word targeting a human noun, its position in the 
sentence may differ from the word order seen in (39b).  An example of this is given in (40).

(40) máíbàrò ígérè íchíkò gùàsàkɨ�  mámàsòrè?
máíbàrò ígé -rè íchí -kò gùàsà -kɨ� mámàsò -rè
Máíbàrò what -OBJ give -SG.FEM.PRES.INTER think -SG.MASC.PRES Mámàsò -OBJ

“Qué piensas que Máíbàrò le está dando a Mámàsò?” (E.LTN.KCN.23jul2012)

Interestingly, the locative Wh-word kàrò ('where'), which can appear in a variety of positions in 
declarative clauses, including after the verb, is much more constrained when it has been 
extracted, and must occur before the verb, as in (41).

(41) mɨ�  mámàsò kàrò sáíkò gùàsàkɨ�?
mɨ� mámàsò kàrò sáí -kò gùàsà -kɨ�
2SG Mámàsò where go -SG.FEM.PRES.INTER think -SG.MASC.PRES

“A dónde piensas que está yendo Mámàsò?” (E.LTN.KCN.25jul2012)

When the target of the Wh-word was an adjunct, the embedded verb sometimes occurred after 
the matrix verb, but the Wh-word was still moved to the position before the matrix verb, as in 
(42).



(42) mɨ�  néhànù gùàsàkɨ�  mámàsò tótóyà sáíkó?
mɨ� né -hànù gùàsà -kɨ� mámàsò tótóyà sáí -kó
2SG who -COM think -SG.MASC.PRES Mámàsò Tótóyà go -SG.FEM.PRES.NOMLZR

“Con quién piensas que Mámàsò está yendo a Tótóyà?” (E.LTN.KCN.23jul2012)

The full range of permissible Wh-extraction word orders has still not been completely studied, 
but the above examples present the orders most commonly produced by speakers.

5.2 Adjunct islands and Wh in-situ

When a main clause has a clausal adjunct, as in (43a), an element of the adjunct can be targeted 
in an interrogative, but instead of extracting this element from the clausal adjunct and moving it 
to the top of the sentence, it is left in-situ, as in (43b).

(43) a) bóchìchì sáákɨ�  mámàsò jàsò chíá áímákòrè.
bóchìchì sáá -kɨ� mámàsò jàsò chíá áí -má -kò -rè
Bóchìchì go -SG.MASC.PRES Mámàsò yuca before eat -NEG -SG.FEM.PRES.INTER -?
“Se ha ido Bóchìchì, antes que Mámàsò come yuca.” (E.LTN.KCN.25jul2012)

b) bóchìchì sáákɨ�  mámàsò chíá ígérè áímákòrè?
bóchìchì sáá -kɨ� mámàsò  chíá ígé -rè áí -má -kò -rè
Bóchìchì go -SG.MASC.PRES Mámàsò before what -OBJ eat -NEG -SG.FEM.PRES.INTER -?
“Se ha ido Bóchìchì, antes que Mámàsò come qué?” (E.LTN.KCN.25jul2012)

However, while one speaker produced the sentenecs in (43), another had a difficult time 
interpreting (43b), so the status of Wh in-situ in adjunct islands as a grammatical strategy for 
asking about an element in an island is still uncertain.  



Part Terms in Má́ıh1ki

Grace Neveu

June 21, 2012

1 Introduction

The part terms used in Má́ıh1ki depend on several different physical proper-
ties of the objects being described. These include the vertical and horizontal
planes, the solidity of the object, if the object sits on a bottom or if the
object is connected to the ground.

2 Vertical Part Terms

All Vertical objects can take the terms 1́m1́rùrù for the top half and jòràjùrù
for the mid point extending horizontally. The terms used for the bottom half,
however, differ according to whether or not the object is connected to the
ground or has a distinguishable bottom on which is sits. Note that jòràjùrù
means the exact midpoint extending horizontally.

2.1 Objects that are connected to the ground

If an object is connected to the ground (la tierra), such as a vertical pole stuck
in the ground, it takes ýıjàrùrù for the bottom half. ýıjàrùrù is also used for
the bottom half of something hanging as it has no distinguishable bottom.
The term references the ground directly as the free word ýıjà translates to
”la tierra.”
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2.2 Objects with a bottom

Objects with a bottom on which they stand, such as cups, bowls and boxes
take gú́ıb́1rùrù for the bottom half.

2.3 Object specific

Some terms are object specific and used in place of the more general 1́m1́rùrù,
ýıjàrùrù and gú́ıb́1rùrù. One such example are the terms for the top and
bottom half of trees. Though trees are connected to the ground the terms
sàǹıb̀1rùrú and séùr̀ırù are preferred for top and bottom half respectively. In
this case the two terms used for top half and bottom half are referencing
the branches and the roots of the tree respectively as sàǹıb̀1 translates to ”la
punta” and séù translates to ”ráız.”
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2.4 Long narrow objects

Though they do not necessarily need to be vertical, long narrow objects such
as sticks, pens and ropes take similar terms to those described above for
vertical objects. Like vertical objects they take jòràjùrù for their midpoint.
The point or tip of these objects is described with sàǹıb̀1. The section near
the points is referred to using sàǹıb̀1rùrù.

3 Horizontal Part Terms

Objects with a flat, horizontal surface take the terms 1́m1́jà̀ı for the space
above the object, 1́m1́jà̀ıt̀ı for the top surface, gú́ıb́1t̀ı for the bottom surface
and jóràràr̀ı for the midpoint on the horizontal surface.
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The object does not have to rest on the ground, however, to take gú́ıb́1ti.
The underside of tables and lids are also described using gú́ıb́1ti.

4 Interior and Exterior Terms

The terms for interior and exterior surfaces and interior space differ according
to whether or not the object is container-like and whether or not the object
is solid.

4.1 Exterior Surface

All exterior surfaces can take bèsèt̀ı including both solid and container-like
objects. However, for horizontal surfaces 1́m1́jà̀ı and gú́ıb́1t̀ı are preferred for
top surface and bottom surface, respectively.
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4.2 Interior Space

For interior space objects can take either sánúyàkù for container-like ob-
jects and sánú for solid objects. sánúyàkù refers to the free space within a
container-like object such as a cup, a bowl, a bag or a hole.

To refer to the interior of something solid, such as the interior of a fruit,
the ground or water, the term sánú is used.

4.3 Interior Surface

To refer to the interior surface of objects the terms sánút̀ı and sánúyàkùt̀ı
are used similarly to what was outlined in the section above. sánút̀ı is used
to refer to the interior surface of things that are not container-like and do
not contain open space such as the interior cover or pages of a book and
the interior surface of clothing. sánúyàkùt̀ı refers to the interior surface of
objects which are container-like such as cups, bowls, hats, boots and bags.

5 Structural properties

Most of the terms shown above contain the suffixes -rùrù and -t̀ı. Given the
properties of these terms I propose that these terms mean roughly near and
surface area of the proceeding word respectively. This is supported by the
fact that all the terms discussed above that include both -rùrù and -t̀ı are
free words.

For example ýıjàrùrù which is used for the bottom half of vertical objects
connected to the ground breaks down to ýıjà meaning ground and the suf-
fix -rùrù. Therefore, ýıjàrùrù would translate to roughly near the ground.
Similarly sàǹıb̀1 in sàǹıb̀1rùrú translates to point or tip. Therefore sàǹıb̀1rùrú
would translate to roughly near the point.

The same holds for the -t̀ı constructions. For example, the bèsè of bèsèt̀ı
translates to outside. Therefore bèsèt̀ı translates to roughly the surface area
outside.

In the term sánúyàkù sánú translates to inside and yàkù to hole. As
discussed above, sánúyàkù is used for container-like objects. Looking at the
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structural components of sánúyàkù it can be broken down to mean roughly
inside a hole. sánúyàkù can be interpreted as meaning inside a hole-like
object or, in other words, inside a container-like object.
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Radial Directionals

Grace Neveu

August 19, 2012

1 Introduction

Motion goals and sources in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı are defined by modifying a reference point. When no

modification is used the reference point is also the goal or source. There are several ways

to modify the reference point to define a new goal with respect to that reference point with

both nominal and verbal suffixes.

There appear to be no directionals in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı and that the only way to express motion

to and from locations is to modify reference points for goals and sources. When asked for

sentences with hacia ‘towards’ consultants gave translations such as those in the examples

below where the reference point was modified to express a goal relative to the reference

point. When asked about paths that extended toward one location and then diverged to

another location LMM and LTN could not give translations and simply responded that

there was no way to express this. Both acknowledged that it was possible to use hacia
in Spanish for such paths but could not provide a translation into Má́ıj̀1k̀ı. None of the

constructions below were accepted for these paths.

2 Goals and Sources

If the reference point is the goal, or part of the goal, the verb sai ‘ir, irse’ is used to express

motion in the direction of the reference point. When the reference point is also the goal,

there is no modification to the reference point, as in (1).

(1) Kelsey Robertina wè sá́ıkó

Kelsey
Kelsey

Robertina
Robertina

we
house

sai
go

-ko
-3f.pres

‘Kelsey va a la casa de Robertina.’ (E.AMM.GKN.28jun2012)

There are no distal restrictions on this construction, however, there may be restrictions

based on the combined spacial knowledge of the speaker and the interlocutor. When asked

about goals that did not form part of the combined spacial knowledge of the speaker and

himself, LTN responded that constructions like that in (1) were ungrammatical. For exam-

ple, because LTN is unfamiliar with the area referred to in the sentence in 2a it was judged

as ungrammatical and that instead the sentence in 2b should be used.
1

1-ro and its properties will be discussed in section 3.3.2
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(2) a. *Grace wè sá́ıýı

Grace
Grace

we
house

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

*‘Estoy yendo a casa de Grace.’ (E.LTN.GKN&LDM.11jul2012)

b. Grace bà̀ırò sá́ıýı

Grace
Grace

bai
house

-ro
-loc.nomz.nvis

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Estoy yendo donde vive Grace.’ (E.LTN.GKN&LDM.11jul2012)

When the reference point is the source the construction verb stem – atel.nomz –
nomz.fem/masc is required after the reference point. This translates roughly to ’who was

doing X.’ This can be with any verb to describe the action of the subject at the source. Even

when not specifying a specific action that was being performed at the source bà̀ıch̀ıkò is

required. Either the verb sai ‘ir, irse’ or dai ‘venir’ can be used when the reference point is

the source, depending on whether or not the subject is moving toward the speaker.

(3) a. Kelsey Abilio wè bà̀ıch̀ıkò Robertina wè sá́ıkó

Kelsey
Kelsey

Abilio
Abilio

we
house

bai
exist-atel.nomz

-chi
-nomz.fem

-ko
Robertina

Robertina
house

we
go

sai
-3f.pres

-ko

‘Kelsey estaba en la casa de Abilio y ahora esta yendo a la casa de Robertina’

(E.AMM.GKN.28jun2012)

b. Mámàsò Abilio wè àò kwàkòch̀ıkò Robertina wè sá́ıkó

Stephanie
Stephanie

Abilio
Abilio

we
house

ao
food

kwako
cook

-chi
-atel.nomz

-ko
-3f.pres

Robertina
Robertina

we
house

sai
go

-ko
-3f.pres

‘Stephanie estaba cocinando en la casa de Abilio y esta yendo a la casa de

Robertina’ (E.HMR.GKN.4jul2012)

Sentences such as the above can be grammatical without verb stem – atel.nomz –
nom.fem/masc after the reference point, however, this is only permitted when the subject

has not yet left the source. The sentences in 3 contrast with those in 4 in that the subject

has already left the source in 3 while the subject is still at the source in 4.

(4) Amalia Abilio wè dá̀ıkò

Amalia
Amalia

Abilio
Abilio

we
house

dai
come

-ko
-3f.pres

‘Amalia esta viniendo cerca la casa de Abilio’ (E.LMM&AMM.GKN.7jul2012)
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3 Modification of Reference Point

Goals and sources can also be expressed in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı by attaching certain suffixes which modify

the reference point. This creates a new goal or source relative to the reference point. There

are both nominal modifiers and verbal modifiers which encode information about the spatial

relationship, the proximity and the visibility of the source or goal.

3.1 Nominal Modifiers

The following nominal modifiers can be added to inanimate nouns to create goals and

sources.

3.1.1 -rari

If the goal or source is known to be close to but not in or at the reference point than the

suffix -rari is used. wèrár̀ı was often translated as ‘el patio’ or ‘la tierra afuera de la casa’

by speakers and seems to mean a part very closely associated with the reference point but

not actually inside or at.
2 -juru (discussed in section 3.1.2 ) was also excepted by some

speakers but not preferred for goals which took -rari. Note that, unlike -juru, -rari can be

on either side of the reference point. -rari seems to be permitted on any inanimate noun.

In 5a the reference point is a goal in 5b the reference point is a source.

(5) a. Abilio wèrár̀ı sá́ıýı

Abilio
Abilio

we
house

-rari
-prox.rp

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Voy al patio de la casa de Abilio’ (E.LTN.GKN.4jul2012)

b. Abilio wèrár̀ı bà̀ıch̀ık̀1 dá̀ıỳı

Abilio
Abilio

we
house

-rari
-prox.rp

bai
exist

-chi
-atel.nomz

-k1
-nomz.masc

dai
come

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Parte de la casa de Abilio estoy viniendo’ (Spoken by a male)

(E.AMM.GKN&LDM.2jul2012)

Note that when -rari was added to locations such as cities there appear to be two

possible interpretations. 1) That the goal is very near the reference point or 2) That the

path passed through the center of the reference point.

3.1.2 -juru

If the goal is further away from the reference point than -rari the suffix -juru is used. -juru
is not permitted for any paths which cross the reference point for goals or sources. If the

path crosses the reference point than -juru was not permitted and another construction

most be used to indicate that the reference point was passed to reach the goal. Some

consultants permitted -juru on goals or sources that normally took -rari however this was

2Here I am glossing -rari as prox.rp for ‘proximal to reference point’ to indicate that it is used for the
most proximal goal.
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not preferred.
3
However, -rari can refer to a goal on either side of the reference point with

regards to the path while this is not true of -juru. In 6a the reference point is the goal and

in 6 the reference point is the source.

(6) a. Abilio wèjúrù sá́ıýı

Abilio
Abilio

we
house

-juru
-med.rp

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Estoy yendo en direction de la casa de Abilio’ (E.LTN.GKN.3jul2012)

b. Abilio wè bà̀ıch̀ık̀1 dá̀ıỳı

Abilio
Abilio

we
house

bai
exist

-chi
-atel.nomz

-k1
-nom.masc

dai
come-1sg

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Más lejos de la casa de Abilio estoy viniendo’ (E.AMM.GKN&LDM.2jul2012)

3.2 táyòjùr̀u

táyòjùrù is the counterpart to -juru. If the goal was past the reference point than the

construction táyòjùrù sá́ıýı is used to indicate that the reference point had been passed as

either a source or as a goal. In other words, this is used for paths that cross the reference

point for either sources or goals.

(7) Jesusa wè táyòjùrù sá́ıýı

Jesusa
Jesusa

we
house

tayo
pass

-juru
-med.rp

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Pasando su casa de Jesusa estoy yendome’ (E.LTN.GKN.13jul2012)

3.2.1 -ruru

The suffix -ruru, when added to a reference point, refers to anything upriver of the reference

point. In this case there is no specified goal or source except for the restriction that the goal

or source is upriver from the reference point. Because it refers to anything upriver, -ruru
can be either before or after the reference point depending on whether or not the reference

point is upriver or downriver of the deictic center.

I did not encounter a downriver counterpart to -ruru. When asked about goals that

were downriver of the reference point consultants offered -juru or táyòjùrù (depending on

the deictic center).

3.3 Verbal Modifiers

The following verbal modifiers can be added to verbs to create a nominalized clause as the

goal or source. These can be more literally translated to ‘the place where Y is X-ing.’

3Here I am glossing -juru was med.rp for ‘medial to reference point’ to indicate that it is a medial goal
relative to the reference point.
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3.3.1 -rari

When the locative nominalizer -rari is added to a verb there is a visual restriction that

the goal or source must be in sight of the speaker at the time of utterance. There is no

entailment of social interaction nor is there entailment that the speaker will be performing

the same action as the goal. There does not seem to be any restriction on what kind of

verb can take -rari or on the kind of subject the verb can have as it is permitted with both

inanimate and animate subjects as seen in 8a and 8b.
4

(8) a. Mámàsò ótéràr̀ı sá́ıýı

Mamaso
Stephanie

ote
dance

-rari
-loc.nomz. vis

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Estoy yendo donde Stephanie esta bailando (puedo verla)’

(E.LMM.GKN.6jul2012)

b. súḱıñ̀ı ń1káràr̀ı sá́ıýı

sukiñi
tree

n1ka
lie

-rari
-loc.nomz.vis

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Estoy yendo donde esta parado el arbol’ (E.NMM.GKN&LDM.12jul2012)

3.3.2 -ro

The locative nominalizer -ro is a counter part to -rari with the visual restriction that the

goal must be out of sight at the time of utterance.
5

Like -rari there is no entailment of

social interaction or that the speaker will be performing the same action as the goal. There

appears to be no restriction on what kinds of verbs can take -ro however, when -ro is added

to bà̀ı with an animate subject it gets the reading of ‘where X lives’ as in 9b below. In

sentences with bà̀ırò it is not necessary that the subject of the nominalized clause be at the

goal.

(9) a. Mámàsò ótéró sá́ıýı

Mamaso
Stephanie

ote
dance

-ro
-loc.nomz.nvis

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Estoy yendo donde Stephanie esta bailando (no puedo verla)’

(E.LMM.GKN.6jul2012)

b. Mámàsò bà̀ırò sá́ıýı

Mamaso
Stephanie

bai
exist

-ro
-loc.nomz.nvis

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Estoy yendo donde vive Stephanie’

c. súḱıñ̀ı ń1káró sá́ıýı

4I am glossing -rari as LOC.NOMZ.VIS to indicate that it is a visible locative nominalizer
5I am glossing -ro as LOC.NOMZ.NVIS. to indicate that it is a non-visible locative nominalizer
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sukiñi
tree

n1ka
stand

-ro
-loc.nomz.vis

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Estoy yendo donde esta parado el arbol’ (E.NMM.GKN&LDM.12jul2012)

4 People as Reference Point

When a person is the reference point there is a animacy restriction in that they cannot take

the nominal modifiers discussed in section 3.1. However, the accusative suffix -re can be

attached to the noun or a verb describing an action or state of the source.

4.1 -re

The accusative suffix -re can be added to a person name to create a goal and may not

be added to inanimates. It can also be added to verbs describing an action or state

of the source. In this case there is no spatial, visual or stative information encoded

in the utterance. Interestingly, it appears that this also entails social interaction with

the goal. Sentences such as those in example 10a were often translated as ‘Voy visi-

tar Stephanie’ (E.LTN.GKN.5jul2012) or even ‘Estoy yendo ver mi compañero Stephanie’

(E.RTT.GKN.30jun2012).

(10) a. Mámàsòrè sá́ıýı

Mamaso
Stephanie

-re
-acc

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Estoy yendo donde Stephanie esta’ (E.LTN.GKN.3jul2012)

b. Mámàsò ótékóré sá́ıýı

Mamaso
Stephanie

ote
dance

-ko
-3f.pres

-re
-acc

sai
go

-yi
-1sg.pres

‘Estoy yendo donde Stephanie esta bailando’ (E.AMM.GKN.7jul2012)
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Spatial Nominals and Positional Verbs

Grace Neveu

July 20, 2012

1 Introduction

This module is a report on the data collected using the Topological Relations Picture Series
(TRPS) stimuli taken from Levinson et al (2003). This stimuli is series of seventy-one line-
drawings “each representing a topological spatial relation, covering large range of spatial
relations that would be coded in English using such prepositions as on, in, under, over,
near, and against, as well as complex prepositions like inside, on top of, in the middle of,
and such like” (Levinson 2003).

In this module I posit that Má́ıj̀1k̀ı has no adpositions but instead uses what Levinson
refers to as ‘spatial nominals’1 and ‘positional/locative verbs’ to encode spatial relations
between objects. I will also discuss the fact that spatial relations can be encoded, in certain
cases, in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı without either a spatial nominal nor a positional/locative verb by use of a
what I will call ‘default positions.’

2 Spatial Nominals

The spatial nominals in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı are 1́m1́jà̀ı, gù̀ıb̀1, and sànù which correspond roughly to
the “basic ‘topological’ notions” described by Levinson et al (2003) as ON, UNDER and
IN. These spatial nominals are often optional depending on the spatial relationship of the
two objects being described and whether or not the expected spatial relationship between
the two objects holds. The concept of an ‘expected spatial relationship’ will be discussed
further in section 4.

2.1 1́m1́jà̀ı

1́m1́jà̀ı encodes the “basic ‘topological’ notion” ON as well as OVER which are collapsed
in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı. Due to the collapse of these two notions 1́m1́jà̀ı can be used both for contact
between the two objects, such as a cup on a table, and no contact, such as a lamp hanging
over a table or a cloud over a mountain. 1́m1́jà̀ı can also be used with either a posture
verb which encodes no spatial information between the two objects or with tui-, one of the
specific spatial/positional verbs discussed in section 3

1The fact that these are nominals elements was determined by their tonal behavior and that they can
take classifiers .
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(1) a. toat1taga nétòtò 1́m1́jà̀ı déj̀1

toa
fire

-t1ta
-wake.up

-ga
-cl:seed

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

1m1jai
on

de
hang

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El foco esta colgado encima de la mesa’ (E.LTN.GKN.02jul2012)

b. neugu nétòtò 1́m1́jà̀ı tú́ıj́1

ne
thing

-ugu
-cl:container

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

1m1jai
on

tui
be.on

-1
-3m.pres

‘La taza esta puesto encima de la mesa’ (E.LTN.GKN.02jul2012)

2.2 gù̀ıb̀1

gù̀ıb̀1 encodes the “basic ‘topological’ notion” of UNDER in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı. It is used for both
attachment to the ground2 object as well as without attachment. Therefore gù̀ıb̀1 can
be used for both a piece of gum attached to the underside of table and for a cat sitting
underneath a table. Interestingly, gù̀ıb̀1 can not be used with a spatial/locative verb because
there is no spatial/locative verb encoding UNDER, due to this it seems, at this stage, that
gù̀ıb̀1 is always obligatory.3

(2) a. baiyiri nétòtò gù̀ıb̀1 s̀1̀ıj1 sap table under be.attached -3m.pres ‘El copal esta
pegado a la mesa’ (E.LMM.GKN.06jun2012)

b. mı́ch̀ı nétòtò gù̀ıb̀1 ñú́ıj́1

michi
cat

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

guib1
under

ñui
sit

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El gato esta sentado abajo de la mesa’ (E.LMM.GKN.06jun2012)

2.3 sànù

sànù encodes the “basic ‘topological’ notion” of INSIDE in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı. It can be used for
complete, partial, visible and non-visible containment. Like 1́m1́jà̀ı there are spatial/locative
verbs that also encode the notion INSIDE, therefore sànù is often optional and instead one
of the spatial/positional verbs is used.4

(3) yá́ıjòỳı néògù sànù ñù̀ıj̀1

yaijoyi
dog

ne
thing

-ogu
-cl:container

sanu
in

ñui
sit

-j1
-3m.pres

’El perro esta sentado en un envase’ (E.LTN.GKN.27jun2012)

2Note, however, that though gù̀ıb̀1 is used for attachment to the ground object, a specific verb is used to
encode this attachment.

3‘Default positions’ will be discussed in section 4, however, I have not yet come across any instance where
the expected spatial relationship between the two objects is such that one is under the other.

4This is discussed further in section 3.2.
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3 Positional/locative Verbs

Má́ıj̀1k̀ı has several positional/locative verbs which are tú́ı- ‘be on’, áyà- ‘be inside’, be- ‘be
inside’, dé- ‘hang’, s̀1̀ı- ‘be attached’ and jù̀ı- ‘be encircled with full contact’5 These verbs
can be used with or without one of the spatial nominals discussed above, however, they
cannot be used with a contradictory spatial nominal. tú́ı-, aya-, bej-, de-, sii- and juij

3.1 tú́ı-

tú́ı- is a positional/locative verb in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı translating roughly to ‘be on.’ It can be used with
or without the spatial nominal 1́m1́jà̀ı and, as mentioned above, it cannot occur with any
other spatial nominal as that would be contradictory. It appears as though both 1́m1́jà̀ı and
tú́ı- is preferred when the spatial relationship between the two objects is not expected. tú́ı-
also seems not to be preferred when the subject is animate in which case a posture verb
with or without 1́m1́jà̀ı, depending on the expected spatial relationship, is used to express
the notion ON.

(4) nétòtò ḱıògù tú́ıj́1

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

ki
metal

-ogu
-cl:container

tui
be.on

-j1
-3m.pres

‘En la mesa esta el posillo de metal’ (E.SRO.GKN.25jul2012)

3.2 áyà- and be-

áyà- and be- both translate roughly to ‘be inside’ in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı. As with tú́ı- because there is
a spatial nominal which corresponds to these verbs they can co-occur or appear separately.
The use of sànù followed by another verb, such as a posture verb, versus one of these
spatial/locative verbs often seems to be optional. So far the only example of sànù being
obligatory while áyá and be- were rejected is below in example 5.

(5) a. tóyát̀1kà tókà sànù ú́ıj́1

toya
write

-t1ka
-cl:stick

tókà
cloth

sanu
under

ui
lie

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El lapicero esta abajo de la toalla’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

b. *toyat1ka tókà áyàj̀1

toya
write

-t1ka
-CL:stick

tókà
cloth

aya
be.inside

-j1
-3m.PRES

‘*El lapizero esta abajo de la toalla’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

c. *toyat1ka tókà bej1
toya -t1ka tókà áyà -j̀1
write -CL:stick cloth be.inside -3m.PRES
‘*El lapizero esta abajo de la toalla’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

5Note that jù̀ı- can also mean ‘to wear’.
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3.2.1 áyá-

áyá- is a spatial verb translating roughly to ‘be inside.’ It contrasts with be- in that áyá-
without the spatial nominal sànù is only used for incomplete inclosure or partial contain-
ment. This can be containment without a cover or containment where the object is only
partially inside the container. As with tú́ı- because there is a spatial nominal which cor-
responds to these verbs they can co-occur or appear separately. In the case of áyá-, it
appears that the use of sànù cancels out the partial containment meaning of áyá- and
therefore sànù áyá- can be used for full containment in a closed container. However, when
the container is upside-down, both áyá- and sànù áyá- were judged ungrammatical.

(6) ákwéb̀1 tótòdèò áyáj́1
awkeb1 totodeo aya -j1
fruit bowl be.inside -3m.PRES
‘El fruto esta en el tazón’ (E.GKN.LMM.14jun2012)

3.2.2 be-

be- is a spatial verb which contrasts with áyá- in that be- entails complete inclosure. be- and
sànù be- were used both for closed containment as well as containment where the container
was upside-down. be- also appears to be accepted for two dimensional complete containment
such as a complete fenced enclosure, however, not all consultants accepted this reading6.

(7) a. s̀1s̀1 turib1 bej1
s1s1 turib1 be -j1
possum cage be.inside -3m.PRES
‘El zorro esta en jaula’ (E.AMM.GKN.22jun2012)

b. yá́ıjòỳı n1kose bej1
yaijoyi n1kose be -j1
dog fence be.inside -3m.PRES
‘El perro esta en cerco’ (E.JMM.GKN.23jul2012) (E.NMM.GKN.24jul2012)

3.3 dè-

dè- is a positional verb in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı translating roughly to ‘hang.’ It can be used with both
objects that have been placed to hang as well as more fixed hanging objects. It can often be
used without a spatial nominal to mean ‘hanging from’ or with one of the spatial nominals
when a more specific spatial relationship needs to be communicated such as in 8b.

For instance, none of the consultants used a spatial nominal during the naming task for
the coat hanging from a hook or a fruit hanging from a branch, whereas all the consultants
used both 1́m1́jà̀ı and dè- for the lamp hanging above the table.

(8) a. ákwéb̀1 súḱıñ̀ıkà dèj̀1

akweb1
fruit

sukini
tree

-ka
-cl:branch

de
hang

-j1
-3m.press

‘El fruto esta en la rama de árbol’ (E.AMM.GKN.22jun2012)

6LTN rejected example 7b.
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b. tóàt́1tágà nétt̀oò 1́m1́jà̀ı dèj̀1

toa
fire

-t1ta
-wake.up

-ga
cl:seed

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

1m1jai
on

de
hang

-j1
-3m.press

‘El foco esta colgado encima de la mesa’ (E.LTN.GKN.02jul2012)

3.4 s̀1̀ı-

s̀1̀ı- is a positional verb in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı translating roughly to ‘attached.’ This could be fixed
attachment, such as attachment to a wall with a nail, or attachment by resting, such as a
spider on the wall. This was often used without a spatial nominal. If something was stuck
to or pinned to the underside of an object, such as gum on the underside of a table, both
gù̀ıb̀1 and s̀1̀ı- were used to express this relationship.

(9) baiyiri nétòtò gù̀ıb̀1 s̀1̀ıj1
sap table under be.attached -3m.pres
‘El copal esta pegado a la mesa’ (E.LMM.GKN.06jun2012)

3.5 jù̀ı-

jù̀ı- is a positional verb in Má́ıj̀1k̀ı expressing encirclement with full contact through a solid
object.7 jù̀ı- was never used with one of the spatial nominals and was never used for
encirclement without contact. For instance, a piece of fruit with a stick through it took jù̀ı-
while a candle with a piece of ribbon tied around it did not.

(10) ákwéb̀1 néñàkà jù̀ıj̀1

akweb1ne
fruit

-ñaka
thing

jui
-cl:sharpened.point

-j1
be.through -3m.pres

‘El fruto esta sartado’ (con palo afilado) (E.AMM.GKN.23jun2012)

4 Default Positions

In Má́ıj̀1k̀ı there appear to be what I will call ‘default positions’ where the use of one of
the above spatial nominals or positional verbs is not obligatory given that the expected
spatial relationship between the two objects in question holds. During the initial elicitation
with the stimuli there were often instances where the consultant did not provide a spatial
nominal and only after further questioning did they produce a sentence using one of the
spacial nominals discussed above. It appears as though the spatial nominals and, to an
extent, the positional verbs are only obligatory when the spatial relationship between the
two objects is unexpected.

It is important to note that it is the expected relationship between the two objects that
creates the ‘default position’ and not simply the ground. For instance, many objects of

7This is certainly not a complete definition.
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containment have the default position of IN, however, a different reading can occur even
without the use of one of the spatial nominals if the expected relationship between the
ground and the object is not IN. The examples in (11) illustrate the different readings
one can get with the ground object b1oto ‘bag’ without the use of a spatial nominal or
positional/locative verb.

(11) a. tóyá̀1kà b1oto bà̀ıj̀1
toya-t1ka b1oto bai-j1
write -CL:stick bag exist -3m.PRES
‘El lapizero esta en la bolsa’ (E.LNT.GKN.19jul2012)

b. yá́ıjòỳı b1oto bà̀ıj̀1
yá́ıjòỳı b1oto bai -j1
dog bag exist -3m.PRES
‘El perro se encuentra en la bolsa’ (E.LNT.GKN.19jul2012)

Interestingly, though you get the reading of IN the bag in 11b with the verb bai- the
same reading does not hold when the posture verb ñú́ı- is used in 12a and instead you get
the reading ON. When the spatial/locative verb tú́ı- is used with yá́ıjòỳı ‘dog’ as the subject
the reading of ON holds without the use of a spatial nominal as seen in 12b.

However, when the subject is a pen LTN judged the sentence *toyat1ka b1oto tú́ıj1 to
be ungrammatical and instead offered the sentence in 12c. Similarly the sentence *toyat1ka
b1oto ú́ıj́1 was judged ungrammatical by LTN and instead the sentence in 12d was offered.
This is interesting in that it is infelicitous to use ú́ı- to express containment. Therefore,
it appears as though the expected spatial relationship between a pen and a bag is strong
enough that a spatial nominal is necessary to override this relationship.

(12) a. yá́ıjòỳı b1oto ñù̀ıj́1
yá́ıjòỳı b1oto nui-j1
dog bag sit-3m.PRES
‘El perro esta sentado encima de la bolsa’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

b. yá́ıjòỳı b1oto tú́ıj́1
dog bag be.on -3m.PRES
‘El perro esta sentado encima de la bolsa’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

c. toyat1ka b1oto 1́m1́jà̀ıtú́ıj́1
write -CL:stick bag on be.on -3m.PRES
‘El lapicero esta encima de la bolsa’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

d. toyat1ka b1oto 1́m1́jà̀ı ú́ıj́1
write -CL:stick bag on lie -3m.PRES
‘El lapicero esta encima de la bolsa’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

As hinted at in the examples discussed above, it appears as though the expected rela-
tionship between the two objects is more important than simply the expected relationship
of the ground object. This was most striking in LTNs judgements of sentences with the wè
‘house’ as the ground. When the object was inanimate and a spatial/locative verb was used
without a spatial nominal LTN interpreted the spatial/locative verb as describing a spatial
relationship between the subject and another convert ground object within the house.
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(13) a. toyat1ka wè tú́ıj́1
toya -t1ka wè tú́ı -j1
write -CL:stick house be.on -3m.PRES
‘El lapicera esta en la casa (encima de algo)’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

b. toyat1ka wè áyàj̀1
toya -t1ka wè aya -j1
write -CL:stick house be.inside -3m.PRES
‘El lapicera esta en la casa (adentro de algo)’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

Additionally, with an animate subject these readings varied slightly where the use of
tú́ı- did get the reading of ‘on to of the house’ however the reading with aya- remained the
same.8

(14) a. yá́ıjòỳı wè tú́ıj́1
yá́ıjòỳı we tú́ı -j1
dog house be.on -3m.PRES
‘El perro esta encima de la casa’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

b. yá́ıjòỳı wè áyàj̀1
yá́ıjòỳı we aya -j1
dog house be.in -3m.PRES
‘El perro esta en de la casa (adentro de algo’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

Lastly, it may be interesting to note that LTN did not always accept the verb bá́ı-
for these spatial relationship when there was no spatial nominal. The pattern that seems
to be emerging is that bà̀ı- is not accepted for animate subjects when the default spacial
relationship is ON. This may be due to the fact that bà̀ı- is often rejected for animates over
a posture verb. This would explain why bà̀ı- was accepted for animate subjects when the
expected relationship was IN because this would imply that the subject was not visible and
therefore the postural information is unknown.

8LTN rejected the use of be- for both the examples in examples ?? and ??, however, it is unclear why
this was.
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Spatial Relations in Má́ıj̀ık̀ı

Grace Neveu

August 19, 2012

1 Introduction

In this module I discuss the different spatial relationships that are encoded in Má́ıj̀ık̀ı by
use of a variety of spatial nominals and positional/locative verbs. All the spatial nominals

discussed in this module, except for gunu, which is discussed in section ?? have inherent tone

and can take classifiers. None of the spatial nominals contain any information about contact

between the figure and the ground, instead it is the verb following the spatial nominal which

encodes information about the contact or lack of contact between the figure and the ground.

I will also discuss the obligatoriness of the spatial nominals and positional/locative verbs

in what I will call ‘default positions.’ These are spatial positions which do not require either

a spatial nominal or a positional/locative verb provided that the spatial position between

the figure and the ground is expected.

2 Vertical positions

Má́ıj̀ık̀ı distinguishes between five different types of vertical spatial relations. These are 1)

figure above ground with contact, 2) figure above ground without contact, 3) figure below

ground without contact and 4) figure below ground with contact. A variety of spatial nom-

inals and positional verbs are used to encode these different types of spatial relationships.

2.1 Figure above ground with contact

A figure above ground with contact is encoded in Má́ıj̀ık̀ı by using the positional/locative

verb tú́ı or the spatial nominal ı́m ı́jà̀ı followed by tú́ı or another verb describing a state

of the figure, usually a posture verb. The spatial nominal ı́m ı́jà̀ı does not by itself encode

contact so it is necessary to use a verb encoding contact between the figure and the ground.

There is a contrast in Má́ıj̀ık̀ı between figure above ground with contact at the highest

point and figure above ground not at the highest point. ı́m ı́jà̀ı is necessary to encode the

meaning that the figure is at the highest point, while tú́ı only encodes figure above ground

but not at the highest point. The examples in (??) illustrate the possible combinations of

ı́m ı́jà̀ı, tú́ı and a posture verb.

(1) a. mı̀à súḱıñ̀ı ı́m ı́jà̀ı tú́ıkó
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mia
small.bird

sukiñi
tree

1m1jai
on

tui
be.on

-ko
-3m.pres

‘El pájaro esta sentado encima punto de árbol’ (E.AMM.GKN.02aug2012)

b. mı̀à súḱıñ̀ı tú́ıkó

mia
small.bird

sukiñi
tree

tui
be.on

-ko
-3m.pres

‘El pájaro esta sentado en el palo’ (E.AMM.GKN.02aug2012)

c. násò súḱıñ̀ı ı́m ı́jà̀ı nù̀ıj̀ı

naso
woolly.monkey

sukiñi
tree

1m1jai
on

nui
sit

-1
-3m.pres

‘El chorro esta sentado encima del àrbol’ (E.AMM.GKN.02aug2012)

d. násò súḱıñ̀ı nù̀ıj̀ı

naso
woolly.monkey

sukiñi
tree

nui
sit

-1
-3m.pres

‘El chorro esta sentado parte las ramas’ (E.AMM.GKN.02aug2012)

The contrast with ı́m ı́jà̀ı and tú́ı discussed above is not apparent when there is no

highest point of the ground. For surfaces such as tables, ı́m ı́jà̀ı, ı́m ı́jà̀ı tú́ı and tú́ı were all

both accepted and produced by consultants.

(2) a. néògù nétòtò ı́m ı́jà̀ı tú́ıj́ı

ne
thing

-ogu
-cl:container

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

1m1jai
on

tui
be.on

-j1
-3m.pres

‘La taza esta puesto encima de la mesa’ TRPS #1 (E.LTN.GKN.02jul2012)

b. tóyátòtò tú́ıj́ı tóyáp ı́

toya
write

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

tui
be.on

-j1
-3m.pres

toyap1
book

’Encima de la mesa esta el libro’ TRPS #8 (E.JMM.GKN.09jul2012)

2.2 Figure above ground without contact

As mentioned above, ı́m ı́jà̀ı does not encode contact between the figure and the ground.

Therefore, it is also used for figure above ground without contact, however, it is necessary

for ı́m ı́jà̀ı to be used in combination with a verb that encodes the lack of contact such as

dé ‘hang’ or more simply bà̀ı ‘exist’.

(3)

a. tóàt́ıtágà nétòtò ı́m ı́jà̀ı déj́ı
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toa
fire

-t1ta
-wake.up

-ga
-cl:seed

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

1m1jai
on

de
hang

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El foco esta colgado encima de la mesa’ TRPS #13 (E.LTN.GKN.02jul2012)

b. ı́m ı̀t̀ıt̀ı ı́m ı́jà̀ı ókógàrà bà̀ıj̀ı

1m1t1t1
hill

1m1jai
on

okogara
rain.cloud

bai
exist

-j1
-3m.pres

‘Encima del cerro esta el nube’ TRPS #36 (E.AMM.GKN.22jun2012)

2.3 Figure below ground without contact

To encode figure below ground the spatial nominal gù̀ıb ı̀ is used. There is no verb that alone

encodes figure below ground, therefore, gù̀ıb ı̀ is always obligatory for spatial relationships

with the figure below the ground. As with ı́m ı́jà̀ı, gù̀ıb ı̀ itself does not contain any infor-

mation concerning contact between the figure and ground, therefore it is the verb following

gù̀ıb ı̀ that encodes information about contact.

(4) mı́ch̀ı nétòtò gù̀ıb ı̀ ñù̀ıj̀ı

michi
cat

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

guib1
under

ñui
sit

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El gato esta sentado abajo de la mesa’ TRPS #31 (E.LMM.GKN.06jun2012)

2.4 Figure below ground with contact

As mentioned above, gù̀ıb ı̀ does not contain information about the contact between the

figure and the ground, therefore a verb is used to encode this contact which follows the

spatial nominal gù̀ıb ı̀, such as s ı̀̀ı. The sentence in example (??) cannot have the meaning

that the sap is stuck to the floor underneath the table and only gets the reading that it is

stuck to the underside. The reading that the sap is on the underside of the table and not

on the floor is due to entailments of the verb s ı̀̀ı with will be discussed in section ??.

(5) báýır̀ı nétòtò gù̀ıb ı̀ ś ı́ıj́ı

bayiri
sap

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

guib1
under

s1i
be.attached

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El copal esta pegado a la mesa’ TRPS #53 (E.LMM.GKN.06jun2012)

3 Containment

Má́ıj̀ık̀ı distinguishes between several different types of containment with the use of a spatial

nominal sànù and two positional/locative verbs áyà and bé. The distinctions of containment

marked by these two verbs is partial enclosure (marked by áyà) and complete containment

or containment with a side opening (marked by bé).
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3.1 Figure contained in partial enclosure

The positional/locative verb áyà is used only for containers in which the opening of the

container is at the top of the container. áyà has the additional restriction that the container

be open. áyà may be used for containers on their side only if the inherent orientation is

such that the opening is at the top of the container. For example, a cup that is on its side

can still take áyà as long as the cup remains open. The example of a hat provides that

opposite case, though the opening of a hat is not inherently positioned on the top of the

hat, containment within a hat takes áyà so long as the hat is upside down (i.e. the opening

is at the top).

(6) a. ákwéb ı̀ tótòdèò áyàj̀ı

awkeb1
fruit

totodeo
bowl

aya
be.inside

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El fruto esta en el tazón’ TRPS #2 (E.LMM.GKN.14jun2012)

b. tóyájàù márò áyàj̀ı

toya
write

-jau
-cl:leaf

maro
hat

aya
be.inside

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El papel esta adentro del sobrero’ (E.LMM.GKN.08aug2012)

When the spatial nominal sànù is added before áyà the sentence gets the reading ‘bien

adentro.’ sànù could only be used when the figure was completely contained and maximally

distal from the opening of the container. For example, with the container dòrù ‘panero’,

sànù was only used when the figure was at the bottom of the panero. For the container

yóù ‘canoe’, sànù was only used for figures that were on the floor of the canoe (contrasting

with being in the canoe on the seat).

(7) a. jàsò dòrù áyàj̀ı

jaso
yuca

doru
panero

aya
be.inside

-j1
-3sg.pres

‘La yuca esta en panero (No esta bien adentro)’ (E.AMM.GKN.02aug2012)

b. jàsò dòrù sànù áyàj̀ı

jaso
yuca

doru
panero

sanu
inside

aya
be.inside

-j1
-3sg.pres

‘La yuca esta en panero (bien adentro)’ (E.AMM.GKN.02aug2012)

The spatial nominal ı́m ı́jà̀ı can also be used with áyà to indicate containment near the

opening of a container. In the case of ı́m ı́jà̀ı followed by áyà, the figure is not restricted

to the highest point as was discussed in section ?? as this construction can either be for

containment where the figure is the closest object within the container to the opening or

where the object is near the opening for another reason (e.g. the container is on its side).

The example in (??) was given both for an upright cup where the paper was the topmost

object within the cup as well as with a cup lying on its side where the paper was simply

placed near the opening.
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(8) tóyájàù néògù ı́m ı́jà̀ı áyàj̀ı

toya
write

-jau
-cl:leaf

ne
thing

-ogu
-cl:container

1m1jai
on

aya
be.inside

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El papel esta encima del vaso’ (E.LTN.GKN.07aug2012)

3.2 Figure contained in complete enclosure

When a figure is contained in a complete enclosure, the positional/locative verb bé is used.

In Má́ıj̀ık̀ı a complete enclosure that can take bé is defined as an enclosure that is complete

on the top horizontal plane. Therefore, containers which would normally take áyà can take

bé as long as the container is closed in some way. Additionally, containers with a side open-

ing also take bé, even when the container is incomplete due to the fact that the horizontal

plane remains complete.

The spatial nominal sànù can be added before bé similarly to what was discussed re-

garding áyà in section ?? wherein the figure is interpreted to mean at the bottom of the

enclosure when sànù comes before the verb. However, when bé is used for containers with

side openings, there is no difference between sànù bé and bé. This is similar to what was

discussed in section ?? where ı́m ı́jà̀ı is optional if there is no highest vertical point. The

examples in (??) were judged to be the same by speakers.

(9) a. kóbè nétùr̀ı béj́ı

kobe
weasel

neturi
cage

be
be.completely.inside

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El manco esta en jaula’ (E.LTN.GKN.07aug2012)

b. kóbè nétùr̀ı sànù béj́ı

kobe
weasel

neturi
cage

sanu
inside

be
be.completely.inside

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El manco esta adentro de jaula’ (E.LTN.GKN.07aug2012)

ı́m ı́jà̀ı bé can only be used when the container’s inherent orientation is such that the

opening is at the top, similar to what was discussed in section ??. In other words, ı́m ı́jà̀ı bé
is only permitted when it was alternate with ı́m ı́jà̀ı áyà, depending on whether not the

enclosure is complete or partial. When bé is being used for a container with a side open-

ing, however, ı́m ı́jà̀ı bé is not permitted. The sentences in example ?? were judged as

ungrammatical.

(10) *kóbè nétùr̀ı ı́m ı́jà̀ı béj́ı

kobe
weasel

neturi
cage

1m1jai
on

be
be.completely.inside

-j1
-3m.pres

(E.LTN.GKN.07aug2012)
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Complete enclosures also include solid grounds. The example in (??) illustrates the use

of bé with a solid ground object, here a book. In this case the paper was closed inside the

book at the spine. Similarly to figures with a side opening, there was no difference in the

reading of the sentence below with or without sànù.

(11) tóyájàù tóyáp ı́ sànù béj́ı

toya
write

-jau
-cl:leaf

toyap1
book

sanu
inside

be
be.completely.inside

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El papel esta adentro de cuaderno’ (E.LMM.GKN.08aug2012)

bé was accepted and produced by certain consultants for a figure inside an upside-down

enclosure. However, others rejected the use of bé and instead used the verb jábéyó ‘cap’

for a figure contained in an upside-down enclosure. Though this use of bé varied across

speakers, it remained consistent speaker internally.
1

There are a few exceptions to what I have outlined above concerning bé. These are

that a hole in the ground, gójé, cannot take áyà and must take bé, despite the fact that

it is open on the top horizontal plane. Additionally, wè ‘house’ cannot take either áyà
or bé. Interestingly, though wè béj́ı is rejected for meaning ‘Inside the house’, wè áyàj̀ı
was accepted by certain speakers with the reading that there was an additional level of

containment within the house as shown in example (??).

(12) yá́ıjòỳı wè áyàj̀ı

yaijoyi
dog

we
house

aya
be.inside

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El perro esta adentro de algo adentro de la casa’ (E.LTN.GKN.19jul2012)

3.3 Figure outside a container

The spatial nominal bèsè is used for figure outside a container. Unlike the other spatial

nominals discussed in this module, bèsè does contain information regarding contact between

the figure and the ground and cannot be used for contact. Instead the derived form bèsèt̀ı
is used even when the verb following also encodes contact.

(13) a. d ı̀r̀ı ókóúkúògù bèsè túrùj̀ı

d1r1
fly

okoukuogu
drinking.cup

bese
outside

turu
fly

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El mosco esta volando al conto de vaso’ (E.AMM.GKN.03aug2012)

b. yá́ıjòỳı wè bèsè ñù̀ıj̀ı

yaijoyi
dog

we
house

bese
outside

ñui
sit

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El perro esta sentado afuera de la casa’ TRPS #6 (E.JMM.GKN.09jul2012)

1LTN and JMM accepted bé for upside-down enclosures while AMM and LMM rejected this use.
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c. j́ıj́ı ókóúkúògù bèsèt̀ı s̀ı̀ıkò

j1j1
spider

okoukuogu
drinking.cup

bese
outside

-ti
-surface

s1i
be.attached

-ko
-3m.pres

‘El araña esta apegado atras del vaso. Màs abajo.’ (E.AMM.GKN.03aug2012)

bèsè can only be used when the container is hollow in some way. Even if the ground

can take bé to express figure inside ground, this does not necessarily mean that figure

outside ground will take bèsè. For example, as seen in example (??), paper inside a book

is expressed using the verb bé however as seen in example ??a, it is ungrammatical to use

bèsè to express the relationship of figure outside ground when the ground is solid. Instead,

the construction in ??b is used.

(14) a. *tóyájàù tóyápı́ bèsè ú́ıj́ı

toya
write

-jau
-cl:leaf

toyap1
book

bese
outside

ui
lie

-j1
-3m.pres

(E.LMM.GKN.08aug2012)

b tóyájàù tóyáp ı́ gùnù ú́ıj́ı

toya
write

-jau
-cl:leaf

toyap1
book

gunu
beside

ui
lie

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El papel esta al costado de cuaderno’ (E.LMM.GKN.08aug2012)

4 Two Dimensional Containment

Speakers rejected the use of both áyà and bé for two dimensional containment. Instead

constructions such as those below were used to express two dimensional containment. In

the examples below, a piece of paper was placed in the middle of a circular piece of string.

(15) a. tóyájàù b́ıch́ımè gámàsè jórà ú́ıj́ı

toya
write

-jau
-cl:leaf

bichime
encircle

gama
-nomz

-se
middle

jora
lie

ui
-3m.pres

-j1

‘El papel esta puesto en medio de circulo de soga’ (E.AMM.GKN.02aug2012)

b. tóyájàù gàbà ú́ıj́ı

toya
write

-jau
-cl:leaf

gaba
ring

ui
lie

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El papel esta puesto donde esta rosca’ (E.LTN.GKN.07aug2012)

5 gunu

I am giving gunu its own section in this module because it behaves differently from all the

other spatial nominals discussed above. Unlike the other spatial nominals, it does not have

inherent tone and instead behaves like a class III suffix or the second element of a noun
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compound. It is also the other other spatial nominal that can co-occur with another spatial

nominal. Alone, it encodes meaning of figure beside ground. It does not by itself contain

any information about the contact between the object and the ground. It is also used when

the figure is in free space beside the ground. Unlike bèsè gunu can be used both with solid

grounds or with containers. However, example ??c with bèsè and ??c contrast in that ??c
is only for the outside surface near the top edge of the cup as opposed to ??c which is just

the outside surface without any vertical restrictions.

(16) a. ñ́ıtù tóà gùnù ñù̀ıj̀ı

ñitu
boy

toa
fire

gunu
beside

ñui
sit

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El niño esta sentado al lado de la candela’ TRPS #38
(E.AMM.GKN.22jun2012)

b. d ı̀r̀ı ókóúkúògù gùnù túrùj̀ı

d1r1
fly

okoukuogu
drinking.cup

gunu
beside

turu
fly

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El mosca esta volando al canto de vaso’ (E.AMM.GKN.03aug2012)

c. j́ıj́ı ókóúkúògù gùnù s̀ ı̀ıkò

j1j1
spider

okoukuogu
drinking.cup

gunu
beside

s1i
be.attached

-ko
-3m.pres

‘El araña esta apegado por canto del vaso’ (E.AMM.GKN.03aug2012)

As mentioned above, gunu is the only spatial nominal which can be combined with

other spatial nominals. Combinations with ı́m ı́jà̀ı, gù̀ıb ı̀, sànù and bèsè were accepted by

AMM and LGF. When used in combination with these spatial nominals, gunu changed the

meaning to mean near the edge of the ground or in the case of the combination with sànù
on the inside edge.

(17) a. j́ıj́ı wè ı́m ı́jà̀ı gùnù s̀ ı̀ı

j1j1
spider

we
house

1m1jai
on

gunu
beside

s1i
be.attached

‘El araña esta pegado encima de la casa pero al costado’

(E.LGF.GKN.03aug2012)

b. j́ıj́ı wè gù̀ıb ı̀ gùnù s̀ı̀ı

j1j1
spider

we
house

1m1jai
under

gunu
beside

s1i
be.attached

‘El araña esta pegado debajo de la casa de la costada’ (E.LGF.GKN.03aug2012)

c. j́ıj́ı wè bèsè gùnù s̀ ı̀ı

j1j1
spider

we
house

bese
outside

gunu
beside

s1i
be.attached

‘El araña esta pegado afuera de la casa pero al costado’

(E.LGF.GKN.03aug2012)
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gunu is also the only spatial nominal besides ı́m ı́jà̀ı that can be used with the posi-

tional/locative verb tú́ı. Similar to the example in ??a it also means near the edge or near

the corner of the top surface .

(18) ókóúkúògù nétòtò gùnù tú́ıj́ı

okoukuogu
drinking.cup

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

gunu
beside

tui
be.on

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El vaso esta en la canto de la mesa’ (E.AMM.GKN.03aug2012)

6 Positional/locative Verbs

Apart from the positional/locative verbs tú́ı, áyà and bé discussed within the sections above,

Má́ıj̀ık̀ı has three additional verbs that I will be defining as positional/locative verbs which

are jù̀ı, dè and s̀ı̀ı. The criteria I have used to determine the class of a these verbs is as

follows: During the sorting task with the initial TRPS stimuli the majority of consultants

sorted cards which were later labeled with jù̀ı, dè and s̀ı̀ı into their own groups.

6.1 jù̀ı

jù̀ı is a positional/locative verb in Má́ıj̀ık̀ı expressing encirclement with full contact through

a solid object.
2 jù̀ı was never used with one of the spatial nominals and was never used for

encirclement without contact. The ground object must be solid and the surface broken in

some way for the relationship to be described using jú́ı, for instance, a piece of fruit with

a stick through it (TRPS #70) took jù̀ı while a tree trunk with a hose draped around it

(TRPS #55) or a candle with a piece of ribbon tied around it (TRPS #4) did not.

(19) ákwéb ı̀ néñàkà jù̀ıj̀ı

akweb1
fruit

ne
thing

-ñaka
-cl:sharpened.point

jui
be.through

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El fruto esta sartado’ (con palo afilado) TRPS #70 (E.AMM.GKN.23jun2012)

6.2 dè

dé is a positional/locative verb in Má́ıj̀ık̀ı meaning ‘to hang’ where one section of the figure

is fixed to a ground object and the rest of the figure is hanging down. dè can be used with

both animate and inanimate figures. dè can be used with or without a spatial nominal which

provides a difference in meaning. When no spatial nominal is used, dè has the meaning of

‘hang from’ the ground object. Certain objects, such as a table, required a spatial nominal

even when the figure was attached to the ground object. The examples in ?? show the

different uses of dè with and without a spatial nominal as well as the ungrammaticality of

dè after the ground object ‘table.’ Note that in ??c, the rope is fixed to something above

the table and not the top of the table itself. If the figure, in this case the rope, is fixed to

the top of the ground, in this case the table, the spatial nominal gunu is used as in ??e.

2Note that jú́ı can also mean ‘to wear’.
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(20) a. ákwéb ı̀ súḱıñ̀ıkà dèj̀ı

akweb1
fruit

sukini
tree

-ka
-cl:branch

de
hang

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El fruto esta en la rama de árbol’ (E.AMM.GKN.22jun2012)

b. *b́ıch́ımè nétòtò dèj̀ı

bichime
rope

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

de
hang

-j1
-3m.pres

(E.LMM.GKN.09aug2012)

c. b́ıch́ımè nétòtò ı́m ı́jà̀ı dèj̀ı

bichime
rope

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

1m1jai
on

de
hang

-j1
-3m.pres

‘Encima de la mesa esta colgado una soga’ (E.LMM.GKN.09aug2012)

d. b́ıch́ımè nétòtò gù̀ıb ı̀ dèj̀ı

bichime
rope

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

guib1
under

de
hang

-j1
-3m.pres

‘La soga esta colgado debajo de la mesa’ (E.LMM.GKN.09aug2012)

e. b́ıch́ımè nétòtò gùnù dèj̀ı

bichime
rope

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

gunu
beside

de
hang

-j1
-3m.pres

‘La soga esta colgado por conta de la mesa’ (E.LTN.GKN.07aug2012)

6.3 ś ı́ı

s ı́́ı is a positional/locative verb in Má́ıj̀ık̀ı expressing figure fixed to ground. This contrasts

with dè in that s ı́́ı requires that one complete side of the figure is fixed to the ground. As

with dè, s ı́́ı can be used with both animate and inanimate figures. s ı́́ı has the restriction

that it cannot be used with figures to express attachment on the ground or the floor. s ı́́ı was
rejected even with a figure that is completely fixed to the ground or floor. The restriction

does not, however, apply to all top horizontal surfaces as s ı́́ı was excepted for tops of tables,

for example. When asked about a figure fixed to the floor, consultants offered úij́ı ‘to lie’

and providing the explanation that ‘ya no esta pegado.’

s ı́́ı also works differently with spatial nominals than what we saw with dè. Sentences

with no spatial nominal were excepted, however, no spatial information - except that the

figure was not fixed to the floor - was encoded. When used with ı́m ı́jà̀ı, the figure has the

meaning of attached to the top of the ground instead of attached above. To get the meaning

attached above, consultants provided the following nominals: ı́m ı́rùrù (LMM), ı́m ı́jà̀ırùrù
(LMM) and ı́m ı̀ (LTN), however, ı́m ı́jà̀ı was never accepted to mean ‘above.’

The examples below illustrate the different meanings of s ı́śı when used with a spatial

nominal. Note that in ??b, only the meaning that the figure, in this case sap, is attached
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to the underside of the ground, in this case a table, is possible due to the restrictions on

s ı́́ı.

(21) a. báýır̀ı nétòtò ı́m ı́jà̀ı ś ı́ıj́ı

bayiri
sap

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

1m1jai
on

s1i
be.attached

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El copal esta pegado encima de la mesa’ (E.LMM.GKN.09aug2012)

b. báýır̀ı nétòtò gù̀ıb ı̀ ś ı́ıj́ı

bayiri
sap

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

guib1
under

s1i
be.attached

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El copal esta pegado a la mesa’ TRPS #53 (E.LMM.GKN.06jun2012)

7 Default Spatial Positions

In Má́ıj̀ık̀ı there are what I will call ‘default spatial positions’ where the use of one of the

above spatial nominals or positional verbs is not obligatory given that the expected spatial

relationship between the two objects in question holds. During the initial elicitation with

the stimuli there were often instances where the consultant did not provide a spatial nomi-

nal and only after further questioning did they produce a sentence using one of the spacial

nominals discussed above. The spatial nominals and, to an extent, the positional verbs are

only obligatory when the spatial relationship between the two objects is unexpected.

It is important to note that though the verb can affect the reading of the relationship

depending on the restrictions to the particular verb in question (e.g. ú́ı ‘lie’ cannot be used
for containment) even positionally agnostic verbs can be used without a spatial nominal

to express spatial relationships. The examples in (??) illustrate the different spatial rela-

tionships that are expressed when only the ground is changed and the positionally agnostic

verb ñù̀ı ‘sit’ is used.

(22) a. yá́ıjòỳı nétòtò ñù̀ıj̀ı

‘yaijoyi
dog

ne
thing

-toto
-cl:flat.surface

ñui
sit

-j1
-3m.pres

El perro esta sentado en la tabla’ (E.JMM.GKN.23jul2012)

b. yá́ıjòỳı nétúŕı ñù̀ıj̀ı

yaijoyi
dog

neturi
cage

ñui
sit

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El perro esta sentado adentro de jaula’ (E.JMM.GKN.23jul2012)

In order to express a relationship that is unexpected, a spatial nominal or a posi-

tional/locative verb are obligatory. For instance, the sentence in ??b can never get a

different reading than the one offered. In order to express the the dog is on top of the cage,

the sentence such as that in example (??) is needed, using the positional/locative verb tú́ı
for figure above ground with contact.
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(23) yá́ıjòỳı nétúŕı tú́ıj́ı

yaijoyi
dog

neturi
cage

tui
be.on

-j1
-3m.pres

‘El perro esta echado encima de jaula’ (E.JMM.GKN.23jul2012)
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Cómo anzueleamos I

Contado por T́ımı́, Alberto Mosoline Mogica, 14 junio 2012
Transcrito y editado por Má́ıbàrò, Christine Beier, julio 2012

Introductory comments. The translations provided here are the author’s own,
with little editing by me thus far. At this stage, I have made the lines very short, so
that the clauses are easier for us to read and parse, element by element. My comments,
clarifications, and additions as editor are provided in parentheses.

(1) Bà̀ı nòg̀ı sá́ıj̀ı- máńı dòè,
Cuando (si) vamos (́ıbamos) a ir a anzuelear antes,
Note: Should the first three elements be written as one?

(2) ákwégà j́ıárè, nòg̀ıỳı.
buscado (encontrado) el huayo, anzueleamos.

(3) Yéké tèà dèk̀ı-, ánù nùkùrè j́ıárè, nòg̀ıỳı.
Otro suri también, ese suri de plátano buscado (encontrado) para anzuelear
(anzueleamos).

(4) J́ıárè bà̀ı,
Buscado (encontrado) el peje,

(5) jéá d̀ı-sòj̀ı- dà̀ıj̀ı- nòg̀ıỳı [nòg̀ıj̀ı-].
venimos botando anzuelo para anzuelar.
Note: In the recording, AMM said nòg̀ıh̀ı-, but upon reviewing the text, he chose
to change it to first person, to be consistent with the rest.
Note: This d̀ı-sòỳı seems to be a pluractional form of d́ı-oỳı.
Note: Should this be a single word: jéád̀ı-sòj̀ı-dà̀ıj̀ı-?
Note: It seems unlikely that the first -j̀ı- would be oral while the second -j̀ı- would
be nasal.

(6) Nòg̀ırè dárè wè, j̀ı-rèỳı.
Hemos anzueleado y traido (el peje) a la casa, destripamos.
Note: A better translation might be Anzueleado y traido... unless the hemos is
somehow “borrowed” from h̀ı-rèỳı? Compare lines (7-8).

(7) J́ı-rérè, kwàkòỳı.
Ya destripado, cocinamos.

(8) Kwàkòrè, á́ıýı.
Ya cocinado, comemos.

(9) Késò bà̀ıỳı má́ı,
Cuantos estamos en la casa,
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(10) béóbèsè áńısàòỳı, késò bà̀ıỳı ı́t̀ı wè.
todos comemos, (los) cuantos que estamos en una casa.
Note: In this line and the previous one, késò is not an interrogative element, but
cuantos it is the word AMM chose. I added (los) here for greater fluidity in the
spanish gloss.

(11) Kàmà á́ısé máńı.
Aśı hemos comido.
Note: This seems to be a -j́ı-/-sé máńı ‘Conditional Construction’ as described by
LDM, but the translation is AMM’s own.

(12) Kásò jà ı́t̀ı k̀ı-̀ı.
Todo es esto, el cuento.
Note: This line, and especially its final element, k̀ı-̀ı, need refinement. I will ask
him again on another day. According to LMM, the noun cuento is also ḱı-áýı,
identical to the utterances Voy a contar or Yo cuento.

(13) Jànà castellano, ák̀ı- j̀ı-k̀ı.
Ahora en castellano.

2
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Cogiendo irapay I

Contado por T́ımı́, Alberto Mosoline Mogica, 14 junio 2012
Transcrito y editado por Má́ıbàrò, Christine Beier, 04 julio 2012

(1) Yı̀ ḱı-áýı jànà,
Voy a contar ahora,

(2) Yı́ḱı- yòj̀ı- dòè mı́-́ı t́ı-téj̀ı- bà̀ısè.
cómo hicimos antes para coger el irapay.

Note 1: Sense of cómo must come from bà̀ısè.
Note 2: Apparently yòj̀ı- and t́ı-téj̀ı- are subordinate to bà̀ısè.

(3) Mı́-́ı t́ı-téyó ı́j̀ı- máńı,
Si queremos coger el irapay,

Note 3: Text example of LDM’s ‘Same Subject Conditional Construction’ with ı́j̀ı-

máńı; note 1PL.FUT inflection -yo on t́ı-téyó.
Note 4: In the recording, the variant áńı is audible, but AMM corrected it (as he
always does) to máńı.

(4) máká sáǹı,
nos vamos al monte,

Note 4: This is AMM’s translation; I think the sáǹı would be more faithfully
rendered as habiendo ido; see line (8).

(5) mı́-́ı ńı-káràr̀ı j́ıárè,
encontrando dónde hay irapay,

Note 5: This is AMM’s translation; I think the j́ıárè would be more faithfully
rendered as habiendo encontrado or just encontrado; see line (8).

(6) t́ı-téýı.
cogemos.

(7) T́ı-té t́ı-ńı, ýıóýı.
Terminando de coger, juntamos.

Note 6: This is AMM’s translation; I think the t́ı-ńı would be more faithfully
rendered as habiendo terminado or just terminado; see line (8).

(8) Yı́órè, dárè,
Juntado y traido,

(9) bà̀ınárè gèkèỳı, gèkèrè.
amarramos en bultitos (cargitas) ‘de huanganas’, amarrados.

Note 7: According to AMM, a bà̀ıná is a specific size and type of bundle of irapay
which resembles a tied-up huangana, or bà̀ı, which is why it is translated as
‘cargita de huangana’. Each of these bundles is the number of leaves of irapay
necessary for a single crizneja.

1



(10) Nà jété já́ıjò géórè.
De nuevo después una carga grande hemos amarrado.

Note 8: A já́ıjò is specifically a large bundle composed of small bundles of irapay
as described in Note 7.
Note 9: The verbs gèkèỳı and géóýı may be a pluractional pair.

(11) Ká súárè, bèh̀ı- dáýı.
Hechado el huato (a la carga), lo traemos cargando en la espalda.

(12) Bèh̀ı- wè dárè,
Cargando en la espalda hemos traido a la casa,

(13) wè dárè, j́ı-kòpèrèmà màñèrè,
Hemos traido a la casa, hemos partido las ripas de pona,

(14) mı́-́ı méýı, ı́t̀ı mı́-́ınòà bà̀ıjàyè.
el irapay tejemos para que sean criznejas.

(15) Kámà yòh̀ı- néýı ı́t̀ı wè [gà].
Aśı le hacemos esa casa.

Note 10: AMM clearly says in the recording, and told me, ‘Śı, se puede decir,, but
he insisted on deleting it from the text. I left it in this version for your edification.

(16) Kánù nérè,
En ese tiempo hemos hecho,

(17) kámà nésè,
aśı hemos hecho,

(18) máńı wè śı-sòỳı.
aśı techamos la casa.

Note 11: Lines (17) and (18) are AMM’s translations. There is a long pause
between these two lines in the recording. I wonder if nésè máńı is actually a ’Same
Subject Conditional Construction’.

(19) Wè śı-sòs̀ı-rè,
Techada completamente la casa,

Note 12: What exactly is this -s̀ı- before the -rè?

(20) kásò jà ı́t̀ı.
eso es todo (de techar la casa).

(21) Kásò jà.
Eso es todo (del cuento).
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Cómo hacemos una chacra

Contado por T́ımı́, Alberto Mosoline Mogica, 04 julio 2010
Transcrito por Mámàsò, Stephanie Farmer, julio 2010

Editado por Má́ıbàrò, Christine Beier, julio 2012

(1) Má́ıj̀ı-k̀ı ýıḱı- j̀ı-k̀ı jà.
(El idioma) má́ıj̀ı-k̀ı es nuestro idioma.
(The language) má́ıj̀ı-k̀ı is our language.

(2) Yı́ò néèyò ı́ jáńıgá ýıḱı- sáǹı,
En donde vamos a hacer chacra, nosotros vamos,
To the place where we will make a chacra (swidden) we go,

(3) káró ýıò bà̀ıjà̀ı dàr̀ı, sáǹı j́ıáýı.
vamos para buscar (encontrar) dónde va a ser el lugar de la chacra.
we go to find where the place of the chacra will be.

(4) J́ıárè, náǹı nà ı́t̀ı ýıò t́ıyórè, ñátàsè sáǹı tétóýı.
Encontrado (el lugar), y habiendo vuelto otra vez de donde hemos señalado la
chacra, el mañana (o sea, el d́ıa después) vamos a rozar.
Having found (the place), and having returned again from where we have made
edges for the chacra, the next day we go to clear (the land).

(5) Tétórè, tétósàòjórè nà jétè kwéýı yàr̀ıñ́ıàmàñà kwéǹısùbàrè.
Rozado, hemos terminado de rozar, otra vez después cortamos, cortando los palos
delgados primero.
Thus cleared, having finished clearing (the land), again later we cut, cutting the
small trees first.

(6) Nà já́ıñ̀ıà kwéǹı, kwéǹısàòjórè táñúsàòrè.
Otra vez cortando los palos gruesos, se ha terminado de cortar (los gruesos),
terminando de derribar todo.
Later (again) cutting the big trees, we will have finished cutting, finished felling
everything.

(7) Dóékù máńıñ̀ıàg̀ı-rè tè̀ı má̀ı bàk̀ı-rè, ı́-óýı.
Habiendo demorado esperando un tiempo de un mes, quemamos.
Having waited for a month, we burn (the land for the chacra).

(8) Í-óýı.
Quemamos.
We burn.
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(9) Tóà ńı-òj̀ı-rè, ı́-ḱı- ńı-ńısàǹı úúj́ı-.
Prendiendo la candela, prendido va quemándose solo.
Lighting the fire, once lit it goes on burning by itself.

(10) Úújóg̀ı-rè ýıóýı.
Terminado de quemar, juntamos.
Having finished burning, we gather (debris).

(11) Yı́órè, ýıóúújèàrè béóbèsè, kànù tátèỳı.
Juntado, juntado y quemado todo, en ese momento vamos a sembrar.
Gathered, everything gathered and burned, at that point we will plant.

(12) Tátèsàòrè, áó béóbèsè má́ı ı́gè áórè á́ıýı.
Terminado de sembrar, toda (variedad de) comida que es nuestra comida vamos a
comer.
Having finished planting, all (kinds of edible) plants that are our food we will eat.

(13) Kájònà jà, jàsò jà, ó já, yókò jà, ı́ch̀ı jà, yéké jànù, béà jà.
Mandi, yuca, plátano, caña, piña, con otros, (como) máız.
Mandi, yuca, plantain, sugarcane, pineapple, and others, like corn.

(14) Béóbèsè tátésàòỳı má́ı ı́gèrè á́ıj́ı- bà̀ıỳı.
Toda (comida) sembramos, lo que comemos nosotros para vivir (o sea, lo que
vivimos comiendo).
We plant all (cultigens), that which we consume to live.

(15) Kásò jà.
Eso es todo.
That is all.
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Sókósàǹı sá́ısè
(Viaje a Sucusari)

Escrito por T́ımı́, Alberto Mosoline Mogica, julio 2012
Editado por Má́ıbàrò, Christine Beier, agosto 2012

(1) Yı̀ jànà ḱı-áỳı Sókósàǹı sá́ısè.
Ahora voy a contar del viaje a Sucusari.
Now I will recount my trip to Sucusari.

(2) Yı̀ Sókósàǹı sáj̀ı-.
Yo me fui a Sucusari.
I went to Sucusari.

(3) Yı̀ dò̀ıḱı- jànù sáj̀ı-.
Yo me fui con mi hermano.
I went with my brother.

(4) T̀ıñàjáj̀ı- Sókósàǹı ná̀ıt́ı-ḱı-rè tè j́ı-t̀ı-dèà má̀ı śı-́ıḱı-rè.
Hemos llegado a Sucusari a la 5 de la tarde.
We arrived in Sucusari at 5 in the afternoon.

(5) Má́ıjùnà bà̀ıdár̀ı t̀ıñàjáj̀ı-.
Hemos llegado donde vive la gente.
We arrived where the people lived.

(6) Jétè ñámı̀ áó áj̀ı-.
En la noche hemos comido.
Later in the evening we ate.

(7) Ñátàg̀ı-rè já́ıjùnà ñ́ıñ́ı j̀ı-kàỳı bábá mı́ánù ñ́ıñ́ı j̀ı-kàb̀ı-.
El d́ıa siguiente (mucha gente) hemos reunido para tres d́ıas del Congreso.
The following day we all gathered for three days of the Congress.

(8) Ñámı̀ já́ıjùnà ñ́ıñ́ı gónó òtèb̀ı-.
Por la noche (mucha gente) hemos reunido para bailar (con masato).
At night we gathered to dance (with masato).

(9) Ít̀ınù dáj̀ı- Tòtòmı́ò Má́ıbàrò jànù.
En ese tiempo vino Michael con Cristina.
At that time Michael attended with Cristina.

(10) Tèà dáj̀ı- yék̀ı-nà bóàk̀ı-nà.
También vinieron otros mestizos (‘gente blanca’).
Other ‘white people’ (mestizos) also attended.
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(11) Kánù ñ́ıñ́ıt́ı-j́ı- má́ıjùnà já́ıjùnà.
En ese tiempo ha terminado el Congreso.
At that point the Congress ended.

(12) Kásò jà.
Eso es todo.
That is all.
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Tóméjúńıjóñ̀ıàsè
(Casi me muero cayendo subiendo)

Escrito por T́ımı́, Alberto Mosoline Mogica, julio 2012
Editado por Má́ıbàrò, Christine Beier, agosto 2012

(1) Jànà ḱı-áỳı ỳı tóméjúńıjóñ̀ıàsè súḱıñ̀ı mı́-́ık̀ı-.
Ahora voy a contar (cómo) casi me muero cayendo subiendo al árbol.

Now I will recount how I almost died falling climbing a tree.

(2) Kànù ı́t̀ınù ỳı jàk̀ı- ỳırè j̀ı-kàg̀ı-:
En ese momento mi papá me dijo:

At that time my father said to me:

(3) “Mı̀- jànà yájé j̀ı-yèmà.”
“Ahora vas a coger ayahuasca.”

“You now will harvest ayahuasca.”

(4) Kànù ı́t̀ınù ỳı jàk̀ı- ýıò sáj̀ı- yájé j̀ı-yèýıḱı-.
En ese momento me he ido a la chacra de mi papá para coger ayahuasca.

At that time I went to my father’s chacra (swidden) to harvest ayahuasca.

(5) J̀ı-yèrè móńı-k̀ı- dá́ık̀ı- bàò tútùrè ñ́ıàb̀ı-, ı́ò jèjàkórè.
Cogiendo regresando, he visto un huapo que estaba brincando.

Having harvested and returning, I saw a huapo (monk saki monkey) that was

jumping branch to branch.

(6) Bàò tútùrè jásób́ı-, ı́ò jù̀ımágó.
He baleado al huapo, pero no ha muerto.

I shot at the huapo, but it didn’t die.

(7) Íò j́ı-t̀ı-pèrè jásót́ıyób́ı-, ı́-mı́- súḱıñ̀ı tú́ıkó.
En su brazo le ha chancado la bala del tiro y se ha quedado (sentado) en el alto del

palo.

The shot had broken its arm and it remained sitting in the top of the tree.

(8) Kànù ı́t̀ınù ỳı súḱıñ̀ı mı́-j̀ı- bàò tútùrè ná̀ı-tóỳık̀ı-.
En ese momento yo sub́ı en el palo para agarrarlo al huapo.

At that moment I climbed the tree to grab the huapo.

(9) Ch̀ıà t̀ıñàmáb́ı- ı́ò tú́ıdàr̀ı,
Todav́ıa no he llegado donde (el huapo) estaba sentado,

Not yet having arrived where (the huapo) was sitting,
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(10) t̀ıñàt́ı-́ık̀ı- káb̀ı- ṕı-kásèká néáb́ı-.
cerca para llegar he agarrado una rama seca (podrida).

close to arriving I took hold of a dry (rotten) branch.

(11) Ná̀ı-bòtàk̀ı- tóméjób́ı- súḱıñ̀ı ṕı-kásèká.
Agarrando la rama seca, se ha despegado para caerme.

Grabbing and thereby removing the dry branch, I fell from the tree.

(12) Kànù ı́t̀ınù tóméb́ı-, tómék̀ı- ýıàyà,
En ese momento me he cáıdo en el agua,

At that moment I fell, falling in the water (river),

(13) tómédùj̀ı- yóù yómè ỳı j́ı-t̀ı-pèrè tómét́ı-ýıb́ı-, ỳı j́ı-t̀ı-pèrè tàrà.
cayendo (sumiendo) sobre el bordo de la canoa, mi brazo se ha chancado, el hueso

de mi brazo.

and falling onto the edge of the canoe (while sinking) my arm broke, the bone of

my arm.

(14) Kànù ı́t̀ınù ỳı j́ı-t̀ı-pèrè bàr̀ıgóñómàg̀ı-.
En ese momento me brazo no pod́ıa mover.

At that moment, my arm could not move.

(15) Kànù ı́t̀ınù tèà ỳı j́ı-t̀ı- yór̀ı- dòàgóñómàg̀ı-.
En ese momento tampoco mi mano no pod́ıa agarrar el remo para remar.

At that moment my hand could not hold the paddle to paddle (the canoe).

(16) Kànù té j́ı-t̀ı- dòàk̀ı- móńı-b́ı- wè ḱırò dáj̀ı-.
En ese tiempo con una sola mano bogando he regresado parte a la casa.

At that time paddling with just one hand I came back toward (my) house.

(17) T̀ıñàdáj̀ı- ỳı jàk̀ı- wè nà̀ıḱı-rè.
He llegado a la casa de mi papá por la tarde.

I arrived at my father’s house in the afternoon.

(18) Kànù ch̀ıà dè̀ı bàràmáǵı- ỳı j́ı-t̀ı-pèrè.
Todav́ıa no me doĺıa mucho mi brazo.

My arm did not hurt very much yet.

(19) Jétè ñámı̀ jùrùdèà nú́ı bàràg̀ı-.
Luego a la medianoche me doĺıa por demás (el dolor).

Later at midnight the pain was extreme.

(20) Kànù ñátàg̀ı-rè ák̀ı- néràkà júàg̀ı-, kànù dè̀ı ách́ımáǵı-.
El d́ıa siguiente me han puesto un ampolla y en ese momento me ha calmado el

dolor.

The next day they gave me a shot and at that time the pain subsided.

(21) Kànù dè̀ırà ásáb́ı- ỳı j́ı-t̀ı-pèrè bàràsè.
En ese momento me ha pasado el dolor de mi brazo.

At that time the pain of my arm passed.
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(22) Kànù ı́t̀ınù ỳı j́ı-t̀ı-pèrè nègáǹıkòà méb́ı- ỳı j́ı-t̀ı-pèrè.
En ese momento a mi brazo le han puesto una esterita (tejido de hueso de aguaje)

para (sostener) mi brazo.

At that time they wove a sling (a mat of stiff aguaje fronds as support) for my

arm.

(23) Kànù ı́t̀ınù dúékù béḱı- táyòg̀ı- ỳı j́ı-t̀ı-pèrè t́ı-ýısè.
En ese momento ha pasado por mucho tiempo (para sanarme de) la quebradura

del hueso de mi brazo.

At that time the break in my arm lasted for a long time (until it healed).

(24) Kásò jà. Ch́ıbàỳı.
Eso es todo. Gracias.

That is all. Thank you.
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B́ı-t́ı b́ı-ákòrè ḱı-ásè
(Cuento del callucallu mama)

Escrito por Sábà, Liberato Mosoline Mogica, 2012
Editado por Má́ıbàrò, Christine Beier, agosto 2012

(1) Í-mı̀- ñ́ı ńı-jòrè jéósàk̀ı- ñámı̀ tèòrè, bà̀ı júch̀ık̀ı- ñátàk̀ı-rè.
Un hombre le deja a su mujer sola en la noche, para pucunear al amanecer.
A man leaves his wife alone one night, in order to hunt by blowgun at dawn.

(2) Kàmà jéósàk̀ı-rè bèkò ká́ıkó, ásákó b́ı-t́ı dá̀ıkò tátákòrè.
Aśı dejada (ella) cuando se queda durmiendo, escucha que viene cayendo el
callucallu.
Thus left while she lies resting, she hears the leech coming falling.

(3) Ñı́ò j̀ı-kàkò ñ́ıò mámák̀ı-rè májàỳırè,
Ella lo dice a su hijo mayor,
She says to her eldest son,

(4) “Ígòb̀ı- dá̀ıkò tátákó, ṕı-kátù ǵı-átù.”
“Qué viene cayendo, parece un palo podrido.”
“What is coming falling, it seems like a rotten log.”

(5) Ñı́ò jàjà ñ́ıbáárè ñù̀ıkò j̀ı-kàkò.
Ella, recién habiendo dado luz, estaba sentada hablando.
Recently having given birth, she is sitting talking.

(6) Kàmà ásárè yékéjùnà étáb́ı-.
Aśı oyendo, han corrido (se han escapado) las demás personas.
Thus hearing, the rest of the people ran away (escaped).

(7) Ñı́ò ñ́ıbáŕè ñù̀ıkò, étámágó.
Ella, sentada por haber dado luz, no corrió (no se escapó).
But she, sitting because she had given birth, did not run away (escape).

(8) Kàmà dá̀ıkò tátákó ñ́ıòrè táńıméájórè, ñ́ıò májàyè úkúsàòjógó.
Aśı viniendo cayendo, a ella lo apretó y lo mató, y chupó toda su sangre.
Thus coming falling, (the leech) crushed her and killed her, and sucked out all of
her blood.

(9) Ñı́ò mámák̀ı- jà bách̀ık̀ı-rè tèà táńıméájógó.
A su hijo recién nacido lo apretó y lo mató también.
It crushed and killed her recent-born son too.
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(10) Kàmà úkúsàòjórè móǹı-kò j̀ı-kàkò,
Aśı tomando todo (la sangre), al regresar dice, (el callucallu),
Thus drinking all (of her blood), while returning (the leech) says,

(11) “Yı̀rè yòòj̀ı- máńı ı́gèrè yòòỳı, pérútùmàkà gẁıbàgò, ñ́ıjá góásáýı,” ı́kó ḱı-ákó.
“A mı́ qué me van a hacer, solo la lanza me da miedo (o sea, con eso śı me
pueden matar), de esa pienso,” cuenta ella.
“What could they do to me, I am only afraid of the lance (that is, only with the
lance can I be killed), of that I am thinking,” she says.

(12) Ñátàg̀ı-rè ı́-j́ı- dá̀ık̀ı-rè, ḱı-áb́ı- yékéjùnà,
Al d́ıa siguiente, cuando llegó su marido, le han contado otras personas,
The next day, when (the woman’s) husband arrived, the other people told him,

(13) “Mı̀- ńı-jòrè b́ı-t́ı táńıméájórè, sákò ñ́ıò májàyèrèà ukúsàòjógó.”
“A tu esposa el callucallu lo apretó y lo mató y se fue chupando pura sangre.”
“The leech crushed and killed your wife, and it left upon sucking all of her blood.”

(14) Kàmà ásárè, góòk̀ı- ñ́ı ẃıtù kwáǵı- áśı-r̀ı- tèà, ság̀ı-.
Aśı oyendo, él rabiando agarró su lanza y su macana también, y los llevó.
Thus hearing, with rage he grasped his lance and his club as well, and took them.

(15) Ñı́ò dá̀ıkò tátásèmà, ñ́ıàk̀ı- túk̀ı-, kàmà tú́ık̀ı- t̀ıñàrè ñ́ıàg̀ı- ñéá ch̀ıtàrèà tá́ıkòrè.
Por donde ella veńıa apretando, él mirando lo seguió, aśı siguiendo llegó y vió un
pozo de agua negra y alĺı estaba rebalsando.
Via the way she had come crushing, seeing (the way) he followed, thus following he
arrived and saw a deep pool of black water and there she (the leech) was floating.

(16) Kàmà góòk̀ı- ñ́ı ẃıtù tótábèòjóǵı-, májàyèdàkà, ńı-jò bàch̀ıkò májàyè.
Aśı rabiando, con su lanza lo picó y lo reventó, lleno de sangre, la sangre de su
mujer que era.
Thus in a rage, with his lance he stabbed and burst her, full of blood, the blood of
his wife that was.

(17) Kàmà tótáb́ı-ŕı-rè góòk̀ı- ñ́ıòrè, t̀ı-kàt́ı-téjóǵı- b́ı-t́ırè.
Aśı lo picó y lo jaló (picando el cuerpo del callucallu con su lanza), y rabiándolo,
picacheó al callucallu.
Thus he stabbed and pulled (her, piercing the body of the leech with his lance), and
in a rage, he diced up the leech.

(18) Kàmà sàkàch́ıkònà bà̀ıỳı jànà yàr̀ıb́ıt́ı-nà.
Aśı los que han saltado (del picacheo) existen ahora los callucallu chicos.
Thus from the pieces that leapt forth, now exist the small leeches.

(19) Kásò jà, ch́ıbàỳı.
Eso es todo, gracias.
That is all, thank you.
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B ı́b ı́ àgò
(El bufeo)

Contado por Jéó (Jorge Gonzales Santamaŕıa)
Escrito por Ṕıŕı (Lizardo Gonzales Flores), junio 2012, Tótóyà

Editado por Békótù (Amalia Horan Skilton), agosto 2012

(1) B ı́b ı́rè k ı́áỳı.
Del bufeo voy a contar.
This is the story of the river dolphin.

(2) Dòèbèsè téòñ̀ı bà̀ıkò á́ıbàgò.
Antes, sóla viv́ıa una anciana.
In the old days, an old woman lived alone.

(3) Íò wè ñámı̀ bótóbèyò, á́ıbàgò ká́ıdár̀ı dáǹı j̀ıkà, “Bótóbèyò! Mı̀ m ı́ájù!”
En la noche, el tohuayo veńıa a su casa, donde dormı́a la anciana, para decir
“Tohuayo! Tu sarta!”
One night, the tohuayo came to her house, where the old woman slept, to sing,
“Bótóbèyò! Your string of fish!”

(4) Áı́bàgò ásákò yábı́jó.
La anciana, de escuchar (tanto), se cansó.
The old woman got tired of listening to him.

(5) Bótóbèyòrè j̀ıkà, “Ígèrè j̀ıkà, ‘Mı̀ m ı́ájù!’?
Al tohuayo le dijo, “Qué quieres decir, ‘Tu sarta!’?”
She said to the tohuayo, “What do you mean, ‘Your string of fish!’?

(6) “Yàr̀ıbá̀ı jù já sáǹı ı́jà̀ı.
“A ver, anda, traer la sarta de pescado.
“You go and get the string of fish.

(7) “Má́ıtà áyò.”
“Vamos a comer.”
“We’re going to eat.”

(8) Ásárè kwéyòjò.
Escuchando, se calló (el tohuayo).
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Hearing (her), the tohuayo was silent.

(9) Áı́bàgò káńıjó.
La anciana se durmió.
The old woman went to sleep.

(10) Yábé kákárè ı́ò tób ı̀ útárè, béò ká́ıkò.
(El tohuayo) escondido entró y sacó su ropa de ella, (aśı que) dormı́a desnuda.
Hiding, (the tohuayo) came in and took off her clothes, so that she was sleeping
naked.

(11) Íò gàǹı ı́ m ı́òyò bák ı̀ sàò.
Estaba tingando con su dedo su cuerpo (de ella).
He kept flicking her body with his finger.

(12) Íò gàǹıjò ı́m ı̀ bà̀ısè, “Só́ı” náútájò.
(El tohuayo sacó) de encima su piel (de la anciana, con el sonido) “Soi!” le sacó.
(The tohuayo) removed her skin from the above, with the sound “Soi!”

(13) Mósádàrè ı́m ı̀ jéót̀ıò.
Le botó (la piel de la anciana) encima de un tronco de achiote.
He threw it on top of an achiote tree.

(14) “Jànà já ñ́ıà!”
“Ahora, mı́rale!” (dijo la gente).
“Look at this!” (said the people).

(15) Mós̀ıò àgò wésàgà j́ınòtà étá.
Ha vuelto en jovencita con seno recién brotado.
She had turned into a young girl whose breasts had just begun to stand up.

(16) Gáèrè yàr̀ıbá̀ı kòkòkò.
Ella se levantó y estaba cocinando el pescado.
She got up and cooked the fish.

(17) Íò mámákò dáǹı j̀ıkà, “Jàkò m ı̀ ḱımà yò?”
Sus hijos vinieron a decirle, “Mámá, usted, cómo se hizo?”
Her children came to say, “Mama, how did you do this?”

(18) “Jı̀kàbà̀ı m ı̀ yéké b ı́ák ı̀ jànà ỳırè dèbàch̀ıkò.”
(Dijo la anciana), “No digas nada. Tu padrastro ahora a mı́ me arregló.”
(The old woman said,) “Don’t say anything. Your stepfather has transformed me
now.”
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(19) “Jı́,” j̀ıkà ı́ò mámákò.
“Bueno,” le dijeron sus hijos.
“Yes,” her children said.

(20) Íò yéké b ı́ák ı̀ b ı́b ı́ àg ı̀.
Su otro padrastro era bufeo.
Their stepfather was a river dolphin.

(21) Kè úkèsàgù ñ́ıàkı̀ ñù̀ı.
Con la nariz grande, (él) estaba sentado mirando.
He, with his big nose, was sitting there looking at them.

(22) Béóbèsè áǹısàòjò.
Todos terminaron de comer.
Everyone finished eating.

(23) Dòè màǹıñ̀ıà, b ı́b ı́ dá j̀ıkà, “Mı́sájùnà dòè báyò ı́.”
Un rato pasó, y el bufeo les dijo (a los hijos), “Ustedes quieren vivir largo tiempo.”
A while later, the dolphin said to them, “You want to live for a long time.”

(24) Jı̀kà, “Mı̀ b ı́ákò jànà ñámı̀ sáỳı ýıàyà sànù.
Dijo, “Ahora a tu madre en la noche voy a llevar, dentro del agua.
He said, “I’m about to take your mother (with me) tonight, underwater.

(25) “Yı̀ sá́ıkı̀ ágák ı́, t́ıñó.
“Cuando voy llamando, contéstame.
“When I come calling, answer me.

(26) “Má́ı g ı̀àkò nébá ı̀kò bà̀ı.1

“Cuando seas vieja, vas a renacer para vivir.
“(In this way), when you’re old, you’ll be reborn to live (again).

(27) “T́ıñómàkò màǹı, m ı̀kò békò ásákò.”
“Si no (me) contestas, usted sólo vas a sufrir.”
“If you don’t answer (me), you’ll suffer alone.”

(28) Ásárè ñámı̀ ká́ı.
Escuchando por la noche dormı́an.
Listening, they slept through the night.

(29) Ñámı̀jùrù sá́ık ı̀ ágák ı̀, “Yı̀bàgò mı̀ jàkòrè sájóỳı.”
A la medianoche se iba y llamaba, “Hija, a tu madre ya estoy llevando.”
At midnight he came and called out, “Daughter, I’m taking your mother away

1Más lit., “Cuando estás parecido a la gente, vas a renacer para vivir.” (More lit., “When you look
like people, you’ll be reborn to live.”)
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now.”

(30) Mámákò t́ıñómàkò.
Sus hijas no contestaban.
Her daughters didn’t answer.

(31) Ásárè jó t́ıñókò, áñà téà t́ıñó, súḱıñ̀ı téà t́ıñó.
Eschuchando, el sapo contestaba, la vibora también contestaba, el palo también
contestaba.
Listening, the frog answered; the snake answered too, and the tree.

(32) Í góòk ı̀ j̀ıkà, “Má́ı gı̀àkò t́ıñó m ı́sájùnà.”
Él rabiando dećıa, “Ustedes contestan parecido a la gente.”
Getting angry, he said, “You answer like people.”

(33) Yı́àyà tóménúǹıjò sáǹıjò.
En el agua se cayeron (el bufeo y la mujer) y se fueron.
(The dolphin and the woman) dove into the water and went away.

(34) Yı́àyà tóménúǹıjò.
Cayeron en el agua y se hundieron.
They dove into the water and sank.

(35) Íò mámákò b ı̀b ı̀ dá́ıkò ñ́ıàkò.
Su hija corriendo vino a ver.
(One) daughter came running to see (what had happened).

(36) Yı́àyà chà tòà.
El agua todav́ıa fue como olla.
The water was still churning like a pot.

(37) Téà tóménúǹıjò b ı́b ı́ nésàǹıjò.
También se cayó en el agua y se transformó en bufeo.
She too dove into the water and turned into a river dolphin.

(38) Ókókàkà dá j̀ıkà, “Jàkò ỳı ḱımà néjàk ı̀?”
La sharara (que fue su hija) le dijo, “Mamá, qué voy a hacer?”
The sharara bird (who was her daughter) said to her, “Mama, what am I going
to do?”

(39) “Béjá sádù̀ı ýıàyà.”
(Su madre dijo,) “Bótate al agua lo más rápido.”
(Her mother said), “Dive into the water right away.”
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(40) Ásárè sádù̀ı ýıàyà.
Escuchando, se botó al agua.
Obeying, she dove into the water.

(41) Dáó téà sádù̀ı ýıàyà tá́ık ı̀ bábá.
El ponponcito también se botó (al agua) y rebalsaba sobre el agua.
The ponponcito duck also dove in and floated on top of the water.

(42) Tótój̀ıò dá j̀ıkà, “Jàkò ỳı ḱımà néjàk ı̀?”
La panguana le dijo, “Mamá, yo como voy a hacer?”
The panguana bird said to her, “Mamá, what am I going to do?”

(43) “Já sádù̀ı ýıàyà.”
(Ella le dijo,) “A ver, bótate al agua.”
(She said), “You dive into the water.”

(44) “Ókó júékárá, kárè gẁıỳı.”
(La panguana contestó), “Ahogarme en al agua, tengo miedo de eso.”
(The panguana replied,) “I’m afraid that I’ll drown in the water.”

(45) Ásárè ñ́ıò béà bà̀ısè ýıàyà gùnù jéá bógójèà.
Escuchándolo, agarró su máız y le regaba en la orilla del ŕıo.
Hearing this, (his mother) took her corn and poured it on the bank of the river.

(46) Ñı́ò mámákı̀ tótój̀ıò bék ı̀ á́ı.
Su hijo, la panguana, (hasta ahora) vive comiendo (eso).
Her son, the panguana, (still) lives by eating that (corn).

(47) Kámà yòkı̀ tótój̀ıò ýıàyà gùnù b ı́ákò ñ́ıàkò b́ıyó.
Por eso la panguana, en la orilla del ŕıo, mirándole su madre, silba.
That’s why the panguana still whistles on the riverbank, looking at his mother.
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Gógóbà̀ı má́ı ñákò
(El diablo del monte robó gente)

Contado por Jéó (Jorge Gonzales Santamaŕıa)
Escrito por Ṕıŕı (Lizardo Gonzales Flores), mayo 2012, Tótóyà

Editado por Békótù (Amalia Horan Skilton), agosto 2012

(1) Já ñátàk ı̀ g ı́jéb ı̀ y ı̀̀ı.
Al amanecer, cantaba el paujil.
One day at dawn the curassow was singing.

(2) Í n ı́ò dá j̀ıkà, “Yı̀tà gı́jéb ı̀ jújàch̀ı.”
A su mujer le dijo, “Voy a pucunear el paujil.”
A man said to his wife, “I’m going to hunt the curassow.”

(3) Sá́ık ı̀ nà kérà sá́ıkı̀ y ı̀̀ı.
Yendo, más allá se iba cantando.
As he went along, the curassow sang farther and farther away.

(4) Dòè ñátàkı̀ báỳır̀ı yáyò.
Ya amanećıa, y el hombre apagó su luz del copal.
Now dawn was coming, and the man put out his tar torch.

(5) G ı́jéb ı̀ téà kwéyò.
El paujil también se calló.
The curassow also stopped singing.

(6) Nı́kák ı̀ ñátà.
El hombre parado, amaneció.
As the man stood there, dawn came.

(7) Dòè n ı́kák ı̀ ı́ jététàrà n ı́káràkò.
Un rato estaba parado, y por detrás de él, (la gógóbà̀ı) vino a parar.
He was standing there for a while, and the gógóbà̀ı came to stand behind his back.

(8) Írè j̀ıkà, “Ná̀ı tút́ıbùt̀ı dá món ı́ñ̀ıàmà.”
Le dijo (la gógóbà̀ı), “Nieto, voltea más para ver el nido de avispa.”
She said to him, “Grandson, turn around more, so that you can see the wasp nest.”
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(9) Ásák ı̀tà n ı́ká.
Él, escuchándole, estaba parado.
He listened to her, standing up.

(10) Í ábé ñ́ıàk ı̀ n ı́kák ı̀ j́ıyók ı̀ sá́ık ı̀.
Él, por donde miraba parado, se iba quebrando (las ramas).
Breaking branches, he went along the path that he had looked down while standing
up.

(11) Násórè júájàk ı̀.
Encontró una manada de choros.
He found a troop of woolly monkeys.

(12) Násórè té̀ırè júk ı̀.
Pucuneó a uno choro.
He shot a single woolly monkey.

(13) Íòrè ı́ch̀ırè násórè bèkò.
Le dio el choro (a la gogobai), y ella lo cargaba.
He gave (the gogobai) the woolly monkey, and she carried it.

(14) Dòè ı́ n ı́ò dárè gósà kwésètù.
Antes a su mujer le trajo para cortar quiruma de ungarahui.
Earlier, he had brought his wife to cut down stumps of ungarahui palm.

(15) Ík ı̀ gósákı̀ j̀ıkà, “Ígè ỳı mà.”
Él pensando dećıa, “Este es mi camino.”
Thinking, he said, “This is my path.”

(16) Nèñ̀ı n ı́kádàr̀ı ı́mı́bòèñ̀ı téádàr̀ı nı́ká.
Al lado del tronco del aguaje, estaba parado juntamente un tronco de huasáı.
A huasáı palm was standing right next to an aguaje tree.

(17) Gábà nérè ı́m ı̀ m ı́ńıjò.
Hizo un lazo y subió arriba (en el aguaje).
He used a noose to climb up (the aguaje tree).

(18) Íò dá j̀ıkà, “Béá gáèmà.
Ella le dijo, “Bájate ya.
She said to him, “Get down right now.

(19) “Kárò mı́ǹıjò?”
“Adónde has subido?”
“Where have you climbed to?”
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(20) Yı̀à n ı́kákò ágákò.
Ella estaba parada en la tierra llamando.
She was standing on the ground, calling out.

(21) Nè kàǹısè á́ık ı̀ káńıjó.
Comiendo aguaje maduro, quedó durmido.
Eating ripe aguaje, he fell asleep.

(22) Ñátàrè n ı́mèñ̀ıà béóràr̀ı.
De mañana se agachó a ver, y (ella) no estaba.
In the morning he got up (on all fours) to look, and she wasn’t there.

(23) Gáèjò ı́ wè dák ı̀.
Se bajó y vino a su casa.
He descended and came to his house.

(24) Í n ı́ò dá j̀ıkà, “Káró sáǹı béśı?”
Su mujer le dijo, “Adónde te fuiste errado?”
His wife said to him, “Where did you go, getting lost?”

(25) “Béśımà, gógóbà̀ı ñánójò.”
(Él dijo,) “No me he errado, la gógóbà̀ı me robó.”
(He said,) “I didn’t get lost, the gógóbà̀ı stole me.”

(26) Í n ı́ò dá j̀ıkà, “Mà ýıò áó néjàyò.”
Su mujer le dijo, “Vamos a la chacra a traer comida.”
His wife said, “Let’s go to the garden to bring back food.”

(27) Í dá j̀ıkà, “Mátà,” sáǹıjò.
Su marido le dijo, “Vamos pues,” y se fueron.
Her husband said, “Let’s go, then,” and they left.

(28) Béóbèsè ókótù gáèrè ábı̀.
Todos bajaron al puerto y bañaban.
Everyone went down to the port and bathed.

(29) Gógóbà̀ı dá́ıkò j̀ıkàkò, “Ná̀ınà tút́ıbùt̀ı dá món ı́ñ̀ıàmà.”
La gógóbà̀ı veńıa y dijo, “Nietos, volteen a ver el nido de la avispa.”
The gógóbà̀ı came and said, “Grandchildren, turn around so you can see the wasp
nest.”

(30) “Ñı́kò kébùt̀ı?”
(Contestaron,) “Dónde está el nido, abuela?”
(They answered,) “Where’s the nest, grandmother?”
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(31) Já́ıỳıàyà món ı́ñ̀ıà ñ́ıà béśıjò.
(Los muchachos) voltearon a mirar un ŕıo grande, y mirando se perdieron (y ro-
baron).
They turned around to see a big river, and while they were looking, they got lost
(and were stolen).

(32) Ít̀ıjùnà ó́ıtà.
Ellos lloraban.
They cried.

(33) Íògà jóràgàyà n ı́kákò.
Ella (la gógóbà̀ı) estaba parada en medio del ŕıo.
(The gógóbà̀ı) was standing in the middle of the river.

(34) Ágákò, “Ná̀ınà béá dá́ı.
Llamaba, “Nietos, vengan rápido.
She was crying, “Grandchildren, come quick.

(35) “Gı́òèjèmà, dù̀ımá.”
“Ni llega al tobillo.”
“This isn’t deep, it’s ankle-deep.”

(36) Bı́ák ı̀ ýıò bàch̀ık ı̀ dáǹı ñ́ıà béódàr̀ı.
Su padre vino de la chacra a ver (la casa) vaćıa.
Their father came from his garden to see (the house) empty.

(37) Í j̀ıkà, “Gógóbà̀ı ñánójò ỳı mámák ı̀nà.”
Él dećıa, “La gógóbà̀ı robó a mis hijos.”
He said, “The gógóbà̀ı stole my children.”

(38) Kwèk ı̀ yáb ı́jò.
Buscando, se cansó.
After searching (for them), he got tired.

(39) Írè kárò ñànòjò kárò sá́ıkı̀ ásákı̀.
A donde le robó a él, por alĺı, se iba y escuchó.
He went to the place where she had stolen them, and there he listened.

(40) Óı́k ı̀ ágák ı̀ ásárè sá́ık ı̀ júájàk ı̀.
Lloraba y llamaba, se fue escuchando y les encontró a sus hijos.
Crying and calling out, he went along listening and found his children.

(41) Í mámákı̀ ı́rè ñ́ıàk ı̀ nú́ı ágá.
Sus hijos, mirándole a él, más gritaban.
When his children saw him, they called out louder.
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(42) Í j́ıtà bàòñákà túnà.
Todav́ıa (mientras lloraban,) él preparaba el birote.
At the same time (as they were crying,) he was preparing a blowgun dart.

(43) Túnàrè jú sáyárè gógóbà̀ı ñákò júkı̀.
Ya envuelto (en algodón), lo metió en la pucuna y al ojo de la gógóbà̀ı le pucuneó.
When he had wrapped it (in cotton), he put it into his blowgun and shot the gógóbà̀ı
in the eye.

(44) Íò j̀ıkà, “Nútà júákò.”
Ella dijo, “Tabano (me) pica.”
She said, “A horsefly is biting (me).”

(45) Tóménùǹıjò.
Se cayó en el agua.
She fell into the water.

(46) Nà étárà̀ımà.
Ya no salió.
She didn’t cone out again.

(47) T ı́́ınùǹıjò.
Para siempre se hundió.
She drowned forever.

(48) Í ñ́ıjùnà gásòrè jùgù j́ıyórè ch̀ısè.
A sus hijos les hizo bajar, quebró un ramita, y les venteaba.
He made his children get down, broke off a branch, and fanned them with it.

(49) Í wè dá.
A su casa les trajo.
He brought them back to his house.

(50) Jàmánù ı́rè chà ñámà.
Era el primero que (la gógóbà̀ı) le robaba.
He was the first who (the gógóbà̀ı) had stolen.

(51) Nèkwárù sá́ıkò nè mı́kákò.
(Más antes,) por el aguajal andaba, sacando masa de aguaje.
(Earlier,) she had walked through the aguaje grove, collecting aguaje flesh.

(52) Í tú́ık ı̀ t́ırò sá́ıkò.
Él le segúıa, y ella se iba sin dirección.
He followed her as she went along with no direction.
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(53) Kánù dá́ık ı̀ ı́rè ñànòjò.
De ah́ı, vino a robarle a él.
After that, she came to steal him.

(54) Kásò jà, gógóbà̀ı sáójò.
Eso es todo, terminó (el cuento de) la gógóbà̀ı.
This is the end, (the story of) the gógóbà̀ı has ended.
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Bóúàkò àg ı̀
(El gavilán nocturno)

Contado por Jéó (Jorge Gonzales Santamaŕıa)

Escrito por Ṕıŕı (Lizardo Gonzales Flores), abril 2012, Tótóyà

Editado por Békótù (Amalia Horan Skilton), agosto 2012

(1) Bóúàkò t́ırò àkı̀ dák ı̀.1

Bóúàkò vino de otra parte.
Bóúàkò came from another place.

(2) Dáǹı Sár̀ı dó́ıkò bàkı̀.2

Vino a vivir con su hermana de Sár ı̀.
He came to live with Sár ı̀’s sister.

(3) Já ñátàk ı̀ jú kwárè sák ı̀.
De mañana, Bóúàkò agarró la pucuna y se fue.
One morning, Bóúàkò took his blowgun and left.

(4) B ı́ák ı̀ dá j̀ıkà, “Ígè gósárè dáókı̀?”
Su padre le dijo, “Qué pensando andas?”
His father said to him, “What are you thinking about while you walk?”

(5) “T̀ıtò sá́ısètòñà ákòrè dáókı̀ ñ́ıàỳı.”
(Le contestó,) “Su cáscara de la cumala se convirtió en mujer, eso ando mirando.”
(He replied,) “The rind of the cumala fruit turned into a woman, and I’m walking
along looking at that.”

(6) B ı́ák ı̀rè góòkı̀ j̀ıkà.
Rabiando con su padre, le dijo (aśı).
He said this because he was angry with his father.

(7) Néátò áób ı̀t̀ı dárè ñámı̀ ı́ n ı́ò kót̀ıb ı̀ jéót̀ıò.
Vino por la tarde trayendo un pedazo de comida, y en la noche le botó en el pecho
de su mujer.
In the evening he came, bringing a little piece of food, and that night he threw it

1
Bóúàkò ahora es nombre de un gavilán nocturno. Antiguamente este gavilán fue hombre, pero no se

llamaba Bóúàkò. (Today Bóúàkò is the name of a kind of nighthawk. In the old days this hawk was a

man, but it wasn’t called a bóúàkò.)
2
Sár̀ı es otro nombre del heroe Má́ınènò. (Sár̀ı is another name for the hero Má́ınènò.)
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on his wife’s chest.

(8) Dòè j̀ıkà, “Kéb ı̀t̀ı ỳı áób ı̀t̀ı?”
Después (de un rato), preguntó, “Dónde está mi comida?”
After a while, he asked, “Where is my food?”

(9) Góòkı̀ món ı̀rèk ı̀ ñátàk ı̀ jú kwárè sáǹıjò.

Rabiando, se volteó, y en la mañana agarró la pucuna y se fue.
Angry, he turned around, and in the morning he took his blowgun and left.

(10) Dó́ıkı̀rè j̀ıkà ı́ò, “Ígè áó dárè ñámı̀ ỳırè jéót̀ıò?”
Ella le dijo a su hermano, “Qué comida, que trajo en la noche, botó (él) en mi
(encima)?”
(His wife) said to her brother, “What food, that he brought in the night, did he
throw on me?”

(11) Kwèñ̀ıà ı́ò dó́ık ı̀ dá j̀ıkà, “Mı̀ ı́ já túńıñ̀ıà.”

Buscaron y no encontraron, y su hermano le dijo, “A ver, a tu marido, śıgale y
mire.”
They searched for it but didn’t find it, and her brother said to her, “Go follow
your husband and look at him.”

(12) Sáǹı júàjàkò ı́ò ı́.
Se fue y le encontró a su marido.
She went and found her husband.

(13) S ı́àjáǹı ı́ ı́ nóégà útárè tòtòkı̀ gónèk ı̀.
Cuando ella llegó (pero no acercó), su marido sacó su pene, sacud́ıa y orinaba.
When she was there, her husband took out his penis, shook it off, and urinated.

(14) Í n ı́ò dá gàkò.

Su mujer se réıa.
His wife laughed.

(15) “Ígèrè dáǹı gàkò?”

(Él dijo,) “Por qué has venido para que te ŕıes?”
(He said,) “Why did you come to laugh?”

(16) Bàò náútárè jú́ı tótób ı̀ júńıt̀ıyèjèà.
Sacó su birote y pucuneaba la aleta hasta que se quebró.
He took out a blowgun dart and shot the buttress root (of a tree) until it broke.

(17) Góòkı̀ món ı́ ı́ò jétè dákò.

Rabiando, volvió, y ella vino después.
Furious, he returned (home), and she came back later.
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(18) Kánù sá́ımà ná ñátàkı̀ jú kwárè sáǹıjò.

En ese d́ıa no se fue, pero de mañana otra vez sacó su pucuna y se fue.
He didn’t leave that day, but in the morning he took his blowgun again and left.

(19) Íò dó́ık ı̀ dá j̀ıkà, “Ígèrè gàkò? Ítà yòỳı.”

Su hermano le dijo (a ella), “Porque te ŕıes? Déjale que haga.”
(The woman)’s brother said to her, “Why are you laughing? Leave him (to uri-
nate) in peace.”

(20) Ná sáǹı tòtò ı́ò gàmàò j́ıtà yòkı̀.
Otra vez se fue para sacudir; ella no se rió todav́ıa haćıa.
He went again to shake himself off; she didn’t laugh while he was doing it.

(21) Má́ı júńıjó jèyàrù b ı́á étáràkò jú kwárè jèk ı̀.
El puente que la gente cruza cuando se muere salió del agua, y él agarró la pucuna
y cruzó al otro lado (por el puente).
The bridge which people cross when they die came out of the water; he grabbed his
blowgun and crossed to the other side of the river (on it).

(22) Íò mámák ı̀ kwárè b ı̀b ı̀ sákò dòè núńıjó.

Ella agarró a su hijo y corriendo se fue; ya se hab́ıa hundido (el puente).
She grabbed her son and went running; (the bridge) had already sunk.

(23) Í ḱımà yò ı́ò téà yòkò.

Como haćıa él, ella también haćıa lo mismo.
She did the same as he had done.

(24) Íò nóébà pòpòkò gónèkò.

Golpeaba su vajina y orinaba.
She struck her vulva and urinated.

(25) Náó étádàkò jèkò.

El mismo (puente) salió y ella cruzó.
The same (bridge) came out, and she crossed.

(26) Jèǹı ñ́ıàkò ó sòàsè.

Cruzó y miró plátano maduro.
She crossed and saw ripe plaintains.

(27) Bótàrè ákwékò.

Arrancándole, comı́a.
Taking some, she ate.

(28) Mámákı̀ b́ıtóbı̀ kúkúmàñè tóyákò méǹıyò.

Mordiendo (un huayo de) leche caspi, le partió y pintaba a su hijo como motelo.
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Biting open a fruit of the leche caspi tree, she painted her son like a motelo tor-
toise (using the juice).

(29) Wè kákájà̀ıkò báı̀ dá j̀ıkà, “Yı̀ báò dá́ıkò.”

Cuando entraron en la casa, su suegro dijo, “Mi nuera está viniendo.”
When they entered the house, her father-in-law said, “My daughter-in-law is com-
ing.”

(30) Ná̀ı kúárè ch́ıbàk ı̀.
Marcándo a su nieto, le cariñaba.
He rocked his grandson and caressed him.

(31) Bóúàkò mè kwé.

Bóúàkò estaba tumbando la chacra.
Bóúàkò was clearing his garden.

(32) Chàj́ıtà kwéyòjò.

Todav́ıa (cortaba,) se calló.
Before long, he (stopped cutting,) becoming silent.

(33) Báò sònù yábé.

A su nuera le escondió en el cuarto.
(The older man) hid his daughter-in-law in a room.

(34) Í ná̀ı kúárè já ı́r̀ı bék ı̀.
A su nieto le marcó y estaba echado en hamaca.
He rocked his grandson and lay down in a hammock.

(35) Bóúàkò dáǹı j̀ıkà, “Ígèrè yòk ı̀ ch́ıbàk ı̀?”
Bóúàkò vino a decir, “Qué haces cariñando?”
Bóúàkò came and said, “What are you doing caressing (him)?”

(36) Bı́ák ı̀ dá j̀ıkà, “Yı̀ ná̀ırè ch́ıbàỳı.”

Su padre le dijo, “A mi nieto estoy cariñando.”
His father said, “I’m caressing my grandson.”

(37) Jú kwárè jú́ı j̀ıkà, “Já, ñ́ıà mı̀ ná̀ı ỳıè.”
Agarrando la pucuna, pucuneaba y dijo, “A ver, mira la sangre de tu nieto.”
Grabbing his blowgun, (Bóúàkò) shot (the child) and said, “Now look at your
grandson’s blood.”

(38) Nà món ı́jò.
Otra vez regresó.
He went back again.
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(39) Íò bájùnà ó t́ıyórè n ı̀n ı̀.
Sus familiares cortaba plátano y acarreaban.
Her relatives had cut plantains and were hauling them.

(40) Náú tòtò étórè két̀ı jéá.

Sacudiendo el mismo, hizo salir (el puente) y cruzaba al otro lado.
Shaking himself off again, he made (the bridge) come out and crossed to the other
side.

(41) Íò bájùnà dá j̀ıkà, “Mı́sá áó sáó dáǹı bà̀ı.”

Sus familiares (de la mujer) le dijeron, “Cuando termina su comida (los platanos
que agarraron), venga a vivir.”
The (woman’s) family said to her, “When your food (the plantains which you
took) runs out, come to live (with us).”

(42) “T ı́́ı dáǹı dáyò ýık ı́jùnà,” j̀ıkàkò ı́ò.

“Cuando nosotros venimos, venimos (para vivir con ustedes) siempre,” dijo ella.
“When we come, we’re coming to stay,” she said.

(43) “Dòè màǹıñ̀ıà,” j̀ıkàkò ı́ò, “Mà, t́ ı́ı sáǹı bàyò.”
“Después de un rato viviendo (acá),” dijo ella, “vamos a vivir (allá) para siem-
pre.”
“After a while living (here),” she said, “we’ll live (there) forever.”

(44) Íò dó́ıjùnà sákò.

Llevaba a sus hermanos.
She took her siblings.

(45) Nàòrè tòtò étórè jèkò sá́ıkò.

A ella misma golpeando, hizo salir (el puente), cruzó y se iba.
Striking herself, she made (the bridge) come out, crossed it, and went away.

(46) Já́ınèkwàrù néjò.

Se hizo un aguajal grande.
She made a big grove of aguaje trees.

(47) Jı́óbà̀ı3 bá́ıkwàrù ı́ò dó́ık ı̀.
En ese aguajal pucucural hab́ıa su hermano.
Her brother was in that grove of aguajes, which was infested with pucucura ants.

(48) Sár̀ı dá j̀ıkà, “Má món ı́yò.”
Sár ı̀ le dijo, “Vamos a volver.”
Sár ı̀ said to her, “Let’s go back.”

3
El j́ıóbà̀ı o hormiga pucucural es un tipo de hormiga que pica muy duro. (The j́ıóbà̀ı or pucucura

ant is a type of ant that bites very hard.)
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(49) Bóúàkò ı́ ýıò dòè sájò.
4

Bóúàkò ya llevó la chacra.
Bóúàkò had already taken his garden away.

(50) Món ı́k ı̀ dá j̀ıkà “Í mámákı̀ ı́gè áó áóyò?

Regresando, (Sár ı̀) le dijo, “A su hijo (de Bóúàkò), qué comida vamos a dar de
comer?
Returning, (Sár ı̀) said, “What food are we going to give (Bóúàkò’s) son to eat?

(51) “Má́ıtà ı́rè dèbàjò.”

“Vamos a transformarle.”
“We’re going to transform him.”

(52) B́ıákò dá j̀ıkà, “Já dèbà.

Su madre le dijo, “A ver, transfórmale.
His mother said, “Go and transform him.

(53) “Ígèrè néyò?”

“Qué le vamos a hacer?”
“What are we going to do to him?”

(54) “Má́ıtà ı́rè mùsù kónè nééyò.”

(Él le dijo,) “Vamos a hacerle un carpintero.”
(He said,) “We’re going to turn him into a woodpecker.”

(55) Ásárè b ı́ŕı gú́ı ńıùj̀ı.
Escuchando, el colmillo de la huangana le limaba.
Listening, he filed a white-collared peccary tooth.

(56) Í jéóñàkà né.

Haćıa pico de carpintero.
He made it into a woodpecker beak.

(57) Dòè màǹıñ̀ıà mùsù kónè néjò.

Después de un rató, (el hijo) se formó un carpintero.
After a while, (the son) turned into a woodpecker.

(58) Í já ı́kàñà sásà Sár̀ı dá dèbàch̀ıkı̀ j̀ıkà, “Mı́ák ı̀ m ı̀rè jú́ıtù ḱımà dáyóỳı?

Su pluma salió, y Sár ı̀, que le transformó, dećıa, “Tu padre, cuando te pucunea
(otra vez), como te vas a escapar?”
His feathers grew, and Sár ı̀, who had transformed him, said, “As for your father,
when he shoots you (again), how are you going to escape him?

4
Bóúàkò hab́ıa usado un palo para levantar y enrollar en bulto la tierra de su chacra. Este bulto ya

llevó. (Bóúàkò had used a tree to lift up the land of his garden and roll it into a bundle. He had already

taken this away.)
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(59) “Yı̀tà m ı̀rè júch̀ı.”
5

“Yo te voy a pucunear.”
“I’ll shoot you myself.”

(60) Túb ı̀ j̀ıkà m ı́ó jú kwárè jú́ı.

Dijo y le levantó en una quiruma, agarró la pucuna y le pucuneaba.
He spoke, lifting him onto a tree stump, and then took his blowgun and shot him.

(61) T́ırùrù sàkà mònè.

Por otra parte brincaba, esquivándose.
He kept jumping around, trying to escape.

(62) Yémà Sár̀ı jú́ıtù.
Lo que pucuneaba, Sár ı̀ no chupaba.
Sár ı̀ didn’t hit what he had tried to shoot.

(63) Sár̀ı dá j̀ıkà, “Dè̀ırá màǹıñ̀ıa.

Sár ı̀ le dijo, “Está bien.
Sár ı̀ said, “This is good.

(64) “Mı́ák ı̀ jú́ıtù, m ı̀ ábé dàyòỳı.

“Cuando tu padre te pucunea, aśı te vas a esquivarte.
“When your father shoots you, you’ll escape in this way.

(65) “Jànà m ı́ák ı̀ ýıò já j́ıájà̀ı.

“Ahora anda, busque la chacra de tu padre.
“Now go and look for your father’s garden.

(66) “Má́ırùrù sá́ı.”

“Véte por arriba.”
“Go upriver.”

(67) Ásárè sáǹıjò.

Escuchando, se fue.
Obeying, he went.

(68) Bábáñòà ká́ık ı̀ śıàdák ı̀.
Después de tres d́ıas durmiendo, llegó.
After three days sleeping (on the road), he arrived.

(69) “Mı́ák ı̀ ýıò j́ıách̀ık ı̀ t́ıtóàsò,” j̀ıkà Sár̀ı.6

“Cuando encuentras la chacra de su padre, golpeas para eschuchar,” dijo Sár ı̀.

5
Sár̀ı estaba entreñando al hijo de Bóúàkò para escapar cuando su padre le pucuneaba. (Sár̀ı was

training Bóúàkò’s son to escape when his father shot him with his blowgun.)
6
Sár̀ı no estaba en camino con el carpintero, pero pod́ıa conversarle de lejos. (Sár̀ı wasn’t traveling

with the woodpecker, but he was able to talk to him from far away.)
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“When you find your father’s garden, peck,” said Sár ı̀.

(70) Írè mùsù kónè, “Jànà gáèrùrù sá́ı.”

Al carpintero (le dijo), “Ahora, anda por abajo.”
(He said) to the carpintero, “Now, go downrivier.”

(71) Ásárè sáǹıjò.

Escuchando, se fue.
Obeying, he left.

(72) Néátò śıàrák ı̀.
Por la tarde llegó.
He arrived in the evening.

(73) Ñátàk ı̀ Sár̀ı t́ıtóàsò, “Tókódòrù tó tókódòrù!”

De mañana, a Sár ı̀ le hizo escuchar golpeando, “Tókódòrù tó tókódòrù!”
In the morning, he pecked and made Sár ı̀ hear the sound, “Tókódòrù tó tókódòrù!”

(74) Sár̀ı dá j̀ıkà, “Yı́ò j́ıárè t́ıkà, mà!”

Sár ı̀ le dijo, “Ya encontró la chacra, por eso está golpeando, vamos!”
Sár ı̀ said, “He’s pecking because he’s found the garden, let’s go!”

(75) Í mùsù kónè dá sáákı̀.7

El carpintero le llevaba.
The woodpecker took him.

(76) Bı́ákò ká́ıdàr̀ı túb ı̀ s̀ ı̀ık ı̀ ká́ı.
Apegado en palo, (el carpintero) dormı́a donde dormı́a su madre.
Perching on a stump, (the woodpecker) slept where his mother slept.

(77) Gı́ŕırèà śıàjákı̀ t́ıtóm ı̀ǹı sáǹıjò.
Cuando llegaron cerca (a la chacra), golpeó, voló y se fue.
When they were close (to the garden), (the woodpecker) pecked, flew up, and went
away.

(78) Bı́ák ı̀ ýıò jú́ısètù śıàjákı̀.
Llegó en un palo seco en la chacra de su padre.
He landed on a burned-out tree in his father’s garden.

(79) Tı́tóàsò, “Tókódòrù tó tókódòrù!”

Golpeó para que escuche, “Tókódòrù tó tókódòrù!”’
He pecked, making the sound, “Tókódòrù tó tókódòrù!”

7
Esto quiere decir que Sár̀ı y su hermana segúıan en camino al carpintero volando. (This means that

Sár̀ı and his sister followed on foot while the woodpecker flew.)
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(80) Sár̀ı ásárè bı̀b ı̀.
Sár ı̀, escuchando, corŕıa.
Hearing (the sound), Sár ı̀ came running.

(81) Í b ı́ák ı̀ Bóúàkò j̀ıkà, “Ígék̀ırò kónè dáǹı j̀ıkà?”
Su padre Bóúàkò dijo, “Qué clase de carpintero vino a decir?”
His father Bóúàkò said, “What kind of woodpecker has come to speak (to me)?”

(82) Néárè jú́ı.

Agarrando (la pucuna), pucuneaba.
Taking (his blowgun), he shot him.

(83) Yémà.

No chupaba.
He didn’t hit him.

(84) Ná ı́ñ̀ı sàkà mònèjèàk ı̀ j̀ıkà, “Júńıgàǹıñ̀ıà.”
Él mismo se esquivaba y volteaba para decir, “Me cansó de pucunear.”
He himself jumped around and turned around to say, “I’m tired of shooting.”

(85) Túb ı̀ kwárè ýıà tótárè n ı́ká.
Agarrando una palanca, en la tierra le prendió y se paró.
Taking a stick, he stuck it in the earth and stood up.

(86) Sár̀ı śıàjákı̀. “Káró sáákı̀ ýıò áó ı́sè?8

Sár ı̀ llegó. (Él dijo,) “Adónde llevas la chacra, miserable?
Sár ı̀ arrived. (He said,) “Where are you taking my garden, you scrooge?

(87) “Jànà m ı̀ Bóúàkò bà̀ı.”
9

“Ahora usted vas a ser el gavilán llamado “bóúàkò.”
“Now, you’ll be the nighthawk called the bóúàkò.”

(88) “Mág ı̀, ká́ı bàch̀ı,” sáǹıjò.

(Bóúàkò contestó,) “Señor, eso voy a ser,” y se fue.
(Bóúàkò answered,) “Sir, that I will be,” and left.

(89) Bı́ákò dá j̀ıkà, “Yı̀gà ı́gèò bàch̀ı?”

Su madre le dijo, “Yo, qué voy a ser?”
(Bóúàkò’s) mother said to him, “As for me, what will I be?”

(90) “Mı̀ ñ́ıàkò ı́ch̀ı tótóàkò bà̀ı.”

(Sár ı̀ dijo,) “Usted vas a vivir como piña carachupa.”

8
Un áó ı́sè es una persona que mezquina todo lo que tiene. (A áó ı́sè is a person who is stingy and

jealous with everything they have.)
9
Antes, Bóúàkò fue hombre y no teńıa el nombre Bóúàkò. Después de este momento fue el gavilán.

(Before, Bóúàkò was a man and didn’t have the name Bóúàkò. After this moment, he was a nighthawk.)
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(Sár ı̀ said,) “You’ll be the pineapple armadillo.”

(91) Í chàjònà sáǹıjò.

Ella y su marido juntos se fueron.
She and her husband went away together.

(92) Í yéké b ı́ákò j̀ıkà, “Yı̀gà ı́gèò bàchò?”

Su madrastra dijo, “Y yo, qué voy a ser?”
His stepmother said, “And as for me, what will I be?”

(93) “Mı́ ñ́ıàkò kàmı̀ bà̀ı.”

(Le contestó,) “Usted serás cangrejo y vivirás aśı.”
(He said,) “You’ll be a crab and live like that.”

(94) “Mág ı̀, káò bàchò,” ýıàyà tóménùǹı sáǹıjò.

“Señor, eso voy a ser,” (ella dijo,) y cayó al agua.
“Sir, that I will be,” (she said,) and fell into the water.

(95) Sár̀ı áó j́ıák ı̀ yòk ı̀.10

Sár ı̀ estaba buscando comida.
Sár ı̀ was looking for food.

(96) Kásò jà.

Eso es todo.
The end.

10
Antiguamente no hab́ıa mucha comida. Esta oración quiere decir que Sár̀ı hizo todo esto para agarrar

los plátanos que ellos hab́ıan tráıdo. (In the old days there wasn’t much food. This sentence means that

Sár̀ı did all these things in order to get the plantains which the others had brought.)
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(1) Dóéàkı̀ má́ı ı́m ı̀.
Un hombre antiguo era.
Once there was a man.

(2) Sá́ık ı̀ bà̀ı nı́kárà j́ıárè món ı́jò.
Yendo (al centro del monte), encontró una posa en que hab́ıa pescado, y volvió.
Going (deep in the forest), he found a spot where there were fish, and came back.

(3) Í bájùnà j̀ıkà, “Bà̀ı nı́kárà j́ıáb ı̀.
A sus familiares les dijo, “Encontré una posa en que hay pescado.
He said to his relatives, “I found a spot where there are fish.

(4) “Má́ıtà éńı mèàjò báyò.”1

“Vamos a echar barbasco para matarlos.”
“Let’s put barbasco in it and kill them.”

(5) “Màtà,” j̀ıkà ı́ bájùnà.
“Vamos,” le dijeron sus familiares.
“Let’s go,” his relatives said.

(6) Ásárè éó gúńı útárè ı́ bájùnà béóbèsè sáǹıjò.
Escuchando, cavando sacaron el barbasco, y se fueron todos sus familiares.
Listening, they dug in the ground and pulled up barbasco, and all of his relatives
went.

(7) S ı́àjákı̀ éńıjò.
Llegaron y echaron barbasco.

1El barbasco (éó) es una planta que antiguamente se usó mucho para pescar. Se saca la ráız de
la planta, se machuca y se echa en el agua. Cuando los pescados lo toman, se paralizan y uno puede
matarlos. (Barbasco (éó) is a plant which was traditionally used in fishing. You dig up the root of the
plant, mash it and put it in a body of water. When fish drink it, they become paralyzed and you can
kill them.)
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When they arrived, they put barbasco in the river.

(8) Yàr̀ıbá̀ı úkúrè jú́ı.
Tomando (el barbasco), los pescados moŕıan.
Drinking (the barbasco), the fish were paralyzed.

(9) Yàr̀ıbá̀ı bá́ıj̀ı ı́t̀ıjùnà ı́ bájùnà.
Al pescado mataban esa gente, que eran sus familiares.
They, who were (the man’s) relatives, killed the fish.

(10) Já́ıbà̀ıyàrù tótárè né.
Prendieron y hicieron una pacera grande.
They set up and lit a big smoking-fire.

(11) Yàr̀ıbá̀ı kòkòrè á́ı.
Después de cocinar los pescados, comı́an.
After cooking the fish, they ate it.

(12) Í ı́m ı̀ dá j́ıách̀ık ı̀ ı́ n ı́ò j̀ıkà, “Yı̀tà ỳı páñà gú́ı ı́jàch̀ı.
El hombre que encontró (la posa) a su mujer le dijo, “A ver, yo voy a recoger la
muela del pez páñà.
The man who had found (the fishing spot) said to his wife, “Well, I’m going to
pick up the páñà fish tooth (that I left behind).

(13) “Yı̀ bàò ch̀ısòỳı.”
“Voy a raspar mi birote (con esa).”
“I’m going to sharpen my blowgun dart (with it).”

(14) Nı́ò dá j̀ıkà, “Mı̀ mámákı̀ sá.”
Su mujer le dijo, “Llévale a tu hijo.”
His wife said to him, “Take your son with you.”

(15) “Yı́k ı̀ té̀ı sách̀ı.”
(Él contestó,) “Yo sólo voy a ir.”
(He answered), “I’m going to go alone.”

(16) Sá́ıkı̀ ásákı̀ ágákò.2

Yendo, él escuchaba que llamaba una mujer (a los animales).
While he was going (along), he heard a woman calling out (to the animals).

(17) “Bè,” póká.
“La maracana!” Hab́ıa silencio.

2Esta mujer era la madre de los animales, la cual vive en el monte y los cuida. (This woman was the
mother of the animals, who lives in the forest and takes care of them.)
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(She called out,) “Maracana parrot!” There was silence.

(18) “Má,” póká.
“El guacamayo!” Hab́ıa silencio.
“Macaw!” There was silence.

(19) ”Békó,” póká.
“El ushpa loro!” Hab́ıa silencio.
“Ushpa parrot!” There was silence.

(20) Tù̀ı “Tékè, tékèrè.”
El chuito (contestó,) “Tenque, tenquere.”
The chuito parrot (answered), “Tenke, tenkere.”

(21) Téó t́ıñókò.
Uno no más contestó.
Only she answered.

(22) Dá yúàkò j̀ıkà, “Yı̀ jóyájùnà yòsèjùnà téájàyè màǹıñ̀ıà.”3

La barredora dijo, “Mis animales, lo que les mataron, a śı mismo le van a pasar.”
Sweeping, the woman said, “The ones who killed my animals will have the same
thing happen to them.”

(23) Jı̀kàkò, yàr̀ıbá̀ı tóñá yúàkò j̀ıkàkò.
Dećıa; ella, barriendo la escama de pescado, dećıa.
She spoke; sweeping up the fish scales, she spoke.

(24) Í ı́m ı̀ ásárè món ı́jò.
El hombre escuchó y regresó.
After the man heard her, he went back.

(25) Dá́ıkı̀ já ı́r̀ı jósèrè ı́m ı̀ géórè m ı́ǹıjò.
Viniendo, desató la hamaca, subió en el alto y lo amarró.
When he came, he unpacked his hammock, climbed up to a high place and tied it.

(26) Í n ı́ò dá j̀ıkà, “Yàr̀ıbá̀ı á́ımàk ı̀?”
Su mujer le dijo, “No vas a comer pescado?”
His wife said to him, “You’re not gong to eat fish?”

(27) “Ñátàrè ách̀ı,” j̀ıkà.
“Mañana voy a comer,” dijo él.
“I’m going to eat it tomorrow,” he said.

3Esta mujer que estaba barriendo era la madre de los animales. Acompañaba a la gente. (This woman
who was sweeping was the mother of the animals. She was with the people at their camp.)
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(28) Áı́màk ı̀ káńıjò, káńı t́ıtádàkı̀.
No comió, y durmió; después de dormir, se levantó.
He didn’t eat, and he went to sleep; after he slept, he got up.

(29) Ñámı̀jùrù dá́ıkò kò b́ıch́ıkò.
A medianoche veńıan (las kobiros), sus garras sonando.
At midnight (the kobiros) came, with their claws making noise.

(30) Bà̀ıyárù dá tómédà̀ıkò ñ́ıàkò.
Por la ahumadora pasaban, bajaban y miraban.
They passed by the fish-smoker, going down and looking around.

(31) Ít̀ıjùnà ñákò bà̀ısè útárè ákwékò.
Sacaban los ojos que eran de la gente y los comı́an.
They pulled out what had been the people’s eyes, and ate them.

(32) Jı̀kàkò, “Kéỳıà j́ıóyà̀ı ỳı ñ́ıàsèỳıà ñákò?”
(Una kobiro) dijo, “Dónde está ese ojo más grande que yo miré?”
(One kobiro) said, “Where is that bigger eye that I saw?”

(33) Ím ı̀ b ı́àñ̀ıàkò.
Volteó para mirar arriba.
She turned around and looked up.

(34) Jı̀kà, “Kátótà ı́ bérò.”
Dećıa, “Allá está echado él en la hamaca.”
She said, “That’s the place where he’s lying in his hammock.”

(35) Ñátàt̀ ı̀ıjùrù dòè sá́ıkò.
De madrugada, ellas ya estaban yendo.
In the early morning, (the kobiros) were already leaving.

(36) Chàjònà sá́ıkò já́ı m ı́àb ı̀ kákákò.
Juntamente (las kobiros) se iban y entraron en un hueco de un shungo grande.
They went off together and entered a hole in a fat tree.

(37) Jı̀kàkò, “Í bájùnà ó́ıkı̀ ı́gètà ỳırè yòk ı̀ yòỳı?
(El diablo que ha hablado antes) dećıa (al hombre), “Si tiene pena a sus famil-
iares, qué cosa a mi me puedes hacer?
(The demon who had spoken before) said (to the man), “If you miss your rela-
tives, what can you do to me?

(38) “D ı̀ò máńı ỳırè yétémà.
“La hacha a mı́ no me entra.
“The axe doesn’t hurt me.
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(39) “Kı́úr̀ı máńı téà yétémà.
“El machete también no me entra.
“The machete doesn’t hurt me either.

(40) “Ígètà ỳırè yòk ı̀ yò?
“Qué cosa a mı́ me pueden hacer?
“What can you do to me?

(41) “Ásè b́ıà ỳırè já ı́tù gẃırà bágòñ̀ı ásáko.”
“Ay, cuando me avientan con aj́ı, tengo miedo de eso un poco.”
“When they fan me with the smoke of peppers, then I feel a little afraid.”

(42) Í dá j̀ıkà tú́ıch̀ık ı̀ ásárè ı́ò j̀ık̀ı món ı́jò.
Él que le ha seguido, escuchando lo que dijo ella, regresó.
The man who had followed her, when he had heard what she said, went back.

(43) Món ı́k ı̀ ásákı̀ ı́ bájùnà t́ıtárè j̀ıkà, “Yı́k ı̀ ñákò ḱımà néèjò?”
Regresando, escuchó a sus familiares levantándose y diciendo (entre ellos), “Qué
se hicieron nuestros ojos?”
As he was returning, he heard his relatives waking up and saying, “What happened
to our eyes?”

(44) Í téà j̀ıkà, “Yı̀ ñákò téájàyè bà̀ı.”
Él también dijo, (mintiendo,)“Mis ojos también está igual.”
He too said, (lying,) “My eyes are the same.”

(45) Í dá j̀ıkà, “Mà sáyò má́ı wè sáǹı júyò.”
Él (mismo) le dijo, “Vamos a nuestra casa, vamos a morir.”
(The same man) said, “Let’s go to our house, let’s go to die.”

(46) Jı́t̀ı néárè sá́ı.
Agarrándole de la mano, se iban.
Joining hands, they went.

(47) Yàr̀ıyá jèk ı̀ kúb ı̀, j́ıńı nı́kò kúb ı̀.
Cruzando la quebrada por el palo cáıdo (el puente), le soltaron (en medio) del
palo.
Crossing the creek by a fallen tree (a bridge), they fell in the middle of the bridge.

(48) Bàkı̀k ı̀ tóménùǹı.
Sacud́ıan (el puente), pero se cayeron y hundieron.
They shook the bridge (with their feet, trying to hold on,) but they still fell and
sunk.
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(49) Ókóǹıǹıgà ch́ıárè dórójàògà, ı́t̀ıjùnà ñákò jéó s̀ısò.4

Juntando el huayo del bajo con el pantalón huayo, los botó a esa gente y los hizo
pegar en sus ojos.
Tying a small fruit together with a fruit of the pantalón huayo plant, (the man)
threw (the two fruits) at them and made them stick in their eye (sockets).

(50) Jı̀kà, “Jànà m ı́sájùnà bà̀ımá àkò bà̀ı.”
Dećıa, “Ahora ustedes van a ser lobos marinos.”
He said, “Now you will be lobo marino otters.”

(51) Yékéjùnà j̀ıkà, “Mı́sájùnà yàò bà̀ı.”
A otra gente le dijo, “Ustedes van a ser nutria.”
He said to other people, “You will be river otters.”

(52) Ít̀ıjùnà j̀ıkà, “Mág ı̀, káò bàch̀ı.”
Ellos dijeron, “Señor, eso vamos a ser.” (Ya se convert́ıan.)
They said, “Sir, that we will be.” (They were already transforming.)

(53) Jı̀kàsàò yékéjùnà gáèrùrù sáǹıjò.
Al otros le mandó por abajo y se fueron.
He told the other ones to go downriver, and they went.

(54) Yékéjùnà má́ırùrù sáǹıjò.
Otra gente se fueron por arriba.
Other people went upriver.

(55) Yòrè món ı́jò ı́ wè.
Después de hacer todo eso, regresó a su casa.
After doing all of this, he returned to his house.

(56) B́ıà dáǹı júá.
Vino a sartar el aj́ı.
He came to put peppers on a string.

(57) Yékéjùnà má́ı sáǹı k ı́ájàkı̀.
A otra gente se fue para avisarle.
He went to other people to warn them.

(58) Jı̀kà, “Má́ıtà kób̀ırò b́ıà jáı́mèàjò.”
“Vamos a la kobiro para aventarle con aj́ı y matarle.”
“Let’s go to the kobiro, to fan her with pepper smoke and kill her.”

4Cuando los huayos estaban pegados en los ojos de la gente, les serv́ıan como ojos y ellos recibieron
la vista. (When the fruits stuck in the people’s eye sockets, they served them as eyes and they were able
to see.)
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(59) Ásárè jáı́.
Escuchando, aventaban.
Obeying, they fanned the smoke.

(60) Já ı́k ı̀ kób̀ırò bèèb ı̀ b́ıch́ı.
Aventado a la kobiro, (el hueco) en que (ella) estaba sonaba.
As they fanned the kobiro, (the hole) which she was in made noise.

(61) Dòè màǹıñ̀ıà kwéyòjò.
Pasó un rato y se callaron.
After a while, it became silent.

(62) Jétè kwéǹı yétò.
Después, cortando (el hueco) le rompieron.
Afterward, they cut (the hole) open.

(63) Kób̀ırò júńıjóch̀ıkò útárè, ná kwék ı̀ ı́t̀ıkà kób̀ırò mámákò bà̀ıkò.
Sacaron la kobiro muerta y otra vez cortaban en su rama, (en donde) la hija de
la kobiro estaba vivo.
They took out the dead kobiro and cut again, in the (tree’s) branches, where the
kobiro’s daughter was alive.

(64) Útárè yék ı̀ á́ıbàg ı̀ dá j̀ıkà, “Yı̀ ı́òrè sárè bààỳı.”
Le sacaron (la hija) y otro viejo dećıa, “Yo voy a llevar a ella para vivir con ella.”
They took her out, and an old man said, “I’m going to take her to live with her.”

(65) Yék ı̀ dá j̀ıkà, “Yòk ı̀ á́ı néèkò m ı̀rè áchò.”
El otro le dijo, “Cuando sea grande, ella te va a comer.”
Another man said to him, “When she grows up, she’s going to eat you.”

(66) Í dá j̀ıkà, “Íò kò t̀ıyèjèàk ı̀ bááỳı.”
Él le dijo, “Trozando sus garras, yo voy a tenerle.”
He said, “I’m going to trim her claws and keep her.”

(67) “Jı́,” dá j̀ıkà.
“Bueno,” dijeron los demás.
“Sure,” they said.

(68) Ásárè ı́ wè sá.
Escuchando, le llevó a su casa.
Listening, he took her to his house.

(69) Dòè bà̀ıkı̀ nómı̀ò téòrè mámákò bájò.
Después de un tiempo viviendo, una hija mujer tuvo.
After they had lived (together) for a while, she had a baby girl.
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(70) Jı́tà ách̀ı yòkò.
Todav́ıa queŕıa comerle.
She still wanted to eat her.

(71) Yékéjùnà kwárè sárè dèbàjò.
Otra gente le agarró, le llevó y le crió.
Other people picked her up, took her away and raised her.

(72) Áı́ néèkò ı́ békò.
Cuando era grande, tuvo marido.
When she grew up, she had a husband.

(73) Mámákı̀ téà bákò.
También teńıa hijos.
She also had children.

(74) Mámákı̀ dòè á́ı, bı́ákò dá j̀ıkà, “Mı́ñ̀ıkò já ñ́ıàjà̀ı.”
Cuando sus hijos eran grandes, su madre les dijo, “Anda, pasea a tu abuela.”
When the children were grown up, their mother said to them, “Go and visit your
grandmother.”

(75) Ásárè sák ı̀ ı́ ñ́ıkò wè śıàjákı̀.
Escuchando, se fue a la casa de su abuela, y llegaron.
Obeying, they went to their grandmother’s house, and arrived.

(76) Jı́kà, “Ñı́kù, káró sákı̀?”
Dijeron, “El abuelo, a dónde se fue?”
They said, “Where did grandfather go?

(77) Néátò nà j̀ıkà, “Ñı́kù káró sákı̀ dá́ımàkı̀?
Más tarde otra vez le preguntaron, “El abuelo, a dónde se fue que no viene?
Later, they asked again, “Where did grandfather go that he hasn’t come?

(78) Í ñ́ıkò dá j̀ıkà, “Mı́ñ̀ıkù tótóàkò ñ́ıjùnà j́ıách̀ık ı̀ j́ıtà dá́ık ı̀.
Su abuela les dijo, “Tu abuelo, porque encontró a la carachupa con cria, él no
viene.
Their grandmother said, “Because your grandather found an armadillo with its
litter, he isn’t coming.

(79) “Gú́ık ı̀ ñátàk ı̀.
“Cavando, amaneció.
“He was digging until dawn came.

(80) “Ñátà má́ıtà dách̀ı.”
“Mañana todavia va a venir.”
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“He’ll come soon, tomorrow.”

(81) Ítéñ̀ıàrè nà̀ıjò.
De tanto esperar, se oscureció.
They kept waiting, and it became night.

(82) “Jànà káyò.”
(La abuela dijo,) “Ahora vamos a dormir.”
(The grandmother said,) “Now we’re going to sleep.”

(83) Í ñ́ıkò dá j̀ıkà, “Ná̀ınà, mósá dá́ıtù ỳırè k ı́áj̀ı.5

Su abuela les dijo, “Nietos, cuando viene el ratón, me avisen.
Their grandmother said, “Grandchildren, when the rat comes, tell me.

(84) “Tı́tótàù máńıjò.”
“Golpeando, le voy a matar.”
“I’m going to beat him to death.”

(85) “Jı́,” t́ıñó.
“Bueno,” le contestaron.
“Yes,” they answered.

(86) Dòè màǹıñ̀ıà káńıjó tónòkò.
Al rato, se durmió ella
After a while, she fell asleep.

(87) Péb ı̀ ák ı̀nà bàtè ı́t̀ıjùnà.
Ellos eran dos hermanos.
They were two brothers.

(88) Ágá, “Ñı́kò mósá dá́ı.”
Le llamaron, “Abuela, viene el ratón.”
They called out, “Grandmother, the rat is coming.”

(89) T́ıñómàkò ñ́ıjùnà m ı́ńın ı́ká.
Ella no contestaba, y los muchachos se paraban.
She didn’t answer, and the children stood up.

(90) Íò kòkòrò ch́ıárè já́ır̀ı béò.
Juntaron las ollas y las pusieron en las hamacas.
They tied their pots together and put them in their hammocks.

5La palabra mósá quiere decir “ratón” solámente en su habla de la kobiro. De costumbre mósá refiere
al achiote o a una especie de venado. (The word mósá only means “rat” in the speech of the kobiro.
Normally mósá refers to the achiote tree or to a species of deer.)
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(91) Ít̀ıjùnà bèsè sáétá.
Ellos salieron afuera.
They went outside.

(92) Ménèñ̀ı m ı́ǹıjò.
Subieron en un tronco de guaba.
They climbed a guaba tree.

(93) Dòè t́ıtáràkò ágákò, “Ná̀ınà, ná̀ınà.”
Al rato se levantó y llamó (la abuela), “Nietos, nietos.”
After a while, the grandmother got up and called out, “Grandchildren, grandchil-
dren.”

(94) T́ıñómà ágágàǹıñ̀ıà.
No contestaron, de tanto llamar.
She kept calling, but they didn’t answer.

(95) Íò áśır̀ı jósèkò.
Desataba su macana.
She got down her club.

(96) Íò ná̀ı já́ır̀ı yáùkò.
Golpeaba la hamaca de sus nietos.
She struck her grandchildren’s hammock.

(97) Áśır̀ı nénòkò góòkò.
Le lameaba a su macana y se rabiaba.
She licked her mace and fumed.

(98) “Ígè ỳı kòkòrò t̀ıkàjùàjèàkò?”
(Ella dijo,) “Por qué mis ollas estoy golpeando y chancando?”
(She said,) “Why am I hitting and breaking my pots?”

(99) Góòkò tóà jéátòjàǹı.
Rabiando, botó la candela.
Furious, she tossed the firewood around.

(100) Íò ná̀ı tóà ı́ch̀ı dá́ık ı̀ báchò játòsàrò áśıpèrè gà̀ıkò n ı́kákò.
Cuando veńıan sus nietos a recoger candela, para matarles se paró (ella) en la
puerta agarrando la macana.
When her grandchildren came to get fire, in order to kill them she stood in the
door holding the mace.

(101) Ít̀ıjùnà yábè tóàtògù ı́ńı ñámı̀ sáǹıjò.
Ellos escondidos agarraron el tizón de la candela, y en la noche se fueron.
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Hiding, they grabbed the kindling, and they left in the night.

(102) Í b ı́ákò sáǹı k ı́á, “Ñı́kò má́ırè áchò yòkò étáb ı̀.”
Se fueron a contar a su madre, “La abuela nos quiso comer, por eso corrimos.”
They went to tell their mother, “Grandmother tried to eat us, and so we ran
away.”

(103) Ñátàrè ı́ò mámákò sá́ıkò j̀ıkàkò, “Ígè m ı̀ ná̀ı áchò yòkò?”
De mañana, su hija se fue y le dijo, “Por qué le quiso comer a tus nietos?”
The next day, the daughter went and said (to her mother), “Why did you try to
eat your grandchildren?”

(104) Íò dá j̀ıkà, “Yı̀rè ch̀ıch̀ıkàrà étárè j̀ıkà.”
Ella le dijo, “A mı́ (los hijos) me odian, por eso están diciendo que han corrido.”
She said, “(The children) hate me, that’s why they said they had run.”

(105) “Jàkò j́ınà ỳı mámákı̀ ỳıtà ábı́jàch̀ı.”
(La hija dijo,) “Mamá, toma mi hijo, yo voy a bañar.”
(Her daughter said,) “Mother, take my child, I’m going to bathe.”

(106) “Jı́,” j̀ıkà ı́ò.
“Bueno,” le contestó ella.
“Yes,” she said.

(107) Dòè ábı́kò ı́ò mámák ı̀ ó́ıkò.
Al rato que bañaba, su hijo gritó.
While she was bathing, her son screamed.

(108) Ásárè dá́ıkò ı́ò b ı́ákòrè j̀ıkà, “Kák ı̀ ỳı mámák ı̀?”
Escuchando veńıa y a su madre le dijo, “Dónde está mi hijo?”
Listening, she came and said to her mother, “Where is my son?”

(109) “Í mékábı̀kò dáǹı úáòyò sájò.”
(La abuela contestó), “Su t́ıa vino, queŕıa cantarles y les llevó.”
(Their grandmother answered), “His aunt came, wanted to sing to him, and took
him away.”

(110) Í mékábı̀kò ásákò “Kákı̀ ỳı mámák ı̀?”
A su t́ıa (su cuñada) le preguntó, “Dónde está mi hijo?”
She asked his aunt (her sister-in-law), “Where is my son?”

(111) “Mı̀ ỳırè ı́ch́ıdàkò?”
(Su t́ıa contestó), “Usted vino a darle a mı́?”
(His aunt replied,) “Did you come to give him to me?”
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(112) Ná ı́ò b ı́ákò j̀ıkà, “Kák ı̀ ỳı mámák ı̀?”
Otra vez a su madre dijo, “Dónde está mi hijo?”
Again she said to her mother, “Where is my son?”

(113) “Bı́ák ı̀ kúárè sájò.”
(Ella contestó,) “Su padre amarcando lo llevó.”
(She replied,) “His father took him away, rocking him.”

(114) Nà ı́ò ı́ ásákò, “Kák ı̀ má́ı mámákı̀?”
Otra vez a su marido preguntó, “Dónde está nuestro hijo?”
Again she asked her husband, “Where is our son?”

(115) “Mı̀ ỳırè ı́ch́ıdàkò?
(Él contestó,) “Usted me vino a darle a mı́?
(He replied,) “Did you come to give him to me?

(116) “Mı́ákò b́ıàrò já b ı́à ñ́ıà.”
“A ver, la olla de aj́ı de tu madre, abre y mira.”
“Go open your mother’s pot of peppers, and look in there.”

(117) Sá́ıkò bı́à ñ́ıàkò mámák ı̀ ch́ıób ı̀ tá ı́k ı̀.
Yendo, abrió y miró que la cabeza de su hijo estaba rebalsando (adentro).
Going, she opened (the pot) and saw that her son’s head was floating (inside).

(118) Íò b ı́ákò néárè t́ıkáb ı̀ bá́ıkò.
A su madre, agarrando un palo, le pegaba.
She took a stick and beat her mother.

(119) “Ígè ỳırè bá́ıkò?
(Ella dijo,) “Por qué a mı́ me pegas?
(She said,) “Why are you beating me?

(120) “Íákòñ̀ı bákò dèbàch̀ıkò.”
“Desde pequeña, yo te crié.”
“I cared for you since you were little.”

(121) Mámákò ó́ıkò j̀ıkàkò, “ı́gè ỳı mámák ı̀ áńıjò?”
Su hija llorando le dijo, “Por qué a mi hijo le comiste?”
Crying, her daughter said to her, “Why did you eat my son?”

(122) Íò wè món ı́jò ı́ò ı́ dáǹı kı́ákò.
A su casa volvió y a su marido le contó.
She went back to her house and told her husband.
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(123) “Má́ı mámák ı̀ dòè áńıjò.”
“A nuestro hijo ya le comió.”
“She’s already eaten our son.”

(124) Óı́k ı̀ máká sákı̀.
Llorando, él se fue al monte.
Weeping, he went to the forest.

(125) Néátò mónı́k ı̀, já́ıàñà pé ýıá ókóràkà dá́ıkı̀ tá.
Por la tarde regresando, viniendo le puso dos huevos de boa en el agua.
Returning in the evening, while he came he put two anaconda eggs in the water.

(126) Í n ı́ò j̀ıkà, “Mı́ákò j̀ıkà pé ýıá ókóràkà dá́ıkı̀ tá.”
A su mujer le dijo, “Dile a tu mamá que viniendo, yo le puso dos huevos en el
agua.”
He said to his wife, “Tell your mother that while I was coming, I put two eggs in
the water.”

(127) Í báò sá́ıkò ñ́ıàkò pé ýıá.
Su suegra yendo miró los dos huevos (en el agua).
Going, his mother-in-law saw the two eggs (in the water).

(128) Néárè júákò.
Agarrándole, le revantó.
She grabbed them and broke them.

(129) Já́ıàñà nésàǹıjò.
Una anaconda se formó.
They turned into an anaconda.

(130) Íòrè géó.
(La boa) a ella le envolvió.
(The snake) wrapped itself around her.

(131) Dè̀ı géómà ı́ò kòù sásùt̀ıyò.
No le envolvió bien, con su garra ella le trozó.
It didn’t wrap her up well, and she cut it in half with her claw.

(132) Íò b́ıàrò d ı́órè kòkòkò.
En su olla de aj́ı le puso y le cocinaba.
She put it in her pot of peppers and cooked it.

(133) Ná yékè ýıá dá́ık ı̀ tá.
Otra vez viniendo, (el yerno) otros (dos) huevos le puso en el agua.
Coming again, (her son-in-law) pot another (two) eggs in the water.
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(134) Ná ı́ báò dákò ýıá júákò.
Otra vez, su suegra les trajo y los huevos les revantó.
Again, his mother-in-law took them and broke them.

(135) Ná já́ıàñà nésàǹıjò.
Otra vez se formó la anaconda.
Once again the anaconda emerged.

(136) Já́ık ı̀ nék ı̀ ı́òrè t́ ı́ıgèòjò.
Cuando se hizo grande, a ella le envolvió para siempre.
When it became large, it swallowed her up forever.

(137) Jà̀ısùk̀ıñ̀ı m ı́́ık ı̀ mámákò ó́ıkò.
En una lupuna grande (la boa) sub́ıa y su hija lloraba.
It climbed onto a big tree, and her daughter wept.

(138) Báı̀ jú néárè jú́ı já́ıàñà.
Su yerno, agarrando la pucuna, pucuneaba la boa.
Her son-in-law, grabbing his blowgun, shot the anaconda.

(139) B́ıyókı̀ ı́m ı̀ y ı́́ıkà tómédèk ı̀ néárè ı́m ı̀ m ı́ǹıjò.
Silbando, la boa del alto bajó; en forma de una sabana cayó y colgó; agarrando,
subió (otra vez) al alto.
Whistling, the anaconda descended from high up, falling like a sheet; then, grab-
bing (the tree), it climbed up high (again).

(140) Mámákò ó́ıkò.
Su hija lloraba.
Her daughter cried.

(141) Mékà mà yúàkò sá́ıkò.
Se iba barriendo el camino del curhuince.
She went, sweeping a path made by leafcutter ants.

(142) Íò b ı́ákò ch́ıób ı̀ táyá sàyàrè ı́m ı̀ j́ıńıtò.
Del alto metieron la hierba en la cabeza de su madre y le soltaron.
In heaven, they stuffed her mother’s head with grass and let go, letting it fall.

(143) Mámákò ñ́ıàkò ó́ıkò.
Su hija mirando lloraba.
Looking on, her daughter wept.

(144) Ábé sá́ıkò mékà góé kákájò.
Cuando (la hija) se iba, en el hueco del curhuince (ella) entró.
When (the daughter) left, she entered the leafcutter ant’s hole.
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(145) Mékà b ı́ákò néjò.
En la madre del curhuince le transformó.
She turned into the mother of leafcutter ants.

(146) T ı́́ımàǹıjò.6

Viv́ıa para siempre.
She lived forever.

(147) Ká ỳıgò.
Eso es todo.
That is the end.

6Se cree que ella vive hasta ahora, criando los curhuince. (It is believed that she is still alive, giving
life to the leafcutter ants.)
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